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I. Executive Summary

INTRODUCTION

The Commission notes China’s lack of progress in guaranteeing Chinese citizens’ freedom of expression, assembly, and religion; restraining the power of the Chinese Communist Party; and establishing the rule of law under the new leadership of President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang. Official rhetoric at the start of their tenure suggested openness to reforms and limits on the power of officials, sparking public discussion across China. But the new leadership soon cracked down on growing calls for human rights and the rule of law and reiterated the Party’s dominance over public affairs. Despite widespread acknowledgement that loosening restrictions on society to encourage public participation, lessening state control over the economy, and enforcing the rule of law are essential to China’s economic development, China continues to pursue economic modernization without political reform or guarantees to fundamental human rights.

The Commission’s reporting year, which covers the period from fall 2012 to fall 2013, began with some potentially hopeful signs. Statements starting in late 2012 by President Xi, Premier Li, and other top leaders pledged to crack down on corruption and rein in official abuses, promised major reforms to the abusive systems of reeducation through labor and household registration, and suggested an openness to giving greater authority to China’s Constitution. New and revised laws that took effect, including the PRC Criminal Procedure Law and the PRC Mental Health Law, contained significant flaws but also had the potential to improve protection of citizens’ rights. China’s relatively open response to an outbreak of avian flu in early 2013 stood in marked contrast to its poor handling of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) crisis 10 years earlier, a point highlighted at a Commission hearing held in May 2013. Whether buoyed by statements from China’s new leaders or the possibilities accompanying a transition of power, citizens from diverse sectors of society, from elements within the Party to individuals affiliated with the grassroots New Citizens’ Movement, sought to engage in public discussion over China’s future. They urged their government to give greater force to the Constitution as a check on official behavior, make good on its promise to combat corruption by requiring officials to disclose their assets, and ratify the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which China signed in 1998.

By spring, however, it became clear that hopes China’s new leaders would engage with, or even tolerate, public discussion on issues such as constitutionalism and anticorruption would remain unfulfilled. In April, the Office of the Communist Party’s Central Committee reportedly issued Document No. 9, which sought to
marginalize and silence calls for constitutional checks, anticorruption, universal human rights, and press freedom as the products of “Western anti-China forces” and dissidents, rather than treat them as the legitimate concerns of China’s own citizens and an obligation under China’s commitments to international standards such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. By September 2013, authorities had detained, arrested, or “disappeared” nearly 60 individuals in an ensuing crackdown on free expression, assembly, and association, including the prominent rights advocates Xu Zhiyong and Guo Feixiong. Pro-reform editorials and discussions on the Internet were censored. Citizens who sought information about the government’s human rights action plan and the submission to the UN Human Rights Council’s Universal Periodic Review of China’s human rights record scheduled for October 2013 faced harassment, detention, and arrest.

The Party’s harsh response to calls for reform this past year echoed a consistent theme across the 19 issue areas covered in this report—that the Party’s interest in maintaining control and dominance over Chinese society still trumps meaningful and lasting progress on transparency, human rights, the rule of law, and easing state control over the economy. To be sure, the Commission documented improvements at the margins throughout this report, including the issuance of a national anti-trafficking plan, the loosening of residency restrictions in some localities, the introduction of labor law amendments intended to curb abuse of subcontracted labor, and the discontinuation of reeducation through labor sentences in some provinces. But these took place against the backdrop of a Chinese state that still views its citizens with suspicion and still denies them basic freedoms.

This was evident in many of the headline issues that captivated Chinese citizens this past year, from crippling pollution and corrupt political figures to widespread concerns over food safety and tensions in ethnic minority regions. Citizens clamored for more information about the safety of their environment and food, but authorities deemed soil pollution data a “state secret.” Corruption was a top concern for many in China, but authorities detained anticorruption advocates and censored foreign news stories about the finances of China’s leaders and their families. Despite dozens more self-immolations in Tibetan areas of China and some of the worst unrest in Xinjiang since 2009, Chinese officials continued to rely on heavier security and tighter control instead of dialogue and reconciliation. Another year has passed without resumption of formal dialogue with representatives of the Dalai Lama, extending the longest break since talks resumed in 2002. On the surface, the August trial of Bo Xilai, former Party Central Political Bureau member and Chongqing Party Secretary, appeared relatively more transparent, but it also was a reminder that when the Party’s interests are involved, China remains very much a country ruled by the Party and not by laws.

In addition, China made little progress toward achieving the “highly efficient modern government that operates under the rule of law” recommended in the groundbreaking “China 2030” report released by the World Bank and the Development Research Center of China’s State Council in 2012. The “China 2030” report, which
the Commission raised in last year’s annual report, underscored the strong relationship between the human rights and rule of law issues monitored by the Commission and China’s long-term economic development and stability. The report urged China to take a number of steps to reach the next stage of economic development, including allowing Chinese people greater freedom of movement and public participation, and strengthening the rule of law. The report also urged China to reform its state-owned sector, a source of abuses that tests China’s commitment to the rule of law. On this count, this report found that the state continues to play an outsized role in China’s economy, unfairly subsidizing state-owned enterprises and coordinating an overseas investment strategy, employing policies that favor domestic companies over foreign firms, violating World Trade Organization obligations, undervaluing its currency, and failing to curb the massive theft of foreign intellectual property.

China’s new leaders must undertake significant reforms to meet China’s human rights obligations under international standards and to strengthen the rule of law. To that end, the Commission provides the following main recommendations to Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials outlining ways to encourage such reforms.

**MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS**

- **International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).** China signed the ICCPR in 1998 but 15 years later has still not ratified the covenant despite repeatedly stating its intent to do so. China is the only permanent member of the UN Security Council not to have acceded to or ratified the ICCPR. China must take a number of concrete steps to come into conformity with the specific provisions of the ICCPR, including the following: Ending arbitrary arrest and detention of political dissidents (Article 9); allowing citizens the right to freely choose their place of residence (Article 12); ending the policy of denying passports and restricting the movement of activists and their families as political punishment (Article 12); allowing citizens the freedom to not only hold religious beliefs but also to practice them (Article 18); ending press and Internet censorship of peaceful political content and allowing freedom of expression (Article 19); allowing citizens the right to freely associate with others, including through non-governmental organizations and trade unions (Article 22); and allowing genuine elections by universal and equal suffrage (Article 25).

  **RECOMMENDATION:** Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials should urge China to commit to a specific date for ratifying the ICCPR, including providing a concrete and transparent plan and timetable for ratification developed through genuine, democratic, and open public participation and comment from all sectors of civil society. The Administration should raise this recommendation during China’s Universal Periodic Review before the UN Human Rights Council on October 22, 2013, and at future bilateral dialogues with China, including the Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the Human Rights Dialogue, and the Legal Experts Dialogue. The Administration should raise China’s qualifications for
membership on the UN Human Rights Council prior to and during the upcoming election for Council members at the UN General Assembly on November 12, 2013.

- **U.S.-China Trade and Connection to Rule of Law and Human Rights.** One of the results of the United States’ extensive trade ties with China is that China’s domestic human rights and rule of law developments impact the public health and economic well-being of Americans to a greater degree than those of any other country. China is the world’s second-largest economy and has been a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) since 2001. China is the United States’ second largest trading partner, and exports a large and growing volume of food, drugs, and products to the United States. The U.S. trade deficit with China reached a record US$315 billion in 2012 and topped US$30 billion in July 2013, the highest monthly deficit ever. China continues to be the world’s largest producer of carbon dioxide emissions, while food continues to be grown in areas of China contaminated by water and soil pollution. In addition, pollutants originating in China, such as mercury and ozone, are reaching the United States. The extent to which the Chinese government is transparent, respects its international trading obligations, and protects Chinese citizens’ human rights affects the safety and quality of goods imported from China, and the ability of American workers and companies to compete on a level playing field.

This connection between China’s domestic commercial rule of law and human rights developments and the health and economic prosperity of Americans as a result of trade is evident in many contexts. Without a free press and civil society, Chinese consumers cannot effectively uncover and respond to food and drug safety issues, environmental threats, and disease outbreaks that could be exported abroad. Unfair trading practices, such as industrial policies, currency manipulation, quotas and subsidies, forced technology transfer, and intellectual property theft—many of which contravene China’s obligations as a member of the WTO—directly harm American businesses and workers. China’s censorship of the Internet not only denies China’s nearly 600 million Internet users their freedom of expression but also blocks companies such as Facebook, Twitter, Bloomberg, the New York Times, Google, and YouTube from accessing China’s markets. The denial of the basic right of Chinese workers to organize independent unions and the lack of enforcement of minimum labor and environmental standards places American workers and companies at a competitive disadvantage. Over the last two years, the Commission has held a number of hearings that have highlighted how U.S. trade relations with China should not be viewed in isolation from China’s restrictions on expression, labor rights, environmental and public health transparency, and civil society, including “China’s Censorship of the Internet and Social Media: The Human Toll and Trade Impact”; “Ten Years in the WTO: Has China Kept Its Promises?”; “Working Conditions and Worker Rights in China: Recent Developments”; “Food and Drug Safety, Public Health, and the Environment in China”; and “Chinese Hacking: Impact on Human Rights and Commercial Rule of Law.”
RECOMMENDATION: Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials should seek to include human rights and rule of law concerns as integral parts of their discussions over trade and commercial issues with their Chinese counterparts during the annual U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue, negotiations over a bilateral investment treaty, and other trade-related venues, pointing out the links between, for example, China’s censorship of the Internet and market access, the rule of law and food safety, and China’s industrial policies and weak enforcement of law and theft of American intellectual property. The Administration should also continue to ensure that China adheres to its WTO obligations, including by exercising the United States’ rights under the WTO dispute settlement process when necessary.

• Rule of Law and Democratic Institutions. Early in the Commission’s reporting period, President Xi Jinping drew attention with comments such as, “[N]o organization or individual should be put above the constitution and the law”; and, “[T]he Constitution should be the legal weapon for people to defend their own rights” and implemented in order to have “life and authority.” In practice, China’s rule of law development has stalled, as most laws and regulations are developed behind closed doors largely in the absence of democratic input; officials continue to arbitrarily apply laws to punish individuals they deem politically sensitive; and enforcement of laws, such as labor laws, remains uneven. China lacks meaningful safeguards, such as an independent judiciary, a free press, and an unrestricted civil society, to ensure that the state’s restrictions on freedom are narrowly tailored to meet the requirements of international law.

RECOMMENDATION: Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials should raise President Xi’s statements with Chinese officials and urge them to adopt the true hallmarks of a society marked by the rule of law, including laws and policies developed through democratic institutions and public participation, and meaningful safeguards such as a free press, independent judiciary, and vibrant civil society. U.S. officials who wish to express support for the new Chinese leadership’s attempts to combat corruption should insist that, in order for such efforts to be sustainable, they must be accompanied by democratic participation, public oversight, and the rule of law. U.S. officials should also cite the “China 2030” report’s assertion that the creation of a “highly efficient modern government that operates under the rule of law” is key to China’s economic future.

• Ethnic Minorities. China’s current policy toward ethnic minorities, most notably with respect to Tibetans and Uyghurs, has proven ineffective and counterproductive. Instead of promoting the declared national goals of stability and a harmonious society, these policies have led in the opposite direction. Tibetans continue to engage in tragic acts of self-immolation at an alarming rate, and the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) has witnessed some of the most severe unrest since 2009.

RECOMMENDATION: Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials should note to Chinese officials that instability in Tibetan areas of China and the XUAR is likely to continue and
could deteriorate further without a shift in the state's policy away from a top-down approach that belies China’s constitutional commitment to “ethnic autonomy,” and instead relies on heavy-handed security measures and development policies that fail to provide for participation by ethnic minorities in decisionmaking and fail to protect their distinct cultural, linguistic, and religious identity. China should be encouraged to move toward a more inclusive, democratic approach that fully takes into account the views and values of Tibetans and Uyghurs and respects their culture, language, and religion. U.S. officials should take note of and seek to learn more about what appeared to be more tolerant policy suggestions on the Tibet issue that appeared within the Party this year and should call on the Chinese leadership to promote a more stable and inclusive society by allowing greater public dialogue and debate among all groups, especially groups such as Tibetans and Uyghurs that are among the most adversely affected by current policies.

- **Reeducation Through Labor, Population Planning, and Household Registration.** Major policies such as the reeducation through labor system, the population planning policy, and the household registration system were the source of great public discontent in China this past year. These policies not only violate human rights but also contribute to social instability and hold back China’s economy. The reeducation through labor system violates the rule of law by incarcerating citizens without trial or access to legal counsel, and high-profile cases of abuse have led to widespread calls for abolishing the policy in China. The population planning policy interferes with and controls the reproductive lives of Chinese citizens, especially women, and involves serious abuses such as forced sterilizations and forced abortions. The policy also exacerbates the country’s demographic challenges, which include an aging population, diminishing workforce, and skewed sex ratio. The household registration system denies Chinese citizens the freedom to choose a permanent residence and leads to unequal treatment and discrimination against migrants from rural areas who move to cities, contributing to social tensions and instability.

**RECOMMENDATION:** Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials should inquire about indications this past year of possible changes in these policies, including a government restructuring plan that moves population planning policy development to the National Development and Reform Commission and the announcements of possible major reforms to the reeducation through labor system and the household registration system by the end of 2013. Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials should request more details about the changes and proposed reforms and urge Chinese officials to undertake serious reform that would both remedy rights violations and lead to greater social stability by ending policies that are widely opposed in China.

**REPORT HIGHLIGHTS**

This report is divided into 19 issue areas. Highlights of developments in each area are discussed briefly below.

The Commission observed China’s implementation of practices inconsistent with Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), as noted in this year’s Freedom of Expression section. As more and more Chinese citizens accessed the Internet to share information and express grievances, Chinese officials responded with overly broad and non-transparent policies to curb “online rumors” and expand the real-name registration requirement for online services. Censorship of peaceful political content, a violation of international standards, remained commonplace and targeted everything from foreign news articles on the wealth of former Premier Wen Jiabao’s family to domestic online discussion of the 18th Party Congress. New research indicated China was expanding its censorship system and focusing on online activity that could lead to collective movements. The Party continued to exercise broad control over the press, and authorities punished journalists such as Du Bin, who exposed abuses at the Masanjia Women’s Reeducation Through Labor Center, and Deng Yuwen, who criticized China’s North Korea policy. In a rare act, journalists at the Southern Weekend staged a strike in January 2013 over the removal of an editorial advocating freedoms and constitutional principles, news of which itself was censored.

China continued to violate internationally recognized worker rights by not allowing workers the right to freely associate and form independent trade unions. As noted in the Worker Rights section, despite limited efforts to promote the direct election of worker representatives to state-controlled unions, union representatives remained generally ineffective in representing workers’ interests. Without adequate channels to protect their rights and express workplace grievances, China’s large migrant worker population, which has provided the low-cost labor to drive China’s growth, continued to suffer exploitation, with studies showing that less than 50 percent had labor contracts, and even fewer had pensions and medical insurance. At the same time, rising wages and a tightening labor market led companies in the electronics industry and elsewhere to hire, in some cases with local government cooperation, underage workers and to exploit subcontracted workers in violation of the law. In December 2012, the National People’s Congress amended the PRC Labor Contract Law to address subcontracting abuses, but the effectiveness of implementation remains to be seen.

In the Commercial Rule of Law section, the Commission noted heavy state coordination of outbound investment, which has grown significantly in recent years, as part of a “go out” strategy targeting “strategic industries” such as energy resources, metals, advanced technology, and “famous brands.” An official urged Chinese companies investing abroad to keep a low profile to avoid the appearance of state involvement, while the Chinese government offered preferential financing that created an uneven playing field in overseas markets. The yuan remained significantly undervalued, according to the U.S. Treasury Department. The WTO found that China had imposed antidumping and countervailing duties on U.S. grain-oriented electrical steel, U.S. chicken products, and European x-ray inspection equipment in ways that were inconsistent with China’s WTO obligations. Chinese officials continued to use technology transfer as a precondition for market access, in violation of China’s
WTO obligations and commitments made during the 2012 U.S.-China Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade. Weak protection of intellectual property (IP) rights and policies encouraging Chinese acquisition of technology have led China to account for a reported 50 to 80 percent of international IP theft. New information this year revealed a massive cyber theft operation controlled by the People’s Liberation Army. Problems with the rule of law contributed to ongoing food and product safety problems, including the cross-border movement of hazardous and illegal products.

The Commission observed ongoing noncompliance with standards for fair trial rights and the right to be free from arbitrary detention and torture as set forth in the ICCPR and the UDHR, as described in this year’s Criminal Justice section. The revised PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) took effect on January 1, 2013; while the new CPL is, for the most part, an improvement over its predecessor, it fails to clearly stipulate the rights to remain silent and to be presumed innocent, and the right not to incriminate oneself. Article 73 of the new CPL legalizes enforced disappearance (up to six months) in contravention of international standards. Chinese authorities continue to use the criminal justice system to suppress dissent and punish activists and their family members—the criminal detention of prominent rights activist Xu Zhiyong and the jailing of Chen Kegui, the nephew of Chen Guangcheng, are just two examples. The issue of confessions coerced through torture and wrongful convictions was once again in the spotlight, but it remains to be seen whether the CPL’s new rule excluding the use of illegally obtained evidence from criminal trials will actually curb the use of torture in criminal investigations.

The Commission notes in the Freedom of Religion section that the Chinese government’s legal and policy framework for religion violates international standards for freedom of religion, including Article 18 of the UDHR. The PRC Constitution limits citizens’ ability to exercise their beliefs by protecting only “normal religious activities,” and the government continued to recognize only five religions—Buddhism, Catholicism, Taoism, Islam, and Protestantism—for limited state protections for religious activity. The government and Party maintained strict ideological control and oversight over religious groups, and a top official announced all clergy would be registered with the government by the end of 2013. Chinese citizens who sought to practice their faith outside of state-approved parameters continued to face harassment and detention. For example, Chinese officials revoked the title of auxiliary bishop from bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin after he publicly withdrew from the state-run Catholic Patriotic Association of China at his ordination ceremony. In April 2013, a China-based magazine reported on claims of torture and severe maltreatment of inmates at the Masanjia Women’s Reeducation Through Labor (RTL) Center in Liaoning province, many of whom are believed to be Falun Gong practitioners. Muslims were warned against going on Hajj pilgrimages not organized by the government. The government also continued to harass members of the Beijing Shouwang Church, a Protestant house church in Beijing municipality, and detained house church pastor Cao Nan and others for holding a religious gathering in a public park in Shenzhen municipality.
The Commission observed that Chinese officials continued to fail to respond to Tibetan grievances in a constructive manner, instead dealing with the 65 Tibetan self-immolations that occurred from September 2012 through July this year by strengthening a security crackdown that has infringed on Tibetans’ freedom of expression, association, and movement, as noted in the Tibet section. The self-immolations peaked in November during the 18th Party Congress, prompting officials to launch a troubling campaign to hold relatives, friends, and associates of the self-immolators criminally liable. Some self-immolators reportedly called for greater use of the Tibetan language as they burned—an apparent indication of the significant threat some Tibetans believe official policies pose to Tibetan culture’s vibrancy and viability. Officials continued to emphasize economic development as the key to achieving “social stability,” even though some initiatives resulted in protests or alleged harm to local communities. Talks between China and the Dalai Lama remained stalled, but the publication of a Central Party School academic’s remarks on the potential benefits of improved relations with the Dalai Lama suggested that some officials may be interested in greater public discussion on the matter.

The Commission found that instances of unrest in the spring and summer resulted in numerous deaths, with reported death tolls ranging from dozens to 100 or possibly more, and raised concerns about the failure of ethnic policy in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region to address the root causes of instability. As discussed in the Xinjiang section, authorities continued to rely on heavy-handed security measures, including overly broad security sweeps targeting the general population and top-down development that disproportionately excludes Uyghurs, instead of pursuing inclusive, democratic policies that respect religious, cultural, and linguistic rights. Chinese officials violated Uyghurs’ freedom of movement, preventing Uyghur scholar Ilham Tohti from traveling abroad and denying passports to some Uyghurs. News surfaced that Mirhemitjan Muzepper had been sentenced to 11 years in prison for serving as a translator for a Hong Kong media organization reporting on the demolitions taking place in Kashgar’s Old City.

As discussed in the Ethnic Minority Rights section, some Mongols continued to face harassment and imprisonment for peaceful protest and assertions of cultural identity, and some nomadic populations were forced to resettle away from grasslands. Authorities continued to hold Mongol rights advocate Hada in extralegal detention, denying him treatment for serious mental health issues; and they ordered Batzangaa, a former medical school principal who organized demonstrations to protest the government’s confiscation of campus property in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, to begin serving a three-year prison sentence.

China’s policy of interfering with and controlling the reproductive lives of Chinese citizens, including through fines, withholding of benefits, and forced sterilizations and abortions, continued to violate international human rights standards, as noted in the Population Planning section. In March 2013, China’s new leaders merged the National Population and Family Planning Commission with the Ministry of Health and transferred the responsibility of developing population planning policy to the National Development
and Reform Commission, a move some viewed as an opening for reform while others saw it as strengthening the family planning system. Calls for relaxing family planning policy continued, but local authorities continued to aggressively push the policy, and news and social media continued to publicize cases of forced abortions and sterilizations across China.

Chinese authorities continued to enforce a household registration (hukou) system that denies citizens their right to freely determine their permanent place of residence, and contributes to instability by discriminating against rural migrants living in cities by denying them social services because they lack urban hukous. As described in the Freedom of Residence and Movement section, top officials announced that a plan to reform the system would be unveiled by the end of 2013 as part of a larger push for urbanization to sustain China’s economic growth. Some officials experimented with policies to expand educational and employment opportunities for rural migrants in cities, but experts have said many local governments lack the resources to fully implement such reforms.

China continued to deny its citizens the right to freely leave the country by denying passports to a growing number of politically sensitive individuals, including Tibetans, Uyghurs, and political activists and their family members. Human rights groups estimate that at least 14 million people may be affected. Liu Xia, the wife of the imprisoned 2010 Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo, continued to be confined to her home, one of many “politically sensitive” individuals denied domestic freedom of movement.

The Commission observed that China continued to fall short of commitments in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women to ensure female representation in government. As noted in the Status of Women section, female representation at all levels of government continued to be low and did not markedly improve following the leadership transition. Gender discrimination in education and employment remains widespread. New national-level domestic violence legislation promised in state-run media reports has not materialized, and young female rape victims received inadequate legal protection under the PRC Criminal Law.

China has taken some steps to comply with the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, including the issuance of a new national anti-trafficking action plan this year, as discussed in the Trafficking section. After nine consecutive years on the Tier 2 Watch List, China was in June automatically downgraded to Tier 3, the lowest tier ranking, in the U.S. State Department’s 2013 Trafficking in Persons Report. Men, women, and children continue to be trafficked to, from, and within China for purposes including forced labor, forced marriage, and sexual exploitation.

In the North Korean Refugees in China section, the Commission noted that China continued to violate the 1951 UN Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol by detaining and repatriating North Korean refugees to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea despite the severe punishments they face once returned. The Chinese government, in concert with North Korean officials, appeared to strengthen measures to stem the flow of
North Korean refugees into China. North Korean women in China continued to be trafficked into forced marriage and commercial sexual exploitation. China continued to violate the Convention on the Rights of the Child by repatriating North Korean women and separating them from their children born in China.

The Commission observed in the Environment section that China faced severe pollution problems but still refused to provide full transparency to its citizens or fully empower citizens through law to enforce their rights. China’s open government information regulations require governments to release information on the environment. Officials were more forthcoming about the linkage between toxic chemicals and “cancer villages” and began to disclose abridged versions of environmental impact statements, but they refused to release information on soil pollution, claiming such information was a “state secret” in response to at least one citizen’s request. Citizens continued to be largely marginalized in the policy-making process, as authorities detained environmental advocates such as Liu Futang and Chen Yuqian, suppressed anti-pollution demonstrations, and narrowed provisions in a new draft of the Environmental Protection Law to allow only a single government-affiliated environmental organization to file public interest suits under the law.

China continued to deny citizens the right to participate in public affairs directly or through freely chosen representatives and to vote in genuine elections by universal and equal suffrage, a standard set forth in Article 21 of the UDHR and Article 25 of the ICCPR. As discussed in the Institutions of Democratic Governance section, China’s new leaders were chosen in an opaque, non-democratic process. At all levels, from the judiciary and the National People’s Congress to the media and universities, the Chinese Communist Party continued to dominate political affairs. Authorities continued to detain or sentence democracy advocates, including Cao Haibo and Liu Benqi, who joined a growing list of those punished in recent years. The Chinese government continued to show little tolerance for citizens considered to be politically sensitive who sought to participate in public affairs. For example, authorities arrested Peng Lanlan and harassed others for seeking information regarding China’s submission for its Universal Periodic Review before the UN Human Rights Council in October 2013. Authorities also arrested at least 25 anticorruption and social justice advocates who called for officials to make public their personal assets or advocated on other issues.

In the Civil Society section, the Commission found that the Chinese government’s overly broad restrictions on non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and informal citizen networks continued to fail to comply with freedom of association standards, as provided under Article 20 of the UDHR and Article 22 of the ICCPR. The government and Party reaffirmed their control over the development of NGOs in China, expressing preference to groups perceived to support economic growth or provide social welfare services, but harassing those engaged in issue advocacy or matters the government deems politically sensitive. The government pledged to issue long-awaited regulatory changes by the end of 2013 to make it easi-
er for certain types of groups to register with the government, but excluded political, legal, religious, and foreign NGOs.

The Access to Justice section highlighted the Chinese government’s lack of tolerance for citizens seeking effective remedies to official violations of their rights, contrary to Article 8 of the UDHR and Article 2 of the ICCPR. During the 18th Party Congress in November 2012, officials reportedly ordered rights advocates, petitioners, and Falun Gong practitioners to serve reeducation through labor (RTL) to achieve “zero petitioning” and prevent protest in Beijing during that period. Widespread media, scholarly, and government attention has focused on the Chinese government’s vague statements about reform of the RTL system, possibly by the end of this year. Harassment of rights defenders, political activists, and their families continued, and prominent human rights advocates Gao Zhisheng and Ni Yulan continued to serve prison sentences. In spite of the increasing number of individuals reportedly receiving legal aid, the arrest in August 2013 of legal advocate Xu Zhiyong on trumped-up charges of “gathering a crowd to disrupt public order” highlighted the government’s concerns over independent efforts to secure justice. Xu had founded the non-governmental organization Open Constitution Initiative in 2003, which authorities banned in 2009, and is a leading proponent of the New Citizens’ Movement, a broad network of individuals promoting legal and political reforms, human rights, and social justice, among other causes.

The Commission noted in the Public Health section that international health organizations commended China’s effective response to the H7N9 avian influenza outbreak in March 2013 and China’s progress in building an emergency response structure in the decade since the 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak. The Chinese public, however, continued to express concerns over the government’s capacity to protect public health and regulate food and drug safety. China’s first Mental Health Law was passed in October 2012 and took effect in May 2013. Concerns remained regarding the lack of a guaranteed right to appeal hospitalization and safeguards to prevent the continued abuse of psychiatric commitment to punish petitioners, political activists, and others. The government also issued draft revisions of regulations on education for persons with disabilities, for which civil society organizations urged more precise definitions and amendments to comply with the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Despite laws prohibiting it, health-based discrimination in access to education, medical treatment, and employment remained widespread.

In the Developments in Hong Kong and Macau section, the Commission noted that Hong Kong officials dismissed calls for an early public consultation on electoral reform for the election of the Chief Executive (CE) by universal suffrage, which is set to occur in 2017, despite concern from the UN Human Rights Committee over the “lack of a clear plan to institute universal suffrage.” Statements from mainland Chinese officials ruled out a CE nominating process involving the broader voting public and stated that CE candidates in an election by universal suffrage would be required to be trusted by the central government. The Hong Kong government
postponed a measure that would have made information about company directors less transparent. Mainland experts and officials continued to dissuade Macau from pursuing universal suffrage. The Chinese government and Macau officials reportedly stepped up efforts to regulate Macau's gambling industry as part of a larger campaign against corruption.

To fulfill the Commission's mandate to compile and maintain lists of persons believed to be imprisoned, detained, placed under house arrest, tortured, or otherwise persecuted by the Chinese government due to the pursuit of internationally recognized human rights, the Commission maintains an extensive database of political prisoners in China. According to the Political Prisoner Database section, as of September 1, 2013, the Commission staff had documented 1,304 cases of political and religious prisoners currently known or believed to be detained or imprisoned, and 6,005 cases of prisoners who are known or believed to have been released or executed, who died while imprisoned or soon after release, or who escaped. The Commission notes that these numbers reflect the efforts by the Commission's staff to document cases for which information is publicly available and that the actual number of cases of current political and religious imprisonment in China is likely to be much higher.

The Commission's Executive Branch members have participated in and supported the work of the Commission. The content of this Annual Report, including its findings, views, and recommendations, does not necessarily reflect the views of individual Executive Branch members or the policies of the Administration.

The Commission adopted this report by a vote of 14 to 0.
SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A summary of specific findings follows below for each section of this Annual Report, covering each area that the Commission monitors. In each area, the Commission has identified a set of issues that merit attention over the next year, and, in accordance with the Commission’s legislative mandate, submits for each a set of recommendations to the President and the Congress for legislative or executive action.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

Findings

• During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, Chinese officials continued to maintain a broad range of restrictions on free expression that do not comply with international human rights standards, including Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Articles 19 and 29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. While such standards permit states in limited circumstances to restrict expression to protect interests such as national security and public order, official Chinese restrictions covered a much broader range of activity, including peaceful dissent and expression critical of the Communist Party.

• According to the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), the national-level administrative agency responsible for Internet affairs in China, there were over 590 million Internet users in China by the end of June 2013, bringing the Internet penetration rate (i.e., the total number of Internet users divided by the total population) to 44.1 percent. The Chinese government has pledged to expand access to mobile technologies and to increase government control over the Internet.

• During the 2013 reporting year, China’s Twitter-like microblogging sites continued to see strong growth in the number of users. China’s microblogging sites—including China’s most popular microblog site, Sina Weibo—experienced dramatic growth with 309 million registered accounts at the end of 2012.

• The Chinese government reportedly increased pressure on certain popular users of microblogging services, including those who have posted blunt social criticisms or political commentaries. The growing popularity of services has allowed some microbloggers to reach millions of users and to potentially shape public opinion. With growing concern about “online rumors,” Chinese Internet authorities responded with a crackdown on high profile accounts and with a list of “seven bottom lines” for online activity. Some have alleged the crackdown on prominent microblog users is politically based.

• While international and domestic observers continued to note the vibrancy of Internet and cell phone use in China, Chinese government and Communist Party officials showed little sign of loosening political control. Chinese officials remained non-transparent in disclosing content that is blocked or why it is blocked, and officials continued to block content arbitrarily
for purposes impermissible under international standards. The online censorship and Web site closures, in some cases, appeared politically motivated and appeared to counter international standards on freedom of opinion and expression.

- Officials continued to restrict expression arbitrarily by abusing vague criminal law provisions, and imposing broad regulations and registration requirements on journalists, publishers, news media, and Internet users.
- Government and Party officials continue to exercise control over the press in violation of international standards. A January 2013 strike at the Southern Weekend, a progressive weekly newspaper in Guangdong province, sparked public outrage and highlighted the media’s lack of editorial independence.
- This past year the Commission continued to monitor harassment of domestic and foreign journalists in China. Chinese authorities, for instance, took actions to punish or suspend journalists for independent reporting. In other instances, foreign and Hong Kong journalists were harassed, intimidated, or assaulted.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Raise concerns over and draw enhanced international attention to the Chinese government’s continued insistence that its restrictions on freedom of expression are consistent with international standards.
- Emphasize that the Chinese government’s position undermines international human rights standards for free expression, particularly those contained in Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Articles 19 and 29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
- Emphasize to Chinese officials that Communist Party and government censorship of the Internet and the press can lead to instability by eroding public faith in the media and government.
- Engage in dialogue and exchanges with Chinese officials on the issue of how governments can best ensure that restrictions on freedom of expression are not abused and do not exceed the scope necessary to protect national security, minors, and public order. Emphasize the importance of procedural protections such as public participation in the formulation of restrictions on free expression, transparency regarding the implementation of such restrictions, and the independent review of such restrictions.
- Urge Chinese officials to implement their calls for greater transparency and public participation in lawmaking. Such discussions may be part of a broader discussion on how the U.S. and Chinese Governments can work together to ensure the protection of common interests on the Internet, including protecting minors, computer security, and privacy.
- Acknowledge the Chinese government’s efforts to expand access to the Internet and cell phones, especially in rural areas,
while continuing to press officials to comply with international standards.

- Support the research and development of technologies that enable Chinese citizens to access and share political and religious content that they are entitled to access and share under international human rights standards. Support practices and Chinese-language tools and training materials that enable Chinese citizens to access and share content in a way that ensures their security and privacy. Support the dissemination of online Chinese-language information on the Internet, especially through popular Chinese social media sites, that discusses the rights and freedoms to which Chinese citizens are entitled under international standards.
- Elevate concern over the increased harassment of foreign journalists, who this past year have been beaten. Raise concerns over reports that authorities repeatedly have delayed or denied the approval of journalists' visa applications.

WORKER RIGHTS

Findings

- During the Commission's 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government continued to prevent workers from exercising their constitutional right to freedom of association. Workers in China are not guaranteed, either by law or in practice, full worker rights in accordance with international standards, including the right to organize into independent unions. The All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU), the official union under the direction of the Communist Party, is the only legal trade union organization in China. Authorities continued this past year to promote direct elections of trade union representatives, although questions remained over the ability of elections to engender genuinely representative unions because of continued management influence over candidate selection and restrictions on worker participation in the election process.
- Genuine collective bargaining remains limited by the inability of local-level trade unions to effectively represent and advance the rights of workers in negotiations with employers and a lack of alternative union organizations to the ACFTU. Despite the ACFTU's promotion of collective contracts and collective wage bargaining in recent years, the collective contract and consultation process remains problematic in part because trade unions lack autonomy and genuine worker representation.
- The Commission continued to observe reports in the past year of workers organizing strikes and demonstrations in a variety of industries and regions across China, often prompted by systemic labor-related grievances, such as factory closings or relocations, nonpayment of wages and benefits, and abusive management practices. Official unions at the local level frequently opposed worker-led actions and did not play an organizing role in them, while media reports indicated that government officials in some cases used force against or detained demonstrating workers.
• Changing demographic and economic shifts in recent years have provided workers with greater bargaining power in the workplace, increasing their determination to redress grievances with employers and press for better pay and working conditions. Moreover, growing expectations of younger generation migrant workers with regard to working conditions and labor rights are seen as a driving factor behind the increased assertiveness of recent protests.

• Migrant workers remained largely marginalized and vulnerable to exploitation in the workplace, facing problems such as wage arrears, social discrimination, and low levels of labor and social welfare protection. Working predominately in low-end industries requiring little technical skill, migrants face increased risk for occupational injury and disease.

• Despite China’s laws and commitments under international standards prohibiting child labor, the use of underage workers remained evident in the electronics manufacturing industry, with instances also reported in other sectors. Systemic problems in enforcement and a lack of sufficient resources reportedly continue to constrain efforts to reduce child labor.

• Subcontracted workers hired through labor employment agencies remain particularly vulnerable to exploitation in the workplace, often receiving lower wages and fewer benefits than workers hired through direct labor contracts with employers. A series of amendments to the PRC Labor Contract Law, passed in December 2012, contain provisions that could help reform labor subcontracting practices. Continued poor enforcement and opposition by some state-owned enterprises and national- and local-level government offices, however, could weaken those reforms.

• Average wage levels in China continued to increase this past year, with reports suggesting that structural changes in China’s labor market, in particular a decline in the working age population, in combination with sporadic labor shortages and the relocation of manufacturing operations further inland or to Southeast Asia, signify the decline of “cheap labor” in China.

• Despite continued wage growth, income inequality among different regions and industrial sections has also increased, greatly expanding the disparity between rich and poor. China’s State Council released a long-awaited income distribution plan in February 2013 that seeks to reduce income inequality and increase household income. However, observers questioned whether it can be fully implemented.

• Wage arrears and nonpayment of wages remained serious problems this past year, particularly for migrant workers. International media reports throughout 2013 indicated that wage arrears were a primary factor behind worker-led protests, especially in the weeks prior to the Chinese Lunar New Year holiday.

• Chinese workers, especially those in the coal mining sector, continued to face persistent occupational safety and health risks. Fatalities have been consistently reduced over the past few years, but officially reported cases of disease have increased during the same period. Despite legal measures aimed
at preventing workplace accidents and establishing a regulatory system to inspect and handle safety violations, systemic problems in implementation and enforcement, as well as the lack of meaningful worker participation in workplace decisions that impact safety and health, continue to constrain efforts to reduce industrial accidents.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Support projects promoting reform of Chinese labor laws and regulations to reflect internationally recognized labor principles. Prioritize projects that not only focus on legislative drafting and regulatory development but also develop knowledge, expertise, and practical solutions to comply with internationally recognized labor principles at the enterprise level.
- Engage in dialogue with government officials, workers, and trade union officials in locations that have achieved successful cases of collective bargaining; identify ways to increase awareness of those experiences; and convey those experiences to officials and trade unions in areas that have had less success with collective bargaining. Where possible, prioritize programs that demonstrate the ability to conduct collective bargaining pilot projects in enterprises with no functioning union present.
- Convey support for the effective use of worker-management committees, functioning collective bargaining, and direct elections of trade union representatives. Engage in dialogue with government and trade union officials, as well as employers to identify opportunities to increase awareness of successful experiences with direct elections of trade union representatives and to provide elected trade union officials with ongoing training and support. Support the U.S. Department of Labor's (USDOL) exchange with the China National Coal Association regarding industry regulatory compliance, worker representation at coal mines, and safety and health improvements.
- Encourage the expansion of exchanges between U.S. collective bargaining practitioners and Chinese labor rights advocates in non-governmental organizations, the bar, academia, and the official trade union. Prioritize exchanges that emphasize face-to-face meetings with hands-on practitioners and trainers.
- Support capacity-building programs to strengthen Chinese labor and legal aid organizations involved in defending the rights of workers. Encourage Chinese officials at local levels to develop, maintain, and deepen relationships with labor organizations inside and outside of China, and to invite these groups to increase the number of training programs in China. Support programs that train workers in ways to identify problems at the factory-floor level, conducting skills and problem-solving training so they can communicate their concern to employers effectively.
- Where appropriate, share the United States’ ongoing experience and efforts in protecting worker rights—through legal,
regulatory, or non-governmental means—with Chinese officials. Expand site visits and other exchanges for Chinese officials to observe and share ideas with U.S. labor rights groups, lawyers, the USDOL, and other regulatory agencies at all levels of the U.S. Government that work on labor issues.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Findings

• The revised PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) took effect on January 1, 2013. While the law as written has many positive aspects, it fails to stipulate an explicit right to remain silent and right not to incriminate oneself; nor does it provide a clear right to the presumption of innocence as required by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).

• If implemented effectively, the revised CPL will enhance the ability of lawyers to better defend their clients and further the rights of detained criminal suspects and defendants, for example, by facilitating meetings between lawyers and their detained clients. Preliminary reports based on limited data suggest that lawyers are finding it easier to meet with their detained clients, but that some problems remain.

• Chinese authorities continue to use vaguely defined crimes to suppress and punish dissent and perceived challenges to Chinese Communist Party rule. In addition to Article 105 of the PRC Criminal Law, which criminalizes “subversion” and “inciting subversion,” during this reporting year authorities made ample use of vague crimes such as “unlawful assembly” and “gathering people to disturb public order” to suppress rights advocates and civil society activists. Public security officers arrested prominent rights activist Xu Zhiyong on August 22 on suspicion of “gathering people to disturb public order.”

• Chinese officials continue to harass and arbitrarily detain rights advocates, civil society activists, writers, lawyers, bloggers, and ordinary citizens who advocate for their own rights or the rights of others. They may be sentenced to prison for the peaceful exercise of their internationally recognized human rights, or subjected to various forms of arbitrary or ex-
tralegal detention, including confinement in “black jails,” administrative detention facilities including reeducation through labor (RTL) centers, unlawful confinement in their homes, or enforced disappearance.

- The issue of confessions coerced through torture and wrongful convictions garnered a great deal of attention during this reporting year as case after case surfaced and senior judicial officials condemned the practice. The revised CPL contains new provisions for the exclusion of illegally obtained evidence from criminal trials, which, if implemented effectively, could lead to a reduction in the number of coerced confessions and wrongful convictions.

- Despite the Chinese government’s continued efforts to address the problem, torture and abuse in places of detention in China remain widespread. In April, a Chinese magazine published a detailed account of torture, abuse, and forced labor at the Masanjia Women’s Reeducation Through Labor Center in Liaoning province, which fuelled calls for reform of the RTL system. Torture and the abuse of individuals detained in connection with the campaign against organized crime in Chongqing municipality carried out by Bo Xilai, the former Communist Party Secretary of Chongqing, have gradually come to light. While some initial steps have been taken to provide redress to some of those wrongfully accused and convicted during the campaign, much more remains to be done.

- Although the Chinese government continues to treat data on the use of the death penalty as a state secret, estimates suggest that the number is steadily decreasing. Organs are still harvested from executed prisoners. In March 2013, the Ministry of Health and the Chinese Red Cross formally launched a national voluntary organ donation system, and in August, a senior health official reportedly announced that within two years China would cease relying on organs of executed criminals for organ transplants.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Urge the Chinese government to publicly commit to a specific timetable for ratification of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which the Chinese government signed in 1998 but has not yet ratified.
- Encourage the Chinese government to move forward on its stated goal to cease using the reeducation through labor (RTL) system and urge the Chinese government to also abolish other forms of extrajudicial administrative detention, and ensure that the rights of Chinese citizens to a fair trial and due process of law under the UDHR and the ICCPR are guaranteed.
- Call on the Chinese government to release all Chinese citizens who have been detained or imprisoned for the lawful exercise of their fundamental human rights of freedom of expression, association, and peaceful assembly, as well as the right to be free from arbitrary detention, including rights advocates
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Xu Zhiyong, Ni Yulan, Gao Zhisheng, and Wang Bingzhang.

Press the government to release relatives of activists who have been unlawfully confined or imprisoned because of the lawful exercise of human rights by their family members, such as Liu Xia, the wife of Liu Xiaobo, and Chen Kegui, nephew of Chen Guangcheng.

- Press China to sign and ratify the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance and to extend an invitation to the UN Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances to visit China, which issued a request to visit in February 2013.
- Support programs and international cooperation on issues related to the investigation of crimes, including evidence collection, in order to reduce Chinese law enforcement agencies' reliance on confessions in criminal cases.

FREEDOM OF RELIGION

Findings

- The Chinese government's legal and policy framework for religion violates international human rights standards for freedom of religion, including Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Although the PRC Constitution states that all citizens enjoy “freedom of religious belief,” it limits citizens' ability to exercise their beliefs by protecting only “normal religious activities.” The government continued to recognize only five religions—Buddhism, Catholicism, Taoism, Islam, and Protestantism—for limited state protections for religious activity, and the government has continued to outlaw some belief systems, thereby denying members of these communities the right to practice their faith openly and without fear of government reprisal.
- Strict ideological control and government oversight over religious groups was maintained through religious affairs bureaus, the Communist Party’s United Front Work Department, and the five “patriotic” religious associations, one for each of the recognized religions. All clergy and religious organizations are required to be registered with the government. A top religious official announced that all clergy would be registered by the end of 2013. This past year, central government officials also announced a plan to loosen some registration and administrative hurdles on social organizations that explicitly excluded religious organizations.
- Officials continued to monitor, control, restrict, and “guide” the religious activities of Buddhists in non-Tibetan areas of China, with a top official urging Buddhists to “embrace the leadership of the Party.” At least three sects of Buddhism continue to be banned as cults.
- Observers contend Chinese policies have divided Chinese Catholics into “official” and “underground” churches. Catholics in China continue to be denied the freedom to accept the authority of the Holy See to select bishops, and a new regulation on the selection of bishops that took effect in April 2013 expands the state’s role in the selection process and explicitly re-
quires bishop candidates to “endorse the Chinese Communist Party’s leadership and the socialist system.” Officials at state-run Catholic organizations announced in December a decision to revoke the title of auxiliary bishop from bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin after he publicly withdrew from the state-run Catholic Patriotic Association at his ordination ceremony in July 2012. Clergy continue to be detained for their underground activity or refusal to join the patriotic association, including priest Song Wanjun.

- The Commission continued to observe reports of officials sentencing Falun Gong practitioners to long prison terms, harassing lawyers who attempted to assist Falun Gong practitioners, and pressuring practitioners to renounce their beliefs. The Commission also observed reports this past year regarding official anti-cult efforts that placed an emphasis on the need to educate the public to “resist” Falun Gong. In April 2013, an article published in the China-based Lens Magazine reported on claims of severe torture and maltreatment of inmates at the Masanjia Women’s Reeducation Through Labor Center in Liaoning province, many of whom are believed to be Falun Gong practitioners.

- Chinese authorities continued to place curbs on Muslims’ ability to practice their religion and to emphasize the role of Islamic clergy in promoting state policies. Authorities also continued to regulate the confirmation of Islamic religious leaders and to monitor overseas pilgrimages in furtherance of state policy. Islamic clergy at a certification ceremony in February 2013 were told to “resolve to become politically reliable,” and local authorities throughout the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) warned religious believers against going on Hajj pilgrimages not organized by the government. Authorities in charge of religious affairs sought to portray violent clashes that took place in the spring and summer of 2013 throughout the XUAR as acts inspired by “religious extremism,” and urged Muslim clergy to work against “religious extremist forces.”

- The Chinese government continued to control the doctrine and activities of its official Protestant church and target members of unregistered house churches for harassment, detention, and other forms of abuse. The government continued its efforts to prohibit worship gatherings of the Beijing Shouwang Church, a house church of over 1,000 congregants in Beijing municipality, denying the church’s appeal against local public security officials for preventing the church from moving into property it had purchased. State-sanctioned raids on house churches continued. In April 2013, local authorities raided a house church in Alxa League, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, firing tear gas, detaining members of the congregation, and beating others. Officials in Shenzhen municipality detained house church pastor Cao Nan and others for holding a religious gathering in a public park, and officials in Shanxi province sentenced Li Wenxi and Ren Lancheng for “illegal business operations” in connection with the printing and selling of religious publications.
The Chinese Taoist Association continued to work with the Chinese government to ensure that Taoist religious groups “uphold the leadership of the Communist Party and the socialist system.” At a November meeting, a top religious official reminded Taoist leaders that “studying and putting into practice the spirit of the 18th Party Congress is the chief political task for religious communities for the coming period of time.”

Despite lacking formal central government recognition, some religious communities have been able to operate inside China and continue to appeal to the Chinese government for greater recognition.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Call on the Chinese government to guarantee to all citizens freedom of religion in accordance with Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to remove the government’s framework for recognizing only select religious communities for limited state protections. Stress to Chinese authorities that China’s ideological “guidance” of religious groups and the general public violates its citizens’ freedom of religious belief, and that China’s limited protections for “normal religious activities” do not meet international standards for freedom of religion. Stress to the Chinese government that the right to freedom of religion includes: The right of Buddhists to carry out activities in temples independent of state controls over religion, the right of Buddhist clergy to select monastic teachers under Buddhist procedures and standards, and the right of Tibetan Buddhists to express openly their respect or devotion to Tibetan Buddhist teachers, including the Dalai Lama; the right of Catholics to recognize the authority of the Holy See in matters relating to the practice of their faith, including to make bishop appointments; the right of Falun Gong practitioners to freely practice Falun Gong inside China; the right of Muslims to engage in religious outreach and preaching activities independent of state-set parameters and not face curbs on their internationally protected right to freedom of religion in the name of “upholding stability”; the right of Protestants to worship free from state controls over doctrine and to worship in unregistered house churches, free from harassment, detention, and other abuses; the right of Taoists to interpret their teachings free from government guidance.

- Call for the release of Chinese citizens confined, detained, or imprisoned in retaliation for pursuing their right to freedom of religion (including the right to hold and exercise spiritual beliefs). Such prisoners include: Sonam Lhatso (a Tibetan Buddhist nun sentenced in 2009 to 10 years’ imprisonment after she and other nuns staged a protest calling for Tibetan independence and the Dalai Lama’s long life and return to Tibet); Thaddeus Ma Daqin (the auxiliary bishop of the Shanghai diocese who has been under confinement since July 2012 for renouncing his affiliation with the Catholic Patriotic Associa-
tion); Wang Zhiwen (a Falun Gong practitioner serving a 16-year sentence for organizing peaceful protests by Falun Gong practitioners in 1999); Nurtay Memet (a Muslim man sentenced to five years' imprisonment for "superstition"-related activity connected to his religion); Fan Yafeng (a legal scholar, religious freedom advocate, and house church leader kept under home confinement since November 2010 in connection with his advocacy for unregistered Protestant communities and coinciding with a broader crackdown on rights advocates); and other prisoners mentioned in this report and in the Commission's Political Prisoner Database.

- Call on authorities to allow Chinese lawyers to freely take cases involving religious freedom.
- Call on officials to eliminate criminal and administrative penalties that target religions and spiritual movements and that have been used to punish Chinese citizens for exercising their right to freedom of religion. Specifically, call for officials to abolish Article 300 of the PRC Criminal Law (which criminalizes using a "cult" to undermine implementation of state laws) and Article 27 of the PRC Public Security Administration Punishment Law (which stipulates detention or fines for organizing or inciting others to engage in "cult" activities and for using "cults" or the "guise of religion" to disturb social order or to harm others' health).
- Promote legal exchanges that bring Chinese experts to the United States and American experts to China to increase knowledge of international human rights standards for the protection of freedom of religion. Promote cultural exchanges that engage Chinese intellectuals in discussions regarding freedom of religion. Support non-governmental organizations that collect information on conditions for religious freedom in China and that inform Chinese citizens how to defend their right to freedom of religion. Support organizations that help religious practitioners appeal prison sentences and orders to serve re-education through labor stemming from citizens' exercise of freedom of religion; challenge government seizure of property; and challenge job discrimination based on religion.
- Collaborate with the governments of countries that have trade ties with China and that value freedom of religion, to advocate for freedom of religion within China.

**Ethnic Minority Rights**

**Findings**

- During the 2013 reporting year, ethnic minorities faced challenges to their rights as provided in the PRC Regional Ethnic Autonomy Law and international law. Authorities placed the strictest controls over groups perceived as potential threats to "stability," including those living in the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) and other Tibetan autonomous areas, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR), and the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (IMAR). Authorities continued to detain, harass, and imprison ethnic minority rights advocates who en-
gaged in peaceful protest and sought to assert their unique cultural identity.

- Government authorities continued to enforce grasslands policies that require herders and nomads to resettle in urban areas or in larger, compact rural communities, portraying these developments as a move to improve and “modernize” the lives of Mongols, Tibetans, Kazakhs, and other minority groups and to combat grasslands degradation.

- In several instances in 2013, Mongol herders protested the appropriation of their grazing lands for military use and private development projects. Security personnel detained and beat some of the herders, and obstructed the protests.

- Critics of official grasslands policies in the IMAR have raised concerns over increased mining activities and a corresponding loss of water and the production of toxic wastewater.

- During the 2013 reporting year, authorities in the IMAR continued to hold Mongol rights advocate Hada in extralegal detention and to deny him treatment for serious mental health issues. Authorities in Hohhot city, IMAR, tightened restrictions on the freedoms of movement and communication of Hada’s wife, Xinna, and the couple’s son, Uiles.

- In April 2013, authorities arrested Batzangaa, a former medical school principal who had been under residential surveillance in Ordos municipality, IMAR, since January 2011. Authorities alleged that Batzangaa was attempting to flee the country with his wife and two children. Following his April 2013 arrest, authorities reportedly ordered Batzangaa, who organized demonstrations in 2009 to protest against the government’s confiscation of campus property, to begin serving a three-year prison sentence.

- On July 4, 2013, authorities in Uzumchin Right (Dongwuzhumuqin) Banner, Xilingol League, IMAR, reportedly arrested Yunshaabiin Seevendo, who had advocated for the rights of Mongol herders, on fraud charges. Family members reportedly said his health has deteriorated during his detention.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Support non-governmental organizations that address human rights conditions for ethnic minorities in China, enabling them to continue their research and develop programs to help ethnic minorities increase their capacity to protect their rights. Encourage such organizations to develop training programs on promoting economic development that includes consultation with and the participation of ethnic minority communities; to develop programs to protect ethnic minority languages, cultures, and livelihoods; and to develop programs that document conditions and research rights abuses in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, Tibet Autonomous Region, and other autonomous ethnic minority areas.
Support rule of law programs and exchange programs that raise awareness among Chinese leaders of different models for governance that protect ethnic minorities' rights and allow them to exercise meaningful autonomy over their affairs, in line with both Chinese law and international human rights standards.

Call on the Chinese government to examine the efficacy of existing grasslands policies in ameliorating environmental degradation and to take steps to ensure that the rights of herders are also protected.

Call on the Chinese government to investigate the loss of groundwater and the production of toxic wastewater due to mining activities in the IMAR, and to ensure that mining companies operating in the region adhere to state environmental regulations.

Call on the Chinese government to release people detained, imprisoned, or otherwise held in custody for advocating ethnic minority rights, including Mongol rights advocate Hada, former medical school principal Batzangaa, herders' rights advocate Yunshaabibin Seevendoo, and other prisoners mentioned in this report and in the Commission’s Political Prisoner Database.

**POPULATION PLANNING**

**Findings**

- In March 2013, China’s new leadership unveiled a plan for restructuring agencies within the State Council, and part of this plan involves merging the National Population and Family Planning Commission (NPFPC) and the Ministry of Health. The restructure combines most of the responsibilities of the previous two organizations into a new “National Health and Family Planning Commission,” but transfers the responsibility of creating population development policies and strategies—previously held by the NPFPC—to the National Development and Reform Commission. The full impact of these changes on China’s family planning policies and their implementation remains to be seen. Meanwhile, government leaders, experts, scholars, and citizens continued calls this year for population policy reform.

- Chinese government officials continued to implement population planning policies that interfere with and control the reproductive lives of Chinese citizens, especially women. Officials employed various methods including fines, withholding of social benefits and permits, forced sterilization, forced abortion, and arbitrary detention to punish policy violators.

- The PRC Population and Family Planning Law is not consistent with the standards set forth in international agreements, including the 1995 Beijing Declaration and the 1994 Programme of Action of the Cairo International Conference on Population and Development. Controls imposed on Chinese women and their families, and additional abuses engendered by the system, from forced abortion to discriminatory policies against “out-of-plan” children, also violate standards in the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. China is a state party to these treaties and has committed to upholding their terms.

- Chinese law prohibits official infringement upon the rights and interests of citizens while implementing population planning policies but does not define what constitutes a citizen’s right or interest. Chinese law does not stipulate punishment for officials who demand or implement forced abortions. Provincial population planning regulations in at least 22 of China’s 31 provinces explicitly endorse mandatory abortions, often referred to as a “remedial measure” (buju cuoshi), as an official policy instrument.
- The Chinese government’s population planning policies continue to exacerbate the country’s demographic challenges, which include an aging population, diminishing workforce, and skewed sex ratio.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Urge the Chinese government to seize the window of opportunity provided by the government restructuring and specifically the merger of the NPFPC and the Ministry of Health to cease restrictive family planning policies and population controls and begin to employ a human rights-based approach to providing greater reproductive freedom and privacy for all citizens, especially women.
- Urge China’s central and local governments to enforce vigorously provisions under Chinese law that provide for punishments of officials and other individuals who violate the rights of citizens when implementing population planning policies and to clearly define what these rights entail. Urge the Chinese government to establish penalties, including specific criminal and financial penalties, for officials and individuals found to commit abuses such as coercive abortion and coercive sterilization—practices that continue in China. Urge the Chinese government to bar material, career, and financial incentives and disincentives that motivate officials to use coercive or unlawful practices in implementing family planning policies.
- Support the development of programs and international cooperation on legal aid and training that help citizens pursue compensation under the PRC State Compensation Law and that help citizens pursue other remedies against the govern-
ment for injuries suffered as a result of official abuse related to China’s population planning policies.

FREEDOM OF RESIDENCE AND MOVEMENT

Findings

• The Chinese government continued to enforce the household registration (hukou) system it first established in the 1950s. This system limits the right of Chinese citizens to freely determine their place of residence. The hukou system classifies Chinese citizens as either rural or urban and confers legal rights and access to social services based on that classification. The hukou system discriminates against rural hukou holders who migrate to urban areas by denying them equal access to public services and social security benefits, as well as equal social, employment, and educational opportunities. Such discrimination was especially prevalent this past year with respect to employment and access to urban higher educational opportunities.

• High- and local-level Chinese government officials continued to emphasize the need for hukou reform, including Premier Li Keqiang, who announced in May 2013 an urbanization plan to be unveiled in late 2013 that would clarify the timing of proposed hukou reforms. Reforms could include land management reform, improvements to public services and social security systems, the urbanization of rural residents, and clarifying the application criteria for urban hukous.

• Some local governments have proposed or implemented policies that, for example, would abolish hukou classifications and include people under a single uniform hukou classification; expand access to school entrance exams in urban areas for the children of rural migrants; establish a points system to award rural migrants more public services and opportunities; or grant an urban hukou to graduates of local colleges. However, scholars and journalists have expressed reservations about hukou reform, citing local government opposition to the financial burden an influx of rural migrants would impose on public services and infrastructure.

• Chinese officials continued to deny citizens who criticize the government their internationally recognized right to leave the country. During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, there were numerous reports of political advocates and their family members being denied exit from China or access to passports.

• The number of Chinese subject to international travel restrictions reportedly has jumped in recent years, and human rights groups estimate that at least 14 million people may be affected. Restrictions reportedly fall heaviest on Tibetans and Uyghurs, with the U.S. State Department reporting that members of these groups “experienced great difficulty acquiring passports.”

• Chinese authorities continued to violate the internationally recognized right which provides that “Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty of movement . . .” by restricting the domestic movement of activists and their families as a form of harass-
ment. Restrictions on the movement of activists reportedly increased during politically sensitive periods this past year.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Support programs, organizations, and exchanges with Chinese policymakers and academic institutions engaged in research and outreach to migrant workers in order to advance legal assistance programs for migrant workers and encourage policy debates on the *hukou* system.
- Encourage U.S. academic and public policy institutions to consult with the Commission on avenues for outreach to Chinese academic and public policy figures engaged in policy debates on reform of the *hukou* system.
- Stress to Chinese government officials that noncompliance with international agreements regarding freedom of movement negatively affects confidence outside of China that the Chinese government is committed to complying with international standards more generally.
- Raise specifically Chinese authorities’ restrictions on the liberty of movement of rights defenders, advocates, critics, and their families, including, among others: Tibetan writer Tsering Woeser; Uyghur academic Ilham Tohti; Liu Xia, the wife of imprisoned Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo; and Chen Mingxian, the wife of democracy advocate Liu Xianbin.

**STATUS OF WOMEN**

**Findings**

- Chinese laws, including the amended PRC Law on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests and the amended PRC Marriage Law, contain provisions which aim to protect women’s rights; however, ambiguity and lack of clearly outlined responsibilities in China’s national-level legislation limit progress on concrete protections of women’s rights.
- In its domestic laws and policy initiatives and through its ratification of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Chinese government has committed to ensuring female representation in government. After the Chinese Communist Party and government leadership transitions in November 2012 and March 2013, respectively, some top Party bodies increased female representation, while others decreased. Female representation decreased in the newly appointed State Council. Overall, female representation in the central government still falls short of international standards to which China has agreed. Female participation in decisionmaking at the village level remains low, underscoring long-held concerns about protection of rural women’s rights and interests.
- China has committed under CEDAW to take “all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment.” While China’s existing laws, such as the
PRC Labor Law, the amended PRC Law on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests, and the PRC Employment Promotion Law prohibit gender discrimination in employment, women continue to experience widespread discrimination in areas including recruitment, promotion, wages, and retirement.

- Gender-based discrimination continues in Chinese universities, despite provisions in China’s Constitution and the PRC Education Law that prohibit it. Universities across China implement gender quotas that require women to score higher than men on their college entrance exams in order to be admitted into certain majors.

- Chinese national legal provisions on domestic violence lack a clear definition of domestic violence and do not specify the responsibilities of public and private sector organizations in prevention, punishment, and treatment. Domestic violence reportedly remains pervasive, affecting men, women, and children. The Supreme People’s Court (SPC) announced plans to issue standardized documents to guide adjudication in domestic violence criminal cases, noting insufficiencies in Chinese law. The SPC also established several pilot programs to strengthen trial procedures for domestic violence cases. Despite state media reports that new domestic violence legislation would be on the agenda in 2012, no drafts appear to have been made publicly available.

- Chinese law fails to adequately define, prevent, and punish acts of sexual violence against women, including rape, forced prostitution, and sexual harassment. Chinese legislation does not provide a clear definition of sexual harassment or specific standards and procedures for prevention, reporting, and punishment, presenting challenges for victims in protecting their rights. Several widely reported cases of sexual violence this reporting year exposed the need for stronger legal protections and heightened awareness among law enforcement.

- Officials in localities across China continue to employ coercion and violence against women—including forced abortions, forced sterilizations, and forced contraceptive use—in their enforcement of national and local population planning policies. Chinese law leaves women unprotected against such abuses. Authorities also continue to use violence and abuse against women in the enforcement of anti-prostitution laws. Such treatment is in violation of Chinese law.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Support programs in China that increase women’s political participation and leadership through U.S.-China exchanges and international conferences. Support exchanges, training, and legal programs that promote women’s land rights, especially in rural areas, and urge higher levels of government to increase supervision over village committees to ensure that local rules and regulations are in accordance with national-
level laws and policies and to ensure adequate protection of rural women’s rights and interests.

- Urge the Chinese government to take steps to faithfully enforce provisions in the PRC Labor Law, the amended PRC Law on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests, and the PRC Employment Promotion Law that prohibit gender discrimination. Urge Chinese officials in cities across China to supplement these laws with local regulations that address and provide punishments for all forms of gender discrimination in employment. Support programs that teach women how to protect and advocate for their rights and interests in the workplace.

- Urge Chinese officials to put an end to gender-based quotas that allow preference for men over women in certain fields of study in Chinese universities.

- Urge the Chinese government to follow through on stated plans to enact comprehensive national-level legislation that clearly defines domestic violence in criminal and civil law, allocates adequate resources, assigns responsibilities to government and civil society organizations in addressing domestic violence, and details punishments for offenders. Urge officials to release drafts of such legislation for public comment.

- Urge the Chinese government to further revise the PRC Law on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests or enact new comprehensive national-level legislation to provide a clear definition of sexual harassment and specific standards and procedures for prevention and punishment. Support technical assistance programs that increase awareness among judicial and law enforcement personnel of issues pertaining to violence against women. One such area of U.S. technical assistance might be in developing workplace protocols and reporting mechanisms that ensure confidentiality and prevent retaliation.

- Urge the Chinese government to stop coercion and violence against women during population planning implementation and to clarify provisions under Chinese law that would protect women against such rights abuses. Urge the Chinese government to establish penalties, including specific criminal and financial penalties, for officials and individuals who engage in coercive or violent population planning enforcement, including forced abortion, forced sterilization, and forced contraceptive use.

**HUMAN TRAFFICKING**

**Findings**

- China remains a country of origin, transit, and destination for the trafficking of men, women, and children. The majority of human trafficking cases are domestic and involve trafficking for sexual exploitation, forced labor, and forced marriage. The full extent of the forced labor problem in China is unclear.

- The Chinese government acceded to the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (UN TIP Protocol) in December 2009 and
has since taken steps to revise legislation and update policy efforts. In the Commission's 2013 reporting year, the State Council issued a new national anti-trafficking action plan, which appears to contain some improvements in terminology and objectives, and clearly lays out which government agencies are responsible for implementation. It remains to be seen whether authorities will provide adequate resources and training to local authorities for implementing the plan's objectives.

• As Chinese law conflates human smuggling, illegal adoption, and child abduction with human trafficking, accurate official statistics on the number of trafficking cases the government investigated and prosecuted during this reporting year are not available. In cooperation with international organizations, Chinese authorities took steps to improve protection, services, and care for victims of trafficking, but continued to focus efforts only on women and children. Chinese authorities did not release detailed information on services provided or the number of victims identified and assisted.

• The Chinese government does not offer legal alternatives to deportation for foreign victims of trafficking and continues to deport North Korean refugees under the classification of “economic migrants,” regardless of whether or not they are victims of trafficking.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

○ Urge the Chinese government to abide by its commitments under the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children; and to bring anti-trafficking legislation into alignment with international standards. Specifically, urge the Chinese government to legally distinguish the crimes of human smuggling, child abduction, and illegal adoption from that of human trafficking, and to expand the current legal definition of trafficking to include all forms of trafficking, including offenses against adult male victims, certain forms of non-physical coercion, and the commercial sex trade of minors.

○ Urge the Chinese government to implement goals in the 2013–2020 plan to combat trafficking that address root cultural and societal factors contributing to China’s trafficking problem. These stated goals include eliminating traditional notions of female inferiority, improving women’s education, and ensuring rural women’s property rights.

○ Call on the Chinese government to provide more protective services for trafficking victims. Support expanding training programs for law enforcement personnel and shelter managers that help raise awareness and improve processes for identifying, protecting, and assisting trafficking victims. Support legal assistance programs that advocate on behalf of both foreign and Chinese trafficking victims.

○ Object to the continued deportation of North Korean trafficking victims as “economic migrants.” Urge the Chinese gov-
ernment to abide by its international obligations under the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol with regard to North Korean trafficking victims and provide legal alternatives to repatriation.

NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES IN CHINA

Findings

- During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government persisted in detaining and repatriating North Korean asylum seekers and refugees to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), despite the severe punishments refugees face once returned. The Chinese government is obligated under the 1951 UN Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951 Convention) and its 1967 Protocol to refrain from repatriating North Koreans who left the DPRK for fear of persecution or who fear persecution upon return to the DPRK.
- The Chinese government appeared to strengthen measures to stem the flow of North Korean refugees into China this past year, including reportedly increasing security along the North Korean border and implementing new campaigns to seek out and repatriate refugees.
- Chinese authorities continue to collaborate with North Korean security officials, allowing them to operate within China to apprehend North Korean refugees and disrupt organizations that attempt to assist them. The number of refugees who reached South Korea in 2012 dropped by 50 percent to 1,508 compared with 2,706 in 2011. As of July 2013, the number of refugees entering South Korea was slightly higher than for the same period in 2012.
- North Korean women in China continue to be sold into forced marriage and commercial sexual exploitation. The Chinese government’s repatriation of trafficked North Korean women contravenes the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol, as well as Article 7 of the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (UN TIP Protocol).
- Children born to North Korean women and Chinese men are increasingly being raised in China in households where either the mother or both parents are absent. In some instances, Chinese authorities repatriate North Korean mothers to the DPRK, while others flee to South Korea or other parts of China. Several experts and academic studies contend household registration (hukou) policies have largely changed in recent years to allow for a greater majority of children born to North Korean women in China to gain access to public education and social services, but general poverty and the continued threat of repatriation leaves these children and their families at risk. The Chinese government’s repatriation of North Korean women who have given birth to a child in China violates its international obligations under the Convention of the Rights of the Child, which prohibits separating children from their mothers.
Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Raise the issue of North Korean refugees in bilateral discussions with Chinese officials, particularly the U.S.-China Human Rights Dialogue.
- Support the efforts of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to gain unfettered access to North Korean refugees in China. Encourage the Chinese government to work with the UNHCR in enacting its full mandate and to operate in conformity with China’s obligations under the 1951 Convention and its Protocol, as well as immediately cease detaining and repatriating North Korean refugees in China.
- Urge Chinese officials to grant residency status and related social benefits to North Korean women married to Chinese citizens. Urge the Chinese government to allow greater numbers of North Korean refugees to have safe haven and secure transit until they reach third countries.
- Urge Chinese officials to abide by their obligations under the UN TIP Protocol (Article 9) and CEDAW (Article 6) to prosecute human traffickers in northeastern China and along the border with the DPRK.
- Support the efforts of the United Nations Commission of Inquiry on North Korea to document North Korean human rights violations and determine the extent to which they amount to crimes against humanity.

PUBLIC HEALTH

Findings

- The Chinese government’s oversight of and response to public health matters came into sharp focus during the 2013 reporting year with an outbreak in March of the H7N9 avian influenza. International health organizations commended China’s effective response to the outbreak and China’s progress in building an emergency response structure in the decade since the SARS outbreak in 2003. Two studies released in 2013 provided statistical evidence that link environmental pollution in China to adverse health effects, including cancer and shorter life spans. The Chinese public has expressed concerns over the government’s capacity to protect public health and regulate food and drug safety.
- As part of the larger government restructuring announced during the National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference in March 2013, the Ministry of Health (MOH) and the National Population and Family Planning Commission were merged into a single entity, the National Health and Family Planning Commission. Some medical professionals expressed disapproval of the name change and the lack of consultation prior to the announcement. Then-MOH Vice-Minister Dr. Huang Jiefu commented that the merged name might cause China “difficulties in its inter-
national exchanges,” likely in light of international controversy over China’s population planning policy.

• China’s first-ever Mental Health Law (MHL) was passed in October 2012 and became effective on May 1, 2013, and aims to “expand access to mental health services.” Another key goal is to prevent cases of being “misidentified as mentally ill” (bei jingshen bing), a practice which has been used by Chinese law enforcement officials to involuntarily detain petitioners and others in psychiatric facilities. International and Chinese civil society organizations and rights advocates have identified problematic provisions in the new MHL that may continue human rights violations.

• The Chinese government issued draft revisions to the Regulations on Education for Persons with Disabilities (1994) for public comment in February 2013, as part of its ongoing legislative efforts to strengthen the rights of persons with disabilities. Civil society organizations identified language needing more precise definition and amendments that need further work in order to comply with human rights standards in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, which China has signed and ratified.

• China’s existing legislative framework prohibits health-based discrimination in access to employment, medical treatment, and education, but there continues to be widespread discrimination due to a lack of compliance with the laws and inconsistencies between national laws and local regulations. Rights advocates and non-governmental organizations continue to request revisions to physical eligibility standards that disqualify persons with disabilities and carriers of infectious diseases from employment as civil servants and teachers. Disability rights advocates lauded Guangdong province for removing discriminatory provisions in its teacher physical eligibility standards in May 2013.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

〇 Commend the Chinese government for its response to the H7N9 avian influenza outbreak and urge its public health and food and drug safety agencies to maintain a high level of vigilance and transparency in dealing with infectious disease outbreaks and other public health emergencies. Strengthen support to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for technical exchanges with China, not only on disease surveillance and response but also on environment and health monitoring and response mechanisms.

〇 Encourage the development of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and media groups that advocate for consumer rights in food and drug safety, public health, and disability rights. Support efforts to raise the technical and operational capacity of such NGOs, and provide opportunities for these organizations to participate in international forums on the rights to health, food safety, and education.
Urge the Chinese government to supervise implementation of the Mental Health Law to ensure that petitioners and others are no longer “misidentified as mentally ill” (bei jingshen bing) and involuntarily committed to psychiatric facilities. Provide support to Chinese civil society organizations and advocates and legal and medical organizations in monitoring the implementation of the Mental Health Law, such as funding for training, research, and publication of findings.

Call on the Chinese government to include people with disabilities and their representatives, and disability rights organizations not necessarily affiliated with the Chinese Federation of Disabled Persons, in the revisions to the Regulations on the Education of Persons with Disabilities. Urge officials to ensure that the revisions are in accord with the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities on “reasonable accommodation,” “inclusive education,” and other internationally recognized standards. Where appropriate, share the United States’ ongoing experience and efforts in promoting the right to education for persons with disabilities—through legal, regulatory, and non-governmental means—with Chinese officials. Expand site visits and other exchanges for Chinese officials to observe and share ideas with U.S. disability rights groups, lawyers, the U.S. Department of Education, and other U.S. federal and state agencies that work on ensuring educational opportunities for persons with disabilities.

Urge Chinese officials to focus attention on effective implementation of the laws and regulations that prohibit health-based discrimination in access to employment, medical care, education, and a barrier-free environment. Ask Chinese officials about cases in which disability rights advocates have been rebuffed in their applications for open government information.

The Environment

Findings

- Despite some progress during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, pollution problems remained severe, and the associated financial costs continued to grow. News and other reports highlighted major winter air pollution incidents, groundwater contamination, soil pollution challenges, the link between toxic chemicals and “cancer villages,” and problems associated with the migration of polluting industries to western and poorer regions. Authorities were more transparent about the problems of air and groundwater pollution, and toxic chemicals, than they were about soil contamination.
- During the reporting period, authorities continued to develop a regulatory framework to address environmental problems, despite significant limitations. Chinese leaders highlighted environmental protection as one of China’s “four basic principles,” and Party leaders added commitments to “ecological civilization” to the Party constitution. Economic development, however, remains the “core concern.” Authorities released two versions of the draft revisions to the Environmental Protection Law to the public for comments, which contained some incen-
tives for greater transparency and official accountability. Environmental groups, experts, and the environmental ministry pointed out other problems with the drafts related to environmental interest lawsuits and numerous other issues. Authorities appeared to restart stalled efforts to revise the PRC Air Pollution Law, and to draft a major national soil pollution law. In addition, the State Council issued ten policies on air pollution and an air pollution action plan.

- Significant challenges for the development of rule of law in the sector remain, including legal violations, lax or arbitrary enforcement, evaluation criteria prioritizing economic growth, corruption, lack of supervision, a weak environmental protection apparatus, and insufficient monitoring and environmental penalties. Development of environmental public interest law came to a standstill when the June draft of the revisions to the Environmental Protection Law stipulated that only the government-supported All-China Environment Federation would be allowed to bring public interest lawsuits. Legal remedies in environmental cases continue to be unreliable for several reasons, including the reluctance of courts to accept cases, hesitation on the part of lawyers to participate, mediation with a weak legal basis, and the potential for forced mediation agreements. Citizens continued to take to the streets in efforts to resolve grievances.

- During the reporting year, Chinese citizens advocated for improvement of environmental quality, but during the course of protecting their rights or investigating claims of pollution, some people faced detention (Liu Futang), extralegal home confinement (Zhang Bing), harassment from officials (Chen Yuqian and Mongolian herders), and beatings from unidentified individuals (an environmental journalist). Officials also questioned environmental advocates, took extraordinary measures to prevent anti-pollution demonstrations, and censored Internet postings, including those critical of planned projects.

- During the 2013 reporting year, citizens called for greater environmental transparency, and environmental authorities issued new internal rules to improve proactive disclosure of abridged environmental impact assessment reports and other information. Authorities in select cities began to make public PM$_{2.5}$ and air quality data using the revised air quality index. Despite these new rules and measures, authorities’ proactive disclosure of information remains irregular and censorship continues. According to one study, while a greater percentage of environmental authorities responded to information requests, disclosure was less comprehensive in more cases than in the previous year.

- Grassland herder relocation programs, reportedly conducted by authorities to address grassland degradation as well as modernize the animal husbandry industry, have also in some cases been involuntary.
Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Call upon the Chinese government to cease punishing citizens for their grassroots environmental advocacy, for investigating pollution incidents, or for utilizing official and institutionalized channels to voice their environmental grievances or to protect their rights. Support efforts by Chinese and U.S. groups working in China to expand awareness of citizens' environmental rights and to promote the protection of those rights. Include environmental law issues in the bilateral human rights and legal expert dialogues. In addition, include discussion of human rights dimensions of climate change in the new U.S.-China Climate Change Working Group.

- Support multilateral exchanges regarding environmental enforcement and compliance tools, including environmental insurance, market mechanisms, criminal prosecution of serious environmental infringements, and public interest litigation mechanisms. Encourage Chinese leaders to strengthen environmental impact assessment processes and citizen participation in those processes. Engage Chinese officials and others who seek to devise a fair compensation system for people harmed by pollution.

- Support continued expansion of environmental information disclosure in China. Share U.S. Government experiences with the Toxics Release Inventory Program and other U.S. programs that seek to provide more environmental transparency. Support programs that educate Chinese citizens about China's system of open government information. In addition, continue U.S. Government engagement with relevant individuals and organizations in developing China's capacity to reliably measure, report, publicize, and verify emissions reduction strategies and techniques.

- Encourage the development of environmental NGOs in China, including by incorporating joint U.S.-China non-governmental participation into bilateral projects. Support efforts to raise the technical and operational capacity of Chinese environmental NGOs.

- Urge Chinese authorities to end nonvoluntary relocation of nomadic herders and to conduct relocation programs in a manner consistent with international scientific and human rights norms. To this end, urge authorities to consider the suggestions contained in the 2012 Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food: Addendum, Mission to China, to the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.

Civil Society

Findings

- Millions of civil society organizations operate in China, making contributions to public interest advocacy and the provision of social services, organizing leisure activities, and promoting farming and business development. Government-registered
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) make up a subset of civil society organizations. Many NGOs are registered as businesses or are unregistered due to a restrictive regulatory environment. Individual advocates and informal networks also engage on issues of public interest in China.

• During the 2013 reporting year, Chinese government and Communist Party policy documents reaffirmed government and Party leadership and control over the development of “social organizations,” the term commonly used to refer to NGOs. Chinese scholars have observed differentiated treatment of NGOs; whereas the government is willing to support groups that are perceived to support economic growth or provide social welfare services, the government continues to harass groups and individuals involved in issue advocacy or matters the government deems politically sensitive.

• Human rights organizations have reported on a crackdown beginning in spring 2013 on individual rights advocates, some of whom have an affiliation with the New Citizens’ Movement, a loose network of individuals who advocate for a range of issues, such as political and legal reforms, human rights, and social justice. In July, the Beijing municipality Bureau of Civil Affairs shut down the Transition Institute, a think tank which conducts research on public interest issues, reportedly because the Institute is not registered as an NGO.

• The government has pledged to issue long-awaited regulatory changes to the legal framework for social organization registration and management by the end of 2013, including permitting direct registration to allow organizations to register at civil affairs bureaus without first securing a governmental or quasi-governmental supervisory unit. Direct registration, however, will be limited to business and industry associations, technical and scientific associations, charitable organizations, and community service groups. Political, legal, and religious organizations, and foreign NGOs with representative offices in China, will continue to be required to find a supervisory unit and operate under the existing “dual management” system.

• Chinese government authorities at national and local levels have allocated funds to procure services from non-governmental organizations as part of the development of a “non-state services sector.” Scholars and civil society experts have expressed concerns that the fragmentary development of the regulatory framework for government procurement from NGOs has created problems in the selection of service providers, contract implementation, and oversight of projects.

• China’s government-run charitable organizations, such as the Red Cross of China, continue to face a confidence gap in the eyes of Chinese citizens due to reports of misused donated funds and a lack of transparency in financial reporting. Private (non-governmental) charities have benefited from the credibility gap, as illustrated by the large amount of donations to such organizations in response to the Sichuan earthquake in April 2013. The Chinese government reportedly is working on a national Charity Law, but has not yet issued a draft for public comment.
Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Urge the Chinese government to revise its regulatory framework for social organizations in China to allow all non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to benefit from planned reforms in accordance with the rights to freedom of association in Article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Stress to Chinese authorities that freedom of association includes public advocacy on a range of issues. Call on the Chinese government to cease harassment of NGOs and civil society advocates who work on rights protection and public advocacy.
- Encourage the Chinese government to establish a fair and transparent framework for implementation and regulation of government procurement of social services from NGOs. Where appropriate, support technical exchanges for central- and provincial-level Chinese officials to visit the United States to observe U.S. federal and state practice in government procurement of services from NGOs.
- Take measures to facilitate the participation of Chinese citizens who work in the NGO sector in relevant international conferences and forums. Increase support for training opportunities in the United States to build their leadership capacity in nonprofit management, public policy, and public interest advocacy. Expand support to U.S. organizations that partner with Chinese NGOs on projects to build the capacity of civil society organizations in China.

Institutions of Democratic Governance

Findings

- At the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in November 2012, a major political power succession took place within the Party, which happens at 10-year intervals, and involved the extensive turnover of power to a slightly younger cohort of political leaders in a non-transparent process. New Party General Secretary and President Xi Jinping appeared to act quickly in the first few months to move forward with his agenda and leadership style. Some international and Chinese scholars, journalists, and commentators believe that under the new echelon of top leaders, the prospects for political reform in China appear dim.
- At the 18th Party Congress, the Party amended the Party constitution to embrace “scientific development” (former Party secretary Hu Jintao’s socio-economic theory), to declare that “socialism with Chinese characteristics” is the reason behind all of China’s achievements, and to affirm that “reform and opening up are the path to a stronger China.”
- Following the 18th Party Congress, top Party leaders assumed leading posts in the Chinese government in a transfer of government power that took place in March 2013. The newly installed government leaders issued a plan for a major reshuf-
flying of State Council institutions and a “transformation of government functions.” The goals of the plan include improving government efficiency, pushing forward reform toward “super ministries,” and resolving issues in the relationships between the government and the market, the government and society, and central and local entities.

- China’s political institutions do not comply with the standards defined in Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which Chinese leaders have signed and declared an intention to ratify. Nor do China’s political institutions comply with the standards outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The Communist Party continues to dominate political affairs, allows only limited independent political participation, and exerts control over the courts, the National People’s Congress, the media, and state leadership appointments. Officials took a variety of other actions to interfere in local congress elections and to prevent independent candidates from being nominated or elected as delegates. Additionally, officials established numerical requirements related to the composition of National People’s Congress delegates. During this reporting year, the Party tried to exert greater influence over university student groups and non-governmental and quasi-governmental organizations. In addition, developments suggest that the new Party Central Committee is exerting more efforts to control currents in the ideological realm.

- Authorities continued to detain, arrest, and sentence democracy advocates who exercised their right to freedom of speech, of assembly, of association, and of demonstration as guaranteed in China’s Constitution and under international human rights standards. This reporting year, authorities detained or imposed prison sentences on democracy advocates Cao Haibo and Liu Benqi. Other democracy advocates given long prison sentences in recent years remain imprisoned, including Chen Wei, Chen Xi, Li Tie, Zhu Yufu, Xue Mingkai, Liu Xiaobo, Liu Xianbin, Guo Quan, Zhou Yongjun, Xie Changfa, and Huang Chengcheng.

- While top Chinese leaders have voiced support for greater transparency, citizens continue to face challenges in accessing information. In one example, authorities have suppressed citizen efforts to obtain information regarding China’s submission for the October 2013 United Nations Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review process. Individuals seeking information reportedly were harassed, prevented from leaving their homes, detained, or formally arrested.

- Authorities have passed or are drafting major laws that have a bearing on when and how citizens may hold their authorities accountable, including the PRC Civil Procedure Law, the PRC Administrative Litigation Law, and the PRC Administrative Reconsideration Law. The State Council issued plans to continue to strengthen administrative enforcement of laws and policies, partially by promoting administrative evaluation systems at the local level and strengthening support for “enforcement responsibility systems.”
• Chinese leaders and citizens continued to express concern about official corruption, and many foreign and domestic business people reportedly think China's legal environment has deteriorated. Top leaders link the Party’s legitimacy to its ability to manage corruption. Authorities continued to issue regulatory measures to curb corruption. In September 2013, a court sentenced Bo Xilai, the former Party Central Political Bureau member and Chongqing municipality Party Secretary, to life imprisonment for corruption. Central leaders have not, however, fully supported requirements for top officials to disclose their assets, and continued to have little tolerance for non-governmental anticorruption efforts. Against the backdrop of strong public demand for disclosure of officials’ finances, authorities criminally detained or arrested dozens of advocates who made public appeals for top officials to disclose their finances, including anticorruption advocates such as Sun Hanhui, Ding Jiaxi, Hou Xin, Yuan Dong, Zhang Baocheng, Ma Xinli, Liu Ping, Zhao Changqing, and Wang Yonghong.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

○ Take proactive steps to engage with the new cohort of Chinese leaders and to understand their plans for the future of governance in China. Conduct reciprocal, high-level parliamentary exchanges to share information and hold trainings regarding the congressional and political systems in the U.S. and China. Support efforts to research the implications of the Party and government power transition and the restructuring of State Council institutions, and to disseminate that information widely. Support U.S. research programs that shed light on the structure, functions, and development of the Chinese Communist Party, including its roles within government institutions, China’s legislature, the media, non-state-owned companies, and social organizations (non-governmental groups, foundations, and nonprofit organizations). Urge Chinese officials to further increase the transparency of Party affairs.

○ Call on the Chinese government to release people detained or imprisoned for exercising their right to freedom of association and assembly, for engaging in peaceful demonstrations, for calling for transparency of officials’ personal finances, or for calling for political reforms within China. Some of these prisoners have associated themselves with the New Citizens’ Movement and others are democracy advocates who are serving long prison sentences.

○ Support projects of U.S. or Chinese organizations that seek to work with local Chinese governmental and non-governmental organizations to improve transparency and accountability, especially efforts to expand and improve China’s government information disclosure initiatives. Such projects might include joint efforts to better publicize the Open Government Information (OGI) Regulations at local levels and to train citizens and groups about how to submit OGI requests. Encourage Party
and government officials to ensure regulations, rules, and policies are made public. In addition, support projects that involve an exchange of information about bottom-up mechanisms to evaluate and hold government and Party officials accountable and emphasize the links between efficiency and accountability.

- Support programs that assist local governments, academics, and the nonprofit sector in expanding transparent public hearings and other channels for citizens to participate in the policymaking process. Such programs could include pilot projects in China in which citizens’ suggestions to authorities about draft laws, regulations, or policies are made available to the public.

**Commercial Rule of Law**

**Findings**

- The Chinese government and Communist Party continued to encourage state coordination of overseas investment activity as part of a policy authorities commonly referred to as the “go out” strategy. Authorities continued to encourage Chinese businesses to invest abroad in part as a way to increase opportunities for Chinese enterprises to move up the value chain. As part of the “go out” strategy, authorities targeted “strategic” industries, such as energy resources, metals, advanced technology, and “famous brands.”
- This past year, authorities took measures to reform China’s banking system, which continued to give state-owned enterprises preferential access to loans. The People’s Bank of China removed a lower limit on loan interest rates but maintained an upper limit on interest rates payable to depositors, which news media noted could allow state-owned enterprises to secure cheaper loans, as well as reduce the profits of smaller banks and constrain the ability of households to accumulate savings.
- The yuan appreciated this past year, but the U.S. Treasury Department reported that it “remains significantly undervalued.” Some Chinese officials called for a more market-based approach to exchange rate policy, but the Chinese government continued to interfere with the exchange rate through the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves.
- During the 2013 reporting year—more than a decade after China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO)—China continued to face allegations of violations of its WTO obligations, including antidumping and countervailing duties and subsidies inconsistent with its WTO obligations. Since its accession to the WTO, China has been a respondent in 31 WTO Dispute Settlement cases; this past year, the WTO found in favor of U.S. claims in three cases that the United States brought against China, as well as European Union claims in one case that the European Union brought against China.
- The Chinese government continued to take steps to improve protection for intellectual property rights (IPR) this past year, but weak protection and enforcement of IPR continued to contribute to theft of intellectual property. Theft of trade secrets, in some cases reportedly authorized by the Chinese government, continued this past year, including the reported theft of
large amounts of data by an organization operating under the People's Liberation Army. In addition, Chinese officials continued to use technology transfer as a precondition for market access.

- This past year, the Ministry of Commerce published two new draft regulations for public comment: the Provisions on Additional Restrictive Conditions for the Concentration of Business Operators and the Interim Provisions Regarding the Application of Standards for Simple Cases of Concentration of Business Operators. Both reportedly are designed to clarify and streamline the merger review and approval process, but expert commentators expressed doubts that the provisions will have such an effect in practice.

- During this past year, food safety scandals continued to emerge in different parts of China, and hazardous and illegal Chinese products continued to cross borders. Over a three-month period, Chinese authorities took into custody 904 people allegedly involved in selling rat, mink, and fox meat disguised as mutton. Over a six-week period, authorities in Hong Kong took into custody 879 people allegedly involved in smuggling milk formula from Hong Kong into mainland China, as the quality of milk formula in mainland China remained a concern.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Develop and support a project surveying the role of China's industrial policies in the Chinese economy, including how the development of these policies and the role they play in directing China's economy influence transparency, rule of law, and China's compliance with its international commitments.
- Include issues of commercial rule of law, investment subsidies, and retaliation for exercising legal rights in the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue and other commercial dialogues, negotiations, and exchanges with China. Expand dialogue with China through the U.S. Department of the Treasury, U.S. financial regulators, and the Small Business Administration on financial sector reform issues, such as access to capital for small business, corruption, subsidies, and taxpayer accountability. In addition, when necessary, continue to enforce U.S. rights through mechanisms of the WTO. File a counter notification to the WTO regarding China's subsidies, including its failure to report subsidies.
- Obtain details on the amount of Chinese investment (other than in financial instruments) in the United States—including information on the distribution of that investment across different sectors of the economy, the criteria Chinese authorities use in approving such investments, and how such investment is financed. Obtain these details through bilateral dialogues between the U.S. Trade Representative and U.S. Department of Commerce, and China's Ministry of Commerce, National Development and Reform Commission, and State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission.
○ Support capacity-building programs for Chinese intellectual property regulators on U.S. best practices in intellectual property rights protection. Obtain information from Chinese officials on the overarching goals and projected timeline of the Chinese government’s current efforts to reform intellectual property laws and regulations and to curb intellectual property theft, including cyber theft. Support a project that seeks to quantify the scope of damages to the U.S. economy from Chinese intellectual property theft, and more aggressively investigate the links between specific companies, organizations, and entities within China and specific theft of U.S. intellectual property. Conduct the project in a manner that protects the privacy and confidentiality of companies, while offering those companies incentives to participate.

○ Strengthen and expand capacity-building programs for Chinese food safety regulators on U.S. best practices in food safety programs. Pass legislation authorizing a larger U.S. Food and Drug Administration presence in China, with additional inspectors; support training programs conducted by U.S. inspectors, producers, and food safety experts; and ensure that regulated products imported from China into the United States are certified by the relevant entities in China.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE

Findings

• At a January 2013 meeting, the new Secretary of the Communist Party’s Political and Legal Affairs Commission reportedly announced plans for reform of the justice sector, reeducation through labor (RTL), petitioning, and the hukou (household registration) system. Public calls for reform of the RTL system have been particularly strong during the 2013 reporting year, but observers are concerned that any changes will be in name only.

• During the 2013 reporting year, the Commission observed the Chinese government and Communist Party’s widespread use of “stability maintenance” measures in advance of and during the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party. Government and Party officials reportedly ordered rights advocates, petitioners, and Falun Gong practitioners, including Mao Hengfeng, Pei Fugui, Cui Fufang, Tong Guojing, Shen Yongmei, Shen Lianman, and Qin Wei, to serve RTL sentences to achieve “zero petitioning” and prevent protest in Beijing during that period.

• Harassment of weiquan (rights defense) lawyers continued to follow the trend of past years with the Chinese government using a variety of measures, including license suspension, surveillance, and illegal detention, to intimidate lawyers. Prominent human rights advocates Gao Zhisheng and Ni Yulan continued to serve harsh prison sentences; authorities arrested rights advocate Xu Zhiyong in August 2013 following several months of “house arrest” and criminal detention.

• Official sources reported that the number of individuals who received legal aid in China exceeded 1 million in 2012, a 21
percent increase over 2011. The Chinese government has steadily increased funding of legal aid over the years, reportedly by almost 10 percent in 2012. The revised Criminal Procedure Law and supporting regulations expand the scope and eligibility of criminal suspects and defendants who may receive legal aid, though scholars have raised concerns about whether there are sufficient human, financial, and institutional resources to support expected increases in legal aid cases.

- Official harassment of family members of rights defenders and political activists continued to take place during the 2013 reporting year. Chinese authorities used a range of methods against family members, restricting their rights to freedom of movement, expression, and livelihood.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Object to the continued harassment of rights defenders. Call for the release of lawyers, activists, and others who have been “disappeared,” are incarcerated, or are subject to unlawful home confinement or other forms of extralegal detention, for their activities to defend and promote the rights of Chinese citizens, including Xu Zhiyong, Gao Zhisheng, Ni Yulan, and others mentioned in this report and in the Commission’s Political Prisoner Database. Urge the Chinese government to renew professional licenses to the law firms and individual lawyers denied renewal in 2013 and in past years for their work on cases officials deem to be sensitive.

- Monitor the Chinese government’s stated plans to reform the reeducation through labor and petitioning systems by asking Chinese officials about the substance of the reforms, and the timeframe and benchmarks to assess progress. Recommend the establishment of independent evaluation mechanisms that include the participation of civil society representatives, rights defenders, and public interest lawyers.

- Object to the ongoing harassment and abuse of the family members of petitioners and rights defenders. Call for the cessation of the denial of rights (including the refusal to issue passports), physical violence, and detention of family members, such as Liu Xia, the wife of Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo; Chen Kegui, nephew of the prominent legal advocate Chen Guangcheng; and Ablikim Abdureyim, one of the sons of Uyghur rights advocate Rebiya Kadeer.

- Increase support to the U.S. Department of State’s International Visitors Leadership Program and other similar bilateral exchange programs that bring Chinese human rights lawyers, advocates, and scholars to the United States for study and dialogue. Expand support to legal research and exchange programs in the non-governmental and academic sector that partner with China’s human rights lawyers and public interest legal organizations, and technical exchange and training programs with China’s official justice sector that promote court independence.
Encourage the Chinese government (in particular, the Ministry of Justice and Ministry of Education) to allocate more funding to local bar associations and law school clinical legal education programs to build a stronger foundation for legal aid and public interest law, and enhance legal training to provide legal aid services to persons with disabilities, petitioners, and those seeking legal protection from domestic violence (including children), among other at-risk populations.

**XINJIANG**

**Findings**

- Clashes that took place in the spring and summer of 2013 throughout the region resulted in numerous deaths, with reported death tolls ranging from dozens to 100 or possibly more, and raised concerns about the failure of ethnic policy in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) to address the root causes of regional instability. Overseas media and rights groups reported instances involving security forces shooting into crowds of Uyghurs, resulting in deaths and injuries. In some cases, Uyghur residents of the XUAR reportedly committed deadly attacks on members of security forces, community workers, and others.

- Authorities reportedly conducted pervasive house searches throughout the region in order to “maintain stability” and target peaceful expressions of religious belief among the Uyghur population. Human rights advocates assert that widespread security checks have exacerbated tensions in the region.

- XUAR authorities continued intensive controls over religion, especially Islam, posing a challenge for Uyghurs seeking to practice their religious beliefs outside of state control. Authorities continued to enforce tight restrictions over peaceful religious practices among the Uyghur population and carried out targeted surveillance over individual religious believers.

- State-led development initiatives intensified during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, drawing large amounts of state and private investment and increased migration into the XUAR. Development projects in the region raised concerns that they have brought disproportionately fewer economic, social, and cultural opportunities for Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities in the region, as well as concerns over the effects such projects have had on the cultures and languages of these groups.

- Increased migration to the XUAR in recent years has reportedly heightened ethnic tensions in some areas and sparked concerns among Uyghur residents regarding land rights and employment opportunities. Regional development initiatives brought increased Han Chinese migration to the XUAR during the past year, and state-led programs provided assistance to migrants and workers from other provinces, often in southern areas of the XUAR traditionally inhabited by Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities.

- In the past year, the XUAR government broadened the scope of Mandarin-focused “bilingual education” in the region, a pol-
icy some Uyghur students in the XUAR fear is aimed at assimilating young Uyghurs into Chinese society at the expense of their Uyghur identity. Under “bilingual education,” class instruction takes place primarily in Mandarin Chinese, largely replacing instruction in languages spoken by ethnic minority groups. In recent years, some Uyghur students and teachers have expressed concern over the compulsory nature of the region’s “bilingual” curriculum and the corresponding loss of young Uyghurs’ ability to speak the Uyghur language.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

Æ Support legislation that expands U.S. Government resources for raising awareness of human rights conditions in the XUAR, for protecting Uyghur culture, and for increasing avenues for Uyghurs to protect their human rights.
Æ Call on the Chinese government to reexamine the effectiveness of official policies toward ethnic minorities in the XUAR and end its reliance on heightened security to respond to clashes in the region. Call on Chinese authorities to report transparently on conflict in the region.
Æ Call on the Chinese government to end pervasive house searches in Uyghur neighborhoods throughout the XUAR, which human rights advocates assert have exacerbated tensions in the region.
Æ Call on the Chinese government to adhere to its domestic laws and regulations guaranteeing freedom of religious belief, as well as international regulations guaranteeing religious practice free from state restrictions.
Æ Call on the Chinese government to support development policies in the XUAR that promote democratic decisionmaking processes among local communities affected by development. Call on central and XUAR authorities to ensure equitable development that not only promotes economic growth but also respects the broad civil and political rights of XUAR residents, and engages these communities in democratic decisionmaking.
Æ Call on the Chinese government to ensure the rights of ethnic minorities to protect property and enjoy equal access to employment opportunities in areas of the XUAR affected by development efforts. Call on central and XUAR authorities to enact programs to actively preserve and maintain the culture and livelihoods of Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities in the face of increased migration.
Æ Call on the Chinese government to consult with non-Han parents, teachers, and students regarding what language or languages of instruction should be used in XUAR schools, from the preschool to the university level. Call on Chinese officials to provide parents and students a choice of instruction in the Uyghur language and other non-Chinese languages prevalent in the XUAR, as mandated in Article 4 of the Chinese Constitution and Article 10 of the PRC Regional Ethnic Autonomy Law (REAL). Urge Chinese officials to support the develop-
ment of educational materials in the Uyghur language and in other non-Chinese languages.

**TIBET**

**Findings**

- Formal dialogue between the Dalai Lama’s representatives and Chinese Communist Party and government officials has been stalled since the January 2010 ninth round, the longest interval since such contacts resumed in 2002. The Commission observed no indication during the 2013 reporting year of official Chinese interest in resuming a dialogue that takes into account Tibetan concerns regarding the Tibetan autonomous areas of China.

- The Party and government failed this past year to respond to Tibetan grievances in a constructive manner or accept any accountability for Tibetan rejection of Chinese policies. The frequency of Tibetan self-immolation reportedly focusing on political and religious issues increased during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, peaking in October–November with 38 self-immolations preceding and during the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party. During the period September 2012 through July 2013, 66 Tibetan self-immolations (60 fatal) took place. As self-immolation frequency increased, authorities strengthened a security crackdown infringing on Tibetans’ freedoms of expression, association, and movement, and curtailed their ability to communicate or share information. Self-immolations have shifted from an initial pattern of less frequent self-immolations mainly in Sichuan province with a majority of current or former monastics, to a pattern of more frequent self-immolations mostly outside of Sichuan with a majority of laypersons.

- Tibetan self-immolators this past year continued to call for the Dalai Lama’s return—a demand that when voiced during a suicidal protest may signify intense resentment toward Chinese government and Communist Party intrusion into Tibetan Buddhist affairs. The Party and government continued to create new and unprecedented control over Tibetan Buddhism, along with maintaining established repressive policies. Effective December 2012, national measures required Tibetan Buddhist monastic teachers to submit every five years to a reassessment conducted by Party- and government-controlled Buddhist associations. Criteria include patriotism toward China, supporting Party leadership, and accepting guidance from government- and Party-run offices. Reappointed teachers must sign an agreement acknowledging such obligations. Officials characterize the result of such policies as the “normal order” of Tibetan Buddhism.

- This past year, some Tibetan self-immolators reportedly called for greater use of the Tibetan language as they burned—an apparent indication of the significant threat some Tibetans believe Party and government policies pose to Tibetan culture’s vibrancy and viability. In Qinghai province, thousands of Tibetan tertiary students protested against issues including gov-
ernment language policy after authorities required students to study an official booklet that some regarded as “derogatory” toward Tibetan language and that promoted using Mandarin. A court sentenced eight of the students to imprisonment. Reports of unofficial Tibetan initiatives to promote Tibetan language emerged in Qinghai, Gansu, and Sichuan provinces.

• Officials continued to emphasize economic development as the key to achieving “social stability,” even though some initiatives resulted in protests or alleged harm to local communities. A Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) official said the Lhasa-Shigatse railway will begin operation by the end of 2014. Official media reported the TAR government had settled (or resettled) “nearly 2.1 million” Tibetan farmers and herders during 2006–2012, and that “all farmers and herders” in the TAR would be settled by the end of 2013. Media organizations reported on a landslide disaster at a gold mine and on environmental pollution that interfered with Tibetans’ ability to farm and maintain livestock. Government plans for construction of hydroelectric projects along major Tibetan rivers attracted the interest of news media and analysts.

Recommendations

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

○ Urge the Chinese government to resume contacts with the Dalai Lama or his representatives and engage in dialogue without preconditions. Such a dialogue should aim to protect the Tibetan culture, language, religion, and heritage within the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) and the Tibetan autonomous prefectures and counties in Qinghai, Gansu, Sichuan, and Yunnan provinces. As tensions continue to rise in Tibetan areas and Tibetans express their respect for the Dalai Lama, a Chinese government decision to engage in dialogue can result in a durable and mutually beneficial outcome for the Chinese government and Tibetans that will benefit local and regional security in coming decades.

○ Urge the Chinese government to consider the role of government regulatory measures and Party policies in the wave of Tibetan self-immolations. Point out to Chinese officials that, if the government and Party address Tibetan grievances in a constructive manner, the results could benefit state security and social stability; point out to Chinese officials that strengthening the measures and policies that Tibetans resent is unlikely to promote “social stability” or a “harmonious society.”

○ Convey to the Chinese government the urgent importance of refraining from expanding the use of intrusive management and legal measures to infringe upon and repress Tibetan Buddhists’ right to the freedom of religion. Point out to Chinese officials that government control over periodic review and reappointment of Tibetan Buddhist teachers based on criteria such as upholding Communist Party leadership and accepting guidance from government- and Party-run offices is inconsistent with state respect for “freedom of religious belief,” and
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that increased pressure on Tibetan Buddhists created by aggressive use of regulatory measures, “patriotic” and “legal” education, and anti-Dalai Lama campaigns is likely to harm social stability, not protect it. Urge the government to respect the right of Tibetan Buddhists to identify and educate religious teachers in a manner consistent with Tibetan Buddhist preferences and traditions.

- Request that the Chinese government follow up on a 2010 statement by the Chairman of the TAR government that Gedun Choekyi Nyima, the Panchen Lama whom the Dalai Lama recognized in 1995, is living in the TAR as an “ordinary citizen” along with his family. Urge the government to invite a representative of an international organization to meet with Gedun Choekyi Nyima so that Gedun Choekyi Nyima can express to the representative his wishes with respect to privacy; photograph the international representative and Gedun Choekyi Nyima together; and publish Gedun Choekyi Nyima’s statement and the photograph.

- Convey to the Chinese government the importance of respecting and protecting the Tibetan culture and language. Urge Chinese officials to promote a vibrant Tibetan culture by honoring the Chinese Constitution’s reference to the freedoms of speech, association, assembly, and religion, and refraining from using the security establishment, courts, and law to infringe upon and repress Tibetans’ exercise of such rights. Urge officials to respect Tibetan wishes to maintain the role of both the Tibetan and Chinese languages in teaching modern subjects and not to consign Tibetan language to inferior status by discontinuing its use in teaching modern subjects.

- Encourage the Chinese government to take fully into account the views and preferences of Tibetans when the government plans infrastructure, natural resource development, and settlement or resettlement projects in the Tibetan areas of China. Encourage the Chinese government to engage with appropriate experts in assessing the impact of such projects and in advising the government on the implementation and progress of such projects.

- Increase support for U.S. non-governmental organizations to develop programs that can assist Tibetans to increase their capacity to peacefully protect and develop their culture, language, and heritage; that can help to improve education, economic, health, and environmental conservation conditions for ethnic Tibetans living in Tibetan areas of China; and that create sustainable benefits for Tibetans without encouraging an influx of non-Tibetans into these areas.

- Urge the Chinese government to refrain from using security and judicial institutions to intimidate Tibetan communities by prosecuting and imprisoning Tibetans with alleged links to a self-immolator or for sharing self-immolation information. Continue to convey to the government the importance of distinguishing between peaceful Tibetan protesters and rioters; condemn the use of security campaigns to suppress human rights; and request the Chinese government to provide complete details about Tibetans detained, charged, or sentenced for
protest-related and self-immolation-related “crimes.” Continue to raise in meetings and correspondence with Chinese officials the cases of Tibetans who are imprisoned as punishment for the peaceful exercise of human rights. Representative examples include: Monk Choeying Khedrub (sentenced to life imprisonment for printing leaflets); Bangri Chogtrul (regarded by Tibetan Buddhists as a reincarnated lama, serving a sentence of 18 years commuted from life imprisonment for “inciting splitism”); and nomad Ronggye Adrag (sentenced to 8 years’ imprisonment for shouting political slogans at a public festival).

DEVELOPMENTS IN HONG KONG AND MACAU

Findings

• The Basic Laws of both Hong Kong and Macau confirm the applicability of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) to both territories. The Basic Law of Hong Kong provides specifically for universal suffrage, while Macau’s Basic Law does not.

• Public demand grew for a more specific plan for election of Hong Kong’s Chief Executive (CE) through universal suffrage, which is set to occur in 2017. In July 2013, Hong Kong’s current CE, CY Leung, dismissed calls for early public consultation on electoral reform. Mainland Chinese officials and experts continue to dissuade Macau from pursuing universal suffrage.

• Concerns also grew over central government interference in the nomination of CE candidates in elections by universal suffrage, with statements from mainland Chinese officials ruling out a nominating process involving the broader voting public and stating that candidates would be required to be trusted by the central government.

• Two incidents this year highlighted ongoing challenges to Hong Kong’s judicial and law enforcement independence. Hong Kong authorities requested that Hong Kong’s highest court refer to the National People’s Congress Standing Committee in Beijing a key issue in a case involving the right of foreign domestic helpers to apply for Hong Kong permanent residence. In another instance, former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden was allowed to leave the territory despite a U.S. request for his provisional arrest. This incident raises concerns over whether this was done at the request of the central government. If so, it could be interpreted as the central government interfering in what should have been a purely internal Hong Kong law enforcement matter.

• The Hong Kong government made uneven progress toward maintaining transparency. The government postponed implementation of a measure that would have redacted from public corporate filings important identifying information of company directors.

• Self-censorship by journalists and strong media ties to mainland China continued to threaten press freedom in Hong Kong and Macau, although in September 2012 Macau backed away
from a controversial plan to set up a “press accountability board.”

- The gambling industry in Macau is reportedly tied to widespread corruption and the laundering of large amounts of money out of mainland China. The Chinese government and Macau officials reportedly stepped up efforts to regulate Macau’s gambling industry as part of a larger campaign by the central government against corruption.

**Recommendations**

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Urge in meetings with Hong Kong and central government officials for Hong Kong authorities to prepare a clear plan with a specific timetable as soon as practicable for instituting universal suffrage for the election of the Chief Executive in 2017 that meets the requirements of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and is developed with full public participation. Include stops in Hong Kong and Macau during trips to mainland China. U.S. Government delegations’ meetings in Hong Kong should include meetings with members of the Hong Kong Legislative Council, officials with the Hong Kong government administration, members of the judiciary, and representatives of reporters’ organizations. In Macau, delegations should meet with members of the Legislative Assembly, especially directly elected members, with the Macau government administration, and with leaders outside the government.

- Support and encourage agencies and organizations to explore projects to monitor and strengthen democratic practices, press freedom, and the rule of law in Macau.

- Commend Hong Kong for its commitment to transparency in light of recent measures toward a public archives law and maintaining public access to corporate directors’ identifying information, and emphasize the critical importance of transparency for maintaining confidence in business and U.S.-Hong Kong relations.

- Urge Macau to develop law enforcement mechanisms for combating money laundering, such as a mechanism to freeze suspicious assets, establishing cash declaration requirements for visitors, lowering transaction reporting thresholds for casinos, and enhancing legal requirements for casino customer due diligence.
POLITICAL PRISONER DATABASE

Recommendations

When composing correspondence advocating on behalf of a political or religious prisoner, or preparing for official travel to China, Members of Congress and Administration officials are encouraged to:

- Check the Political Prisoner Database (PPD) (http://ppdcecc.gov) for reliable, up-to-date information on a prisoner or groups of prisoners. Consult a prisoner's database record for more detailed information about the prisoner's case, including his or her alleged crime, specific human rights that officials have violated, stage in the legal process, and location of detention or imprisonment, if known.
- Advise official and private delegations traveling to China to present Chinese officials with lists of political and religious prisoners compiled from database records.
- Urge U.S. state and local officials and private citizens involved in sister-state and sister-city relationships with China to explore the database, and to advocate for the release of political and religious prisoners in China.

A POWERFUL RESOURCE FOR ADVOCACY

The Commission's 2013 Annual Report provides information about Chinese political and religious prisoners in the context of specific human rights and rule of law abuses. Many of the abuses result from the Chinese Communist Party's and government's application of policies and laws. The Commission relies on the Political Prisoner Database (PPD), a publicly available online database maintained by the Commission, for its own advocacy and research work, including the preparation of the Annual Report, and routinely uses the database to prepare summaries of information about political and religious prisoners for Members of Congress and Administration officials. The Commission invites the public to read about issue-specific Chinese political imprisonment in sections of this Annual Report, and to access and make use of the upgraded PPD at http://ppdcecc.gov. (Information about the PPD is available at http://www.cecc.gov/resources/political-prisoner-database.)

The PPD received approximately 84,500 online requests for prisoner information during the 12-month period ending August 31, 2013—an increase of approximately 36 percent over the 61,900 requests during the 12-month period ending August 31, 2012. During the 12-month period ending in August 2013, the United States was the country of origin of the largest share of requests for information, with approximately 31.9 percent of such requests—a decrease from the 51 percent reported for the United States in the Commission's 2012 Annual Report. China was second with approximately 29.2 percent (an increase compared to 20 percent in the 2012 reporting period), followed by Japan with 19.1 percent (compared to 1 percent in the 2012 reporting period), Germany (4.1 percent), France (2.4 percent), the United Kingdom (2.2 percent), the Russian Federation (1.0 percent), Hong Kong (0.8 percent), the Netherlands (0.8 percent), and India (0.7 percent).
Approximately 56.8 percent of the approximately 84,500 requests for PPD information were from numerical Internet addresses that do not provide information about the name of the registrant or the type of domain. That figure represents a substantial increase over the 36 percent reported for such addresses during the period ending in August 2012 and may contribute to the proportional changes reported for the following types of Internet domains.

Approximately 15.5 percent of the online requests for PPD information during the 12-month period ending August 31, 2013, originated from worldwide commercial (.com) Internet domains—a decrease from the 19 percent reported in the 2012 Annual Report. Worldwide network (.net) domains were second with approximately 8.8 percent (compared to 16 percent in the 2012 reporting period), followed by U.S. Government (.gov) domains with 6.7 percent (compared to 11 percent in the 2012 reporting period), 2.8 percent from domains in Germany (.de), 1.5 percent from worldwide nonprofit organization (.org) domains, 1.4 percent from domains in France (.fr), and 1.3 percent from U.S. education (.edu) domains.

**POLITICAL PRISONERS**

The PPD seeks to provide users with prisoner information that is reliable and up to date. Commission staff members work to maintain and update political prisoner records based on the staff member’s area of expertise. The staff seek to provide objective analysis of information about individual prisoners, and about events and trends that drive political and religious imprisonment in China.

As of September 1, 2013, the PPD contained information on 7,309 cases of political or religious imprisonment in China. Of those, 1,304 are cases of political and religious prisoners currently known or believed to be detained or imprisoned, and 6,005 are cases of prisoners who are known or believed to have been released, or executed, who died while imprisoned or soon after release, or who escaped. The Commission notes that there are considerably more than 1,304 cases of current political and religious imprisonment in China. The Commission staff works on an ongoing basis to add cases of political and religious imprisonment to the PPD.

The Dui Hua Foundation, based in San Francisco, and the former Tibet Information Network, based in London, shared their extensive experience and data on political and religious prisoners in China with the Commission to help establish the database. The Dui Hua Foundation continues to do so. The Commission also relies on its own staff research for prisoner information, as well as on information provided by non-governmental organizations (NGOs), other groups that specialize in promoting human rights and opposing political and religious imprisonment, and other public sources of information.

**MORE POWERFUL DATABASE TECHNOLOGY**

The PPD has served since its launch in November 2004 as a unique and powerful resource for the U.S. Congress and Administration, other governments, NGOs, educational institutions, and individuals who research political and religious imprisonment in
China, or who advocate on behalf of such prisoners. The July 2010 PPD upgrade significantly leveraged the capacity of the Commission's information and technology resources to support such research, reporting, and advocacy.

The PPD aims to provide a technology with sufficient power to cope with the scope and complexity of political imprisonment in China. The most important feature of the PPD is that it is structured as a genuine database and uses a powerful query engine. Each prisoner's record describes the type of human rights violation by Chinese authorities that led to his or her detention. These types include violations of the right to peaceful assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of association, and free expression, including the freedom to advocate peaceful social or political change and to criticize government policy or government officials.

The design of the PPD allows anyone with access to the Internet to query the database and download prisoner data without providing personal information to the Commission, and without the PPD downloading any software or Web cookies to a user's computer. Users have the option to create a user account, which allows them to save, edit, and reuse queries, but the PPD does not require a user to provide any personal information to set up such an account. The PPD does not download software or a Web cookie to a user's computer as the result of setting up such an account. Saved queries are not stored on a user's computer. A user-specified ID (which can be a nickname) and password are the only information required to set up a user account.
II. Human Rights

Freedom of Expression

International Standards on Free Expression

While international standards permit states to restrict expression in limited circumstances, official Chinese restrictions during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year covered a much broader range of activity—including peaceful expression critical of the Chinese Communist Party and independent news reporting. Many official Chinese restrictions on free expression fail to comply with international human rights standards. Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and Articles 19 and 29 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights permit officials to restrict expression so long as it is (1) for the purpose of respecting the rights or reputations of others or protecting national security, public order, public health or morals, or the general welfare; (2) set forth in law; and (3) necessary and the least restrictive means to achieve the purported aim. Regarding the first requirement, the UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) has said restrictions on “discussion of government policies and political debate,” “peaceful demonstrations or political activities, including for peace or democracy,” and “expression of . . . dissent” are inconsistent with Article 19 of the ICCPR, which the Chinese government signed in 1998 but has not yet ratified. In June 2012, the UNHRC passed a resolution supporting freedom of expression on the Internet, affirming that “the same rights that people have offline must also be protected online, in particular freedom of expression, which is applicable regardless of frontiers and through any media of one’s choice.”

Growth and Control of the Internet

Expanding Overall Access, Introducing New Restrictions

China’s Internet usage has experienced dramatic growth in recent years, particularly in the number of Internet users accessing the Web through mobile devices. According to the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), the national-level administrative agency responsible for Internet affairs in China, there were over 590 million Internet users in China by the end of June 2013, bringing the Internet penetration rate (the total number of Internet users divided by the total population) to 44.1 percent. By mid-2013, China had more than 464 million people accessing the Internet from mobile devices—amounting to 78.5 percent of the total Internet population. According to information from three of China’s leading telecommunications operators, there were 1.15 billion mobile phone subscribers by March 2013.

The Chinese government has pledged to expand access to mobile technologies and the Internet, according to news reports. Chinese officials expect the number of Internet users to grow to more than 800 million people by 2015, including more than 200 million rural Internet users. In the 2012–2015 National Human Rights Action Plan, the Chinese government sets its target of increasing Internet penetration to more than 45 percent by 2015. During the Com-
mission’s 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government continued steps to expand the country’s telecommunications infrastructure. In February 2013, for instance, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology announced plans to increase access to broadband services to cover 70 percent of Chinese Internet users by year’s end.\textsuperscript{12}

Despite the stated goals of increasing online access, official statements and state-run publications continue to emphasize strengthening the legal limits and management of Internet information rather than protecting Internet freedoms.\textsuperscript{13} During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, Chinese officials and state-run media outlets consistently used the threat of “online rumors” (\textit{wangluo yaoyan}) and “unhealthy information” (\textit{bu liang xinxi}) as a basis for increased Internet controls and real-name registration requirements.\textsuperscript{14} In December 2012, the People’s Daily, the official news media of the Chinese Communist Party, published a front-page commentary on Internet users’ legal obligations.\textsuperscript{15} The commentary stated, “Demanding that people all use the correct means to say the correct things is not practical, but they must have a consciousness of the law and take responsibility for their words—this is a must.”\textsuperscript{16} Officials emphasized controlling Internet content over the course of this past year.\textsuperscript{17} In May 2013, for instance, the State Internet Information Office (SIIO) said that it was “waging a war against online rumors” that “have impaired the credibility of online media, disrupted normal communication order, and aroused great aversion among the public.”\textsuperscript{18}

State-run media organizations and Chinese officials called for stricter regulations in late 2012, promoting Internet regulations as a necessary step in “protecting” Internet users’ privacy and online information.\textsuperscript{19} On December 28, 2012, the National People’s Congress Standing Committee adopted a 12-article decision, titled “Decision on Strengthening Online Information Protection,” with new regulations stipulating the collection of online personal information.\textsuperscript{20} According to multiple reports, new requirements mandating Internet users to register accounts by using their real names generated controversy.\textsuperscript{21} In early September, the Supreme People’s Court and the Supreme People’s Procuratorate also issued an official interpretation regarding re-posting defamatory content online purportedly to protect users’ rights and reputations.\textsuperscript{22} The Interpretation states that Internet users could face up to three years’ imprisonment if defamatory content is reposted 500 times or is viewed 5,000 times online.\textsuperscript{23}

Despite efforts to control Internet content and regulate account registration, Chinese activists and foreign media have noted the difficulties that officials face in completely controlling this emerging and vibrant space for expression, including criticism of government policies and discussion of politically sensitive topics.\textsuperscript{24} An April 2013 Economist article stated that the Internet in China, despite controls, has allowed new shifts of public consciousness and new pressures for authoritarian responses: “. . . [E]ven casual users can be drawn into political debates online, and the internet is one place where people can speak their minds and criticise the government relatively freely. . . . [B]eing able to express diverging views collectively online is new. Millions of users are low-grade
subversives, chipping away at the imposing edifice of the party-state with humour, outrage and rueful cynicism.”

CENSORSHIP OF ONLINE CONTENT

This past year, Chinese authorities appeared to maintain or enhance policies to block and filter online content, particularly sensitive information about rights activists, official corruption, or collective organizing. According to the Open Net Initiative, the Chinese government “maintains one of the most pervasive and sophisticated regimes of Internet filtering and information control in the world.” Chinese officials remained non-transparent in disclosing content that is blocked or why it is blocked. The online censorship and Web site closures, in some cases, appeared politically motivated and appeared to counter international standards on freedoms of opinion and expression. For example, in October 2012, Chinese censors blocked access to the New York Times’ English- and Chinese-language Web sites in response to articles describing “hidden” wealth accumulated by former Premier Wen Jiabao’s family members. Also, international news media and foreign Web sites reported that Chinese Internet censors blocked or partially blocked a range of political names and phrases related to the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party and to the anniversary of the 1989 Tiananmen protests.

International reporting and research continued to illustrate how Chinese officials, Internet companies, and state-sponsored agents are able to control access to and content on the Web. During the reporting year, the Chinese government allegedly enhanced its national system of surveillance and censorship (commonly known as the Great Firewall or GFW), especially leading up to and throughout the 18th Party Congress. One U.S.-based study found that Chinese censors “actively manipulated” search results related to 18th Party Congress delegates. Another study argued that Chinese authorities censored comments online “to reduce the probability of collective action by clipping social ties whenever any collective movements are in evidence or expected”—and “not to suppress criticism of the state or the Communist Party.” Another study addressed the speed and efficiency of censors on China’s popular microblog platforms, finding that 30 percent of the deletions took place within 30 minutes and 90 percent within the first 24 hours. A different study demonstrated how the China-only version of Skype, the popular Internet-based communication software, allowed officials to intercept thousands of politically sensitive text messages, while monitoring users’ communications.

Chinese regulatory and legal measures do not clearly define prohibited online content. Internet regulations contain vague and broad prohibitions on content that “harms the honor or interests of the nation,” “spreads rumors,” or “disrupts national policies on religion.” Chinese law does not define these concepts, nor does it contain specific criteria to establish whether an action presents “harm” to the “honor or interests of the nation.” Since the concepts remain undefined, Chinese authorities broadly apply these and other vague legal provisions to punish those seeking to express opinions or share information. At the same time, the Chinese government places the burden on Internet service and content pro-
providers to monitor and remove content based on these vague standards and to maintain records of such activity and report it to the government.41

CITIZEN AND GOVERNMENT USE OF MICROBLOGS

China’s Twitter-like microblogging (weibo) sites continued to see strong growth in the number of users during this reporting year.42 By the end of 2012, according to the CNNIC, China’s microblogging sites—including China’s two leading microblog platforms Sina Weibo and Tencent (QQ) Weibo—had an estimated 309 million registered accounts, an increase of 58.73 million users from the end of 2011.43 While most weibo users access the microblogging sites for entertainment or social purposes,44 many Chinese citizens continued to use the sites for individual expression, to raise issues of public accountability, and to publicize important political developments.45 Despite China’s sophisticated censorship system, Chinese citizens have consistently used the microblogging sites to bypass conventional media constraints and circumvent censorship restrictions.46 In addition, businesses, journalists, and microbloggers used virtual private networks (VPNs), among other techniques, to access the U.S.-based microblogging service provider Twitter (which has been blocked in China since July 200947), as well as other foreign-based social networking sites blocked in China.48

In the absence of independent domestic media, microblogging has emerged as an alternative outlet for a range of independent opinions and news reporting. During this reporting year, microblog users utilized the services to publicize various incidents or news events—from air quality monitoring in Beijing49 to the April 2013 earthquake in Ya’an municipality, Sichuan province.50 In November 2012, microblog users circulated information from a New York Times article on the financial assets of former Premier Wen Jiabao’s family members while official censors blocked the newspaper’s Web site and search terms related to the story.51 In response to the censorship, microblog users employed various related “code words” and posted screenshots of the article to circumvent restrictions.52

The circulation of independent news and information on microblogs appears, in some instances, to have sparked outrage over official abuses, particularly over local-level corruption.53 Microbloggers and citizen journalists have increasingly used microblogging platforms to uncover official abuses or expose corruption, such as ill-gotten real estate assets or luxury items.54 In one of the highest profile cases, Chinese authorities investigated National Development and Reform Commission Vice Chairman Liu Tienan after a journalist publicly accused Liu of corruption and various wrongdoings on Sina Weibo.55 China’s new leadership and state-run media appear to have acknowledged microblogging’s growing utility in exposing corruption and in promoting transparency.56 In March 2013, for instance, Premier Li Keqiang said, “There are already hundreds of millions of weibo users. If government information is not released in a timely manner this generates animated discussion and speculation, and this can easily cause resentment among the people and give rise to negative influences, ul-
timately putting the government on its back foot in doing its work.”57

In mid-2013, international media organizations reported increased government pressure on certain popular users of microblogging services (commonly referred to as “Big V’s” because of their large followings and verified status), including those who have posted blunt social criticisms or political commentaries.58 The growing popularity of services has allowed some microbloggers to reach millions of users and to potentially shape public opinion.59 With growing concern about “online rumors,”60 Chinese Internet authorities responded with a crackdown on high-profile accounts and with a list of “seven bottom-lines” for online activity.62 The “seven bottom-lines,” according to state-run media, include upholding or maintaining: Laws and regulations, the system of socialism, the national interest, the people’s legitimate rights and interests, social order, morality, and the accuracy of information.63 In an August 2013 Xinhua editorial, the official state-run news agency argued that, “as recognizable figures in the online world, ‘Big V’s’ must have a stronger sense of social responsibility than ordinary users.”64 Some commentators, however, have alleged the crackdown on prominent microblog users is politically based.65 A September 2013 South China Morning Post article, for instance, reported that “[the] clampdown has been widely interpreted as an attempt to silence prominent liberal commentators.”66

### Seven Topics Off Limits for University Teaching

In May 2013, Chinese microblog users circulated information about a reported official university directive, which outlined seven topics that university professors were prohibited from mentioning in their classes.67 According to multiple reports, the seven topics were universal values, press freedom, civil society, civil rights, the Communist Party’s historical mistakes, crony capitalism, and judicial independence.68 One professor reportedly said the Chinese Communist Party’s General Office had issued the order and that “only a select group of teaching and administrative staff” had been briefed on it.69 A Shanghai-based law professor questioned whether the prohibitions would undermine fundamental university responsibilities: “Are we still a university if we are not allowed to talk about civil rights and press freedom?”70 Some observers later linked this directive to a Party memo referred to as “Document No. 9,” which identified seven similar areas of concern.71 [For more information on “Document No. 9,” see Section III—Institutions of Democratic Governance.]

While China’s social media and microblogging sphere has provided space for citizens’ voices, the Chinese government has also made use of the tools for official purposes. According to a report by the Chinese Academy of Governance, the Chinese government had more than 176,000 microblog accounts at the end of December 2012.72 The government microblogs were created “to communicate with the public and provide services,” according to a research report cited by Xinhua.73 Official statements, in recent years, have emphasized enhancing government presence on social media sites.
and “promoting social harmony and stability” through microblogging accounts.\textsuperscript{74}

\textit{Punishment of Citizens’ Free Expression}

\textbf{CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT}

Chinese authorities continued to use the criminal justice system to detain and punish citizens exercising their constitutional rights to “freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association, of procession and of demonstration.”\textsuperscript{75} Some of those punished during the reporting year had previous records of criticizing the Chinese government and Communist Party and of advocating for democracy and human rights.\textsuperscript{76} In addition, Chinese criminal defense lawyers and suspects in free speech cases continued to face substantial obstacles in ensuring that courts upheld procedural safeguards and the right to a fair trial, as required by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.\textsuperscript{77} [For more information on rights abuses related to criminal suspects, see Section II—Criminal Justice.]

Officials used vaguely worded criminal charges to detain rights advocates,\textsuperscript{78} Internet writers,\textsuperscript{79} human rights lawyers,\textsuperscript{80} and citizen journalists\textsuperscript{81} who engaged in peaceful expression and assembly. The following cases represent select detentions from the reporting year:

- In November 2012, Beijing public security authorities criminally detained blogger Zhai Xiaobing on suspicion of “spreading terrorist information” after he allegedly posted a satirical tweet about the 18th Party Congress.\textsuperscript{82} Authorities released him weeks later.\textsuperscript{83}
- On August 2, 2013, Beijing state security officials detained journalist Chen Min, also known as Xiao Shu, after he helped to organize a petition advocating the release of Xu Zhiyong, a legal scholar and rights advocate criminally detained in July 2013.\textsuperscript{84} According to an online statement released after the detention, Chen claimed authorities held him for 48 hours and that “[a]t no point were any legal procedures undertaken.”\textsuperscript{85}
- In May 2013, Beijing officials detained independent journalist, author, and filmmaker Du Bin after he released a book on the 1989 Tiananmen protests and a documentary exposing abuses within the Masanjia Women’s Reeducation Through Labor Center, located in Liaoning province.\textsuperscript{86} According to statements made by Hu Jia, a prominent human rights activist, authorities allegedly criminally detained Du for his recent work exposing human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{87} Authorities released Du on bail five weeks after his detention.\textsuperscript{88} As of September 2013, he was awaiting trial on charges of “creating disturbances,” which can carry a criminal sentence of up to 10 years’ imprisonment.\textsuperscript{89}

During this reporting year, Chinese authorities released journalist and democracy advocate Shi Tao from prison in late August, after he served less than nine years of an April 2005 10-year prison sentence for disclosing “state secrets” abroad.\textsuperscript{90}
This past reporting year, the Commission observed a range of abuses related to the extralegal harassment of rights advocates, Internet writers, and family members of advocates, who sought to exercise their rights to freedom of speech and assembly. The following examples illustrate forms of official harassment:

- In November 2012, Chinese authorities sent journalist Li Yuanlong on forced “vacation” after he published a story about children who died of carbon monoxide poisoning in a Guizhou province dumpster.
- In June 2013, Beijing authorities placed Tsering Woeser, a Tibetan writer, blogger, and rights advocate, under “soft detention,” an extralegal form of home confinement, reportedly in connection with her efforts to highlight Chinese human rights abuses against Tibetans. She was reportedly also held under “soft detention” in March 2013.
- In August 2013, East China University of Political Science suspended outspoken Professor Zhang Xuezhong from teaching at the university, in apparent connection with his advocacy for constitutionalism.

In suppressing free speech rights, Chinese authorities not only targeted Chinese citizens who sought to express their opinions peacefully but also targeted their family members and acquaintances. In December 2012, Associated Press (AP) journalists visited Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo’s wife, Liu Xia, whom authorities continued to hold under an extralegal form of home confinement. According to AP, “Liu Xia trembled uncontrollably and cried as she described how absurd and emotionally draining her confinement under house arrest has been . . . .”

Press Freedom

Chinese government and Communist Party officials continue to exercise control over the press in violation of international standards. International experts have identified media serving “as government mouthpieces instead of as independent bodies operating in the public interest” as a major challenge to free expression. In its 2013 World Press Freedom Index, Reporters Without Borders ranked China 173rd out of 179 countries in terms of press freedoms, noting that “China shows no sign of improving. Its prisons still hold many journalists and netizens, while increasingly unpopular Internet censorship continues to be a major obstacle to access to information.”

In the reporting year, Chinese officials called for enhancing controls over traditional media, specifically domestic media organizations quoting or reproducing content from foreign media. In an April 2013 edition of the Red Flag Journal, a prominent Party publication, Ren Xianliang, Vice Chairman of the All-China Journalists Association and Deputy Director of the Shaanxi Provincial Chinese Communist Party Propaganda Department, argued that traditional media and new media tools form “two distinct fields of public opinion” and that the Party must “have the courage to be hands on in its control” of the media. Top-level Chinese officials reportedly took new steps to denounce press freedoms. For example, in an
April 2013 internal Party document (referred to as “Document No. 9”), central Party authorities reportedly warned against “subversive trends,” including the Western concept of press freedoms.105

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>January 2013 Southern Weekend Protests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| In January 2013, Chinese editors and staff at the Southern Weekend, a progressive weekly newspaper based in Guangdong province, staged a rare strike after provincial propaganda authorities ordered the publication of a New Year editorial praising the Chinese Communist Party in place of a previously prepared editorial calling for guarantees to constitutional rights.106 The earlier editorial, titled “China’s Dream, the Dream of Constitutionalism,” called on leaders to uphold constitutional principles and safeguard people’s freedoms.107 After staff submitted the article for review by official censors, editors returned a pro-Party message that angered Southern Weekend staff and former staff members.108 Southern Weekend journalists responded with a strike to express outrage and to demand editorial independence.109 In the days that followed, hundreds of supporters reportedly gathered outside the newspaper’s Guangzhou municipality headquarters in protest.110 Academics and celebrities posted online messages of support, condemned the censorship, and called for Tuo Zhen, the provincial propaganda chief, to step down.111 Chinese authorities took various steps to deescalate tensions related to the strike and protests. The Central Propaganda Department ordered that no media organization report, comment on, or forward any messages related to the article or the strike at Southern Weekend.112 On January 8, 2013, the Global Times published an editorial suggesting that activists, operating outside of the domestic media, were “inciting some media to engage in confrontation,” while the editorial cautioned the public to reject reforms that were “out of step with [China’s] political development.”113 Following a reported compromise between Southern Weekend staff and government officials, a former Southern Weekend opinion writer wrote a January 2013 editorial for the New York Times on the incident, stating, “The crisis has subsided, but there is little room for future optimism, because the deep-seated question has not been resolved: Is there, in fact, room for professional journalism to survive and develop within the system?” 114

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLITICAL CONTROL OF MEDIA THROUGH REGULATION OF EDITORS AND JOURNALISTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China’s media regulator, the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television, continued to enforce a system of strict controls and licensing requirements. (In 2013, the General Administration of Press and Publications (GAPP) and the State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television merged to create the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television.115) All media organizations in China are subject to an extensive licensing system and government supervision.116 In order to report the news legally, domestic newspapers, magazines, Web sites, and journalists must obtain a license or accreditation from the government.117 Radio and television broadcast journalists, for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
instance, must pass a government-sponsored exam that tests them on subjects including basic knowledge of Marxist views of news and Communist Party principles. In recent years, China’s media regulator has issued a range of regulations to “strengthen management” and address official concerns over “false information” in news reports. In October 2011, the GAPP, the former government agency responsible for monitoring and regulating print-based media, released regulations on controlling use of “unverified information” by prohibiting journalists from directly referencing information obtained from the Internet or social media in their reporting. Less than two years later, in April 2013, the newly merged State General Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television issued a directive that officially bans journalists from using foreign media reports without authorization and forbids news editors from reporting information online that has not been verified through official channels. According to a Hong Kong-based media expert, officials may face challenges enforcing the regulations, as information often moves quickly on microblogs: “[Controlling press content] is very difficult to achieve when foreign stories are breaking over on Sina Weibo before [government agents] can put a stop to this whole process.”

PUNISHMENT OF DOMESTIC JOURNALISTS

While the 2012–2015 National Human Rights Action Plan announced official intentions to safeguard “the legitimate rights and interests of news agencies, journalists, editors and other persons concerned,” during this reporting year, Chinese authorities took actions to punish, suspend, or remove outspoken and independent journalists and newspaper staff. In March 2013, Deng Yuwen, an editor at a prominent Chinese Communist Party journal, was “suspended indefinitely” after publishing an editorial that criticized China’s “outdated” alliance with North Korea in the U.K.-based Financial Times. In August 2013, authorities in Chongqing municipality detained Liu Hu, a journalist for a Guangdong province-based newspaper, under suspicion of “fabricating and spreading rumors” in apparent connection with his online request that authorities investigate a former Chongqing official for corruption. In other instances, Chinese journalists faced threats or violence in attempting to investigate news stories. In July 2013, for instance, public security authorities in Hunan province threatened and then assaulted two journalists attempting to report on protests sparked by the death of a citizen assaulted by local chengguan, or urban management officials. According to the Beijing News, a popular newspaper, the public security officers threatened the journalists by saying, “Take no photos, or if you take any, you will die here.”

Chinese journalists working for foreign-based Web sites and newspapers also faced the threat of official reprisals for independent news reporting. In April 2013, Chinese authorities detained journalist Sun Lin, a reporter with the foreign-based Chinese news Web site Boxun, after he distributed online footage of a protest over an elementary school’s expulsion of a rights advocate’s daughter.
This past year, the Commission continued to monitor harassment of foreign journalists in China. In March 2013, unidentified men in Beijing beat two Hong Kong journalists who were filming a Hong Kong rights advocate’s attempt to visit Liu Xia, wife of imprisoned Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo. Reports claim that as many as a dozen unidentified men beat the journalists as they attempted to access the building where Liu Xia was being illegally detained. After the attack, police authorities took away the Hong Kong rights advocate. Also in March, Radio Free Asia reported that a television crew working for Germany’s public broadcaster ARD was pursued, forced off the road, and attacked following investigative reporting on urbanization in Hebei province. Following these actions, the International Federation of Journalists issued a statement saying, “The media should be allowed to carry out its professional responsibilities in a public place without fear of harassment, intimidation or assault—particularly if the media is investigating suspicious activity.” According to the Foreign Correspondent’s Club of China (FCC), foreign journalists overall continued to face challenging work conditions and various forms of harassment. In an FCC annual survey released in July 2013, 70 percent of journalists surveyed agreed that “conditions have worsened or stayed the same as the year before.”
WORKER RIGHTS

Freedom of Association

The Chinese government continued to prevent workers from exercising their constitutional right to freedom of association1 this past year. Although the PRC Trade Union Law provides workers with the right to participate in and form trade unions, it also restricts workers’ rights to freedom of association by requiring that all union activity be approved by and structured under the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU), an organization under the direction of the Chinese Communist Party.2 Leading trade union officials hold concurrent high-ranking positions in the Party and central and local government, undermining union autonomy and giving the Party and government undue influence over union policy and decisionmaking.3 The ACFTU constitution and the PRC Trade Union Law highlight the dual mandates of the ACFTU to protect the legal rights and interests of workers while supporting the leadership of the Party and broader goals and interests of the government,4 a problematic arrangement that labor experts claim constrains the ACFTU from protecting the interests of workers.5 Generally speaking, unions at the enterprise level remain weak and non-democratic, with the majority of union officials appointed directly or indirectly by employers and higher level trade unions.6 Increased labor activism in recent years has reportedly put mounting pressure on the ACFTU to institute union reform, yet continued structural weaknesses of trade union branches make improvements to union autonomy and worker advocacy difficult to achieve.7

Collective Bargaining

Genuine collective bargaining remains limited by the inability of local-level trade unions to effectively represent and advance the rights of workers in negotiations with employers. The PRC Labor Law and related legislation provide a legal framework for trade unions to negotiate collective contracts and engage in collective consultations with employers on a wide range of issues.8 In recent years, the ACFTU has vigorously promoted collective contracts and collective wage bargaining as essential means for upholding “harmonious” labor relations and addressing workers’ grievances.9 Despite these developments, collective contract and consultation mechanisms remain problematic, in part because trade unions lack autonomy and genuine worker representation.10 A 2013 research study conducted by a Yunnan provincial government inspection group on the implementation of provincial measures for collective wage consultations identified a number of problems in the consultation process, despite an overall increase in collective wage contracts signed since 2011, including a lack of expertise in wage and contract negotiations by union officials and a general misunderstanding and shortsightedness by employers of the benefits of collective negotiations.11 An official with the Yunnan provincial Bureau of Human Resources and Social Security further asserted that because workers in general continued to occupy a weaker position in relation to employers in the collective consultation process, many choose not to push for collective negotiations, while in other in-
stances employers and union officials were found to put more emphasis on negotiating than on signing collective contracts, leading to a process the official argued was “heavy on form, light on results.” In one case in March 2013, workers at the Nanhai Honda automotive plant in Guangdong province rejected what they considered to be an unfair collective wage agreement negotiated by plant managers and the trade union, initiating a strike to pressure management to agree to higher wage increases. In other instances, workers lacked knowledge of union functions altogether, preventing them from accessing union representation. For example, a 2013 study jointly conducted by several Chinese universities found over 80 percent of workers polled at three different factories did not know who their union representatives were.

### Union Elections Expand as Problems Persist

Authorities continued to promote direct election of trade union officials in pilot programs at several enterprises, mainly located in Guangdong province. In January 2013, Zhao Xiaosui, Chairman of the Guangzhou Municipal Federation of Trade Unions, announced plans to hold pilot trade union elections in 8 to 10 Guangzhou municipality-based enterprises. In other cases, officials called for expanding already established union election programs. In May 2013, Zhan Zhenbiao, Vice Chairman of the Guangdong Provincial Federation of Trade Unions, called on officials to strengthen existing union election programs at 162 enterprises in Foshan municipality and further expand direct union elections to an additional 61 enterprises in the area. In addition, Foxconn, a Taiwanese-owned multinational electronics manufacturer, publicized plans in February 2013 to “increase the number of junior employee” union representatives in its factories through direct elections.

Despite these developments, recognition by Chinese and international labor scholars of continued restrictions on worker participation in the nomination and election process have led to questions over the ability of direct elections to engender genuinely representative unions. Moreover, individuals involved in organizing union elections have stated that significant challenges remain in educating workers on the election process and the responsibilities of the elected union committees. A number of observers have also indicated that recently elected union representatives lack necessary skills and experience needed to effectively run a union and represent and advance the rights of workers. In one case in February 2013, workers at the Ohms electronics factory in Shenzhen municipality demanded the recall and reelection of their union chairman after only recently electing him through direct elections in May 2012. According to a petition letter written by workers, demands for the recall of the union chairman stemmed from his inability to “fulfill his duties” and failure to effectively intervene in several contract disputes. A non-governmental labor organization based in Hong Kong suggested the chairman lacked the necessary skills and support needed to play an effective role, further stating that demands for his recall highlighted “the importance of not just holding elections but of ensuring that the elected officials can actually perform the tasks they were entrusted with.”
Worker Actions

During the past reporting year, the Commission continued to observe reports of workers organizing strikes and demonstrations in a variety of industries and regions across China. Strikes were often prompted by systemic labor-related grievances, such as factory closings or relocation, nonpayment of wages and benefits, and abusive management practices. Official trade unions have played no role in organizing strikes or demonstrations; instead, unions frequently oppose worker-led actions and urge workers to resolve their grievances through established legal channels. In one case in March 2013, union officials at a Honda manufacturing plant in Foshan municipality, Guangdong province, criticized worker-organized protests as illegal and unproductive. Media reports indicated officials in some cases used force against or detained demonstrating workers. For example in January 2013, public security officials in Mayong city, Dongguan municipality, Guangdong, reportedly detained 27 worker representatives after they sought assistance from the local government in recovering wage arrears totaling 1.38 billion yuan (US$224 million) on behalf of 3,000 migrant construction workers. The Commission has observed reports in 2013 of officials using force to stop worker demonstrations in locations including Shenzhen municipality; Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong; and Fengcheng city, Jiangxi province. Commentators in China and abroad have argued that demographic and economic shifts in recent years have provided workers with greater bargaining power in the workplace, increasing their determination to redress grievances with employers and press for better pay and working conditions. Moreover, experts contend the growing expectations of younger generation migrant workers with regard to working conditions and labor rights is a driving factor behind the increased boldness of recent protests. Compared with earlier generations, younger generation migrant workers have higher levels of education, greater access to technology, and a deeper understanding of their rights. A number of reports indicate that these workers have been at the forefront of recent strikes, including a demonstration in September 2012 at a Foxconn factory in Taiyuan municipality, Shanxi province, in which over 40 people were hospitalized after clashes with local authorities.

Migrant Workers

Migrant workers—rural residents who have left their original place of residence to seek non-agricultural jobs in cities—remain largely marginalized and vulnerable to exploitation, facing problems such as wage arrears, social discrimination, and low levels of labor and social welfare protection. China’s total migrant population grew 3.9 percent in 2012 from the previous year to more than 262 million. Working predominately in low-end industries requiring little technical skill, such as construction, mining, and manufacturing, migrants face increased risk for occupational injury and disease. According to a report published in May 2013 by the National Bureau of Statistics of China, over 50 percent of migrant workers in 2012 did not sign labor contracts with their employers, leaving them vulnerable to abuse in the workplace and se-
verely disadvantaged should they seek to recover wages or injury compensation through the court system.\textsuperscript{45} The report also indicated that even with a slight overall increase from the previous year, only a minority of migrants in 2012 had pensions (14.3 percent), medical insurance (16.9 percent), occupational injury insurance (24 percent), and unemployment insurance (8.4 percent).\textsuperscript{46} Moreover, migrants often lack urban residency status, preventing them from accessing public services in the cities where they live and work.\textsuperscript{47} A study published in February 2013 by Renmin University found migrants continued to consider themselves outsiders despite having worked and lived in a city for many years, presenting a challenge to government efforts to improve migrant integration into urban society.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{Child Labor}

Despite China’s laws and commitments under international conventions prohibiting child labor, employers continued to hire underage workers this past year. As a member of the International Labour Organization (ILO), China has ratified the two core conventions on the elimination of child labor.\textsuperscript{49} The PRC Labor Law and related legislation also prohibit the employment of minors under 16 years old.\textsuperscript{50} Despite these legal measures, systemic problems in enforcement and lack of sufficient resources reportedly continue to constrain efforts to reduce child labor.\textsuperscript{51} At a two-day high-level seminar on child labor held in September 2012, officials from the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security acknowledged for the first time within China the challenge child labor posed, stating a need for improved legal enforcement and increased awareness of protection of children’s rights.\textsuperscript{52} While the extent of child labor in China is unclear, in part because the government does not release data on the issue,\textsuperscript{53} domestic and international media reports from the past year indicate that the use of child labor remained evident in the electronics manufacturing industry, with instances also reported in other sectors.\textsuperscript{54} Apple’s January 2013 Supplier Responsibility Report noted 74 cases of underage workers at one of its supplier facilities in Guangdong province, stating that a third-party labor agency had “willfully and illegally recruited young workers,” reportedly conspiring with families to forge age verification documents.\textsuperscript{55}

The perpetuation of child labor through the misuse of student workers in “work-study” programs and other related activities also continues to be a concern. National provisions prohibiting child labor provide that “education practice labor” and vocational skills training labor organized by schools and other educational and vocational institutions do not constitute child labor when such activities do not adversely affect the safety and health of students.\textsuperscript{56} The PRC Education Law also supports schools that establish work-study programs, provided they do not negatively affect normal studies.\textsuperscript{57} The Commission, however, has continued to observe reports of “work-study” programs that violate Chinese law and appear inconsistent with ILO standards that permit vocational training programs for young persons so long as they relate to a course of education under a school’s supervision or facilitate choice of an occupation, among other requirements.\textsuperscript{58} Throughout the reporting
year, Chinese and international media reported on vocational schools organizing compulsory internship programs of questionable educational benefit in which students worked long hours under physically demanding conditions. In March 2013, Chinese media reported on a compulsory internship program in Guangdong province where technical school students were tasked with working long hours at an electronics factory in violation of legal limits. According to reports, students who refused to participate in the internship program would not graduate from the technical school. The school’s principal defended the program, stating that it strengthened students’ ability to “endure hardships and work hard.” In October 2012, a Foxconn subsidiary in Yantai municipality, Shandong province, was found to have hired 56 underage interns. According to reports, students complained of working excessive overtime on tasks unrelated to their areas of study and receiving significantly lower wages than adult workers despite performing the same tasks. A vocational college, reportedly implicated in the Foxconn internship program, stated that students had been working at the factory since 2010 as part of a government initiative to alleviate labor shortages. Some observers have noted that a gradual tightening of the labor market in recent years has prompted many companies to increasingly rely on student workers to resolve labor shortages, often working with local governments to put pressure on vocational schools to provide student interns.

Subcontracted Labor

Subcontracted workers hired through labor employment agencies remain particularly vulnerable to exploitation in the workplace, often receiving lower wages and fewer benefits than workers hired through direct labor contracts with employers. Following implementation of the PRC Labor Contract Law in 2008, employers increasingly have used subcontracted workers, also known as dispatch labor, to circumvent the legal obligations and related financial costs associated with direct labor contracts. While the PRC Labor Contract Law stipulates that subcontracted workers generally should be used only for “temporary, auxiliary, or substitute positions,” they continue to be hired as long-term substitutes for regular employment in violation of the law. According to data released by the All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) in 2011 and 2012, China has between 27 and 37 million subcontracted workers, working primarily in state-owned enterprises, in some cases accounting for two-thirds of the total workforce.

In December 2012, the National People’s Congress passed amendments to the PRC Labor Contract Law, effective July 1, 2013, focusing on provisions related to labor subcontracting. The amendments include clearer definitions of the three types of positions that subcontracted workers can be used for and requires employers to apply the same compensation standards to both directly hired and subcontracted laborers. Moreover, the amendments raise business standards for employment agencies, requiring them to obtain operating permits from local labor authorities. Despite these changes, Chinese labor experts and union officials have questioned whether upcoming regulations designed to implement the amendments may weaken reforms as a result of lobbying by state-
owned enterprises. Poor regulation of the labor subcontracting industry also continues to be a problem. Labor employment agencies have been identified by observers in China and abroad as a common outlet through which child workers end up in factories. In May 2013, Chinese media reported on the death of a 14-year-old boy at an electronics factory in Dongguan city, Guangdong province, stating that the boy had been hired through an employment agency which knowingly forged his identification documents.

Prison Labor

The use of forced labor in China’s prison system remains inconsistent with Chinese law and in violation of international standards. The International Labour Organization’s (ILO) core conventions on forced and compulsory labor provide an exception for prison labor on condition that the use of such labor is consistent with ILO guidelines. While China has not ratified either of the core conventions on forced and compulsory labor, as a member of the ILO, it remains obligated to respect a basic set of internationally recognized labor rights, including those associated with forced and compulsory labor. Despite these obligations, exploitation of prison labor, particularly in reeducation through labor (RTL) facilities, remains widespread, in part due to official corruption and the economic incentives prison labor offers local government. During the reporting year, Chinese and international media have reported on abusive working conditions at RTL facilities throughout China, stating that inmates are routinely forced to work long hours under threat of physical abuse with little or no compensation. RTL officers reportedly solicit bribes from the families of inmates for their early release or better treatment. In a report published in May 2013 by Southern Weekend, a newspaper based in Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong province, former RTL officials acknowledged using “high-pressure policies such as beatings and [other] corporal punishment” to enforce larger production quotas on uncooperative prisoners, stating that the amount they could earn depended on whether or not prisoners could meet or surpass given production quotas.

The export of prison products from China reportedly continues despite China’s 1991 Provisions Reiterating the Prohibition on the Export of Products Made by Prisoners Undergoing Reeducation Through Labor. While the extent of prison labor in China remains unclear, U.S. government assessments, as well as international media reports from the past year, indicate prison labor has been used to manufacture, among other products, toys, electronics, and clothing. The 1992 Memorandum of Understanding on Prison Labor and 1994 Statement of Cooperation between the United States and China established mechanisms to safeguard against the export of prison products to the United States. Despite these agreements, Chinese cooperation has reportedly been slow and irregular in responding to U.S. concerns.

Wages

Average wage levels in China continued to increase this past year, continuing a trend over the decade from 2000 to 2010 that
saw real average wages more than triple.\textsuperscript{86} Reports suggest structural changes in China's labor market, in particular a decline in the growth of the working age population, are partially responsible for the upward pressure on wages.\textsuperscript{87} Sporadic labor shortages in 2013\textsuperscript{88} and the relocation of manufacturing operations further inland or to Southeast Asia to offset rising costs, among other factors, also suggest tightening labor market conditions.\textsuperscript{89} According to some Chinese and international observers this combination of factors suggests the decline of “cheap labor” in China, as wages will continue to increase for the foreseeable future.\textsuperscript{90}

Despite continued wage growth, income inequality among different regions and industrial sectors has also increased in recent years, greatly expanding the disparity between rich and poor people.\textsuperscript{91} Chinese and international economists indicate that the annual rate of wage growth in China continues to fall in proportion to gross domestic product,\textsuperscript{92} while wages for migrant workers remain far behind the national average.\textsuperscript{93} China’s State Council released a long-awaited income distribution plan in February 2013 that seeks to reduce income inequality and increase household income through a series of measures, including doubling income levels by 2020 and broadening social welfare programs;\textsuperscript{94} however, observers from China and abroad have criticized the plan for its lack of binding commitments and questioned whether it can be fully implemented.\textsuperscript{95}

\textbf{MINIMUM WAGE RATES}

Local governments continued to raise minimum-wage levels this past year in keeping with growth targets outlined in the 12th Five-Year Plan on Employment Promotion issued in 2011, which called for minimum-wage levels to increase annually by 13 percent and reach 40 percent of the average wage of local urban workers by 2015.\textsuperscript{96} During the 2013 reporting year, the Commission observed reports from Chinese media of increases in the statutory minimum wage in 23 provincial-level jurisdictions and the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone.\textsuperscript{97} Despite these increases, minimum-wage levels in many locations continue to be below the 40-percent target outlined in the 12th Five-Year Plan.\textsuperscript{98} Moreover, reports indicate rising living costs continue to erode wage gains as workers spend a greater portion of their income on everyday necessities.\textsuperscript{99} In March 2013, more than 250 workers from a wide range of professions in Shenzhen municipality signed a petition protesting newly implemented minimum-wage standards, arguing that the increase was insufficient to cover rising living costs in Shenzhen.\textsuperscript{100}

\textbf{WAGE ARREARS AND NONPAYMENT OF WAGES}

Wage arrears and nonpayment of wages remained serious problems this past year, particularly for migrant workers.\textsuperscript{101} According to a report from the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security, wage arrears cases increased 7.5 percent in 2012 from the previous year, concentrated predominantly in the construction and manufacturing industries.\textsuperscript{102} Widespread use of subcontracting, among other factors, including tight credit controls and declining export demand, remain the underlying causes for wage arrears cases.\textsuperscript{103} As bank lending rates rise, debt-burdened industries face
increased difficulty paying workers, delaying payments, and in some instances defaulting and declaring bankruptcy, leaving workers with little recourse to recover unpaid wages. Central- and provincial-level government officials have taken steps in the past year to reduce cases of wage arrears, including streamlining procedures for investigating and resolving wage arrears claims, establishing contingency funds, and pursuing criminal charges against employers guilty of nonpayment of wages. Despite these measures, international media reports throughout 2013 indicated that wage arrears continued to be a primary factor behind worker-led protests, especially in the weeks prior to the Chinese Lunar New Year holiday.

Occupational Safety

Workers in China continued to face occupational safety risks this past year. The 2002 PRC Law on Production Safety and related legislation contains a number of occupational health and safety provisions aimed at preventing workplace accidents and establishing a regulatory system to inspect and handle safety violations. Despite these legal measures, systemic problems in implementation and enforcement, as well as the lack of meaningful worker participation in workplace decisions that have an impact on safety and health, continue to constrain efforts to reduce industrial accidents. Moreover, unregistered and illegal manufacturing and mining operations continue to be prevalent throughout the country. Chinese officials have indicated that corruption and government protectionism for local industries has also hindered effective safety oversight, causing many industrial accidents. Research published in the Harvard Business Review in 2013 found workers employed at enterprises in China with political connections were five times as likely to die in an industrial accident. At a forum held on production safety in May 2013, Director of the State Administration of Work Safety, Yang Dongliang, emphasized that greater efforts were needed to “resolve problems of lax enforcement and implementation.”

Workers in the construction, manufacturing, service, and mining industries are most at risk for sustaining occupational injury or disease. Although officially reported deaths from industrial accidents declined by 4.7 percent to 71,983 in 2012, Chinese scholars and labor activists suggest the actual number could be significantly higher due to underreporting. Chinese media continued to report on cases in which mine managers and local officials concealed information about mine accidents. Despite a claimed 33 percent decline in reported mine deaths in 2012, the death toll for workers in China’s coal industry remains more than 10 times the rate in developed countries.

Reports from non-governmental labor organizations and Chinese and international media continue to highlight workplace abuses and poor working conditions throughout China. Workers often cited low wages, forced overtime, and harsh management practices as some of the major problems that they face. Allegations of abusive working conditions, for example, continued to surface at factories operated by Foxconn. While the Commission reported last year that Foxconn agreed to improve working conditions at its fac-
tories, including reducing overtime and ensuring overtime wages, a number of labor experts in China and abroad indicate changes have been minimal. Reports also indicated that some workers are exposed to chemicals known to be harmful. In June 2013, a fire at a poultry factory in Jilin province killed 120 people and left 77 injured. According to an investigation by Chinese officials, locked emergency exits prevented workers from escaping, a problem that had been highlighted in previous industrial accidents. Investigators also identified poor safety supervision and insufficient safety equipment and fire prevention training for workers as factors in the high number of casualties.

**Occupational Health**

Officially reported cases of occupational disease have grown at increasing rates in recent years, particularly for the lung disease pneumoconiosis. According to figures from the Ministry of Health, out of a total of 749,970 reported cases of occupational-related disease at the end of 2010, 90 percent, or over 676,000, were cases of pneumoconiosis. According to Chinese labor experts and lawyers, the total number could be closer to six million. Inadequate government supervision of industry compliance with occupational health standards, illegal actions by employers, and a lack of knowledge among workers about health in the workplace reportedly have contributed to high rates of occupational disease.

**Workers’ Compensation**

Obtaining compensation for work-related injury or occupational disease in general remains a difficult and protracted process. Chinese labor and occupational-disease advocates contend that the legal framework regulating compensation continues to be overly complicated and time-consuming, taking anywhere between 2 to more than 10 years for compensation claims to be processed, with no guarantee of success. Moreover, illegal practices and intransigence by employers and local governments, including refusing to hand over documents required for processing compensation claims, failing to sign labor contracts or provide workers with statutory injury insurance, and refusing to accept liability for hazardous working conditions, further delay and complicate prospects for obtaining compensation. Occupational-disease advocates insist processing delays can be particularly harmful to workers suffering from pneumoconiosis—only 10 to 20 percent of patients reportedly obtain an official diagnosis needed to receive benefits—contributing to the high death rate among sufferers. In some cases, workers with pneumoconiosis settled for one-off compensation payments to pay for medical care, even though the compensation fails to cover costs for ongoing treatment. A health expert with the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention stated that only 10 percent of employees in China receive regular occupational-health services. Variations in local implementing regulations for national legislation on compensation also indicate that actual benefits can differ significantly from region to region. In October 2012, the family of Zhang Tingzhen, an employee at a Foxconn factory in Shenzhen
municipality who was severely disabled in a work-related accident, brought a case before a labor arbitration tribunal over the company’s demands that Zhang travel to Huizhou municipality for a disability assessment, where compensation levels are substantially lower than in Shenzhen.137 Zhang’s father reported that he received text messages from the company threatening to cut off funding for his son’s treatment if they did not travel to Huizhou, and that he was beaten at one point by security officials when he tried to retrieve his son’s personal items from the factory.138 Labor activists insist that Zhang’s case underlines a common practice by companies in China, in which employers sign labor contracts with employees in areas where compensation levels are comparatively low, and then dispatch them to work in areas with higher compensation rates.139

Amendments to the PRC Administrative Measures for the Diagnosis and Evaluation of Occupational Disease, effective April 10, 2013, contain provisions that could make it easier for workers to raise occupational disease claims, while also increasing the liability of employers.140 Most significantly, it gives workers the right to select the official hospital they will be diagnosed by, whereas previously local authorities would usually only accept a diagnosis from a hospital in the same jurisdiction as an employer, a prospect particularly problematic for migrant workers who may have already left the area after an illness developed.141
Criminal Justice

Introduction

During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, as in previous years, developments in criminal justice were driven by the Chinese government’s and Communist Party’s top priorities: maintaining “social stability” and ensuring the Party’s continued monopoly on political power.\(^1\) The Commission observed the politically motivated use of criminal law and police power to suppress dissent and perceived challenges to Party rule. The arrest of anticorruption campaigners and well-known rights activist Xu Zhiyong, as well as the criminal detention of prominent human rights advocate Guo Feixiong (aka Yang Maodong), are just several examples from this reporting year of the Party’s use of criminal law to silence its critics.\(^2\)

In a major legal development this year, the new PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL), which was adopted in March 2012 after being discussed for many years, took effect on January 1, 2013. While the revised law as written has numerous positive aspects, it fails to incorporate several key rights for suspects and defendants, such as a clear presumption of innocence and an explicit right to remain silent and not to incriminate oneself. Although it is too early to determine if the new CPL is being effectively implemented, preliminary reports suggest that new provisions aimed at enhancing the ability of lawyers to meet with detained clients are being implemented, albeit unevenly.\(^3\) The 2012 CPL also contains new provisions for the exclusion of illegally obtained evidence. If implemented, these measures could help address a major challenge for the judicial system—confessions coerced through torture and wrongful convictions—a problem that took center stage this year as numerous cases surfaced of individuals wrongfully convicted based on coerced confessions.

Abuse of Police Power

As the Commission noted in its 2012 annual report, China’s domestic security apparatus has grown significantly in stature and influence since 2007.\(^4\) Zhou Yongkang, who retired in fall 2012 as the secretary of the Communist Party Central Committee Political and Legal Affairs Commission (PLAC), had amassed enormous power.\(^5\) The PLAC, which is responsible for maintaining law and order, has direct control over the police, prosecutors, and the courts.\(^6\) Meng Jianzhu, former Minister of Public Security, is the new PLAC secretary—a position that no longer has a seat on the downsized Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee, a move likely designed to prevent any one leader from becoming too powerful.\(^7\)

Unchecked police power in Chongqing municipality under Bo Xilai (who had close ties with Zhou Yongkang) was a defining characteristic of his campaign against organized crime in Chongqing from 2008 to 2011.\(^8\) Over 3,000 people were convicted of various crimes during the campaign, and many were tortured.\(^9\) Bo used the law not just to crack down on major criminals in Chongqing but also to target his political rivals and seize private assets.\(^10\) Some
efforts are being made to provide redress for those wronged by Bo and his former police chief Wang Lijun; for example, the Chongqing Public Security Bureau is reinstating or otherwise providing redress to approximately 900 police officers who suffered unjust treatment during the campaign. But, for those who have filed appeals claiming they were wrongfully convicted, the matter has been deemed “sensitive,” and there has been little progress in redressing these wrongs.

Chinese authorities continue to use vaguely defined crimes to suppress and punish dissent and perceived challenges to Party rule. In addition to Article 105 of the PRC Criminal Law, which criminalizes “subversion” and “inciting subversion,” during this reporting year authorities made ample use of such vague crimes as “gathering people to disturb public order” and “unlawful assembly” to suppress rights advocates and civil society activists. In mid-July, the Beijing Public Security Bureau (PSB) detained Xu Zhiyong, a leading proponent of the New Citizens’ Movement—a loose network of individuals promoting a broad range of ideas including legal and political reforms, human rights, and social justice—on suspicion of “gathering people to disturb public order.” On August 22, the Beijing PSB arrested him on the same charge. Guangzhou-based activist Guo Feixiong was detained on the same charge on August 8. As of late August, dozens of anticorruption advocates and other citizens reportedly affiliated with the New Citizens’ Movement had been detained or arrested for peaceful assembly on various charges, including “unlawful assembly” and “inciting subversion.”

Authorities also continued to abuse their power to persecute relatives of activists. Chen Guangcheng’s nephew, Chen Kegui, was sentenced in November 2012 to three years and three months in prison for the “intentional wounding” of several township officials in what international and domestic observers maintain was an act of self-defense, after a trial that one legal expert described as “a judicial farce.” Liu Xia, the wife of imprisoned Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo, remains unlawfully detained in her home. In June, Liu Xia’s brother, Liu Hui, was sentenced to 11 years in prison for financial fraud; his appeal was denied in August. A symbol of unchecked police power is the urban management law enforcement corps or “para-police” (chengguan), which has become synonymous with lawlessness and brutality in China. Chengguan enforce administrative regulations in the cities, often using violent methods. In 2009, the Commission reported on the increasing number of violent incidents perpetrated by chengguan against unlicensed street vendors and others. In July 2013, the issue of the unregulated power of chengguan was once again in the spotlight when chengguan in Linwu county, Hunan province, beat an unlicensed watermelon vendor to death, and, in a separate incident, when a man in a wheelchair, reportedly paralyzed by a chengguan beating in 2005, detonated a bomb in the Beijing International Airport to draw attention to his unsuccessful efforts to seek redress. As in 2009, such incidents of chengguan violence have prompted calls for reform of the chengguan system.
Arbitrary Detention

The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention defines the deprivation of personal liberty to be “arbitrary” if it meets one of the following criteria: (1) There is clearly no basis in law for such deprivation; (2) an individual is deprived of his or her liberty for having exercised rights under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); or (3) there is grave noncompliance with fair trial standards set forth in the UDHR and other international human rights instruments.28

In addition to the many democracy and human rights advocates who continue to be arbitrarily detained in prison under the second and/or third criteria of the Working Group’s definition above (e.g., Liu Xiaobo, Chen Wei, Chen Xi, Guo Quan, Li Tie, Zhu Yufu, Liu Xianbin, Gao Zhisheng, Ni Yulan, Wang Bingzhang), authorities also detain Chinese citizens arbitrarily using other venues and methods.29 Forms of arbitrary detention include, among others, “soft detention” (ruanjin), “black jails” (hei jianyu), shuanggui (a form of Party discipline), enforced disappearance, and various forms of administrative detention such as reeducation through labor, “custody and education” (for sex workers and their clients), and compulsory drug treatment centers. Many forms of arbitrary detention violate China’s own laws.30

SOFT DETENTION

Soft detention (ruanjin) includes a range of extralegal controls to which an individual may be subjected, such as home confinement, surveillance, restricted movement, and limitations on contact with others.31 During this reporting year, authorities continued to use ruanjin against individuals deemed “sensitive,” such as dissidents, rights defense lawyers, activists, civil society actors, and sometimes their family members as well.32 Liu Xia’s ongoing unlawful home confinement (since October 2010) is an example of the use of ruanjin against an activist’s spouse.33 Before Xu Zhiyong was taken into custody in mid-July, he was unlawfully confined to his home for three months.34 Police aim to keep “sensitive” individuals under control and out of sight around major events or anniversaries such as the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party and the anniversary of the 1989 Tiananmen protests.35

SECRET DETENTION: “BLACK JAILS,” SHUANGGUI, ENFORCED DISAPPEARANCE

According to the UN Committee against Torture, detention of individuals in secret detention facilities “constitutes per se disappearance.”36 “Black jails” are secret detention facilities that operate completely outside of China’s official judicial and administrative detention systems.37 Chinese authorities primarily use “black jails” to detain petitioners who leave their hometown to seek redress for complaints they have relating to actions taken by local government officials, such as forced evictions and land seizures.38 Although Chinese officials have occasionally taken legal action against individuals involved in operating “black jails,” the
facilities continue to exist because, as the Economist observed in March, “[b]lack jails serve the interests of every level of government.” The central government is determined to keep petitioners off the streets of Beijing in order to “maintain stability,” and local officials want to ensure that their careers are not adversely affected by disgruntled local residents causing “trouble” in Beijing.

There were several hopeful signs with respect to “black jails” during this reporting year. In a rare move, Chinese authorities released hundreds of petitioners detained in Jiujingzhuang, one of Beijing’s largest “black jails,” in connection with Rule of Law Promotion Day on December 4. And, in February 2013, Xinhua reported that a Beijing court convicted 10 men from Henan province for illegally detaining 11 petitioners from Henan in Beijing. Seven of the defendants received sentences ranging from six months to two years; the other three were juveniles and given suspended sentences. Global Times reported that the petitioners were not satisfied with the sentences, and believed that local officials who were responsible for their illegal detention should have been charged. Despite these and other efforts by the central government to rein in “black jails,” observers caution it is unlikely that the Chinese government will dismantle the system anytime soon.

**Shuanggui** (“double regulation” or “double designation”) is a form of extralegal detention used primarily for Chinese Communist Party officials who are suspected of corruption or other infractions, but also for “cadres who have transgressed politically.” Detainees are held incommunicado with no access to a lawyer or family members. Secrecy and harsh interrogation methods further the main objectives of shuanggui: the extraction of confessions. Former Chongqing Party Secretary Bo Xilai was held under shuanggui from March 2012 at least until his case was turned over to prosecutors in late September 2012. During Bo’s trial in late August 2013, Bo recanted confessions he had made while reportedly “under pressure” in shuanggui detention. On September 22, the Jinan Municipal People’s Intermediate Court in Shandong province, convicted Bo of bribery, embezzlement, and abuse of power and sentenced him to life imprisonment; the court rejected Bo’s argument that his earlier confessions should be excluded as unlawfully obtained. During this reporting year, three Chinese officials died within a three-month period while under shuanggui. Six Party investigators were put on trial in September for the “intentional infliction of harm leading to death” in connection with one of those cases.

Police relied on enforced disappearance (usually in the name of “residential surveillance”) in the crackdown following the calls for Tunisian-style “Jasmine” protests in China in February 2011 to such an extent that the UN Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances issued a statement in April of that year expressing “serious concern” about the wave of disappearances in China. The practice of enforced disappearance has not only continued since 2011, but is now codified in one of the most controversial revisions to the recently amended PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL), which took effect on January 1, 2013. Article 73, or “the disappearance clause,” provides that “residential surveillance” of up to six months may be carried out in a “designated residence”
(zhiding jusuo)—i.e., a place of the public security bureau’s choosing that is not an officially recognized place of detention—when there is suspicion of the crime of endangering “national security, terrorism, or serious bribery” and residential surveillance at the suspect’s domicile may impede the investigation. Family members must be notified within 24 hours only of the fact of “residential surveillance in a designated location” and not of the person’s whereabouts or the basis of detention. Even this minimal notification requirement may be waived if there is no way of notifying the family (wufa tongzhi). The individual is thus held incommunicado, increasing the likelihood that he or she will suffer torture or abuse.

ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION

There are several different forms of administrative detention in China, including reeducation through labor (RTL); “custody and education” (shourong jiaoyu), which is applied to sex workers and their clients; and “custody and rehabilitation” (shourong jiaoyang), which targets juvenile delinquents (under the age of 16). These and other forms of extrajudicial administrative detention are arbitrary under international human rights standards because they permit the deprivation of personal liberty without trial or conformance with other fair trial standards. In addition, they violate China’s own laws.

The most prominent form of administrative detention in China, RTL, has been the subject of intense public debate during this past year, and the Chinese government has vowed to reform RTL by the end of 2013. Under the RTL system—which has become synonymous with rampant official abuses—Chinese public security officers are authorized to detain individuals without trial for a maximum term of three years, with the possibility of up to a one-year extension. There have been reports of RTL centers releasing detainees ahead of their scheduled release dates and of centers being repurposed as compulsory drug treatment centers. Compulsory drug treatment centers, however, present the same legal problems and human rights issues as RTL, and they violate both Chinese and international law.

Two other “quasi-RTL” measures are the relatively unknown “custody and education” (C&E) and “custody and rehabilitation” (C&R). C&E is a form of administrative detention that permits Chinese police to send sex workers and their clients to detention facilities for up to two years without trial or judicial oversight. As with RTL and compulsory drug treatment, C&E inmates are subjected to forced labor, and rights abuses are rampant. Under C&R, police may send juvenile offenders under the age of 16 to detention facilities for periods between one and three years without due process of law. A recent editorial in the Southern Metropolitan Daily argued that, because C&E and C&R suffer from the same legal infirmities as RTL, they must be considered together in any discussion of RTL reform.
Access to Counsel

The 2012 PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) contains several positive developments with respect to access to counsel. For example, it expands the circumstances under which legal aid must be provided for suspects and defendants (for example, if the suspect is facing a possible life sentence or death) — a revision that may raise the generally low rate of representation of defendants in criminal trials. The new CPL incorporates provisions from the 2007 PRC Lawyers' Law that seek to ameliorate the “three difficulties” defense attorneys typically face — gaining access both to detained clients and to prosecutor's case files, and collecting evidence. Because the CPL clearly applies to the public security apparatus (the police had argued previously that the Lawyers' Law only applied to lawyers), the new CPL may ease the “three difficulties.” The new CPL stipulates that a lawyer need only show “three certificates” (i.e., a lawyers' license, a law firm certificate, and a client engagement letter), and the detention center must arrange for a meeting with the detainee within 48 hours of the request. Although it is too early to draw conclusions, preliminary research conducted by Shangquan Law Firm, a Beijing-based firm that specializes in criminal defense, suggests that there has been substantial improvement in the ability of defense lawyers to meet with their detained clients.

The Shangquan report notes, however, that some problems still exist in certain locations. For example, several detention centers in different jurisdictions require the presence of two lawyers before a meeting will be arranged. Reminiscent of the “state secrets” exception under the prior CPL, public security officials can rely on a vague exception in the new CPL to require defense attorneys to first obtain permission before they may meet with a detained suspect. Article 37 of the 2012 CPL requires prior permission in cases involving the crimes of endangering state security, terrorism, or serious bribery. The law firm’s research found that public security agencies are interpreting these “three categories of cases” (sanlei anjian) broadly and are invoking sanlei anjian as an excuse to restrict or prohibit meetings between lawyers and their clients.

The unevenness of implementation of the CPL provisions that address the “three difficulties” was highlighted in July by Cao Jianming, the president of the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, who referred to “local problems” as the cause.

In “politically sensitive” cases, defendants still have difficulty not only gaining access to counsel but also retaining counsel of their own choosing. Authorities twice rejected requests by Xu Zhiyong’s attorney, Liu Weiguo, to meet with Xu, and on one occasion even held Liu for six hours. Eventually a different attorney, Zhang Qingfang, was permitted to meet with Xu. In August, lawyers for Guo Feixiong were denied access to their detained client. Bo Xilai was denied access to counsel for many months while he was held in shuanggu, and lawyers retained by Bo’s family were denied permission to represent him in court.
Torture and Abuse in Custody

Despite the Chinese government’s continued efforts to address the problem, torture and abuse in police stations, detention centers, prisons, administrative detention facilities, and secret detention sites remain widespread in China. In April 2013, a Chinese magazine published a detailed account of torture, abuse, and forced labor at the Masanjia Women’s RTL Center in Liaoning province, sparking a great deal of online commentary and fueling calls for the reform or abolition of RTL. In May, Southern Weekend published an expose on corruption and forced labor in RTL centers based on interviews with former RTL guards, one of whom is quoted as saying: “The reality is that we force RTL detainees to work and make money [for us]. That’s what every RTL center does.”

Torture by police in the course of criminal investigations remains a common problem. The government relies overwhelmingly on confessions as evidence in criminal cases. Sex workers interviewed by Human Rights Watch describe how police beat them after taking them into custody to try to force them to confess to prostitution. Many of the targets of Bo Xilai’s crackdown on organized crime in Chongqing have alleged that police tortured them to confess. Gong Gangmo was reportedly tortured by police in part to coerce him to frame his lawyer, Li Zhuang, of the crime of suborning perjury. Gong has filed an appeal seeking to have his verdict overturned, as has Li. Gong, who has since apologized to Li Zhuang for setting him up, will be assisted by Li in his appeal.

The Chinese government has attempted to address the persistent problem of forced confessions since at least 1997, without much success. During the 2013 reporting year, the issue of coerced confessions and wrongful convictions garnered a great deal of public attention after a number of wrongful convictions came to light and high-level court officials made statements condemning the phenomenon. The 2012 PRC Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) contains new provisions that aim to prevent confessions obtained through torture. The law incorporates a June 2010 rule prohibiting the use of illegally obtained evidence in criminal proceedings. Moreover, Article 50 of the 2012 CPL contains a provision that prohibits police, prosecutors, and judicial personnel from forcing a suspect to incriminate himself. Article 50 is not framed as a right held by the suspect, however, and its potential for curbing abuse during interrogation is diminished by the retention of a provision from the prior CPL requiring that suspects have an obligation to answer the interrogator’s questions “truthfully.” The absence of an explicit right to remain silent and a presumption of innocence may well undermine efforts to prevent coerced confessions, and the absence of a right to legal counsel during a detained suspect’s first interrogation also increases the likelihood of abuse.

It remains to be seen how the provisions in the new CPL regarding the exclusion of illegally obtained evidence will be implemented in practice. Since the exclusionary rule was first issued in June 2010, there have been few reports of successfully excluded illegally obtained evidence. It was only in September 2012 that the media reported on the first case in Beijing in which a court ex-
cluded evidence that had been illegally obtained. At his trial Bo Xilai argued, without success, that his shuanggui confession had been illegally obtained and thus should be excluded.

Wrongful convictions, as the president of the Zhejiang Province High People’s Court stated in a media interview in March, “are basically all related to the coercion of confessions through torture.” At the time of the interview, his court was dealing with two high-profile wrongful conviction cases, both of which involved confessions obtained through torture. In March, the court reversed the convictions of Zhang Gaoping and his nephew, who had spent 10 years in prison for a rape and murder they did not commit. In July, the court also overturned the convictions of five men who had served 18 years in prison for the robbery and murder of two taxi drivers based on fingerprint evidence that was uncovered in 2011. All five men said that their confessions were the result of torture.

In an article published in May, Shen Deyong, the Executive Vice President of the Supreme People’s Court, wrote that wrongful convictions posed an “unprecedented challenge” to the court system. In addition to the harm wrongly decided decisions cause the parties involved, Shen wrote, they also damage judicial authority and the public’s faith in the law and rule of law. In July, the head of the Guangdong Province High People’s Court criticized the fundamental structure of the judicial system as outdated and reflecting a Soviet model in which courts are treated like any other government agency and thus are subject to various kinds of interference and influence. In August, reportedly in response to the spate of wrongful convictions that surfaced in 2013, the Communist Party Central Committee Political and Legal Affairs Commission issued, for the first time, guidelines on the prevention of wrongful judgments that mandate lifelong responsibility for police, prosecutors, and judges involved in judgments later demonstrated to be wrong.

**Death Penalty**

As in previous years, the Chinese government continues to treat data on the use of the death penalty as a state secret. Amnesty International concluded, based on available information, that the Chinese government executed more people in 2012 than the rest of the world combined. The number of executions in China is steadily decreasing, however. The Dui Hua Foundation estimates that 3,000 prisoners were executed in China in 2012, a decrease of 25 percent from the 4,000 cases estimated for 2011. Tsinghua University law professor Yi Yanyou puts the figure at over 2,000.

Despite the lack of transparency regarding many aspects of the death penalty, including the Supreme People’s Court review of death penalty sentences, the Chinese media and public are paying increasing attention to fairness and procedural justice in death penalty cases. In a case that received a great deal of attention in the media and on the popular microblog site Sina Weibo, Zeng Chengjie, a businessman and property developer from Hunan province, was convicted of fraudulent fundraising and executed on July 12. In contravention of Chinese law, authorities failed to notify his family until after the fact. Within a few days after his
daughter posted this news on Sina Weibo, it was forwarded more than 70,000 times and had generated nearly 50,000 comments.\textsuperscript{121}

Organs are still harvested from executed prisoners in China,\textsuperscript{122} and the extent to which rules requiring prior informed consent are followed is unclear.\textsuperscript{123} In March 2012, then-Vice Minister of China’s Ministry of Health, Huang Jiefu, wrote that, of the organ transplant operations performed in China using organs from deceased donors (the majority of such operations), more than 90 percent of the donors were executed prisoners.\textsuperscript{124} In March 2013, the Ministry of Health and the Chinese Red Cross formally launched a national voluntary organ donation system, but the number of organs donated during the three-year pilot program before the launch was low—only 659 people donated a total of 1,804 major organs.\textsuperscript{125} According to the newly created National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC), each year an estimated 300,000 people need organ transplants, but only about 10,000 transplants are performed annually.\textsuperscript{126} In August 2013, Huang Jiefu, now the director of a human organ transplant committee at the NHFPC, reportedly announced that China would cease relying on the organs of executed prisoners within the next two years.\textsuperscript{127}
The Chinese government’s legal and policy framework for religion violates the protections for freedom of religion set forth in Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and other international human rights instruments. Although the PRC Constitution states that all citizens enjoy “freedom of religious belief,” it limits citizens’ ability to exercise their beliefs by protecting only “normal religious activities,” a vaguely defined term that has been used to suppress forms of religious activity protected under international human rights standards. The government has created a regulatory framework that recognizes only five religions—Buddhism, Catholicism, Taoism, Islam, and Protestantism—for limited state protections for religious activity, and the government has continued to outlaw some belief systems, thereby denying members of these communities the right to practice their faith openly and without fear of government reprisal.

Regulatory and Policy Framework

During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government continued to use law and policy as tools to restrain rather than protect Chinese citizens’ right to freedom of religion. Although the 2005 Regulation on Religious Affairs (RRA) and local government regulations protect some religious activities, such protection is limited in scope and applies only to the five state-sanctioned religious communities. The RRA does not include criminal penalties for violation of its provisions, but authorities use the PRC Criminal Law, anti-cult regulations, and various administrative punishments, including reeducation through labor, to punish or detain citizens for forms of religious practice deemed to fall outside of approved parameters. Chinese government and Communist Party control over religious affairs is exercised through the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA) and lower level religious affairs bureaus (RABs) under the State Council, the Party’s United Front Work Department (UFWD), and the five “patriotic” religious associations: The Buddhist Association of China (BAC), the Catholic Patriotic Association of China (CPA), the Islamic Association of China (IAC), the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of Protestant Churches in China (TSPM), and the Chinese Taoist Association (CTA). All religious clergy are required to be registered with the government. In January 2013, a top religious official announced that all clergy would be registered by the end of the year.

CONTINUING RESTRICTIONS ON RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION REGISTRATION

Registration requirements for religious organizations in China continue to be highly restrictive, limiting the growth of religious communities and the right to freedom of religion, assembly, and association. During the 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government announced an institutional reform plan that will loosen reg-
istration and administrative strictures on some social organizations, including charities and social services organizations, but which explicitly excludes religious organizations, among others. Religious organizations will continue to be required to operate under a legal framework that requires the approval and oversight of a supervisory unit and registration with the relevant level of civil affairs bureau. A February 2012 opinion issued by SARA, the UFWD, and four other government departments called for “equal treatment” of religious groups in establishing charitable organizations and noted that “some localities and departments had not yet adequately recognized the positive significance of religious communities’ participation in charitable activities.” It is unclear how the government will facilitate religious communities’ legal participation in charitable and public interest activities given the exclusion of religious groups from the current social organization reform plan.

China’s Religious Communities

BUDDHISM (NON-TIBETAN)

During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government and Communist Party, through the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA), local religious affairs bureaus, and the state-run Buddhist Association of China (BAC), continued to monitor, control, restrict, and “guide” the religious activities of Buddhists in non-Tibetan areas of China. [For information on Tibetan Buddhists, see Section V—Tibet.] In a speech delivered at a ceremony commemorating the 60th anniversary of the BAC in August 2013, Vice Premier and member of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee (Politburo) Liu Yandong stated her hope that Buddhists in China “adhere to the tradition of loving the country and loving religion, embrace the leadership of the Party”; “love deeply” (re’ai) the Party, the nation, socialism, and the masses; and “adhere to the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics.” In October 2012, SARA and nine other central-level government agencies issued a joint opinion on the handling of problems involved in the management of Buddhist monasteries and Taoist temples, calling for tighter control and regulation of religious sites and personnel, and prohibiting unregistered organizations and religious sites from conducting religious activities or collecting religious donations.

The Chinese government continues to ban at least three sects of Buddhism it has labeled as “cults” (xiejiao): Guanyin Famen, the True Buddha School (lingxian zhen fozong), and Yuandun Famen. A prominent Guangdong province-based Buddhist leader, Wu Zeheng, also known as Zen Master Xing Wu, has been monitored and harassed since his release from prison for “economic crimes” in 2010. The Chinese government has also refused to issue Wu a passport, thereby preventing him from lecturing abroad: “It’s just another way to punish people they don’t like,” Wu told the New York Times in February.
Government control and interference. The Justice and Peace Commission of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese raised concerns about the Chinese government’s policies toward the Catholic Church in China in an “Opinion on Religious Freedom in China for the UN Human Rights Council’s October 2013 Universal Periodic Review” of the Chinese government’s human rights record. According to the opinion, the government’s policy of an “independent, autonomous, and self-administered” Church managed by two state-controlled entities—the Catholic Patriotic Association of China (CPA) and the Bishops Conference of the Catholic Church in China (BCCC)—violates “the consciences of the faithful and basic Catholic doctrine.” The opinion asserts, moreover, that Chinese government policies have divided Chinese Catholics into an “official” church and an “underground” church. An unofficial estimate of the total number of Catholics in China is approximately 12 million people, split more or less evenly between the official and underground churches.

The Chinese government and Communist Party deny Catholics in China the freedom to accept the authority of the Holy See to select bishops. Although the Commission reported that the Holy See has had a quiet role in jointly approving some bishops in recent years, four bishops were ordained in China between November 2010 and July 2012 without Holy See approval. In late 2012, the BCCC adopted a new national regulation on the selection and ordination of bishops that took effect in April 2013; the Holy See and international observers suggest the new regulation strengthens a hardline approach. The regulation explicitly requires bishop candidates to “endorse the Chinese Communist Party’s leadership and the socialist system.” The new regulation also expands the authority of the BCCC and the role of provincial-level religious affairs bureaus in the selection and consecration process compared with an earlier (1993) regulation. In a recent example of government interference, the Union of Asian Catholic News reported that provincial-level officials in Hubei province overruled Wuhan city church leaders’ November 2012 decisions on upcoming parish assignments and transfers, dismissed two priests from the CPA, and warned individual priests not to leave their parishes for their new assignments.

Detention of Catholic clergy. The detention of auxiliary bishop Thaddeus Ma Daqin from the diocese of Shanghai municipality, was a prominent focus of international media coverage during the 2013 reporting year. Bishop Ma has been confined to the Sheshan Seminary in Shanghai since his public withdrawal from the Catholic Patriotic Association of China (CPA) at his ordination on July 7, 2012. The CPA and the BCCC subsequently announced in December their decision to revoke Ma’s title of auxiliary bishop and his membership as a clergyman in the CPA, noting their “hope that the Shanghai diocese . . . learns a lesson from the incident.” The Holy See denounced the state-run church’s action, stating that “no episcopal conference, in any part of the world, has the power to overrule the pontifical mandate . . . ,” and asserted that the Holy See continues to recognize Ma as auxiliary bishop of
Shanghai. Bishop Ma, whose selection and ordination were approved by both the Holy See and the CPA, was in line to succeed Bishop Aloysius Jin Luxian. Bishop Jin’s death in late April 2013 at the age of 96 reportedly has left the Shanghai diocese—one of the largest in China—without a bishop.

The Justice and Peace Commission of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese noted cases of underground clergy who have been detained and “disappeared” for their pastoral activity and refusal to join the CPA, such as priests Ma Wuyong, Liu Honggeng, Lu Genjun, and elderly bishops Su Zhimin and Shi Enxiang. In a recent example, the Cardinal Kung Foundation reported that, on August 7, 2013, 10 public security officers from Zhangjiakou city, Hebei province, took into custody Song Wanjun, a priest with the underground church. As of August 2013, his whereabouts were unknown. Other priests reportedly serving prison sentences are Li Huisheng and Wang Zhong.

**China-Holy See relations.** The Chinese government does not maintain diplomatic relations with the Holy See, and there was no apparent progress in the normalization of relations during the 2013 reporting year. An October 2012 article by a senior cleric at the Holy See, Cardinal Fernando Filoni, however, raised his hope for “sincere and respectful dialogue” by invoking a 2007 pastoral letter from Pope Benedict XVI to Chinese Catholics that had launched a brief period of improved relations between China and the Holy See. During a press conference in March 2013, a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson stated that China’s policy has been “consistent and clear” that the Holy See must cut its ties with Taiwan and “should not interfere in China’s internal affairs under the name of religion.”

**FALUN GONG**

The Commission continued to observe reports of arbitrary treatment of Falun Gong practitioners by Chinese security and judicial authorities, in some cases involving physical and mental abuse. Courts continued to sentence Falun Gong practitioners to long terms in prison. Authorities detained and harassed persons who attempted to assist Falun Gong practitioners, including lawyers Wang Quanzhang and Cheng Hai. The Chinese Communist Party and government continued to pressure Falun Gong practitioners to renounce their belief and practice. The Party and government refer to this process as “transformation through reeducation,” or simply “transformation.” From 2010 to 2012, the government implemented a three-year, national campaign to increase efforts to “transform” Falun Gong practitioners.

The Commission also observed reports this past year regarding official anti-cult efforts that placed an emphasis on the need to educate the public to “resist” Falun Gong. An All-China Women’s Federation report stressed the need for the expansion of anti-cult campaigns directed against Falun Gong throughout Chongqing municipality, including through mobile schools and mobile teams of anti-cult educators. At an anti-cult symposium in Hangzhou city, Zhejiang province, held in May, a provincial official emphasized the need to bring anti-cult efforts “deep into the grassroots and into the
heart of the masses,” and to “vigorously carry out” education against Falun Gong.64

In April 2013, an article published in the China-based Lens Magazine reported on claims of torture and severe maltreatment of inmates at the Masanjia Women’s Reeducation Through Labor (RTL) Center in Liaoning province.65 According to the New York Times, former detainees reported that approximately half of the people detained at the center are Falun Gong practitioners or members of underground churches.66 Former detainees at the center said authorities regularly tortured them with electric batons, handcuffed them in painful positions for long periods of time, and locked them in tiny “punishment cells,” among other forms of mistreatment.67

Beginning in June 2013, Beijing authorities detained journalist Du Bin for five weeks, on allegations he said were partly a result of his film about the abuses at the Masanjia Women’s RTL Center.68

At a Commission hearing on December 18, 2012, Falun Gong practitioner Hu Zhiming testified that, during the eight years and two months he spent in detention in several different locations in China for practicing Falun Gong, authorities allowed prisoners to beat him and subjected him to sleep deprivation, denial of medical care, and other types of abuse.69 At the same hearing, Bruce Chung, a Falun Gong practitioner from Taiwan, testified about how Chinese state security officials detained him for 54 days during a visit to Jiangxi province in the summer of 2012 and subjected him to lengthy interrogation sessions without access to a lawyer in connection with his earlier efforts to broadcast Falun Gong materials into China.70

ISLAM

Chinese authorities continued to place curbs on Muslims’ ability to practice their religion and continued to emphasize the role of Islamic clergy in promoting state policies. In December 2012, at the conclusion of a training session for “Muslim patriotic religious figures,” Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) Party Committee member Shavket Imin stressed that “patriotic religious figures” should “relentlessly study the Party’s general and specific policies” and “actively guide the broad masses of religious believers to continuously strengthen their national consciousness.”71 In August 2013, Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region (NHAR) Party Secretary Li Jianhua told local Muslims in Yongning county, Yinchuan city, to “unite to respond positively to the call of the Party and the government,” and stressed the role of Muslims in the NHAR in promoting ethnic unity, social harmony, and stability.72

During the 2013 reporting year, Chinese authorities continued to regulate the confirmation of religious leaders and to monitor overseas pilgrimages in furtherance of state policy. Chinese authorities guided the training of imams at 10 state-run Islamic institutes73 and conducted regular training courses for Muslim clergy that stressed adherence to Party religious and ethnic policies.74 Under the 2006 Measures for Accrediting Islamic Clergy, the first requirement listed for government recognition of imams is that they must “love the motherland, support the socialist system and the leadership of the Communist Party of China, comply with national laws, [and] safeguard national unity, ethnic unity, and social stability.”75
At an Islamic Association of China (IAC) certification ceremony for Muslim religious clergy in February, Ma Jin, Deputy Director of the Islamic Department of the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA), told the newly accredited Islamic clergy he hoped they would “resolve to become politically reliable.” The IAC worked to strengthen its system for organizing Hajj pilgrimages to Mecca, and local authorities throughout the XUAR warned religious believers against going on Hajj pilgrimages not organized by the government.

Authorities also continued to exert influence over the teachings of Muslim clergy, such as through the interpretation of Islamic scripture. SARA reported in February 2013 that Chinese authorities had engaged in efforts to interpret Islamic scripture for more than 10 years. SARA also reported that authorities had recently distributed copies of compilations of state-prescribed teachings of Islam to every mosque in the XUAR.

Authorities in charge of religious affairs sought to portray violent clashes that took place in the spring and summer of 2013 throughout the XUAR as acts inspired by “religious extremism,” and urged Muslim clergy to work against “religious extremist forces” and the “three evil forces” of terrorism, separatism, and religious extremism. In an August 2013 article on “religious extremism,” XUAR United Front Work Department Deputy Inspector Azat Omer wrote that the “struggle with religious extremist forces” was a “serious political struggle to defend the unification of the motherland and safeguard ethnic unity.”

[For more information on state controls over Islam in the XUAR, see Section IV—Xinjiang.]

PROTESTANTISM

The Chinese government continued to control the doctrine and activities of its official Protestant church and to target members of unregistered Protestant groups for harassment, detention, and other forms of abuse. The Three-Self Patriotic Movement of Protestant Churches in China (TSPM) and the China Christian Council (CCC) are the Protestant associations that manage registered Protestants on behalf of the government and Party. Protestants who choose not to affiliate with the TSPM must worship with unregistered “house churches,” which are often subject to interference, harassment, and abuses during peaceful religious activities. According to the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom’s (USCIRF) 2013 Annual Report, “[t]he government largely tolerates groups that meet in homes or in small groups, but continues to view with suspicion religious organizations with extensive foreign ties, whose memberships grow too quickly, whose leadership becomes too popular or organizes across provincial lines, or whose religious activities allegedly disrupt ethnic or social ‘harmony.’”

Interference with places of worship. Authorities continued to interfere with the religious activities of registered and unregistered Protestant congregations by pressuring landlords to terminate their leases, conducting raids during religious gatherings, and threatening demolition of their buildings. The government continued its efforts to prohibit worship gatherings of the Beijing Shouwang
Church, a house church of over 1,000 congregants in Beijing municipality that has endured ongoing official harassment since at least 2006. In September 2012, the church’s pastor applied for administrative review of actions the Beijing Public Security Bureau had taken against the church, including preventing the church from moving into property it had purchased. Two weeks later, the Beijing Municipal Government rejected the application, citing lack of evidence. In August 2013, the church reported that it was still being forced to meet outdoors in public spaces. [For additional information on the ongoing detention and harassment of Shouwang leaders and congregants, see Harassment and Detention below in this section.]

Reports continued to emerge this year regarding state-sanctioned raids on house churches across China. In Shandong province in April and May, for example, authorities raided two house churches in Linshu county, Linyi city, and Yutai county, Jining city, and issued ban orders to both on grounds of “illegal assembly,” confiscated donations, and imposed fines on members. According to Radio Free Asia, these actions may have been part of an informal crackdown against Protestant house churches launched by Shandong authorities in March. Also during this reporting year, authorities conducted raids on house church meetings—in some cases threatening or questioning attendees, and in other cases fining, beating, or detaining them—in other areas of China, including Beijing, Guizhou province, Heilongjiang province, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, and the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.

 Authorities in locations including Hubei, Jilin, and Henan provinces also reportedly threatened churches with demolition or eviction. In one case in Zhengzhou city, Henan province, authorities repeatedly threatened a registered TSPM church with eviction and demolition of their newly constructed, government-approved building. In connection with these threats, the church building has reportedly lost power and water, and has been rendered inaccessible twice after government-owned trucks blocked its doors with piles of dirt and rocks.

**Harassment and detention.** The Chinese government and Communist Party continued to harass and detain Protestants who worship outside of state-approved parameters. According to the USCIRF 2013 Annual Report (USCIRF Report), authorities detained close to 1,500 Protestants over the 2013 reporting period. Members of house church congregations in particular remained subject to official harassment and maltreatment. Throughout the reporting year, local- and national-level government offices issued directives calling for the need to further monitor and control house churches, in one case alluding to the alleged “instability” posed by their proliferation in recent years. Reported cases of harassment throughout 2013 suggest authorities have heightened pressure on house churches to register with local religious affairs bureaus and join state-sanctioned churches, in some instances leading to violence and the detention of house church members. In April 2013, local authorities raided a house church in Alashan (Alxa) League, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, firing tear gas, detaining members of the congregation, and beating others in a move observ-
ers contend was part of a greater push at the time by officials to pressure house churches into joining state-sanctioned churches. Authorities also continued to detain and harass members of Beijing’s Shouwang Church. According to the USCIRF Report, authorities detained 900 Shouwang Church members over the 2013 reporting period, while others faced eviction from their homes, dismissal from government jobs, and the confiscation of Beijing residency permits by authorities.

In other cases, authorities imposed criminal penalties or imprisoned Protestants who worshipped or promoted religious activities outside of state-approved parameters. The USCIRF Report indicated authorities sentenced up to 18 Protestant leaders to reeducation through labor or prison terms during the 2013 reporting year. In December 2012, authorities in Shenzhen municipality, Guangdong province, detained house church pastor Cao Nan and several other house church members on two separate occasions for holding a religious gathering in a public park. In the second instance of detention, authorities ordered Cao to serve 12 days of administrative detention for “falsely using the name of religion to disturb social order.” In June 2013, the Xiaodian District People’s Court in Taiyuan city, Shanxi province, sentenced Li Wenxi to two years in prison and Ren Lacheng to a five-year prison term on charges of “illegal business operations” connected to the printing and selling of religious publications at the Taiyuan-based Enyu bookstore. According to media reports, the Enyu bookstore sold Christian literature and had a joint venture with a Beijing-based Christian bookstore, where Li was a deputy manager. Ren was also reportedly a central figure in unofficial university-based Christian associations in Taiyuan and had used Enyu as a meeting place.

Banned Protestant groups and designation of groups as “cults.” The Chinese government and Party continue to prohibit categorically some Protestant groups from exercising their right to religious belief by criminalizing their communities as “cult organizations” (xiejiao zuzhi). The government has designated at least 18 Protestant groups as “cult organizations,” banning their practice throughout the country. Moreover, the PRC Criminal Law includes provisions authorizing fines and imprisonment of up to seven years for forming or associating with “cult organizations.” According to one Chinese freedom of religion advocate, authorities have increased the utilization of criminal law statutes, including those provisions related to “cult organizations,” to detain and imprison house church leaders. In April 2013, authorities in Ye county, Pingdingshan municipality, Henan province, sentenced house church pastor Hu Linpo and congregation members Han Hai, Yang Lianbing, Zhang Mian, Cao Xia, Wang En, and Li Dan to prison sentences ranging from three years to more than seven years for “using a cult organization to undermine implementation of the law.” Authorities reportedly first detained all seven individuals in April 2012 during a house church raid. According to the Ye County Procuratorate indictment notice, authorities accused the defendants of belonging to the Local Church, referred to by authorities as the “Shouters.”
In December 2012, authorities throughout the country engaged in a wide-ranging crackdown on followers of the Church of the Almighty God (CAG) in connection with their belief that December 21 was prophesied to be the date of the apocalypse. According to Chinese official media, authorities in 16 provinces detained more than 1,300 CAG followers in December 2012. In one case, authorities in Shaoguan city, Guangdong province, sentenced CAG adherent Lai Yiwa to seven years' imprisonment in April 2013 for reportedly photocopying and distributing pamphlets in December 2012 related to the apocalypse prophesy.

**TAOISM**

The Chinese government continued its control over Taoists and Taoist activities. As in the past, the Chinese Taoist Association (CTA) continued to work with the Chinese government to ensure that Taoist religious groups “uphold the leadership of the Communist Party and the socialist system,” “actively participate in socialist material, political, and spiritual civilization,” and “make a contribution to the protection of religious harmony, ethnic unity, social harmony, unity of the motherland, and world peace.” Government agencies and the CTA continued to hold training sessions for Taoist leaders, including a November 2012 meeting of the CTA executive council to “study the spirit of the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China” and a May 2013 study class led by the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA) and attended by over 130 Taoist leaders from localities across China. In the November meeting, SARA Director Wang Zuo'an reminded Taoist leaders in attendance that “studying and putting into practice the spirit of the 18th Party Congress is the chief political task for religious communities for the coming period of time.” He further noted that he hoped the Taoist community would gain a “deeper understanding of the greatness of the Chinese Communist Party,” “more conscientiously accept the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party,” and “take the path that conforms to socialist society,” among other goals.

**OTHER RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES**

In the past year, the central government maintained its framework for recognizing only select religious communities for limited government protections, and it did not enlarge this framework to accommodate additional groups. Despite lacking formal central government recognition, however, some religious communities have been able to operate inside China. The Orthodox Church holds services in some areas, and at least one provincial-level jurisdiction recognizes the Orthodox Church. In May 2013, the leader of the Russian Orthodox Church, Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and All Russia, made an official visit to China and met with top officials, including President Xi Jinping. During his visit, Kirill expressed his hope that Orthodox parishes would be permitted to register, and that a Chinese bishop would be appointed who could set locations for worship and ordain priests. Under current Chinese government regulations, foreign religious communities, including communities not recognized as domestic religions by the govern-
ment, may hold services for expatriates, subject to certain limitations and government control.\textsuperscript{131}
ETHNIC MINORITY RIGHTS

During the 2013 reporting year, ethnic minorities faced challenges to their rights as provided in the PRC Regional Ethnic Autonomy Law and international law. Authorities placed the strictest controls over groups perceived as potential threats to “stability,” including those living in the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) and other Tibetan autonomous areas, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR), and the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (IMAR). Authorities continued to detain, harass, and imprison ethnic minority rights advocates who engaged in peaceful protest and sought to assert their unique cultural identity. See Section IV—Xinjiang and Section V—Tibet for additional information on these areas. See text below for information on broader government policies toward ethnic minorities and on conditions in the IMAR.

State Policy on Ethnic Minorities

Government and private development projects in ethnic minority regions, together with the absence of institutionalized forums for ethnic minorities to discuss and seek redress for their grievances, led to tensions between local residents, railway workers, and government authorities. The expansion of top-down development initiatives in the IMAR, while bringing some economic improvement to areas inhabited by Mongols, has weakened Mongols’ ability to preserve their unique culture, language, and livelihoods.

Grasslands Policy and Protests in Inner Mongolia

Central and regional government authorities continued to enforce grasslands policies that require herders and nomads to resettle in urban areas or in larger, compact rural communities, portraying these developments as a move to improve and “modernize” the lives of Mongols, Tibetans, Kazakhs, and other minority groups, and combat grasslands degradation. Local governments throughout the IMAR carried out propaganda campaigns in 2013 to promote national and regional regulations regarding the protection of grasslands. The regulations stipulate penalties for unauthorized use of grasslands but lack protections for the rights of herders. Critics of official grasslands policies in the IMAR have raised concerns over increased mining activities and a corresponding loss of water in the region, while the policies are officially aimed at easing the degradation of grasslands. In a report published in July 2013, Greenpeace criticized state-owned coal mining company Shenhua Group for draining the water supply and causing the destruction of grasslands in areas inhabited by Mongol farmers and herders in the IMAR. The report states that Shenhua has extracted more than 50 million tons of groundwater since 2007 in an area encompassing five villages in Uushin (Wushen) Banner, Ordos (E’erduosi) municipality, IMAR, and produces an estimated 4.79 million tons of toxic industrial wastewater per year. This wastewater is reportedly dumped into open sand pits in Ulan Moron (Wulanmulun) township, Ejin Horo (Yijinhuolu) Banner, Ordos (E’erduosi) municipality, IMAR, contradicting Shenhua’s claims that its coal-to-liquid operations have “low water consumption” and “zero dis-
charge.” [For more information on rights abuses related to grasslands policies, see Section II—The Environment.]

In several instances during the 2013 reporting year, Mongol herders sought to protest the appropriation of their grazing lands for military use and private development projects. On August 19 in Uushin (Wushen) Banner, workers from China Railway 23rd Bureau reportedly beat to death Mongolian herder Bayanbaatar, who was one of several herders protesting the railway bureau’s use of his and other herders’ grazing land. In March 2013, herders from Durbed (Siziwang) Banner, Wulanchabu municipality, IMAR, reportedly gathered at the train station in Hohhot city, seeking to travel to Beijing to protest the appropriation of their land for the Beijing Military Command’s Zhurihe military training base. Police and government officials from Durbed traveled to Hohhot to stop the herders and reportedly physically assaulted several herders who resisted their orders to return to Durbed. Local authorities reportedly had sold the land to Chinese firms, including two major mining companies. In July 2013, 38 Mongol herders reportedly gathered at the train station in Tongliao city, IMAR, seeking to travel to Beijing to protest their community’s September 2008 forced resettlement from the Khan Uul (Hanshan) Forest Area to Lubei township, Zaruud Banner. Security personnel reportedly detained the 38 herders and beat those who resisted detention. In 2008, Tongliao city officials resettled 963 people from Khan Uul, a government-designated nature preserve, with the stated aim of creating an area free of people and livestock. However, resettled herders from Khan Uul reportedly complained in March 2013 that miners had begun operations in the area. Local government officials have positively assessed the prospects for mining exploration in the area.

In July 2013, a herder in Ongniud (Wengniute) Banner, Chifeng municipality, reportedly killed the head of a “livestock grazing prohibition team” and seriously injured another official while “defending his right to graze his livestock on his grazing land,” before committing suicide.

Political Prisoners

The continued extralegal detention of Mongol rights advocate Hada underscores the official repercussions Mongols may face for promoting their rights. During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, authorities in Hohhot city, IMAR, tightened restrictions on the movement and communications of Hada’s wife, Xinna, and the couple’s son, Uiles. The heightened restrictions began after Xinna gave interviews to international media and rights groups about Chinese authorities’ treatment of Hada in extralegal detention and its harmful impact on his mental health. Xinna stated in the interviews that Hada is suffering from depression and that authorities refused to allow him access to psychiatric care that was recommended by a physician. As of September 23, 2013, the whereabouts of Xinna and Uiles are unclear. As of the same date, Hada remained in official custody without apparent legal basis despite his completion of a 15-year prison sentence on December 10, 2010. Authorities imprisoned Hada in 1995 after he organized
peaceful protests for Mongols’ rights. Additional representative cases follow:

• On July 4, 2013, authorities in Uzumchin Right (Dongwuquminx) Banner, Xilingol League, IMAR, reportedly arrested Yunshaabin Seevendoo, who had advocated for the rights of Mongol herders, on fraud charges. Family members reportedly said his health has deteriorated during his detention. Prior to his detention, Seevendoo had organized Mongol herders to protest against illegal government and corporate expropriation of their grazing lands.

• On April 13, 2013, authorities in Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong province, reportedly arrested Batzangaa, a former medical school principal, after he allegedly attempted to flee the country with his wife and two children. Batzangaa had been under residential surveillance in Dongsheng district, Ordos (E’erduosi) municipality, IMAR, since January 2011. According to Radio Free Asia, authorities ordered Batzangaa to begin serving a three-year prison sentence, starting on April 25, 2013, that had been handed down as a suspended sentence in 2011. Batzangaa had attempted to seek refugee status in Mongolia in October 2009 after organizing demonstrations to protest against the government’s confiscation of campus property.

• In November 2012, the Tongliao Municipality People’s Court in Tongliao city, IMAR, reportedly convicted author and rights advocate Govruud Huuchinhuu on charges of “providing state secrets to a foreign organization,” a crime under Article 111 of the PRC Criminal Law that ordinarily is punishable by no less than five years in prison and by life imprisonment in “especially serious” cases. Authorities originally placed Huuchinhuu under home confinement in November 2010 after she published calls on the Internet for Mongols to show support for the release of Hada.

A number of other ethnic Mongols remain in prison or detention or are presumed to remain in prison or detention for political reasons, including Erden-ual (pen name Unaga), who was detained in December 2010, and Sodmongol, who was detained in April 2010.
Chinese officials continue to actively promote and implement population planning policies which, in both their nature and implementation, violate international standards. The PRC Population and Family Planning Law and provincial implementing guidelines limit couples’ freedom of reproductive choice by stipulating if, when, and how often they may bear children. China’s current population planning policies still require married couples to obtain a birth permit to lawfully bear a child. The population planning policies of all of China’s 31 provincial-level jurisdictions limit couples to bearing one child. According to one team of demographic experts, “[The Chinese government’s] policy of allowing all couples to have only one child finds no equal in the world and it may be one of the most draconian examples of government social engineering ever seen.” Exceptions for couples who meet certain criteria vary province-by-province, and include some exceptions for ethnic minorities. Officials continue to coerce compliance with population planning targets using methods including heavy fines, forced abortions, and forced sterilizations.

Controls imposed on Chinese women and their families, and additional abuses engendered by China’s population and family planning system, violate standards in the 1995 Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and the 1994 Programme of Action of the Cairo International Conference on Population and Development. China participated as a state party in the negotiations and adoption of both. Acts of official violence committed in the implementation of population planning policies and the fact that these acts are not clearly punishable under Chinese law contravene provisions under the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, which China has signed and ratified. Further, discriminatory policies against “out-of-plan” children are in violation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. China is a state party to these treaties and has committed to uphold their terms.

Institutional Developments

Amid calls by Chinese government leaders, experts and scholars, and citizens for the loosening or reform of China’s population policies, China’s new leadership unveiled a plan in March 2013 for restructuring agencies within the State Council, including merging the National Population and Family Planning Commission (NPFPC) and the Ministry of Health. The restructure combines most of the responsibilities of the previous two organizations into a new “National Health and Family Planning Commission” (NHFPC), but transfers the responsibility of creating population development policies and strategies—previously held by the NPFPC—to the National Development and Reform Commission. Some domestic and overseas experts say that the restructuring and transfer of certain population planning responsibilities suggests a significant loss of power for the nation’s family planning body and...
a greater potential for population policy reform and eventual cancellation, while at least one Chinese academic expressed belief that the merger “is in fact making the family planning body more powerful.”

The government restructuring plan itself has a stated aim to “better uphold the basic national family planning policy,” and top-level officials have reinforced in speeches that family planning will be “beefed up, not weakened.” The full impact of the dissolution of the NPFPC on family planning policies and local implementation remains to be seen. The NHFPC released an “Action Plan” in August which ignited afresh citizens’ hopes for policy relaxation, but an NHFPC spokesman later clarified that the plan’s call for “improving the family-planning policy” should not be viewed “as a renewed sign of relaxing the policy to allow for a second child”—a hope held by many Chinese citizens. The spokesman also restated that China would adhere to its basic family planning policies for the long term.

Coercive Implementation

Chinese law prohibits officials from infringing upon the rights and interests of citizens while implementing population planning policies but does not define what constitutes a citizen’s right or interest. Chinese law reportedly does not stipulate punishment for officials who demand or implement forced abortion. Furthermore, provincial-level population planning regulations in at least 22 of China’s 31 provincial-level jurisdictions explicitly endorse the practice, often referred to as a “remedial measure” (bujiu cuoshi), as an official policy instrument. Officials also reportedly continue to use other coercive methods—including forced abortion under arbitrary detention, forced implantation of long-term birth control devices, and forced sterilization—to implement population planning policies.

OFFICIAL CAMPAIGNS

Language used in official speeches and government reports from jurisdictions across China continued to reflect an emphasis on strengthening enforcement measures with apparent disregard for restraint. Between October 2012 and July 2013, the Commission noted reports from at least eight provinces (Hubei, Guangdong, Anhui, Shandong, Henan, Guizhou, Hunan, and Fujian) using phrases such as “spare no efforts” (quanli yifu or fenli), “use all means necessary” (qian fang bai ji), “implement ‘man-on-man’ military tactics” (shixing ‘rendingren’ zhanshu), “fight the family planning battle” (dahao jisheng gongjianzhan), and “assault and storm the fortifications” (tuji gongjian) to urge officials to implement family planning measures. The implementation measures promoted in these reports were harsh and invasive, including “remedial measures,” the “two inspections” (intrauterine device [IUD] and pregnancy inspections), the “four procedures” (IUD implants, first-trimester abortions, mid- to late-term abortions, and sterilization), and the collection of “social maintenance fees.” For example, one report regarding population planning work in Gangkou town, Chongyang county, Xianning municipality, Hubei province,
recounted a local Party cadre’s speech in which he urged officials to “overcome the slackening of efforts and war-weariness” and “continue to maintain a situation of high temperatures and high pressure” while implementing family planning work, which included the “four procedures.” Following his speech, 13 “team members” went into local villages to “find out the truth” on population planning compliance, implement “‘man-on-man’ military tactics,” retrieve those who had “skipped town,” and “take backwards villages by storm,” according to the report.

### Representative Cases of Coercion (Arranged by Province)

Between July and September 2012, authorities in 23 of China’s 31 provincial-level jurisdictions published statements banning late-term abortions. Following the announcements, reports documented that officials in these jurisdictions continued to use forced late-term abortions to implement population planning policies:

- **Guizhou.** In July 2013, local family planning officials reportedly forced 18-weeks-pregnant Li Fengfei to the local family planning office for a forced abortion. After beating her and breaking one of her teeth, the officials reportedly forced her to fingerprint an abortion consent form and subsequently injected her with several medications to induce the abortion. The medications reportedly killed the fetus, but did not successfully induce labor. Nine days following the induction, reports indicated that Li remained in the hospital in critical condition, as her body had still not gone into labor. According to a September ChinaAid report, authorities arrested Li on charges of embezzlement after she spread information about her forced abortion on the Internet.

- **Hubei.** In May 2013, local family planning officials reportedly forced Zhang Yinping, who was six months pregnant with an “out-of-plan” child, to accompany them to the family planning office for an abortion. Following the surgery, Zhang reportedly suffered from severe hemorrhaging, which caused her to die the next day. Zhang’s family reportedly protested at the family planning office following her death, and the county government mobilized public security personnel to stop the protest. Officials investigated the matter as a “medical accident” and ordered the surgery unit to suspend its practice.

- **Anhui.** In March 2013, local family planning officials reportedly detained a woman surnamed Lu, who was seven months pregnant with an “out-of-plan” child, and took her to a local hospital for an abortion. Medical personnel at the hospital injected her with a substance that caused an abortion two days later. In an interview cited in a March 25 ChinaAid report, Lu’s husband said that the family was seeking compensation from the government.

- **Shandong.** In October 2012, seven local family planning officials reportedly detained a woman surnamed Song who was six months pregnant with her third child. The officials took her to a hospital, stripped her, tied her down, confiscated her belongings, forced her fingerprint onto an abortion consent form, and injected her with a substance that caused an abortion. Reports noted that the experience caused her to suffer severe psychological trauma.
Officials have also continued to implement forced contraceptive surgeries and sterilizations this reporting year:

- **Guizhou.** In February 2013, seven or eight local family planning officials took Nie Changmin to a local family planning office and forced her to undergo a sterilization procedure. Due to a mistake made during the procedure, Nie required several additional weeks of medical treatment in a nearby hospital. Nie reportedly had two “in-plan” daughters and subsequently had an IUD inserted, all in compliance with local regulations.61

- **Hubei.** In March 2013, local family planning officials visited the home of 42-year-old Shen Hongxia and her husband and threatened court action if she did not undergo a surgical sterilization. Shen’s doctor had declared her medically unfit for sterilization, but she and her husband consented to further examination at the local family planning office. Instead of examining her, officials performed a sterilization surgery on her, resulting in her death.62

- **Henan.** In March 2013, local family planning officials ordered Wan Liqiao to pay a 6,000 yuan (US$980) “protection fee” to avoid having to undergo a tubal ligation after her third pregnancy. One day later, and before she could come up with the fee, officials forced her into a van and took her to the local family planning office, where they performed a tubal ligation surgery on her without prior medical examination (she has a rare blood type) and without obtaining her or her family’s written consent.63

- **Yunnan.** In July 2013, local family planning officials took away Guo Xingcong for a sterilization procedure. Later the same day, his wife found him dead at the door of their home after apparently having been severely beaten. Officials reportedly claimed that he had committed suicide and buried the body quickly without the family’s approval. According to Guo’s family, even though he had never violated population planning policies, authorities had targeted him for years, demanding that he be sterilized and that he pay a fine of 10,000 yuan (US$1,633) for exceeding the birth quota.64

---

**Punishments for Non-Compliance**

Chinese authorities continued to use various methods of punishment and reward to manage citizens’ compliance with population planning policies. In accordance with national measures,65 local governments direct officials to punish non-compliance with heavy fines, termed “social maintenance fees” (shehui fuyang fei), which force many couples to choose between undergoing an unwanted abortion and incurring a fine much greater than the average annual income of their locality.66 Furthermore, despite provisions in the PRC Population and Family Planning Law that prohibit infringements on citizens’ personal, property, and other rights,67 officials in some cases threatened or imposed job termination,68 expulsion from the Communist Party,69 and violence70 for family planning violations. In past years, reports have documented officials’ use of methods such as destruction of personal property and arbi-
trary detention to punish couples who did not comply with population planning policies.\textsuperscript{71}

Authorities in some cases deny \textit{hukous}—household registration permits—to children based on their parents’ lack of compliance with local population planning policies. Children who are born “out-of-plan” may go without \textit{hukous} until their parents pay the necessary “social maintenance fees” associated with their birth.\textsuperscript{72} These children are commonly referred to as “illegal residents” (\textit{heihu})\textsuperscript{73} and face considerable difficulty accessing social benefits typically afforded to registered citizens, including health insurance, public education, and pensions.\textsuperscript{74} A December 2012 South China Morning Post report claimed that authorities in many Chinese cities also refuse to give \textit{hukous} to “in-plan” newborns if their parents had not immediately implemented contraceptive measures following the birth.\textsuperscript{75} [For additional discussion of China’s \textit{hukou} system, see Section II—Freedom of Residence and Movement.]

\textbf{Demographic Consequences}

The Chinese government’s population planning policies continue to exacerbate the country’s demographic challenges, which include an aging population, diminishing workforce, and skewed sex ratio. Affected in recent decades by government restrictions on the number of births per couple, China’s total fertility rate has dropped from 6.1 births per woman in 1949\textsuperscript{76} to an estimated 1.55 births per woman in 2013,\textsuperscript{77} resulting in a serious demographic imbalance with regard to China’s growing elderly population and shrinking working-age population.\textsuperscript{78} Chinese authorities continue to implement a ban\textsuperscript{79} on “non-medically necessary sex determination and sex-selective abortion,”\textsuperscript{80} which some people reportedly continue to practice\textsuperscript{81} in response to government-imposed birth limits and in keeping with a traditional cultural bias for sons.\textsuperscript{82} As a result of ongoing violations of the ban on sex-selective abortion, China’s male-female ratio at birth is severely skewed.\textsuperscript{83} While Chinese media reports that China’s sex ratio at birth has decreased in the past few years,\textsuperscript{84} according to the UN Population Division, it remains the highest in the world.\textsuperscript{85} A 2010 study issued by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences reported that by 2020, the number of Chinese males of marriageable age may exceed the number of Chinese females of marriageable age by 30 to 40 million.\textsuperscript{86} Reports have also suggested a link between China’s large number of “surplus males” and an increase in the trafficking of women and children for forced marriage or commercial sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{87}

Reports indicate that China’s family planning policies and policy implementers have contributed in part to what the state-controlled Global Times has called China’s “massive and lucrative baby market.”\textsuperscript{88} In one such case, state media reported in December 2012 that a family planning official in Anxi county, Quanzhou municipality, Fujian province, faced charges for selling four infants as part of a child laundering ring.\textsuperscript{89} Another local government official in Quanzhou was implicated in the same ring for purchasing a baby boy with his wife.\textsuperscript{90} A January 2013 Chinese investigative report uncovered a separate case of hospital, civil affairs, health bureau, and orphanage officials in Guixi city, Yingtan municipality, Jiangxi province, working together to illegally acquire babies from
local hospitals or elsewhere and place them for either domestic or international adoption at a profit. An additional case emerged in August involving an obstetrician in Shaanxi province who allegedly convinced a mother to relinquish her newborn son, claiming he was seriously ill. The doctor reportedly sold the healthy newborn for 21,600 yuan (US$3,528) one day after his birth. Authorities detained the doctor and five other suspects, retrieved the baby from nearby Henan province, and launched an investigation into several similar cases connected to the same hospital. For years, reports have indicated that Chinese children are viewed as commodities which yield considerable profit in adoption or forced labor situations.
The Chinese government continued to enforce the household registration (hukou) system, established in the 1950s. Initially used to control migration of the rural population to China’s cities, the hukou system has developed into a “mechanism determining one’s eligibility for full citizenship, social welfare, and opportunities for social mobility.” The hukou system classifies Chinese citizens as either rural or urban and accordingly confers legal rights and access to social services. The implementation of these regulations discriminates against rural hukou holders who migrate to urban areas by denying them equal access to public services and social security benefits, as well as equal social, employment, and educational opportunities. China’s hukou system conflicts with international human rights standards that guarantee freedom to choose one’s residence and prohibit discrimination on the basis of “national or social origin[,] . . . birth or other status.”

Government officials and journalists estimate that there are between 170 and 260 million rural migrants living in cities; these people face challenges accessing social services because they lack urban hukous. According to a 2013 survey commissioned by the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), nearly 45 percent of migrant workers living in cities reported not receiving social benefits, including health care and unemployment benefits. In cities including Beijing, Nanjing, Shanghai, Xi’an, Hangzhou, and Zhengzhou, migrants (even those educated in the city) faced restrictions when seeking employment, such as hiring policies favoring local hukou holders or denial of employment due to lack of a local hukou. Similarly, migrants working alongside local urban hukou holders reportedly received lower salaries for performing similar work. Moreover, children of migrants continued to be denied equal access to urban public education and higher educational opportunities. Government efforts toward urbanization have fostered anger among rural residents at the same time that competition for public resources and systemic discrimination stemming from the hukou system has exacerbated tensions between urban and rural residents.

As in recent years, high-level officials and state-run media continued to emphasize the need for hukou reform as a part of a larger urbanization policy, and China’s new leadership appeared to prioritize this urbanization policy with an aim to spur economic growth. In May 2013, Premier Li Keqiang announced that a reform plan will be unveiled in late 2013 that will clarify the timing of proposed reforms and push “improvements to public services and the social security system.” In December 2012, the NDRC indicated that hukou reform, along with “improving” the land management system and research on measures to push the “urbanization” of rural migrants, would be accelerated in 2013. One expert predicted that these reforms would provide “specific administrative measures” to clarify application criteria for urban hukous. According to a June 2013 report on urbanization development delivered by the head of the NDRC, Xu Shaoshi, the government should “gradually tear down household registration obstacles to facilitate
the orderly migration of people from rural to urban areas.”19 An August 2012 report by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences stressed the difficulty of incorporating an estimated 500 million rural residents into urban society over the next 20 years in part because of the increasing need for limited resources.20 Scholars and journalists have expressed reservations about the central government’s approach to *hukou* reform, citing local government opposition to the financial burden an influx of rural migrants would impose on public services and infrastructure.21

The Commission noted in its 2012 Annual Report a February 2011 State Council General Office circular outlining a series of reforms including relaxing *hukou* registration standards in county- and prefectural-level cities, prohibiting coercive requisition and conversion of rural residents’ land in exchange for urban *hukous*, and prohibiting any future policy attempting to use *hukou* status as a prerequisite for access to social services.22 During the 2013 reporting year, several prefectural- and provincial-level jurisdictions released implementation plans and opinions with respect to the circular.23

The Commission has observed implementation and expressions of intent to implement *hukou* reform in the 2013 reporting year with varying degrees of reception and success. In November 2012, the Ministry of Education expressed its intention to broaden education access to children of migrants and other non-residents in urban areas.24 Some local governments continued to relax *hukou* restrictions consistent with ongoing reform efforts. Beijing, Guangzhou, and Shanghai municipalities issued measures to expand and promote equal access to educational opportunities for children of migrants.25 Despite efforts like these, thousands of migrant children continued to be prohibited from taking entrance exams in their locations of residence and returned to their hometowns to take these exams.26 In April 2013, authorities in Wuhan municipality, Hubei province, issued an opinion that allows college graduates who have been employed in Wuhan within two years following graduation to apply for a local *hukou*.27 In May 2013, Shanghai authorities issued measures that provided a points system designed to allow non-Shanghai residents to apply for a residence permit (*juzhu zheng*) if they meet certain criteria. The measures went into effect in July.28 In May 2013, Guangzhou municipal authorities issued measures to abolish *hukou* classifications and incorporate all residents under a single uniform *hukou* classification by 2014.29 At the provincial level, the Guangdong provincial government continued to promote a work plan calling for all residents of Guangdong province to be included under a single uniform *hukou* classification by 2014.30 The actual implementation and results of these policies remain unclear.

**International Travel**

Chinese officials continued to deny citizens who criticize the government their internationally recognized right to leave the country. Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which China has signed and committed to ratify, provides that “everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own.”31 Under Article 12, countries may restrict this right but only
in narrow circumstances to protect national security and certain other public interests. Chinese law allows officials to bar those who threaten state security from leaving the country, but in practice officials target a much broader range of activity, including the expression of views critical of the government, or having a family association with individuals expressing such views. A February 2013 article in the New York Times compared the Chinese government’s use of passport restrictions on political opponents to the practices of the former Soviet Union. The number of Chinese subject to these restrictions reportedly has jumped in recent years, and human rights groups estimate that at least 14 million people may be affected. Restrictions reportedly fall heaviest on Tibetans and Uyghurs, with the U.S. State Department reporting that members of these groups “experienced great difficulty acquiring passports.” Tsering Woeser, the noted Tibetan writer, told the New York Times that authorities feared these ethnic minorities, once abroad, would expose harsh ethnic policies or interact with exile groups. In March 2013, authorities blocked Woeser, who has been documenting Tibetan self-immolations, from traveling to the United States to receive the U.S. Department of State’s International Women of Courage Award. In February, public security officials prevented Ilham Tohti, the Uyghur academic and advocate for the reform of ethnic minority policies, from traveling to the United States for a fellowship at Indiana University.

Domestic Movement

Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that “[e]veryone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence.” Chinese authorities continue to violate this right by restricting the domestic movement of political advocates and their families as a form of harassment, frequently under the guise of “stability maintenance.” A combination of police and guards reportedly confined Liu Xia, the wife of imprisoned Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo, to her home without a legal basis, a situation that has persisted for more than two-and-a-half years since her husband was awarded the prize in 2010. Roughly two dozen police guarded the home of Feng Zhenghu, a Shanghai human rights activist, and enforced his extralegal home confinement for 268 days from February to Novem-
ber 2012. During that time Feng was allowed to leave his home only for police interrogations. Public security officials unlawfully confined prominent legal scholar and rights advocate Xu Zhiyong to his home for three months after police officers stopped him in the airport to prevent him from traveling to Hong Kong in April 2013. Authorities increased restrictions on freedom of movement during politically sensitive periods this past year, including the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in November, the March meetings of the National People's Congress and the Chinese People's Political Consultative Congress, and the anniversary of the 1989 Tiananmen protests on June 4. For example, public security officials held Hubei-based rights defender Liu Feiyue in a hotel and only allowed him out for meals throughout the 18th Party Congress, while shifts of three to four guards monitored Anhui activist Wang Yixiang 24 hours a day around June 4.
Through its international commitments and domestic laws and policies, the Chinese government has committed to ensure gender-equal political participation; however, women remained underrepresented in government and Communist Party positions after leadership changes during this reporting year. In accordance with its commitments under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Chinese government has passed several laws and policy initiatives to promote gender equality in government. According to one UN expert, “Gender balance in public administration ensures that a wide enough range of perspectives are consulted in policymaking to make tangible contributions to sustainable development.”

During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, female representation increased slightly at the highest levels of the central government but decreased in the Communist Party, and continued to fall far short of the 30 percent target that China has agreed to under international standards. During the November 2012 meeting of the 18th Party Congress, the Communist Party appointed a new set of leaders for its top decisionmaking bodies, the Political Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee (Politburo) and the Politburo Standing Committee. Men continued to hold all seven positions in the Politburo Standing Committee, as has been the case since the Party’s establishment in 1949. Women held 2 out of 25 positions in the Politburo, up from 1 in the previous 17th Party Congress in 2007. Female members in the 205-person Communist Party Central Committee decreased from 13 to 10, but the ratio of female to male delegates to the 18th Party Congress increased to 23 percent, up from 20 percent in the previous congress. Similarly, the percentage of female delegates to National People’s Congresses has shown little growth since the early 1970s.

In March 2013, the government appointed a new set of ministers to the State Council, with women holding 2 out of 35 ministerial-level positions, down from 4 in the previous State Council. On the 10-person State Council Standing Committee there is now 1 female vice premier, Liu Yandong.

Women’s participation in decisionmaking at the village level remains low, underscoring long-held concerns about protection of rural women’s rights and interests. Women reportedly led only 2.7 percent of local village committees as of November 2012. Women’s rights advocates have continued to raise concerns regarding violations of women’s land use rights in rural areas due in part to unlawful village rules and agreements, rapid urbanization, and low female representation in village committees.

China has committed under international standards to taking “all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of employment,” yet women in China’s workforce continue to face many forms of discrimination. Several studies
and reports released this year showed that gender discrimination in recruitment remained widespread and may have even increased, in some cases due to perceptions about gender differences in physical and mental capacities and in other cases due to women’s “pregnancy potential.” Reports also highlighted the intrusive gynecological examinations and related questioning that women face when applying for civil service positions. An October 2012 study documented continued and significant wage discrimination in favor of men, and Chinese law continues to subject women to mandatory retirement 5 to 10 years earlier than men. China’s first local regulations on gender equality took effect in Shenzhen municipality, Guangdong province, in January 2013, and, in February, China Daily reported that authorities in Beijing municipality released similar draft regulations for public comment. Such local provisions, if implemented, could fill significant gaps in national-level legislation as they stipulate punishments for employers who engage in discriminatory hiring practices. In January 2013, a company in Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong, paid the first reported compensation in a gender discrimination case in China after the local department of human resources and social security investigated Wen Yuxuan’s (alias) complaint that recruiters denied her job application based on her gender. The case was resolved in mediation, and the company reportedly paid Wen 601 yuan (US$97) and issued an apology, but did not appear to offer her a job.

EDUCATION DISCRIMINATION

Gender-based discrimination remains a barrier for some young women pursuing a university education in China, despite provisions in the PRC Education Law that prohibit discrimination on several grounds including gender. Reports indicate that universities across China continue to implement long-administered gender quotas that require women to score higher than men on the college entrance exam (gaokao) for acceptance into certain majors. Advocates for gender equality in education reportedly filed an Open Government Information request in July 2012, asking the Ministry of Education to clarify which majors are permitted to have gender quotas for enrollment. In response, the Ministry of Education reported that gender quotas are permitted in military and national defense, marine and mining, and some less-commonly studied foreign language majors.

Violence Against Women

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Domestic violence is prohibited and punishable under Chinese law, yet the problem of domestic violence in China remains widespread. Current national-level legal provisions regarding domestic violence leave many victims unprotected by prohibiting domestic violence without defining the term or clarifying the specific responsibilities of public and private sector organizations in prevention, punishment, and treatment. As of December 2012, 28 provincial-level jurisdictions and more than 90 cities across China had instituted local anti-domestic violence regulations or policies that ad-
dress gaps in national-level legislation. Amid several high-profile domestic violence cases involving women and children this year, Chinese advocates continued calls for national-level legislation that specifically addresses domestic violence. China’s 2012–2015 National Human Rights Action Plan, issued in June 2012, included the goal to “formulate” a domestic violence law. State media also reported in 2012 that domestic violence would be on the National People’s Congress legislative agenda in 2012, but no drafts appear to have been made publicly available. A January 2013 Legal Daily article reported that the Supreme People’s Court (SPC) plans to issue standardized documents to guide adjudication in domestic violence criminal cases. The article did not provide a timeline for the release of these documents, but reported that the SPC had set up pilot programs and trainings in six courts around the country to strengthen trial procedures in criminal cases involving domestic violence. A January 2013 Caixin Media report also noted that Chinese courts have issued 200 protection orders since pilot programs on civil law protection orders began in 2008. Other Chinese state media and non-governmental organization (NGO) articles indicate, however, that many courts and law enforcement officials continue to treat reports of domestic violence as a private family matter and do not take legal action in response to those reports.

SEXUAL VIOLENCE

Women and children subjected to sexual violence in China face difficulties defending their rights. Reports regarding officials’ or their associates’ involvement in sexual violence against women and girls continued to emerge during the Commission’s reporting year, igniting public fury at the lack of transparency and abuse of power displayed among China’s elite. The May 2013 case of an official and a primary school principal sexually assaulting six primary school girls overnight at a hotel in Hainan province, as well as several similar cases reported shortly thereafter, exposed loopholes in China’s criminal law that protect perpetrators from the more serious charges of rape if they claim the act was consensual or if money was involved. Authorities beat and detained women’s rights activist Ye Haiyan after she carried out a peaceful protest outside of the Hainan principal’s school. In response to these sexual abuse cases, a group of women lawyers from across China reportedly joined together to provide legal assistance to victims of sexual abuse.

Sexual harassment, considered a form of violence against women under international standards, is prohibited under Chinese law; however, due in part to the lack of a clear legal definition and standards for prevention, reporting, and punishment, legal experts continued calls this year for strengthened legislation on the issue. Chinese media reporting on sexual harassment this year included a survey showing a perceived increase of sexual harassment in urban areas, a case of sexual harassment involving Foxconn employees, and a case implicating a Guangdong province official.
STATE-AUTHORIZED VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Officials in localities across China also continue to employ other forms of coercion and violence against women—including forced abortions, forced sterilizations, and forced contraceptive use—in their enforcement of national and local population planning policies, in contradiction with international standards to which China has agreed. Chinese law leaves women unprotected against such abuses; for even though it prohibits officials from infringing upon citizens’ rights and interests during population planning implementation, the law does not define what constitutes a citizen’s right or interest, nor does it stipulate punishments for violations. Women engaging in sex work in China also report suffering frequent violence at the hands of authorities, including beatings and other forms of physical abuse, in order to coerce confessions. Although sex work is illegal under Chinese law, authorities are not permitted to use physical violence or abuse against suspects when enforcing these laws. According to a joint report issued by several international non-governmental organizations regarding the implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, in China “[w]omen have few avenues for pursuing rights claims when their rights and interests conflict with those of the government or its officials, or when discriminatory treatment they have suffered is perpetrated by a government agency. . . . [T]he absence of legal remedies and restrictions on freedom of association and expression leave women with little opportunity for challenging lack of government action or violations of their own rights.” [For additional information on violence against women in the implementation of population planning policies, including specific case examples, see Section II—Population Planning.]
HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Trends

China remains a country of origin, transit, and destination for the trafficking of men, women, and children, as defined under the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (UN TIP Protocol). The majority of trafficking cases are domestic; however, human traffickers continue to traffic women and children from China to countries around the world. Women and girls also continue to be trafficked into China from countries across Asia, as well as from the Americas, Europe, and Africa, for the purpose of forced marriage, forced labor, and sexual exploitation. Cases of men and children in China working under forced or otherwise exploitative labor conditions that constitute human trafficking under the UN TIP Protocol also emerged during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year.

The full extent of the forced labor problem in China remains unclear, as the Chinese government has not traditionally released statistics on forced labor or trafficking of male victims. [See Section II—Worker Rights for more information on cases of forced labor and child labor this year.]

Anti-Trafficking Efforts

Since its accession to the UN TIP Protocol in 2009, the Chinese government has steadily taken steps, in concert with other country governments and international non-governmental organizations, to revise domestic legislation, policies, and anti-trafficking efforts to come into compliance. For example, in 2011, the National People's Congress Standing Committee issued a revised PRC Criminal Law strengthening provisions on forced labor. In January 2013, the State Council took an additional step to bring government efforts into compliance with international standards by issuing the China Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Persons (2013–2020), which is a revised version of its predecessor, the China Action Plan to Combat Trafficking in Women and Children (2008–2012). The new Action Plan appears to contain some improvements in terminology and objectives, and clearly lays out which government agencies are responsible for implementation. It remains to be seen whether the State Council has provided adequate resources and training to local authorities for implementing the plan’s objectives.

Chinese authorities took limited steps this year to improve prevention, protection, and services for victims of trafficking, but did not release detailed information on the services provided or the number of victims identified and assisted. Chinese officials reportedly established two shelters dedicated to assisting foreign trafficking victims in Yunnan and Guangxi provinces, but did not provide data on the number of victims assisted at these shelters or the types of services provided there. While the government reportedly maintained four nationwide anti-trafficking hotlines, continued training for law enforcement officials, and stepped up efforts to cooperate with the governments of bordering countries such as Laos and Burma, it is difficult to assess China’s progress in anti-trafficking efforts, as the government does not release data on
the overall number of victims identified or assisted. After nine consecutive years on the Tier 2 Watch List, China was in June automatically downgraded to Tier 3, the lowest tier ranking, in the U.S. State Department’s annual Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report. The U.S. State Department’s 2013 TIP report stated that China has been “deemed not to be making significant efforts to comply with the minimum standards [for the elimination of trafficking].” As a Tier 3 country, China could be subject to certain U.S. government sanctions and penalties.

Notable Changes in China’s 2013–2020 Anti-Trafficking Plan of Action

**General:**
- Broadens the Chinese term for trafficking from “abduction and sale of women and children” (guaimai funu ertong) to “abduction and sale of persons” (guaimai renkou).
- Presents “protecting China’s international image” (weihu woguoji xingxiang) as one of the plan’s guiding principles.
- Calls for increased cooperation with UN organizations and cites carrying out the UN TIP Protocol as one of the plan’s objectives.
- Urges all levels of government to factor implementation funds into their budgets and to seek funding for anti-trafficking work from a variety of channels, including donations from civil society organizations, corporations, and individual donors, as well as international aid.
- Calls for improvements to China’s current laws, regulations, and policies to support anti-trafficking work. Specifically, the plan calls for revisions that will strengthen prosecution of buyers; practically protect victims’ lawful rights and interests; and improve regulations regarding temporary and permanent guardianship for children.

**Prevention:**
- Calls for strengthening population planning services and management, while reducing unplanned pregnancies and “out-of-plan” births as preventative measures in key regions of human trafficking. (The Commission notes that the Chinese government’s usage of the term “human trafficking” here includes illegal adoption.)
- Calls for the regulation of marriage registration and of adoption channels.
- Calls upon specific government departments and the All-China Women’s Federation to “comprehensively tackle” China’s sex ratio imbalance; revise local regulations and launch trainings to protect women’s rights and interests and promote gender equality; eliminate traditional notions of female inferiority and continuance of the family line (through male heirs); improve girls’ education; and guarantee rural women’s right to gender-equal land contracts, land distribution, compensation for land expropriation, and collective profit distribution.
- Calls for greater awareness, education, and training, including adding anti-trafficking material to primary, middle, and secondary school curricula and strengthening public education campaigns in border areas.
Notable Changes in China’s 2013–2020 Anti-Trafficking Plan of Action—Continued

**Protection:**

- Clarifies responsibilities and calls upon officials not to abandon or cease investigations in child abduction cases; clarifies procedures for rescued children; and calls for the use of China’s Anti-Trafficking DNA Database to help match parents with rescued children.
- Calls for an “assistance and protection mechanism for vagrant minors,” with reliance on experts in social work and other fields for services, including psychological counseling, behavioral correction, cultural education, skills training, and employment assistance.
- Expands available rehabilitation services—such as employment skills training, guidance, and networking—to adult male trafficking victims. The previous plan had limited these employment services to women and minors over age 16.

**Anti-Trafficking Challenges**

Additional revisions are needed to bring China’s domestic legislation into compliance with the UN TIP Protocol. For example, while the PRC Criminal Law prohibits human trafficking, its provisions do not appear to cover all forms of trafficking, such as certain types of non-physical coercion and the commercial sex trade of minors. Nor does the definition of trafficking provided under Article 240 of the PRC Criminal Law clearly include offenses against male victims, although other articles in the same law address some aspects of these crimes. Each of these forms of trafficking are covered under Article 3 of the UN TIP Protocol. The PRC Criminal Law’s trafficking definition is also overly broad in some aspects compared with the UN TIP Protocol, as it includes the purchase or abduction of children for subsequent sale without specifying the end purpose of these actions. Due to these key inconsistencies between the Chinese legal definition and international standards on human trafficking, Chinese official reports and statistics on trafficking cases do not provide an accurate picture of the number of trafficking cases being handled through the criminal justice system in China.

Several Chinese media reports in the past year highlighted cases involving the purchase and sale of children—misidentifying them as “trafficking” cases—and indicated that a significant amount of “anti-trafficking” work in China remains focused on these types of cases. Under the UN TIP Protocol, the purchase or abduction of children for subsequent sale constitutes trafficking only if the end purpose of the sale is exploitation, such as sexual exploitation, labor, or servitude.

In addition, Chinese officials’ anti-trafficking work reflects a continued misalignment with international standards, especially in officials’ conflation of human trafficking with human smuggling and their subsequent treatment of trafficking victims as criminals. According to the UN Office on Drugs and Crime, the main international body responsible for implementing the UN TIP Protocol, “human trafficking” and “migrant smuggling” mainly differ with respect to consent, exploitation, and transnationality. Commonly,
human trafficking involves the exploitation of an individual (either domestically or after they have crossed borders) without the individual’s consent, or if the individual initially consented, the consent was “rendered meaningless by the coercive, deceptive, or abusive actions of the traffickers,” whereas migrant smuggling involves the cross-border transport of an individual with the individual’s consent and ends when the migrant arrives at his or her destination. In conflating the two, Chinese officials may consider an individual’s illegal entry into China to be a crime of “human smuggling” and punish the individual accordingly, while giving less consideration to the role exploitation may have played in the border crossing. The Chinese government continues to deport all undocumented North Koreans as illegal “economic migrants” and does not provide legal alternatives to repatriation for foreign victims of trafficking. [For more information, see Section II—North Korean Refugees in China.]

Risk Factors

Chinese and international experts link China’s ongoing human trafficking problem to several political, demographic, economic, and social factors. Reports indicate that China’s sex ratio—which has become severely skewed against the backdrop of China’s population planning policies and Chinese families’ preference for sons—has increased the demand for trafficking of women for forced marriage and commercial sexual exploitation. A 2010 study issued by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences reported that, by 2020, the number of Chinese males of marriageable age may exceed the number of Chinese females of marriageable age by 30 to 40 million. In recent years, domestic and international observers have also linked China’s trafficking problem with a lack of awareness among potential victims, lack of education on trafficking prevention for vulnerable women and parents, challenging conditions in bordering countries such as poverty and limited job opportunities in Burma and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and corruption among Chinese law enforcement officials. [For additional information on China’s skewed sex ratio, see Section II—Population Planning.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative Human Trafficking Cases From the 2012 Reporting Year</th>
<th>(Arranged by Province)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guangdong.</strong> In October 2012, officials in Guangdong province reportedly rescued four Colombian women who had been forced into sex work during a raid on local entertainment venues. The women had reportedly been trafficked into China by a criminal syndicate operating out of Colombia. The case raised concerns that trafficking syndicates are choosing new countries of origin as other countries’ anti-trafficking efforts have strengthened.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Representative Human Trafficking Cases
From the 2012 Reporting Year—Continued
(Arranged by Province)

- **Guangdong.** In December 2012, an Internet user posted on Sina Weibo that an employer from Dongguan city, Guangdong province, had lured seven Chinese female students between the ages of 11 and 14 into a van in Shaqiu county, Sichuan province, to work in his toy factory. The post spread quickly on the Internet, with citizens across China pressuring the Shaqiu government to take action. The Shaqiu government investigated the case and reported that the girls were "living well, under safe conditions," but that authorities would retrieve them and return them to school as soon as their whereabouts were confirmed.74

- **Guangdong.** In January 2013, a Vietnamese anti-trafficking worker and a Vietnamese policeman posed as tourists and rescued two Vietnamese girls, ages 17 and 19, from a brothel in Guangdong province. The girls had reportedly been "kidnapped, severely beaten, raped and sold" into sexual exploitation by members of an organized syndicate.75

- **Yunnan.** A December 2012 report released by international non-governmental organization TrustLaw highlighted the cases of three Burmese women whom traffickers lured into China with false promises of employment and subsequently sold into marriage to Chinese men. One of the women was trafficked as a minor and reported that she had lived in a village in Yunnan for nearly five years and had given birth to two children. She reported that there were many Burmese women in forced marriages in nearby villages in the area.76

- **Jilin, Heilongjiang, etc.** In September 2012, police in Jilin province reportedly arrested four North Koreans and one Chinese man for luring 12 North Korean women into China, forcing them to perform sexual services for clients via the Internet, and then selling the women to buyers in Heilongjiang province and other parts of China.77 Police reportedly rescued and later repatriated all 12 victims to North Korea, where, according to North Korean sources cited in a Chosun Ilbo report, they will face torture or death.78
NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES IN CHINA

Unlawful Repatriation

During the Commission's 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government continued to detain and repatriate North Korean refugees to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), despite the severe punishments refugees reportedly face once returned. The Chinese government maintains that North Korean refugees in China are illegal economic migrants and continues its repatriation policy based on a 1961 treaty with the DPRK and a subsequent 1986 border protocol. China's repatriation of North Korean refugees, including those who leave the DPRK for fear of persecution, contravenes its international obligations under the 1951 UN Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951 Convention) and its 1967 Protocol, to which China has acceded. While there is no reliable information available on the number of North Korean refugees living in China—Chinese authorities do not release information on refugees, nor do they permit the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees to operate along China's northeastern border with the DPRK—international scholars and media estimate the total number is currently between 11,000 and 50,000.

During this reporting year, the Chinese government appeared to strengthen measures to stem the flow of North Korean refugees into China, including increasing security along the North Korean border and continuing campaigns to seek out and repatriate refugees. Sources cited by Chinese and South Korean media reported that authorities in Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture, Jilin province, initiated a program in March offering financial rewards of up to 2,000 yuan (US$326) to Chinese citizens who provide information leading to the arrest of refugees. According to official reports, the program specifically aimed to “stop the illegal trans-boundary criminal situation at Yanbian . . . and strike at illegal border crossers.” Chinese villagers living in Yanbian attested to the success of such programs, stating that the number of refugees in the area had decreased significantly in comparison to previous years. While trans-border criminal activity, including drug and human trafficking, remains a serious concern, Chinese security officials do not distinguish between criminals and refugees, leaving North Koreans who enter China as asylum seekers and refugees at risk of detention and repatriation.

International media reports also indicate Chinese authorities continued to collaborate with North Korean security officials, allowing them to operate within China to apprehend North Korean refugees and disrupt organizations that attempt to assist them. Sources cited by South Korean media noted the presence of North Korean security agents at places commonly frequented by North Koreans in China. One report further stated that four North Koreans were detained and repatriated by North Korean security agents near Shenyang municipality, Liaoning province, in late 2012. According to human rights and refugee advocates, coordinated efforts by China and North Korea have made it increasingly difficult for refugee advocates to operate on both sides of the border. In January 2013, the South Korean Ministry of Unification announced the number of refugees reaching South Korea dropped
in 2012 by 50 percent to 1,508 compared with 2,706 in 2011. Experts suggest China's tougher border security and crackdowns were in part responsible for the decline. As of July 2013, the number of refugees entering South Korea was slightly higher than for the same period in 2012.

Punishment in the DPRK

North Koreans forcibly repatriated by the Chinese government face the threat of imprisonment, torture, and capital punishment in the DPRK. Under North Korean Criminal Law, citizens who leave the country without official permission can receive sentences of up to two years' imprisonment in a “labor-training camp.” The North Korean Ministry of Public Security adopted measures in 2010 making defection a crime of “treachery against the nation,” carrying a sentence of no less than five years' imprisonment. North Koreans sentenced to prison terms reportedly face a combination of forced labor, physical abuse, and induced malnutrition that results in a high number of deaths in detention. According to interviews with former refugees, the severity of interrogation, torture, and other punishments repatriated North Koreans face depends on North Korean authorities' assessments of their conduct while outside the country. North Korean authorities dispense harsher punishment, including long sentences and possible execution, to repatriated North Koreans deemed to have committed “political” crimes, which include attempted defection; conversion to Christianity; exposure to South Korean culture; and contact with religious groups, South Koreans, or Americans. According to most recent estimates, North Korea's prison population is believed to be between 80,000 and 120,000 people.

The North Korean government’s imprisonment and torture of repatriated North Koreans renders North Koreans in China refugees “sur place,” or those who fear persecution upon return to their country of origin. Under the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol, China is obligated to refrain from repatriating refugees “sur place.” China is also obligated under the UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment to refrain from repatriating refugees if there are “grounds for believing that they would be in danger of being subject to torture.”

North Korean Women and Trafficking

Lacking legal status and under constant threat of forced repatriation, North Korean women who stay in China and do not travel directly to a third country remain vulnerable to abuse, trafficking, and exploitation. Independent experts estimate a majority of North Korean refugees in China are women, of which some have been trafficked into forced marriages or commercial sexual exploitation. Traffickers have used false promises to lure North Korean women into China and in some cases have resorted to kidnapping. In some regions of northeast China, particularly in rural areas, a shortage of marriageable women has created a market for trafficked North Korean brides. Some women reportedly have
been sold and resold multiple times, and trafficked North Korean women have testified to being beaten and sexually abused. The Chinese government’s repatriation of trafficked North Korean women contravenes the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol. China is obligated under Article 7 of the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (UN TIP Protocol) to “consider adopting legislative or other appropriate measures that permit victims of trafficking to remain in its territory, temporarily or permanently . . . giving appropriate consideration to humanitarian and compassionate factors.” [See Section II—Human Trafficking for more information.]

Children of North Korean and Chinese Parents

Children born to North Korean women and Chinese men are increasingly being raised in China in households where either the mother or both parents are absent. In some instances, Chinese authorities repatriate North Korean mothers to the DPRK, while others flee to South Korea or other parts of China. One demographic study published in 2013 estimated the population in northeast China of children born to North Korean women and Chinese men since the late 1990s was between 15,000 and 25,000. Several experts and academic studies contend household registration (hukou) policies have changed in recent years to allow for a greater majority of children born to North Korean women in China to obtain official documentation needed to attend public school and gain access to other social services. Despite these changes, general poverty and the continued threat of repatriation leaves these children and their families at risk. China’s repatriation policy is in violation of its international obligations under the Convention of the Rights of the Child, which prohibits separating children from their mothers.
PUBLIC HEALTH

Public Health Challenges

The Chinese government’s oversight of and response to public health matters came into sharp focus during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year with an outbreak in March of the H7N9 avian influenza.\(^1\) Despite initial questions about possible delays in government reporting,\(^2\) international experts favorably assessed the Chinese government’s response to the outbreak and its coordination with international health agencies,\(^3\) and remarked on China’s overall progress in building an infrastructure for emergency response to epidemics since the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak in 2003.\(^4\) Adverse health effects of environmental pollution continue to be a public health challenge in China;\(^5\) research studies published in 2013 confirmed links between water pollution and higher cancer rates along the Huai River,\(^6\) and between air pollution and shorter life spans in north China.\(^7\) In addition, citizens’ increasing concerns over food safety\(^8\) and the quality of medical care\(^9\) have “eroded trust in the government’s ability to regulate state and private enterprises and protect public health.”\(^10\) Some government officials and a state-run media outlet reportedly have attempted to censor information\(^11\) or deny the severity of the public’s concerns.\(^12\)

Institutional and Legislative Developments

During the annual meetings of the National People’s Congress and the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) in March 2013, the State Council announced the merger of the Ministry of Health (MOH) and the National Population and Family Planning Commission into the National Health and Family Planning Commission, as a part of its larger governmental restructuring plan.\(^13\) At least 90 medical professionals from the CPPCC reportedly disapproved of the change and the lack of public consultation over the selected name, arguing that the name “Ministry of Health” should be kept as is, since population planning is only one part of the larger public health system.\(^14\) Dr. Huang Jiefu, then-MOH Vice Minister, reportedly commented that using the combined name might cause China to “encounter difficulties” in its international exchanges,\(^15\) because of international controversy over China’s population planning policy.\(^16\) [For further information on the organizational merger, see Section II—Population Planning.]

China’s first-ever Mental Health Law (MHL) became effective on May 1, 2013,\(^17\) and aims to “expand access to mental health services,” though one international expert noted that the MHL does not sufficiently address the “stigma associated with mental illness” and the “low rate of care-seeking.”\(^18\) A Chinese civil society report released in mid-May 2013 highlighted concerns with rights protections in the new MHL for persons with mental illness, such as guardians’ legal authority in the commitment process and the lack of a guaranteed right to appeal hospitalization.\(^19\) Discrepancies between the MHL and national and local legislation, according to the U.S.-based Dui Hua Foundation, create “the potential for continued use of abusive psychiatric commitment against petitioners, dis-
sidents, and others deemed to threaten China’s social and political order." Local Chinese officials reportedly committed a petitioner from Hunan province, Zhang Zhi, to a psychiatric facility sometime around October 31, 2012, despite passage of the MHL in October 2012.

Strengthening the rights of persons with disabilities continued to be an ongoing legislative focus in China. In February 2013, the State Council Legislative Affairs Office released a draft revision of the 1994 Regulations on Education for Disabled Persons for public comment. Chinese and international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) submitted recommendations and comments in response, many of which incorporated input from Chinese disability rights advocates and persons with disabilities. Human Rights Watch noted in its submission that use of “reasonable accommodation” in the draft, a term that promotes the right to equality for persons with disabilities, lacks the clarity needed to comply with the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) standard of “necessary and appropriate modification and adjustments not imposing a disproportionate or undue burden . . . to ensure to persons with disabilities the enjoyment or exercise on an equal basis with others of all human rights and fundamental freedoms.” Chinese domestic organizations raised a concern that the local-level advisory committees, which are responsible for assessing students, do not require the inclusion of legal experts, or disabled persons and their representatives. In addition, these organizations identified potential problems with mechanisms to remedy parent grievances. The UN committee that reviewed China’s compliance with the CRPD in September 2012 recommended that the Chinese government “reallocate resources from the special education system to promote . . . inclusive education in mainstream schools, so as to ensure that more children with disabilities can attend mainstream education.”

Rights Protection and Health-Based Discrimination

China’s existing legislative framework prohibits health-based discrimination, yet discrimination in employment, access to medical treatment, and access to education continued during the 2013 reporting year, partially due to a lack of compliance with the laws and inconsistencies between national laws and local regulations. A 2012 National People’s Congress report found that, between 2007 and 2011, government departments in 29 provinces had hired a total of only 92 persons with disabilities for civil servant jobs, far below the government’s mandated provision that 1.5 percent of government and private enterprise jobs go to persons with disabilities. In spite of compulsory education regulations and rights protections for disabled persons, official Chinese statistics from 2010 estimate only 71 percent of children with disabilities attend school.

Employment: During the 2013 reporting year, NGOs and disability rights advocates continued to focus attention on physical eligibility standards that have been used to refuse employment to persons with disabilities and those living with infectious diseases. In a November 2012 letter to the State Council Legislative Affairs Office, a group of lawyers wrote that discriminatory provisions in
the Civil Servant Recruitment Physical Examination Standards contravene the Chinese Constitution’s protection of citizens’ right to work.\textsuperscript{39} A local court reportedly upheld a decision that cited state secrets as the reason to refuse an application for open government information on the number of civil servants with disabilities.\textsuperscript{40} As a State Party to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, China has agreed to “take appropriate measures to employ teachers, including teachers with disabilities” and “[p]rohibit discrimination on the basis of disability with regard to all matters concerning all forms of employment.”\textsuperscript{41} Although Guangdong province removed discriminatory provisions against people with disabilities and people living with HIV/AIDS in its physical standards for teachers in May 2013,\textsuperscript{42} according to a 2011 study, at least 19 provinces reportedly maintain discriminatory provisions in physical standards for teachers.\textsuperscript{43} Human Rights Watch pointed out that an amended article in the national draft Regulations for the Education of Persons with Disabilities may allow government departments and schools to “discriminate against individuals on the basis of physical requirements.”\textsuperscript{44}

\textbf{Access to Medical Treatment:} Discrimination in access to medical treatment for people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) continues to be a challenge in China.\textsuperscript{45} In October 2012, a Chinese NGO in Tianjin reported on a local man who had been denied treatment for lung cancer at several hospitals due to his HIV-positive status.\textsuperscript{46} In November 2012, the Ministry of Health (MOH)—reportedly at the behest of Premier Li Keqiang\textsuperscript{47}—issued a directive ordering hospitals to “take steps to guarantee the right to medical treatment” for PLWHA.\textsuperscript{48} Beijing Aizhixing Institute, a public health advocacy organization, however, raised a concern that the MOH directive lacked enforcement provisions, such as punishments for hospitals that refuse treatment to PLWHA.\textsuperscript{49}
THE ENVIRONMENT

Pollution Challenges and Government Disclosure

Despite some progress in protecting the environment, environmental problems remain a major challenge, and in recent years, the associated costs reportedly have increased. During 2012, there were 542 environmental accidents, five of which were serious. News reports emphasized the highly visible “foggy and hazy” skies that affected 20 provinces in early 2013, and which reportedly reached Japan. The pollution events reportedly garnered extraordinary attention from citizens, the media, the government, and deputies at the March meeting of the National People’s Congress, as well as increased forward momentum on some relevant legislation. These were not isolated incidents; outdoor air pollution has been an ongoing challenge, posing serious health risks.

Authorities irregularly disclosed information on pollution problems and their health impacts. Continuing a positive trend, the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) acknowledged that toxic chemicals have caused numerous acute air pollution incidents, posed a danger to numerous drinking water sources, and led to the emergence of “cancer villages,” among other health problems. Groundwater pollution continued to present difficulties, and officials publicly disclosed some groundwater contamination data. Authorities reportedly classified as bad nearly 60 percent of the groundwater tested at monitoring sites in 198 cities during 2012. Soil pollution reportedly is also widespread. It possibly affects as much as one-fifth of China’s arable land based on 2010 data and its possible impact on the food supply has been cause for some concern, but authorities have so far been much less forthcoming with soil contamination data.

The problems created by the migration of polluting industries to China’s western and poorer areas continue, including fast-paced scaling up of mining in Tibet. Migration practices leave behind contaminated sites, as well as create new problems in areas where major pollutant reduction targets may be lower, and environmental protection capacity may lag behind more developed coastal areas. Reportedly, only 2.8 percent of China’s 600,000 villages are included in environmental comprehensive control efforts.

Regulatory Developments and Challenges to Rule of Law and Accountability

CONSTITUTIONAL AND OTHER LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

During the reporting period, top Chinese Communist Party and government leaders highlighted “ecological civilization” (shengtai wenming) (apparently a complex concept that includes ecological and environmental protection, resource conservation, and sustainable development), as being tied to the four basic goals of a “xiaokang” society (an all-around well-off society), and mandated the establishment of “target systems,” “assessment measures,” and “rewards and punishment mechanisms” related to the concept. Economic development, however, remains the “core concern.” At the 18th Party Congress in November 2012, leaders revised the
Chinese Communist Party Constitution to include one new sentence and a new paragraph that urge the promotion of “ecological civilization” within the overall context of “China’s special socialist enterprise.” In addition, former President Hu Jintao and Premier Li Keqiang gave prominence to “ecological civilization” and environmental quality in national speeches.

In June, court and procuratorate authorities issued a joint interpretation clarifying the application of criminal provisions to environmental violations; it outlines specific standards for classifying the severity of the impacts of environmental pollution, which then determines application of the sentencing guidelines in the PRC Criminal Law. Other authorities focused some regulatory measures on issues of concern to Chinese citizens, including air pollution and soil pollution. In December, MEP mandated that 117 cities will be responsible for specified pollutant reduction targets not already listed in the 12th Five-Year Plan, including PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$. These reduction targets will be included in government responsibility assessments. After the winter air pollution events, authorities reportedly restarted stalled efforts to revise the PRC Air Pollution Prevention and Control Law. In June, the State Council reportedly issued ten policies intended to strengthen control over air pollution and in September issued the Atmospheric Pollution Prevention and Control Action Plan. During the reporting period, while authorities were not forthcoming with soil contamination data, legislators appeared to resuscitate efforts to draft a major national soil pollution law by establishing a new drafting group, and the State Council announced designs for a new soil contamination survey and a partial monitoring network, and plans for soil cleanup efforts.

In addition, leaders took regulatory steps to address climate change, some outlined in the “China 2012 Annual Report on Policies and Actions To Address Climate Change” and in the white paper, “China’s Energy Policy 2012.” Shenzhen Special Economic Zone passed local legislation to restrict greenhouse gas emissions, the first location in China to do so. Authorities also began to “research and establish” a national carbon emissions trading scheme and pilot trading markets. China also issued its first greenhouse gas bulletin. In April 2013, China and the United States signed a joint statement on climate change announcing the formation of a Climate Change Working Group, and in June, agreed to work together to reduce hydrofluorocarbons.

Authorities opened the Environmental Protection Law (EPL) draft revision for public comment in September 2012 and collected 11,748 comments. The draft revisions reportedly were widely criticized. Governmental and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) submitted suggestions regarding the draft, some urging for provisions providing for greater transparency and strengthening enforcement of laws and regulations and channels for public participation. One Chinese environmental group commented that a June 2013 draft of the revised EPL contained language in line with the group’s previous suggestions, including ones that related to the pollution permit management system and daily penalties. The group and environmental experts, however, found other areas in need of improvement and suggested placing greater emphasis on
protecting citizens’ environmental rights; modifying the article related to public interest lawsuits to bring it more in line with the Civil Procedure Law; strengthening public participation in environmental impact assessments; and disclosing enterprise pollution monitoring information.

**CHALLENGES TO RULE OF LAW AND ACCOUNTABILITY**

Significant challenges hinder the development of rule of law in the area of environmental protection. Official reports highlighted the number of environmental legal violations investigated and handled during 2012. Government interference, local protectionism, and lax or arbitrary enforcement are problematic. Related and additional challenges include:

- Official evaluation criteria and incentives that overemphasize economic development;
- Inept or unethical behavior, disregard for environmental regulations, and corruption;
- The lack of supervision over governments and individual officials acting above the law;
- Investment in environmental protection is lower as a percent of GDP than some Chinese scientists believe it should be (it hovers around 1.3 to 1.5 percent of GDP) and environmental protection officials lack authority in some cases; and
- Insufficient monitoring as well as environmental penalties that are too light to deter polluting behavior.

**Development of Environmental Public Interest Law Comes to a Standstill**

The PRC Civil Procedure Law issued in August 2012 contained an article permitting public interest suits by “agencies and relevant organizations stipulated by law.” The general legal foundation for these types of cases, however, remains vague, the number of environmental cases remains minimal, and the June 2013 draft of the Environmental Protection Law stipulated that only one government-supported environmental group, the All-China Environmental Federation, will be allowed to bring environmental public interest lawsuits. Other barriers to the development of public interest law persist, including difficulties in obtaining evidence, the costs of pursuing such suits by organizations, and the lack of authority and capacity of the courts that take these cases.

Despite these barriers, during the reporting period, the Chinese media noted key environmental public interest cases. In a first, in late September 2012, the Qingzhen Environmental Tribunal of the People’s Court in Qingzhen city, Guizhou province, heard a case brought by an individual citizen, “supported” by the local procuratorate. A second case involving illegal dumping of chromium sludge in Yunnan province, brought in part by two NGOs not directly affiliated with government agencies, is pending. The parties to this case reached an initial pre-trial agreement in late 2012, but the defendant refused to sign the mediation decision at the last moment. In a third case, officials reportedly pressured lawyers representing an association to withdraw two cross-provin-
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cial cases against a company linked to an aniline chemical spill in Shanxi province; local news called the cases “harmonized.”

Role of Environmental Courts and Unreliable Legal Remedies

China’s specialized environmental courts continue to proliferate—reportedly reaching at least 95 by 2013. These courts appear to be providing different functions from place to place and some of them are not handling many cases. Legal remedies in environmental cases continue to be unreliable as courts remain unwilling to accept some cases. Over 70 percent of grassroots environmental disputes reportedly are handled through mediation, which has an ambiguous legal foundation and which may be forced upon disputants. Sometimes citizens have taken to the streets in an effort to resolve grievances. Pollution and degradation problems reportedly are among the primary triggers of environmental mass incidents, and such incidents increased 30 percent in 2012. Environmental protests continued to be the largest in scale among incidents of unrest, and over 70 percent of the 47 environmental protests tracked by one organization involved clashes with police. In some cases, authorities halted plans for projects after public protests.

Suppression of Environmental Advocates and Protests

Chinese citizens advocated for the improvement of environmental quality, but during the course of protecting their rights or investigating claims of pollution, some people faced detention, harassment from officials, or beatings:

• In December 2012, authorities gave former forestry official and environmentalist Liu Futang a three-year suspended sentence for allegedly engaging in “illegal business activities” linked to his self-publication—with a Hong Kong publication number—of environmental exposés that may have embarrassed local government leaders.
• In January 2013, a journalist was reportedly beaten when he went with staff from the All-China Environmental Federation—a government-funded non-governmental organization (NGO)—to take pictures of pollution linked to a paper company in Hunan province. County leaders investigated the delayed dispatch of police officers and inadequate environmental oversight in the case, and police later detained two suspects in the beating.
• In February, Chen Yuqian, an environmental advocate in Zhejiang province, reported being attacked in his home and beaten by more than 40 unidentified men after he publicly challenged a local environmental official to swim in a polluted local river. Chen had campaigned for years to get officials to address water pollution problems. He blamed officials for the five beatings he has endured over the last 10 years.
• As of late July 2013, farmer and environmentalist Zhang Bing’s case remains in limbo. Zhang claimed pollution killed nearly 2,000 kilos of his fish in 2009, and when he was not compensated, he petitioned higher level authorities and talked to the press. Authorities sentenced Zhang to two years in
prison and three years’ probation on the charge of “extortion” linked to his petitioning activities, but a higher court overturned that sentence twice. The procuratorate in Lujiang county, Anhui province, as of July 2013, had not yet issued an official decision declaring that it was not granting an indictment against Zhang, even though the Lujiang court had issued a decision granting the procuratorate permission to withdraw the suit against Zhang.87

Officials also questioned environmental advocates, took extraordinary measures to prevent anti-pollution and other demonstrations, and censored Internet postings.

- In November 2012, authorities questioned Chen Zuoliang about giving foreign reporters pictures of the protests over construction of a paraxylene (PX) plant in Ningbo city, Zhejiang province, and forced rights defender Wu Bin to return to his home, possibly because he went to Ningbo to investigate the protests.88
- In May, authorities in Chengdu municipality, Sichuan province, reportedly took a variety of measures and amassed a strong police presence to prevent a “walk” to protest against a petrochemical plant in nearby Pengzhou city, although they claimed the police deployment was an exercise to “support earthquake relief.” Officials reportedly restricted the freedom of movement of a number of rights advocates, deleted weibo postings opposing the plant, and also warned a Chengdu blogger to delete a petition voicing opposition to the plant, which she had posted on the public comment page of the U.S. White House Web site.93

During the reporting period, officials in various locations in the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region reportedly suppressed, sometimes using force, protests and appeal efforts by herders who were unhappy about the loss of grasslands, land confiscation, and mine pollution. Authorities reportedly also deleted Internet postings regarding herders’ grievances.95

Environmental Transparency and Public Participation

During the 2013 reporting year, citizens called for greater environmental transparency, and environmental authorities took steps to improve proactive disclosure of information. In March, 23 environmental groups issued a plea for greater transparency regarding pollution sources. The MEP issued an internal rule that environmental protection agencies at all levels post the abridged version of environmental impact assessment (EIA) reports online as of September 1, 2012, and in October, rescinded a 2008 decision to exclude construction project EIA documents from the list of information subject to Open Government Information (OGI) requests. In the same month, MEP issued a circular, which if implemented, could potentially improve proactive disclosure of certain types of EIA documents, “supervisory type” monitoring data, and information about specified types of environmental accidents. The circular, however, has numerous limitations. In steps forward, in 2012, select cities began to make public PM2.5 and air quality data using the revised air quality index and in 2013 officials released
some information from an environmental impact assessment report for a refinery project in Kunming municipality.\textsuperscript{103}

Despite these new rules and some progress, authorities’ proactive disclosure of information remains irregular. According to one report, while there has been “definite” progress in disclosing air quality data, the number of cities that performed poorly outnumbered the cities that performed relatively well.\textsuperscript{104} In January 2013, the State Council outlined plans to “actively push forward with orderly hydropower development,”\textsuperscript{105} including projects on the Nu River.\textsuperscript{106} In relation to the plans, articles highlighted concerns about transparency,\textsuperscript{107} as well as environmental protection,\textsuperscript{108} social impacts, downstream and cross-border impacts,\textsuperscript{109} and seismic risks.\textsuperscript{110}

During the reporting period, instances of environmental news censorship include the following:

- In March, officials in Changzhi city, Shanxi province, waited for five days to report an aniline chemical spill at a fertilizer factory that affected more than one million people downstream.\textsuperscript{111}
- In May, authorities reportedly censored news of anti-pollution protests over construction of a lithium-ion battery plant in Shanghai,\textsuperscript{112} and the “walk” in protest of a petrochemical plant poised to open in Chengdu, Sichuan province.\textsuperscript{113}
- Authorities in Kunming, Yunnan province, allowed a protest of hundreds of people against construction of an oil refinery in May, but they reportedly censored critical comments about the project and told state-owned enterprise employees not to participate or post comments online about the protest.\textsuperscript{114} Kunming officials also blocked access to a related EIA report on the grounds that it involved “secret documents.”\textsuperscript{115}

OPEN GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

Since the passage of the Open Government Information Regulation (OGI) in 2007,\textsuperscript{116} citizens have become more proactive in requesting environmental data, with some success, but barriers to transparency remain. In April 2013, the Ministry of Land and Resources responded to an OGI request regarding groundwater quality by sending 400 pages of data.\textsuperscript{117} In another positive development, a government-funded environmental group won a court case against an environmental protection bureau for not releasing information.\textsuperscript{118} One OGI study found that a greater percentage of environmental authorities responded to information requests than in the previous year; however, the depth of transparency dropped in 35 percent of the locations surveyed.\textsuperscript{119} In some cases, city government officials refused to provide lists of companies that had been punished for polluting behaviors.\textsuperscript{120} Despite public calls by Premier Li Keqiang to proactively disclose environmental pollution information that affects citizens’ interests,\textsuperscript{121} central officials refused to provide information about soil contamination in response to a request, stating that the data was a “state secret,”\textsuperscript{122} which reportedly prompted criticism.\textsuperscript{123}
Central authorities expressed aspirations to expand public participation in decisions about environmental assessments of projects. In fall 2012, central authorities issued guiding opinions or measures stipulating that specified agencies should establish social risk assessment mechanisms during the preparatory phase of domestic large-scale fixed asset investment projects, reportedly at least in part to reduce the number of environmental mass incidents. During the reporting period, MEP announced plans in August 2012 and in January 2013 to clarify processes for public participation and expanding transparency of EIA processes. The 2012–2017 MEP work plan for key projects, however, did not appear to contain concrete mechanisms to achieve these goals, although it included the aims of “mobilizing” and “proactively guiding participation by all people.” Despite authorities’ declarations of support for participation, considerable barriers remain.
III. Development of the Rule of Law

CIVIL SOCIETY

Introduction

Chinese non-governmental organizations (NGOs) number in the millions, and illustrate wide breadth and increasingly complex levels of organization on issue advocacy, social service provision, and shared interests, as well as in business promotion and farming. Government-registered social organizations (shehui zuzhi) make up a subset of Chinese NGOs: Official statistics reported 491,961 registered social organizations in 2012, an increase of approximately 13.3 percent over 2011, that consist of 268,000 social associations (shehui tuanti) such as membership groups and trade associations, 221,000 non-governmental, nonprofit organizations (minban feiqiye danwei) such as community development and social services providers, and 2,961 foundations (jijinhui) such as public and private organizations engaged in charitable and philanthropic work. Many Chinese NGOs are registered as business entities or remain unregistered due to obstacles in registering as social organizations, yet they play an active role in promoting the public interest in environmental protection, protecting the rights of migrant workers, and fighting health-based discrimination, among other advocacy issues. Chinese scholars estimate between 3 to 10 million unregistered NGOs. Nor is civil society activity found only within organizations: During the 2013 reporting year, the Commission observed individuals and informal networks engaging the government on issues of public interest.

Government and Party Control

The Chinese government and Communist Party continue to acknowledge the developing role of social organizations in China, yet an April 2013 Party document leaked in August portrays civil society and public participation as threats to the government and Party for which stricter ideological control is necessary. The senior leadership’s public policy statements during the 2013 reporting year repeat earlier policy guidance in the government and Party’s approach toward control of social organization growth: The government should (1) “lead in the healthy and orderly development of social organizations” and (2) accelerate the “establishment of Party leadership, government responsibility, societal support and public participation.” A Central Party School researcher, however, anticipates a potentially more dynamic relationship between the government and non-governmental organizations based on the 18th Party Congress report’s instruction that the government and Party “accelerate the formation of a system of modern social organizations in which government functions are separated from those of social organizations, rights and responsibilities are clearly delineated, and social organizations exercise autonomy in accordance with the law.”

Chinese scholars and civil society advocates describe a system of “graduated control,” or differentiated treatment by the government, based upon where an organization falls along a spectrum of polit-
ical sensitivity, which can range from “low-level” and “infrequent” monitoring to “ruthlessly crack[ing] down” on operations, activities and individuals. One aspect of this control can be illustrated by efforts to build up the presence of the Communist Party (“Party-building”) to guide and monitor social organizations, and potentially exert influence that might compromise organizations’ decisionmaking and activities. For example, in May 2013, Foshan city, Guangdong province, issued draft regulations on government procurement of services that suggest authorities will give preference in awarding contracts to social organizations which meet Party-building requirements, such as having Party members among the organizations’ full-time staff or establishing an internal Party branch. [See Section III—Institutions of Democratic Governance for further examples.]

Civil society organizations that the government perceives as politically sensitive face government interference under the guise of “stability maintenance,” particularly during anniversaries and large-scale political events. In advance of the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in November 2012 and the annual meetings of the National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference in March 2013, international media reported on heightened surveillance, harassment, and extralegal detention of civil society advocates. Chinese and international human rights organizations have drawn attention to a government crackdown on citizen rights’ advocates beginning in spring 2013. Chinese authorities reportedly have detained or arrested dozens of rights advocates, including Xu Zhiyong, a leading proponent of the New Citizens’ Movement, a loose network of individuals who advocate for legal and political reforms, human rights, and social justice. On July 18, officials from the Beijing municipality Bureau of Civil Affairs (BCA) shut down the Transition Institute, a think tank established in 2007 that researches public interest issues such as the taxation system, industry regulation, public participation, and economic development. The BCA officials reportedly shut down the think tank because it had not registered with the BCA, although the think tank’s founder noted that it was registered as a business entity, similar to many other think tanks in China.

During the 2013 reporting year, several civil society organizations sought legal or administrative redress in response to government harassment. A public interest organization that works on anti-discrimination advocacy won a legal case in March 2013 against a hotel in Suzhou city for breach of contract due to the cancellation of the group’s hotel reservation for a public interest lawyers’ workshop in the spring of 2012. Local police acknowledged that they had demanded the cancellation because of a “stability maintenance” order. In contrast, in December 2012, a court in Shenzhen municipality dismissed a lawsuit brought by a migrant workers’ services organization in Shenzhen that had been forcibly evicted from multiple locations during a crackdown on labor NGOs in 2012. The Beijing Shouwang Church, an unregistered Protestant house church in Beijing municipality, took legal action against the Beijing police in late September 2012 for preventing the congregation’s worship for more than one year, but the Beijing govern-
ment’s legal affairs office reportedly rejected the church’s application for administrative review.32

**Regulatory and Legislative Developments**

The central government’s institutional reform plan (fang’an) issued in March33 has scheduled the release of long-awaited revisions34 to the three key administrative regulations on social organization management35 for the end of 2013.36 An official from the Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) stated in an interview that the revisions will address registration,37 lay out a division of functions between the government (e.g., inter-bureau coordination, policy and guidance, oversight, and legal enforcement) and social organizations (e.g., sector-based codes of conduct), and encourage self-regulation and mutual support.38 MCA officials reportedly are encouraging local governments to formulate implementation policies in advance of the forthcoming revisions.39 In July, the Yunnan provincial government, for example, released drafts of four regulatory documents that include provisions to forbid current government officials to be the “responsible person” (i.e., a person with legal responsibilities) for non-governmental organizations; bar the government from engaging in public fundraising, except in case of natural disaster; and increase the number of representatives from social organizations in Yunnan’s provincial leadership entities, e.g., the Party, the People’s Congress, and the People’s Consultative Congress.40

At the March 2013 session of the National People’s Congress (NPC), Vice Premier Ma Kai announced that direct registration—whereby social organizations would no longer require a government or quasi-governmental sponsor for registration as required under the current regulations (“dual management”)41—will be permitted for business and industry associations, technical and scientific organizations, and rural and urban community development groups under the government’s institutional reform plan.42 The plan, moreover, may allow the registration of more than one social organization per jurisdiction working on a particular industry,43 which is a limitation on registration in the current regulations.44 Yet Ma added that “[p]olitical and legal groups, religious groups, and foreign NGOs with [a] domestic representative office . . . will continue to be required to secure sponsor organizations” for the existing dual management process.45 The exclusion of political and legal groups46 from the new policy appears to contradict comments made in March 2012 by Minister of Civil Affairs Li Liguo on equal treatment for human rights and political groups in the registration and review process.47 The Chinese government’s limitations on NGO registration contravene the right to freedom of association provided in China’s constitution and in Article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which provides that: “No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of [the freedom of association] other than those which are prescribed by law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interest of national security or public safety . . .”48

Local authorities began experiments in direct registration of social organizations in Shenzhen municipality and Guangdong province in 2009, and in 19 provinces49 in 2011,50 though reports sug-
gest that the implementation of direct registration has been uneven. Guangdong reportedly experienced a 15.1 percent increase in the number of social organizations by the end of 2012, but a university survey in 2012 of public interest organizations that were newly registered as non-governmental, nonprofit organizations in Guangdong found that many faced increased taxes, expenses, and administrative work following registration. While some of these post-registration challenges may derive from "growing pains" related to NGO operational capacity, local civil affairs bureaus reportedly face challenges due to insufficient staffing and regulatory guidance on how to process applications for registration. According to NGO advocates, some bureaus are not registering public interest groups and service providers because of a "conservative" approach in authorizing registration. For example, organizations working on rural women’s rights, service provision to persons with developmental disabilities, and outreach to populations at greater risk of HIV/AIDS infection, have reported being unable to directly register as social organizations in Beijing despite Beijing municipality's early participation as a direct registration site.

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICES FROM NGOS

Over the past decade, several Chinese municipalities launched experiments in government procurement of public services (e.g., elder care, community corrections, and poverty alleviation) from social organizations, reflecting the Chinese government's efforts to transfer some government functions to NGOs and develop a "non-state social service sector." Local governments have begun formulating project catalogues and budgets, selection and oversight processes, and standards of transparency and accountability. The piecemeal development of the regulatory framework, however, has negatively affected the implementation and supervision of procurement processes and service delivery, according to some commentators. In a May 2013 speech, Premier Li Keqiang urged officials to "increase efforts to purchase basic public services, and promptly formulate and introduce guiding opinions for the government to purchase services from social organizations." The central government reportedly has allocated about 200 million yuan (US$32.08 million) to procure services and training from NGOs in 2013, approximately the same amount of funding allocated in 2012.

Some civil society advocates have raised concerns that direct registration and the expansion of government procurement of public services from NGOs will not necessarily benefit grassroots (caogen) NGOs. NGOs unable to register as social organizations are ineligible for government contracts, tax-exempt status, and public fundraising, among other possible benefits of formal registration. Some grassroots NGOs in Foshan city, Guangdong province, for example, believe that eligibility requirements for government procurement projects are too difficult to meet, current policy is unclear, and communication channels are lacking. In an analysis of 60 grassroots organizations in 2011 and 2012, scholars from the Chinese University of Hong Kong speculated that grassroots NGOs may be "further marginalized by losing out in the new game of competing for official funding and support."
Chinese legal scholars have identified “conspicuous problems” in the regulatory framework for charities, despite central and local government efforts in 2012 to improve transparency and accountability.67 These problems, such as a lack of a “[legal] definition and identity” for charitable organizations or uniform legal rules in fundraising; haphazard approaches to handling volunteers and their services; a high threshold for charitable organizations’ registration and management; and a tax exemption policy without supporting mechanisms for implementation,68 have hindered the development of the charitable sector.69 Registration for religious organizations, many of which have made charitable contributions to disaster relief and poverty alleviation, remains a “forbidden zone,” according to a scholar from Anhui province.70 A national charity law has been on the State Council and National People’s Congress legislative agenda for several years71 and China’s state-run media agency Xinhua reported in December 2012 that a draft is under way.72 The Commission has not observed official announcements on a timeframe for the Charity Law’s completion. Wang Zhenyao, director of the Philanthropy Research Institute at Beijing Normal University, has recommended that the draft be made public in order to benefit from public opinion.73

Reports of financial mismanagement at the Red Cross of China74 and other state-run foundations75 since the 2008 earthquake in Sichuan province have diminished the credibility of China’s government-run charitable organizations,76 and prompted calls for stronger regulation of the charitable sector.77 Official statistics from the Ministry of Civil Affairs China Charity Donation Information Center showed an almost 20 percent overall reduction in charitable donations in 2012 from 2011.78 Despite information disclosure regulations, 60 percent of China’s foundations reportedly “failed to make public their annual financial report, although they are legally obliged to do so.”79 In the wake of the April 2013 earthquake in Ya’an city, Sichuan province, public debates on the lack of transparency and accountability in state-run charities reportedly led to the Hong Kong Legislative Council’s initial refusal to donate HKD100 million (US$12,887,300)80 to relief efforts and to Hong Kongers’ launch of a “Not One Cent” campaign.81 “Non-governmental” charitable organizations have benefited from government-run charities’ credibility crisis;82 the Global Times, an English-language arm of China’s state-run media agency Xinhua, reported that in the days after the Ya’an earthquake, donations to a private foundation were more than 10 million yuan (US$1,592,230) compared to 30,000 yuan (US$4,783) donated to the Red Cross of China.83
China’s grassroots (caogen) organizations working on HIV/AIDS issues are of particular relevance during the 2013 reporting year in light of the cessation of major international funding from The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (The Global Fund) at the close of 2013.84 Grassroots NGOs have played a significant role in China in HIV/AIDS health prevention and control, and the protection of the legal rights of people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA), yet UNAIDS reported in 2012 that “to date, only a small fraction of HIV [NGOs] have legal status.”85 Although The Global Fund spurred the Chinese government to engage more deeply with domestic civil society organizations over the past decade,86 resulting in some successful cooperation between the government and grassroots organizations,87 grassroots HIV/AIDS NGOs reportedly are “heavily dependent” on funding from international organizations.88 The government gradually has acknowledged the importance of HIV/AIDS non-governmental organizations,89 notably on November 26, 2012, when then-Vice Premier Li Keqiang met with HIV/AIDS NGO representatives90 and reportedly stated “non-governmental organizations, ‘grassroots organizations,’ best understand the conditions and needs of PLWHA” and play an “indispensable” role in the fight against HIV/AIDS.91 An October 2012 report from The Global Fund, however, raised concerns that “there is still no strong and sustainable national funding mechanism or technical support for ensuring service quality is in place to support CBOs [community-based organizations].”92
During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, a major political power succession took place within the Chinese Communist Party, which happens at 10-year intervals.1 This top leadership transition, timed with the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in November 2012, involved the extensive turnover of power to a slightly younger cohort2 of political leaders in a non-transparent process.3 Propaganda officials dictated how news outlets were to cover the 18th Party Congress and the transfer of power.4 Some international scholars called the transition peaceful and orderly, and a “step forward in the institutionalization of Chinese leadership politics.”5 The transition took place amid factional struggles and a scandal resulting in the downfall of Bo Xilai, a high-ranking official many believed was in contention for a top leadership position, and his wife Gu Kailai.6 [See Corruption and Anticorruption Measures in this section.] One international scholar believes the transition denoted an advance in the “institutionalization of leadership politics,” and reinforced collective leadership at the top of the Party, meaning Xi Jinping—Party General Secretary, President, and Chairman of the Military Commission—is the “first among equals.”7 The former Prime Minister of Australia believed that Xi would be a strong leader and a key political player.8 Xi appeared to act quickly in the first few months to move forward with his agenda and leadership style,9 although some sources point out that retired Chinese leaders still may play a role in political affairs.10

At the 18th Party Congress, Party leaders also passed a resolution11 to amend the Party constitution to include the following revisions, among others:12

- To uphold “scientific development” (former Party General Secretary Hu Jintao’s socio-economic theory that “puts people first and calls for comprehensive, balanced and sustainable development”13) as a guiding ideology;
- To adhere to the idea that “the fundamental reason behind all of China’s achievements and progress since the reform and opening up policy was introduced is, in the final analysis, that the Party has blazed a path of socialism with Chinese characteristics . . . .”

Some international and Chinese scholars, journalists, and commentators believe that under the new echelon of top leaders, the prospects for political reform in China appear dim, although there is some variance of opinion,14 and some note that it is too early to tell.15 In speeches, leaders have defended the Party’s hold on power,16 promised to combat corruption,17 pledged to make the government more efficient,18 and vowed to promote the “China dream,” which includes “national rejuvenation” and a more pronounced role for China in the international arena.19 While early in 2013, Xi Jinping reportedly emphasized that “no organization or individual should be put above the constitution and the law,”20 he also “demanded a return to traditional Leninist discipline” in a talk
in a private setting. Xi said the Party should be able “to put up with” criticism and correct mistakes, but he also urged officials not to “allow any subversive errors when it comes to the fundamental issues.” An international scholar pointed out that authorities appear not to have abandoned the Party’s fundamental Maoist approach to divide people into the vague and undefined categories of friend or foe and to deal with perceived enemies harshly, which may lead to the abuse of authority.

New Government Leadership and Government Structural Reform

After the fall 2012 political power transition within the Party, the new cohort of top Party leaders assumed the most senior posts in the government in March 2013 during the National People’s Congress (NPC) and the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) meetings (Two Sessions). During the Two Sessions, Chinese leaders also passed a plan for a major reshuffling of State Council institutions and a “transformation of government functions,” after the plan had been approved by the Party Central Committee in November 2012. Authorities provided numerous reasons for the restructuring, including:

- Improving government efficiency;
- Reducing special transfer payments and fee collections;
- Eliminating overlapping government responsibilities;
- Pushing forward reform toward “super ministries”; and
- Reducing micro-management.

At the heart of the reforms are plans to complete 72 changes to government functions and other tasks, which are assigned to specific government organizations for completion over the next three to five years. As part of the plan, authorities made the following major changes:

- Reduced by 2 the number of ministries and commissions that make up the State Council, bringing the total to 25, and reduced by 2 the number of other ministerial-level organs;
- Separated the commercial and non-commercial aspects of managing China’s railways;
- Merged the National Population and Family Planning Commission and the Ministry of Health into a new National Health and Family Planning Commission;
- Established the State Food and Drug Supervision and Management Administration;
- Reorganized the National Oceanic Administration and the National Energy Administration.

Reach of the State Under One-Party Rule

China’s political institutions continue to be out of compliance with the standards defined in Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which China has signed and declared an intention to ratify, nor have Chinese officials complied with the standards outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The Communist Party continues to dominate political affairs, allows only limited independent political participation, and exerts control over the courts, the NPC, the media, and state leader-
ship appointments. For example, this can be seen at the NPC meeting this year where nearly 35 percent of the delegates concurrently held positions as leading officials in the Party and government. In another example, in September 2012, central Party leaders issued an opinion that may further strengthen the Party’s control over human resources affairs. Party-building and Party-loyalty efforts focused on accounting firms, the People’s Armed Police, and Internet companies, such as the Sina Corporation.

The Party also exerts influence over non-governmental and quasi-governmental organizations, including university student groups, in part through its Party-building efforts within these organizations, as well as by establishing its own Party-organized social media. For example, various Party organizations over the last few years have established, are running, or are supporting “social affairs (or work) committees” and Party-sponsored community service and nonprofit organizations, among others. Through these organizations, the Party may engage in the monitoring of groups and activities.

In addition, developments suggest the Party is exerting more effort to control the ideological realm. In April, the Office of the Party Central Committee reportedly issued a circular to select Party officials around China, titled Document No. 9, which discusses seven ideological threats to the Party’s grip on power that “require attention.” These threats are preaching about Western constitutional democracy, universal values, civil society, neo-liberalism, journalistic freedom, historical nihilism—negating the history of the Party, and questioning socialism with Chinese characteristics. One account of the circular said officials need to “cut off at the source channels for disseminating erroneous currents of thought.” In addition, state media suggests that the Party believes China is in a “struggle in the ideological sphere” and the Party has initiated an ideological “rectification campaign.” For example, in May and August 2013, a wave of articles, which one report considered to have some powerful political backing, appeared on the Internet attacking constitutionalism, after other articles were posted that had more positive views of constitutionalism. Also in May, Party and education leaders jointly issued an additional opinion with 16 requirements to “strengthen the ranks of young university teachers and improve (their) ideological and political qualities . . . .”

“Social Stability” and “Social Risk Assessments”

In August 2012, to prevent and resolve “social contradictions” and apparently to “maintain social stability,” the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) issued a provisional measure that stipulates central and provincial authorities should establish and utilize “social stability risk assessment” mechanisms to investigate and analyze the “social stability” risks associated with large-scale fixed asset investment projects that affect the interests of citizens. If implemented, the NDRC will not examine and approve projects assessed to be of medium or high social risk. In Nanjing municipality, enterprises reportedly do their own assessment reports for their own projects and send them to the government for examination and approval. Nanjing officials reportedly
conduct these assessments for 700 to 900 “incidents” or projects annually.58

Official Actions Against Democracy Advocates

During the reporting period, authorities detained or arrested more than 60 citizens exercising their right to freedom of speech, association, and assembly, some of whom reportedly associated themselves with the New Citizens’ Movement. The New Citizens’ Movement is a loose network of individuals promoting a broad range of ideas including legal and political reforms, human rights, and social justice.60 Some people who associated themselves with the Movement assembled in groups for meals and engaged in advocacy or peaceful demonstration activities.61 One international non-governmental organization linked these detentions and arrests with a notice issued by the Supreme People’s Procuratorate calling on prosecutors to combat activities construed as “unlawful assembly and gathering a crowd to disrupt social order,” which are associated with the “goal of subverting state power.”62 Another news article linked these detentions to the central Party Document No. 9 issued in April, which reportedly says activists “have stirred up trouble about disclosing officials’ assets, using the Internet to fight corruption, media controls and other sensitive topics, to provoke discontent with the party and government.”63 [See Official Corruption and Anticorruption Measures in this section.] Authorities also continued to harass, detain, and impose prison sentences on democracy advocates and their families who exercised their rights to freedoms of speech, assembly, association, and demonstration. A list of representative cases follows:

• Democracy advocate Zhu Yufu, jailed in February 2012 for “inciting subversion of state power,” reportedly is seriously ill, but authorities have denied him access to medicine and turned down repeated requests for medical parole.64 Reports also suggest Zhu may be being abused in prison.65 Officials reportedly have kept some members of Zhu’s family under surveillance, and harassed and warned them to keep quiet about Zhu’s case.66
• In December 2012, villagers Song Jianzhong, Luo Yonghong, Ma Zhizheng, Hao Sen, Zhao Daqing, Zhao Zhenhai, and Ma Huimei lost their court case contesting their sentences imposed in relation to 2010 protests against alleged voting irregularities in a village committee election in Raolefu, a village in suburban Beijing. On appeal, however, the court reduced their prison terms.67 Authorities also changed the charges against them from “gathering to assault state organs” to the lesser crime of “gathering to disturb social order.”68
• In October 2012, court officials sentenced Cao Haibo, an Internet cafe owner in Kunming municipality, Yunnan province, who founded an online discussion group that discussed democracy and constitutionalism, to eight years in prison on the charge of “subversion of state power.”69 The case involved questionable legal procedures and officials warned Cao’s wife not to talk about her husband’s situation.70
• Authorities indicted democracy advocate Liu Benqi in March 2013 on the charge of “inciting subversion of state power.” Reports asserted he had been tortured and abused while in detention. In addition, authorities ordered Liu Benqi’s ex-wife, Liu Ying, to serve one year of reeducation through labor, possibly in connection to her conversations with international media about her ex-husband’s case.

In addition, officials restricted the movements of, harassed, or beat up several other democracy and human rights advocates, including Guizhou province resident Liao Shuangyuan. Yao Lifa, an independent elections advocate, went missing on March 4 for more than 13 days and authorities reportedly have restricted his movements since February 2013. Officials also intimidated or detained family members of other advocates, including Zhang Anni, the daughter of democracy activist Zhang Lin. In July, authorities criminally detained Zhang Lin on charges of “gathering a crowd to disrupt social order” and questioned him about who was organizing and funding rights defender activities on behalf of his daughter. In August, authorities formally arrested Zhang on the same charge.

Party and Government Accountability and Transparency

LIMITS OF TRANSPARENCY AND OPEN GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

While top Chinese leaders have voiced support for greater transparency, citizens continue to face challenges in accessing government information. In a speech in March 2013, Premier Li Keqiang reportedly raised six demands for anticorruption and clean government work for 2013, including open government affairs and making the exercise of authority transparent. Some ministries and local governments reportedly improved communications with the public, but according to one Chinese research institute’s report, several problems persist, including officials who do not proactively offer information, do not provide information when rules say they should, or do not provide full information. In October 2012, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) denied a request under the Open Government Information (OGI) regulation regarding China’s report for its UN Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in October 2013, saying some of the information was “secret” and not “suited” to be released. Beijing resident Shi Hongping tried to sue the MFA, but the Beijing Municipal No. 2 Intermediate People’s Court refused to accept the case on the grounds that submitting a report for the UPR is a diplomatic action involving foreign affairs and legislation dictates that courts “cannot accept litigation brought by citizens against state actors [in areas] such as national defense and foreign affairs.” Authorities also reportedly harassed, prevented from leaving their homes, or detained individuals seeking information about the formulation of China’s second National Human Rights Action Plan (2012–2015) (HRAP). Authorities eventually lifted the restrictions on all of these individuals except for Peng Lanlan, whom they formally arrested on charges of “obstructing official business” and held in detention for a year before releasing her. Peng surveyed petitioners for their opinions about
human rights conditions in China and collected signatures as part of the OGI application for information about the HRAP.86

PEOPLE’S CONGRESSES

Towards the end of 2012, China completed the most recent cycle of direct elections for local people’s congress delegates. During the election cycle the Internet provided a new platform for “independent candidates,” but authorities took a variety of steps to suppress their election efforts. At the lowest administrative levels, including the county and township levels, citizens, in theory, directly vote for people’s congress delegates.87 Above this level, people’s congresses elect delegates for congresses at the next highest level.88

Ten or more citizens may nominate “independent candidates,” otherwise known as “voter-nominated” candidates.89 One source reported that during the 2011–2012 election cycle there were thousands of independent candidates, known partially because of their presence on the Internet.90 Reports surfaced, however, noting that authorities in some locations did not accept the nomination of some of these “voter-nominated” candidates.91 In this election cycle, as in previous cycles, large numbers of “independent candidates” were winnowed out, leaving few to compete in elections.92 One source considers this cycle of elections the darkest (for independent candidates) in the last 30 years.93

In 2012, Chinese authorities issued a draft decision with numerical requirements related to characteristics of delegates to be chosen for the 12th National People’s Congress in March 2013. Four main goals reportedly guided the numerical requirements for the composition of the Congresses’ delegates: equity among rural and urban areas, equity among regions, equity among nationalities, and that they “should be broadly representative” and “include an appropriate number of grassroots, worker, farmer, and intellectual delegates.”94 The resulting composition of the Congress’s delegates roughly mirror the requirements.95 For example, the numerical requirement for delegates from minority populations was “around 12 percent” with at least one delegate from each of China’s official minority groups.96 After selection processes were completed, nearly 13.7 percent of the delegates were from minority populations and all 55 of the minority groups were represented.97 The percentages of “front line workers and farmers, and professional and technical delegates” were slated to increase, which they did by over 5 and 1.2 percent respectively.98

This year at the meetings of the National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (Two Sessions), delegates voted on six work reports and overall, there were 30 percent more negative votes for all of the reports combined than there were last year.99 In one example, out of 2,948 delegates, 120 delegates abstained from voting on the work report of the Supreme People’s Court and 605 delegates voted to oppose the report, which received the highest number of negative votes during the Two Sessions.100

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Authorities are drafting or have passed national laws that regulate when and how citizens may hold authorities accountable. Work
to discuss and revise the PRC Administrative Litigation Law is ongoing and the State Council work plan for the upcoming year reportedly includes the task of reviewing the PRC Administrative Reconsideration Law.

During the reporting period, the State Council issued plans to improve top-down accountability systems and strengthen administrative enforcement of laws and regulations. In April, the State Council issued an opinion that included the goal of “improving a system to constrain and supervise the operation of authority.”

The State Council also reported that it took steps to strengthen evaluations of local governments and officials, incorporated administrative work into the comprehensive government work assessments, and “guided” local governments and ministries to introduce administrative “enforcement responsibility systems.”

In line with these goals, central authorities continued to take steps to promote the use of only legal and standardized “red letter documents” ("Hongtou wenjian")—rules issued by local governments. During 2012, the State Council reportedly registered 1,393 regulations and rules of local congresses, governments, and departments, and took steps to resolve conflicts between the local rules and major laws. One international academic report noted that citizens have the right to request a review of legislative conflicts, but relevant agencies have not formally responded to such requests. In some cases, however, central authorities reportedly have reacted by amending the regulations in question, by making statements in the media about the requests, or by inviting the citizens who made the request to participate in consultations.

OFFICIAL CORRUPTION AND ANTICORRUPTION MEASURES

Chinese leaders and citizens continued to express concern about official corruption, and some foreign and local business people reportedly believe China’s legal environment has deteriorated. Top leaders link the Party’s legitimacy to its ability to manage corruption. In a speech to the Central Committee on November 19, 2012, President Xi Jinping said, “facts have shown that if corruption becomes increasingly severe, it will ultimately lead to the ruin of the Party and the country!” and “[c]orruption was among the most important of the reasons” for “social contradictions” leading to social unrest and the collapse of political power in some countries. The corruption case against Bo Xilai, former Party Central Political Bureau member and Chongqing Party Secretary, who was charged with bribery, embezzlement, and abuse of power, opened for trial on August 22, 2013. On September 22, 2013, the Jinan Municipal People’s Intermediate Court, Shandong province, sentenced Bo to life imprisonment, deprivation of political rights for life, mandatory return of specified stolen monies, and confiscation of all personal assets. Authorities reportedly denied Bo his choice of a lawyer and he was held by Party disciplinary officials for months under shuanggui, a form of arbitrary detention utilized by the Party to investigate officials.

Authorities continued to highlight anticorruption efforts and to issue regulatory measures to curb corruption. Premier Li Keqiang reportedly indicated that anticorruption work would be included in local government, administrative departments, and leading cadre
performance evaluations. In addition, in November 2012, procuratorate provisions included a new standard for the crime of "especially serious bribery," and stipulated heavier sentences for this crime. In January 2013, two judicial interpretations issued jointly by the Supreme People's Court and the Supreme People's Procuratorate came into force; one regarding the application of the law in handling criminal bribery cases, and the other an interpretation on the handling of dereliction of duty criminal cases, which reportedly clarified the standards for categorizing specific crimes.

SUPPRESSION OF WHISTLEBLOWERS & DEMANDS FOR DISCLOSURE OF OFFICIALS' ASSETS

During the reporting period, officials have detained a number of online corruption whistleblowers and have had little tolerance for citizens and non-governmental organizations in various locations that have expressed demands for disclosure of officials' assets. As of mid-September 2013, officials in various locations reportedly had detained nearly 60 people who participated in petition drives or demonstrations calling for more transparency of government officials' finances, who called for the release of detained advocates, or who engaged in other related political advocacy efforts, and authorities formally arrested 29 of those people. Information on some of those cases follows:

- In November 2012, a group of petitioners sent a letter to former Premier Wen Jiabao asking him to disclose his financial assets. At least one of the petitioners reported being locked in a detention center in Beijing municipality for 40 days for signing the letter.
- In December 2012, more than 2,000 people took to the streets of Shanghai municipality calling on officials to disclose their personal assets, income, and investments, as well as those of their spouses and children.
- Officials detained anticorruption advocates Sun Hanhui and Ding Jiaxi, who reportedly were involved in collecting thousands of signatures for an open letter to the National People's Congress, urging members of the Party Central Committee to disclose to the public their family assets to reassure citizens that they are not corrupt. Authorities reportedly censored the letter and deleted blog postings by the organizers.
- In late March, Beijing officials criminally detained anticorruption advocates Hou Xin, Yuan Dong, Zhang Baohong, and Ma Xinli on suspicion of "unlawful assembly" for unfurling a banner with anticorruption slogans in a busy shopping area along with a number of other people. Authorities later released Hou Xin on bail pending investigation.
- In April, officials detained other anticorruption advocates, including Zhao Changqing and Wang Yonghong, on suspicion of "unlawful assembly." In response, individuals and a group issued open letters demanding that authorities release the anticorruption advocates. In addition, public security personnel detained former independent people's congress candidate Liu Ping and in July indicted Liu on charges of "unlawful assembly, "gath-
ering a crowd to disrupt public order,” and “using a cult to damage enforcement of the law.”  

Despite strong public demand for disclosure of officials’ finances, some of China’s elite appear to be resistant to moving forward with requirements for top officials to disclose their assets. One member of the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection reportedly pointed to the extensive wealth of officials and noted that “to publicize any of them would lead to public anger.” A limited number of locations have initiated pilot projects wherein officials disclose their assets within the Party or to their own organizations, but rarely to the public at large. Many local governments and administrative institutions also have not disclosed information on expenditures for overseas trips, official receptions and entertainment, and vehicles, otherwise known as the “three publics,” despite requirements to do so.
COMMERCIAL RULE OF LAW

During the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, the Chinese government and Communist Party continued to promote and develop a state-led growth model, 12 years after China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and 5 years after the onset of the global financial crisis. Authorities encouraged national coordination of overseas investment activity, including targeted investment in industries they deemed strategic, and China’s state-owned enterprises continued to play a leading role in that investment activity. Authorities implemented banking reforms, although state-owned enterprises maintained preferential access to loans. China’s currency—the yuan—appreciated during the past year, but it remained undervalued, and the Chinese government continued to interfere with the exchange rate. The United States and other countries continued to pursue action against China through WTO mechanisms, and China faced allegations of trade violations, including antidumping and countervailing duties and subsidies inconsistent with its WTO obligations. Intellectual property rights violations, including state-authorized theft of trade secrets, remained a significant issue of concern this past year, and problems with the rule of law contributed to ongoing food and product safety problems, including the cross-border movement of hazardous and illegal products.

Outbound Investment

China’s outbound investment continued to grow during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, setting new records. Based on data provided by the Heritage Foundation, China’s outbound investment grew by an average of 39.59 percent per year from 2005 to 2012, reaching a record annual high of US$79.7 billion in 2012. Some sources reportedly estimated different outbound investment figures for 2012; for example, the Economist Intelligence Unit estimated a figure of US$115 billion in 2012. According to the same Economist Intelligence Unit report, from 2011 to 2012, China’s outbound investment (excluding tax havens) jumped from 16th place to 3rd place worldwide, behind the United States and Japan.

The Chinese government and Communist Party continued to encourage state-led coordination of overseas investment activity as part of a policy authorities commonly referred to as the “go out” strategy (zou chu qu zhanlue). As GDP growth in China has largely slowed since 2007, authorities have encouraged Chinese businesses to invest abroad in part as a way to increase opportunities for Chinese enterprises to move up the value chain. In a January 2013 Caixin article, Yi Gang—Deputy Governor of the People’s Bank of China and Administrator of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange—said that the “go out” strategy “was elevated to the level of national strategy” between 2000 and 2008, and that, beginning in 2008, the “go out” strategy became a way to guard against the vulnerability of China’s export-led growth model and take advantage of cheaper, post-financial crisis assets in developed countries. Yi added that Chinese enterprises should “be low profile . . . and minimize the appearance of government involvement to avoid policy resistance and barriers to approval.”
The 12th Five-Year Plan on National Economic and Social Development ("12th Five-Year Plan")—a Party-initiated plan that outlines broadly, inter alia, strategies for economic growth for the period from 2011 to 2015—outlined the "go out" strategy at the national level. State-owned enterprises continued to account for the majority of China's overseas investment, although the role of private enterprises reportedly increased last year.

The government and Party also continued to emphasize the importance of investment abroad in certain "strategic" industries this past year. The 12th Five-Year Plan noted the importance of "fostering the development of strategic emerging industries," such as new information technology and new energy, as well as the importance of overseas investment generally in energy resources, technology, and "famous brands." According to state-run broadcaster China Central Television, Chen Yuan, Vice Chairman of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, Chairman and Party Secretary of the China Development Bank, and head of the China Enterprises Investment Association (CEIA)—an organization that operates under the "guidance and supervision" of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the Ministry of Civil Affairs—emphasized at a December 2012 CEIA meeting that sectors such as energy, mining, electricity, telecommunications, petrochemicals, and machinery manufacturing were important. Chinese enterprises reportedly continued to seek investment opportunities abroad in at least some of the above sectors this past year.

In 2012, China invested more money overseas in the energy sector than in any other sector, followed by the metals sector. In April 2013, China signed a free-trade agreement with Iceland, a development that some sources described as an attempt to gain access to energy reserves, rare earths and other minerals, and strategic shipping lanes.

State-controlled organizations continued to offer preferential terms for investment and export project financing in locations around the world this past year. In July 2012 testimony before the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Fred Hochberg, Chairman and President of the Export-Import Bank of the United States, argued that the state-owned Export-Import Bank of China ("China Exim Bank") was able to create an uneven "playing field" in Africa in part by offering financing on "terms and conditions better than commercial banks" and by requiring "preferential access to natural resources" in the host country in return for financing. This past year, construction continued on a reported US$5 billion project to build a city near Minsk, the capital of Belarus, for which Chinese authorities agreed to provide low-interest financing. Both China Exim Bank and the China Development Bank—which operates under the State Council—reportedly agreed to provide financing for the project. One former Belarusian official reportedly said that Chinese authorities agreed to provide low-interest financing on the condition that half the value of that financing was spent on Chinese materials, technology, or labor. The same former official said, "The loan conditions are highly advantageous . . . . It doesn't make sense for us to even consider financing from other banks."
Financial Reforms

This past year, authorities took measures to reform China’s banking system, which continued to give state-owned enterprises (SOEs) preferential access to loans. For example, in late July 2013, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) removed a lower limit on loan interest rates, but it maintained an upper limit on interest rates payable to depositors. Chinese and non-Chinese media noted that this combination of policies could allow SOEs—who reportedly already enjoy preferential access to loans compared to smaller borrowers—to secure cheaper loans, as well as reduce the profits of smaller banks and constrain the ability of households to accumulate savings. Faced with difficulties securing financing, some smaller businesses in recent years reportedly have relied on lending outside the regulated banking system, some forms of which are referred to as “shadow banking.” A May 2013 report by JPMorgan Chase Bank, Hong Kong, estimated “shadow banking” in China at 69 percent of GDP and 27 percent of bank assets at the end of 2012. In some cases, small businesses that turned to loans outside the regulated banking system paid significantly higher rates than those with access to formal bank loans. For example, one financial analyst estimated that small businesses pay a premium of 20 to 30 percent over a base lending rate, while state-owned borrowers typically borrow at a discount from the base rate.

In a July 28, 2013, announcement, the National Audit Office said that it would “organize auditing offices nationwide to conduct auditing of government debt.” The announcement did not elaborate further, but according to international media sources, the audit may reflect official concerns over debt held by SOEs and local governments, which some sources estimated at US$2 trillion to US$3 trillion. From late 2008 to August 2013, authorities reportedly made “[US$6.2] trillion of bank loans available to state-owned companies and local governments.” In one case, in early August 2013, the state-owned Agricultural Bank of China reportedly agreed to lend 250 billion yuan (US$40.8 billion) to Shanghai municipality. According to unidentified sources reportedly within the Shanghai city government, the loan was part of an “unofficial economic stimulus” that would support projects including the establishment of a Disneyland theme park and a “free-trade zone” in Shanghai. Many local governments, which retain 25 percent of value-added tax revenue—75 percent goes to the central government—and whose officials depend on economic growth for political success, reportedly continued to borrow heavily to finance local development projects without devising plans to avoid default.

Foreign Exchange Control

The yuan remained undervalued this past year, despite an increase in its value and calls by Chinese authorities to liberalize exchange rate controls. In an April 2013 report, the U.S. Treasury Department said that the yuan “remains significantly undervalued” and that the “process of exchange rate adjustment remains incomplete,” although the yuan reportedly appreciated against the U.S. dollar this past year. The Wall Street Journal
reported that the yuan appreciated 1 percent against the U.S. dollar in 2012 and 1.6 percent from January to May 2013. In a report to the National People’s Congress in March 2013, then-Premier Wen Jiabao said that the government “should steadily carry out reforms to make interest rates and the RMB exchange rate more market-based,” but exchange rate policy this past year did not necessarily reflect a more market-based approach. For example, the U.S. Treasury Department cited accumulations of foreign exchange reserves—reportedly US$34.7 billion in the fourth quarter of 2012 and US$128 billion in the first quarter of 2013—as signs of increasing Chinese government intervention in the exchange rate. In March 2013, Xia Bin, then-adviser to the People’s Bank of China (PBOC), the central bank of China, which operates under the State Council—reportedly called for “more power [for the PBOC] in the areas of some short-term and specific monetary policy adjustment and operations,” although he did not call for a more market-based approach in these areas.

This past year, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) issued the Circular Regarding Improving and Adjusting Policies on the Management of Direct Investment and Foreign Exchange, which loosened several aspects of foreign exchange control in an attempt to facilitate trade and overseas investment. For example, the circular removed the requirement that SAFE approve the establishment of several kinds of foreign exchange accounts, as well as the requirement that SAFE approve the reinvestment of yuan revenues by foreign investors. The circular also allowed foreign-invested enterprises to make loans to their foreign parent companies under certain conditions.

China in the World Trade Organization

During this reporting year—more than a decade after China’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO)—China continued to face allegations from multiple countries of violations of its WTO obligations. Since its accession to the WTO, China has been a respondent in 31 WTO Dispute Settlement cases; this past year, the WTO found in favor of U.S. claims in three cases that the United States brought against China, as well European Union claims in one case that the European Union brought against China. WTO panels found that the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) had imposed antidumping and countervailing duties on U.S. grain-oriented electrical steel, U.S. chicken products, and European x-ray inspection equipment in ways that were inconsistent with China’s WTO obligations. China did not appeal the findings in the chicken case or x-ray case this past year; in the steel case, the WTO’s Appellate Body upheld the panel report’s findings in October 2012. A July 2013 MOFCOM statement announced MOFCOM had “re-examined some procedures and physical issues, on which the original antidumping measures and the original countervailing measures were based.” The statement announced a revised set of antidumping and countervailing duties on U.S. grain-oriented electrical steel, but it did not identify or discuss the “issues” in the original examination. In July 2012, the United States requested consultations with China regarding antidumping and countervailing duties affecting U.S. automobiles, while a case
involving alleged subsidies to Chinese manufacturers of automobiles and automobile parts remained in consultations. In February 2013, the WTO Secretary General composed a panel to consider the claims of the United States. In another case, a WTO panel found that China acted inconsistently with its WTO obligations by maintaining China UnionPay—a Chinese company—as a monopoly supplier for yuan-denominated transactions with bank cards issued in China and used in Hong Kong and Macau. According to the WTO, China reported in July 2013 that it had “fully implemented” the findings in this case, but the United States “did not agree” and “would monitor and review China’s actions.”

China did not fulfill its notification obligations under the WTO’s Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM Agreement) this past year. The SCM Agreement requires WTO members to submit notifications of their subsidies by June 30 of each year, but a February 2013 joint report by the Office of the United States Trade Representative and the U.S. Department of Commerce found that China’s most recent notification was in 2011, covering the period 2005 to 2008, and was incomplete. On September 17, 2012, the United States requested consultations with China regarding alleged subsidies in the automobile and auto parts industries, including “grants, reduced corporate income tax rates and low-cost lending from state-owned banks.”

Non-Chinese companies continued to report an unequal business environment in China when competing against Chinese companies. For example, according to a US-China Business Council (USCBC) report from 2012, some U.S. companies surveyed by the USCBC reported their Chinese competitors “may have preferential access from licensing approvals to government contracts to financing and other areas, giving them a competitive edge.” According to the USCBC, “nearly half” of U.S. companies surveyed reported that they “see protectionism in the way the administrative licensing process is managed.” Some reported that they experienced unequal enforcement of laws when compared to Chinese companies, and some reported they continued to face market access barriers in the investment and service sectors. Such practices appear to violate the core WTO principle of national treatment. [See Antitrust Developments below for discussion of possible unequal treatment in pricing and bribery investigations.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fifth U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese officials reportedly announced plans to undertake several new commercial reforms during the fifth U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue (“the Dialogue”), held in July 2013. For example, Chinese officials pledged to negotiate a bilateral investment treaty (BIT) with the United States and address market access issues in the negotiations. Chinese officials reportedly committed to negotiate using a “negative list” approach, through which China would begin with a “presumption of openness” and then create exceptions to open market access on a case-by-case basis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fifth U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue—Continued

In addition, Chinese officials reportedly pledged to include “substantial improvements” in their next offer to join the Government Procurement Agreement (GPA), which they said they planned to submit later in 2013.93 The GPA is a WTO agreement designed to increase transparency in government procurement, prevent protection of domestic products or suppliers, and prevent discrimination against foreign products or suppliers.94 The United States, the European Union, and other parties to the GPA previously called for several improvements to China’s proposal to join the GPA, including coverage for state-owned enterprises, expanded coverage for businesses below the central-government level, and lower thresholds for the application of non-discrimination provisions.95 During the Dialogue, Chinese officials reportedly said “they would be responsive to U.S. requests [. . .] to increase the coverage of sub-central entities in [the] new offer, and [. . .] might lower the thresholds above which the GPA’s non-discrimination disciplines apply.”96 According to a May 2013 Global Times article, the total government procurement market in China was an estimated US$1 trillion, growing at over 20 percent per year.97

Intellectual Property Rights

The Chinese government continued to take steps to improve intellectual property rights (IPR) protections this past year, but weak protection and enforcement of IPR continued to contribute to IPR violations. This past year, the State Intellectual Property Office outlined broad guidelines for protecting intellectual property (IP) as part of its 2013 National Intellectual Property Strategy,98 and the number of civil and criminal IPR cases, as well as county-level courts that can hear IPR cases, reportedly increased this past year.99 IPR violations remained widespread, however. In a May 2013 report, the Commission on the Theft of American Intellectual Property noted that efforts to improve IPR protections were too slow to prevent increasing theft100 and that Chinese policies encouraging the acquisition of technology created incentives for IPR violations.101 According to the same report, China accounted for an estimated 50 to 80 percent of international IP theft.102 This year, China remained on the Priority Watch List of the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR),103 where it has been every year since 2006.104 Countries on the Priority Watch List are the “focus of increased bilateral attention” regarding problems with “IPR protection, enforcement, or market access for persons relying on intellectual property.”105 USTR noted this past year that “sales of IPR-intensive goods and services in China remain disproportionately low when compared to sales in similar markets that provide a stronger environment for IPR protection and market access.”106

Theft of trade secrets, in some cases reportedly authorized by the Chinese government, continued this past year. USTR noted in its 2013 Special 301 Report that the theft of trade secrets is a growing area of concern107 and that such theft continued to occur in China through circumstances involving “departing employees, failed joint ventures, cyber intrusion and hacking, and misuse of information submitted to government entities for purposes of complying with
regulatory obligations." U.S. information security company Mandiant noted in a February 2013 report that, since 2006, an organization operating under the People’s Liberation Army that the Mandiant report referred to as “Unit 61398” stole “hundreds of terabytes of data from at least 141 organizations”—of which 115 were located in the United States—from a “wide range of industries.” The 12th Five-Year Plan on National Economic and Social Development designated several industries as “strategic emerging industries,” and the Mandiant report noted that, of the seven industries in which Mandiant observed cyber-attacks from Unit 61398, four matched those “strategic emerging industries.” [See Outbound Investment above for more information.]

Chinese officials continued to use technology transfer as a precondition for market access this past year. According to a 2013 report by the American Chamber of Commerce, in the People’s Republic of China, 35 percent of companies surveyed reported they were “still concerned about de facto technology transfer as a requirement for market access.” The percentage of survey respondents that said de facto requirements for technology transfer were increasing rose from 27 percent in 2012 to 37 percent in 2013. Using technology transfer as a precondition for certain forms of market access violates commitments in China’s Protocol of Accession to the WTO and commitments that China reportedly made during the 23rd U.S.-China Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade in late December 2012.

The Chinese government continued to revise a wide variety of IP laws and regulations this past year as part of a process that USTR referred to as a “sweeping legal reform effort.” In January 2013, the State Council amended the PRC Copyright Law Implementing Regulations, the Information Network Broadcasting Rights Protection Regulations, and the Computer Software Protection Regulations, increasing the administrative penalties authorized under each. The State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO), National People’s Congress Standing Committee, and National Copyright Administration reportedly continued to deliberate on draft amendments to the PRC Patent Law, PRC Trademark Law, and PRC Copyright Law, respectively, this past year. The draft amendment to the Trademark Law contains provisions that require trademark applicants to adhere to the “principle of good faith,” and it increases maximum damages in cases where violations are deemed “serious.” The draft amendment to the Patent Law expands the role of administrative authorities responsible for managing patents. For example, under the proposed amendment, administrative agencies would have the authority to investigate cases of patent violations that “allegedly disrupt market order,” as well as additional authority to fine perpetrators in certain cases. According to SIPO, granting additional authority to administrative authorities would, among other things, help reduce “litigation fatigue” and high costs associated with bringing patent infringement cases to court. Some commentators, however, expressed concern that the amendment would shift authority away from the courts to administrative authorities. For example, Liu Chuntian, Professor at the Renmin University of China Law School, reportedly said the proposed amendments might “hurt the balance of
power and the rule of law... If the administrative agencies are given more power, then there is some concern that the courts might become more like an administrative agency instead of acting as an independent judiciary." Other examples of legislative reform include SIPO’s November 2012 publication for public comment of a draft of the Service Invention Regulations—designed to clarify and protect the rights of inventors and their employers—and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce’s August 2012 release of the fifth draft of the Guide on Antimonopoly Enforcement in the Field of Intellectual Property Rights (the Guide). The Commission did not observe an official draft of the Guide, but according to the Legal Daily, the fifth draft of the guide, inter alia, prohibits price fixing of products with intellectual property by competing companies.

**Amendment to the Civil Procedure Law**

An amendment to the PRC Civil Procedure Law took effect on January 1, 2013, and some expert commentators noted it could bring greater clarity, transparency, and efficiency to commercial litigation and arbitration in China. For example, the amended law requires courts to write out judgments and rulings and explain in writing the reasoning behind them; the amended law also provides that the public may look up judgments and rulings, but not those that concern state secrets, trade secrets, or personal privacy. In addition, the amended law provides that parties to a dispute may apply to a court for measures designed to preserve assets and evidence prior to litigation or arbitration. The amended law also allows parties to apply to a court to freeze the assets of another party or order another party to take or not take certain actions in the event that a judgment will be difficult to enforce or that one party’s interests may be harmed; and it allows the courts to take such measures on their own, if necessary.

**Antitrust Developments**

This past year, the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) published for public comment two new draft regulations—the Provisions on Additional Restrictive Conditions for the Concentration of Business Operators (“Restrictive Conditions Provisions”) and the Interim Provisions Regarding the Application of Standards for Simple Cases of Concentration of Business Operators (“Simple Cases Provisions”)—both reportedly designed to clarify and streamline merger review and approval processes. This past year, expert commentators continued to criticize the merger review and approval processes for being long and for advancing industrial policy, and noted that the two new provisions had shortcomings. For example, law firm Clifford Chance noted in an April 2013 analysis that it is unclear whether or not the Restrictive Conditions Provisions will shorten the merger review process, given that in at least two recent cases reviews have exceeded statutory limits. The Simple Cases Provisions outline criteria by which MOFCOM may or may not classify certain kinds of mergers as “simple cases,” but, as law firm Herbert Smith Freehills noted in a May 2013 analysis, the Simple Cases Provisions do not provide guide-
This past year, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) imposed penalties on companies operating outside of China, reportedly the first time it had done so. On January 4, 2013, the NDRC reported that it had fined six companies a total of 353 million yuan (US$56.5 million) for participating in a cartel ("LCD Cartel") to fix prices of liquid crystal display (LCD) screens sold into the Chinese market. According to the NDRC report, during the period from 2001 to 2006, representatives of the six companies—LG and Samsung of South Korea and Chimei, AU Optronics, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, and Hannstar of Taiwan—met in Taiwan and South Korea a total of 53 times to exchange information on the worldwide LCD market and to set prices for LCD screens. The NDRC reported that it brought the action against the LCD Cartel under the 1998 PRC Pricing Law—which covers collusion to manipulate market prices—rather than the 2008 PRC Antimonopoly Law, because the Antimonopoly Law did not come into effect until 2008 after the activities in question allegedly took place.

The NDRC action raised certain issues concerning the NDRC’s adherence to the letter of the law. For example, Article 2 of the Pricing Law provides that it shall apply to pricing acts carried out inside China. The Pricing Law does not forbid extraterritorial application, but it does not provide for such extraterritoriality. In addition, under the PRC Administrative Punishment Law, the applicable statute of limitations within which authorities would have needed to take action is two years, but the NDRC brought this action long after the conduct occurred. Regarding when the limitation period begins if the conduct has not been discovered, antitrust lawyer Marc Waha reportedly said, “At least in other legal systems, when one speaks of a two year limitation period you are talking about a four year maximum period. That is how it would work in other jurisdictions, but the rules are not clear in China.” Finally, the NDRC reportedly announced that the members of the LCD Cartel “proposed” corrective actions reportedly similar to those the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) has imposed in merger filing cases under the Antimonopoly Law. As a January 7, 2013, commentary by O’Melveny & Myers noted, however, the NDRC had not issued measures that “[govern] the enforcement of remedial commitments in the merger context.”

China’s pricing and bribery investigations in subsequent cases involving dairy suppliers and drug manufacturers reportedly have raised concerns over unequal treatment in favor of Chinese businesses and, in particular, large state-owned enterprises. In September the President of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, David Cucino, said, “In pricing investigations, some of the chamber’s member companies believe there is disproportion in how foreign companies are covered on this issue when compared with Chinese rivals.” Jeremie Waterman of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said that Chinese authorities had initiated cases against Chinese companies, but that “nearly all large State-owned enterprises have been exempt from enforcement actions to date.”[For more information on unequal treatment of Chinese
and non-Chinese businesses, see China in the World Trade Organization in this section.]

Consumer Product Safety

During this past year, food safety scandals continued to emerge in different parts of China. For example, the Ministry of Public Security reported that, over the course of a three-month campaign that began on January 25, 2013, public security authorities took into custody 904 people allegedly involved in various “meat product offenses,” including the sale of fake meat products.\textsuperscript{168} Later reports from Chinese and international media revealed that those involved were suspected of selling rat, fox, and mink meat disguised as mutton and beef, among other offenses.\textsuperscript{169} In another case, authorities in Guangzhou municipality, Guangdong province, reportedly found that over 44 percent of rice and rice products they tested contained unsafe levels of cadmium.\textsuperscript{170} Authorities at the Guangzhou Municipal Food and Drug Supervision and Management Bureau reportedly said that it was “not convenient to reveal” which brands carried the affected rice.\textsuperscript{171} In another case, the Nanchang County People’s Court, in Nanchang municipality, Jiangxi province, reportedly sentenced six people to up to five years in prison for disguising used cooking oil—which reportedly can contain carcinogens—as new and selling it.\textsuperscript{172} Similarly, a court in Guangdong reportedly sentenced three people for buying and reselling used oil.\textsuperscript{173}

Hazardous and illegal Chinese products continued to cross borders into other markets during this past reporting year. In May 2013 testimony before the Commission, Steven Solomon, Associate Director for Global Operations and Policy in the Office of Global Regulatory Operations and Policy of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, reported that 3 percent of food, 8 percent of animal food, and 5 percent of drugs and biologics imported into the United States came from China.\textsuperscript{174} In one case, according to a report from U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), authorities in New York reportedly charged five individuals and five corporations after they allegedly imported “hazardous and counterfeit” toys from China into the United States.\textsuperscript{175} One ICE official reportedly said, “The people and companies involved in this illegal trade not only allegedly infringed on intellectual property rights, they placed the lives of innocent children in danger. . . . They allegedly sold toys with high lead content and cheap knock offs with substandard parts that break easily and pose a choking hazard.”\textsuperscript{176} According to an October 2012 Der Spiegel article, hazardous Chinese products—including glass chips among pumpkin seeds, maggots in pasta, cadmium in dried anchovies, contaminated strawberries, and antibiotics in shrimp—reached a variety of European Union countries in late 2012.\textsuperscript{177}

In addition, concerns over contaminated milk powder in mainland China\textsuperscript{178} prompted mainland Chinese travelers to bring illegal quantities of milk powder from Hong Kong back to mainland China. Between March 1 and April 23, 2013, authorities in Hong Kong reportedly took into custody 879 people allegedly involved in smuggling milk powder from Hong Kong into mainland China.\textsuperscript{179} According to an April 2013 Bloomberg article, on March 1, Hong Kong authorities limited the amount of milk powder that travelers
may take out of Hong Kong after concerns about the quality of milk powder in mainland China prompted large numbers of Chinese travelers to buy milk powder in Hong Kong and take it back to mainland China. According to central government news agency Xinhua, the State Council announced plans to increase safety measures in China’s milk industry. Under the plan, the government reportedly would adopt new quality standards and would “intensify the crackdown on milk powder-related violations.”
Chinese citizens face formidable obstacles in seeking remedies to government actions that violate their legal rights and constitutionally protected freedoms. International human rights standards require effective remedies for official violations of citizens' rights. Article 8 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that "Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law." Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which China has signed but not yet ratified, requires that all parties to the ICCPR ensure that persons whose rights or freedoms are violated "have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity."

Legal Reform

During the 2013 reporting year, the Commission observed key leadership changes in the Chinese Communist Party and government's legal sectors, and official statements on the potential reform of controversial mechanisms within the legal system. The new Supreme People's Court (SPC) President Zhou Qiang has academic and professional training in legal affairs, unlike his predecessor, Wang Shengjun, who had a security background. The new Secretary of the Communist Party Central Committee's Political and Legal Affairs Commission (PLAC), Meng Jianzhu, does not have a concurrent government appointment as head of public security or a seat among the seven-member Standing Committee of the Central Committee's Political Bureau as did his predecessor, Zhou Yongkang, which suggests a downgrade of the PLAC after a decade of powerful growth. At a January 2013 meeting of the PLAC, four areas of legal reform for the coming year were announced: The justice sector, the reeducation through labor (RTL) system, citizen petitioning, and the household registration (hukou) system. (For information on hukou system reform, see Section II—Freedom of Residence and Movement.)

JUSTICE SECTOR REFORM

While China's Constitution provides for the exercise of judicial independence in Article 126, the Constitution's preamble establishes the leadership of the Communist Party over all other institutions. An academic report on justice sector reform during the latest round of judicial reforms (2008–2012) concludes that "fundamentally, there has been no progress in judicial fairness, credibility, or authority" and "judicial independence has deteriorated," even though there was some progress on technical matters, such as court fee guarantees, uniformity of adjudication, disclosure, and regulatory constraints. Achieving judicial independence, it goes on to say, will require "clarifying" (liqing) the relationship between the judiciary and the Party. The State Council's October 2012 white paper on judicial reform in China states that the "objectives of China's judicial reform" include "ensur[ing] that the people's courts
and people’s procuratorates exercise adjudicative power and procuratorial power fairly and independently” and “establish[ing] an impartial, efficient and authoritative socialist judicial system,” but makes no mention of the Communist Party or the role of the Party’s Political and Legal Affairs Commission (PLAC) over the courts. Nonetheless, judicial independence in the departing Supreme People’s Court (SPC) president Wang Shengjun’s work report in March, led at least one commentator to suggest that judicial independence may be a key agenda item for future judicial reform. The focus of the next round of judicial reforms will likely be spelled out in the SPC’s next five-year plan covering 2014–2019 as well as in forthcoming PLAC announcement(s) on its institutional priorities for legal reform.

REEDUCATION THROUGH LABOR

The reeducation through labor (RTL) system operates entirely outside of the judicial system and is influenced but not constrained by the PRC Criminal Law. RTL is a system of administrative punishment that enables law enforcement officials to incarcerate Chinese citizens at RTL centers for a maximum initial period of three years, with the possibility of an extension of up to one year. Chinese and international legal commentators state that RTL not only violates China’s international human rights obligations, but also violates its own laws and constitutional protections. With a reported 350 RTL detention centers nationwide and estimates of more than 100,000 detainees, authorities use the RTL system to detain petitioners seeking redress for official abuses, practitioners of the Falun Gong spiritual movement, and minor offenders—including drug users and sex workers—who are alleged to have committed acts of misconduct that are not a criminal offense under Chinese law.

During the 2013 reporting year, high-profile individual cases and an exposé on harsh conditions at a women’s RTL center in Liaoning province focused national attention in China on the use of RTL and strengthened calls for its reform and even abolition. Although several provinces reportedly began to “transition” RTL centers into compulsory drug treatment facilities, to discontinue issuing RTL sentences, and to operate rehabilitation and corrections pilot sites, the government and Party’s position on RTL reform, nevertheless, remains ambiguous. PLAC Secretary Meng Jianzhu’s reported comment in January to “halt” RTL has shifted to vague plans for reform, as when Premier Li Keqiang told a March press conference in Beijing that plans to reform China’s RTL system “might be unveiled” by the end of the year. Similarly, the government’s submission to the UN Human Rights Council for the October 2013 Universal Periodic Review affirms an intention to reform RTL but provides no timeframe for reform. The vagueness of official pronouncements has raised concerns that extralegal detention may continue, albeit under a different name.

CITIZEN PETITIONING

The petitioning, or xinfang (letters and visits), system exists to provide a channel, outside court challenges, for citizens to appeal government, court, and Communist Party decisions and to present their grievances. Citizens often turn to petitioning as a means to
seek redress for a wide range of disputes—such as forced evictions and land expropriation, wage arrears, unpaid pensions to military veterans, and unpaid compensation required under health-related regulations—due to institutional weaknesses in the judiciary and limits on citizens’ ability to air grievances. A prominent Chinese economist reportedly estimated 20 million petitioners in 2012, including repeated filings and petitions at various levels of government. Chinese authorities, however, announced an 11-percent decrease in the total number of petitions during 2012 at a teleconference of the heads of Letters and Visits Bureaus in January 2013, a continuation of an eight-year decrease from 2005, when 12.6 million petitions were officially reported.

Prior to and during the 18th Party Congress in November 2012, the Commission observed nationwide “petitioning stability maintenance work” (xinfang weiwen gongzuo) to achieve “zero petitioning,” particularly targeting potential petitioners’ travel to Beijing. While some localities advised officials to mobilize into work teams and resolve petitioner grievances with more service-oriented attitudes, some official guidance also suggested 24-hour surveillance of long-time petitioners and other “stability maintenance” measures. A Chinese rights advocate described the control of petitioners for the 18th Party Congress as “comparatively much bigger than in the past,” borne out by reports of evictions from “petitioner villages” in Beijing, detention in “black jails,” and RTL detention for several Shanghai petitioners and rights advocates, including Mao Hengfeng, Cui Fufang, Tong Guojing, Shen Yongmei, and Shen Lianman. Caixin Media, a domestic Chinese news organization known for its investigative work, reported on the beating death of a petitioner from Henan province as he was taken from Beijing by provincial “black security guards” on the eve of the Party Congress.

Even with increased repression of petitioners throughout the fall of 2012 and in early 2013 prior to the annual meetings of the National People’s Congress (NPC) and China People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) (Two Sessions) in March, government officials at the Two Sessions nevertheless discussed possible reform of the petitioning system. Former CPPCC head Jia Qinglin called for establishing a mechanism to end “abnormal petitioning,” a broad term that denotes repeated petitioning, disruptive conduct, multiple participants, or “leap-frogging administrative levels” to complain to higher level officials. One CPPCC official recommended hearings or assessments for complex cases. Petitioning bureaus and other agencies with petitioning offices appear to be strengthening prohibitions against intercepting “ordinary” petitioners, characterizing interceptions as an “incorrect practice” (cuowu zuofa). In May, Chinese state media reported that, beginning in March 2013, the State Letters and Visits Bureau had temporarily suspended issuance of the monthly ranking of provinces based on the number of “abnormal petitioning” incidents each month. A journalist from Yunnan province, however, illustrated the lack of central-local policy coordination by reporting on the Anhui Provincial Communist Party Standing Committee’s recommendation to start “abnormal petitioning” rankings for Anhui county- and district-level governments on June 1, 2013.
Harassment of Human Rights Lawyers and Defenders

The Commission observed instances of government harassment, detention, and physical violence against weiquan (rights defense) lawyers during the 2013 reporting year, continuing a pattern of human rights violations against rights defenders documented in prior years. During the annual license renewal period in May 2013, the Beijing Justice Bureau reportedly did not renew licenses of approximately 10 law firms and possibly dozens of weiquan lawyers, many of whom have provided legal counsel in religious freedom, state security, and reeducation through labor cases. International news media also reported that authorities have shut down the blogs of lawyers involved in rights defense, and placed at least one lawyer on a government list of so-called “key persons” (zhongdian renyuan, i.e., a person of “key” interest to security authorities). Local law enforcement also reportedly detained and beat a group of weiquan lawyers who went to Sichuan province in May 2013 to investigate an allegedly illegal detention center.

The Commission continues to monitor the cases of Chinese lawyers and rights defenders detained and imprisoned for their human rights advocacy, such as Xu Zhiyong, Gao Zhisheng, and Ni Yulan. In July 2013, authorities detained and subsequently arrested prominent rights advocate, Xu Zhiyong, reportedly in connection with his advocacy of citizen rights and official transparency. Gao Zhisheng, well-known for his legal defense of marginalized citizens and religious practitioners, is serving a prison term in Akesu (Aksu) prefecture, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, on the charge of “inciting subversion of state power.” His brother and father-in-law visited him in January 2013 at the prison—the first time authorities permitted them to do so in nine months—but authorities prohibited any discussion of Gao’s prison conditions, legal case, or wife and children. In April 2012, authorities in Beijing sentenced Ni Yulan, a housing rights advocate, and her husband Dong Jiqin, to two years and eight months and two years in prison, respectively, following a crackdown on rights defenders and others in spring 2011. Authorities refused a medical parole request for Ni submitted in October 2012: Ni is permanently disabled as a result of police abuse, and reportedly suffers from thyroid disorders.

Efforts To Expand Legal Aid

The Chinese government continues to increase funding available for legal aid in order to expand access to institutions that assist citizens with legal claims and disputes. According to official statistics, in 2012 there was a 21-percent increase over 2011 in the provision of legal aid in China, with more than 1,140,000 recipients of legal aid and total national funding of 1.4 billion yuan (US$224 million), an increase of 9.9 percent. Although approximately 60,000 persons with disabilities received legal aid in 2012—an increase of 11.5 percent—the UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities raised concerns that China has not allocated sufficient “human and financial resources” to provide legal aid services to persons with disabilities in its review of China’s compli-
ance with the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in September 2012.\textsuperscript{87} Scholars currently estimate that the rate of legal representation for defendants in criminal cases is less than 30 percent,\textsuperscript{88} yet the expansion of legal aid under the revised Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) is likely to multiply the number of criminal cases, thus resulting in a need for even more funding and criminal defense lawyers.\textsuperscript{89} Under the Regulations Regarding Criminal Procedure Law Legal Aid Work issued in February 2013 (effective on March 1)\textsuperscript{90} that provide guidance to legal practitioners on implementation of the revised CPL,\textsuperscript{91} investigating agencies (e.g., the Procuratorate or public security bureau) are required to inform defendants of their right to counsel; and defendants—and their family members—may apply for legal aid at all stages of a case.\textsuperscript{92} The new regulations also stipulate that criminal suspects or defendants will not have to show economic need to apply for legal aid in cases where there is evidence of mental disability; where other defendants in the same case have employed defense counsel; where the “procuratorate has appealed”; or where the case may have “significant social impact.”\textsuperscript{93}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Abuse of Family Members of Rights Defenders and Political Activists} \\
\hline
During the 2013 reporting year, the Commission observed reports of ongoing official harassment of family members of rights defenders and political activists. Chinese authorities used a range of methods, such as intimidation, extralegal detention, imprisonment, and physical violence against these individuals.\textsuperscript{94} \\
\textbf{• Chen Guangcheng.}\textsuperscript{95} Multiple family members of the prominent legal advocate Chen Guangcheng have suffered abuse in connection with Chen’s rights advocacy in China and his departure to the United States in 2012.\textsuperscript{96} These include his nephew, Chen Kegui, who was sentenced in 2012 to three years and three months in prison for an alleged assault on a group of plainclothes officials and hired personnel who broke into his home in the middle of the night;\textsuperscript{97} his elder brother, Chen Guangfu;\textsuperscript{98} his sister-in-law, Ren Zongju;\textsuperscript{99} and his mother, Wang Jinxiang.\textsuperscript{100} \\
\textbf{• Hada.}\textsuperscript{101} Xinna, the wife of rights advocate Hada, and the couple’s son, Uiles, have spent years under surveillance, sometimes in detention centers,\textsuperscript{102} in connection to Hada’s efforts to preserve Mongolian ethnic identity in Inner Mongolia.\textsuperscript{103} During this reporting year, authorities limited their rights to freedom of movement and communication.\textsuperscript{104} \\
\textbf{• Liu Xiaobo.}\textsuperscript{105} Liu Xia, wife of Nobel Peace Prize laureate Liu Xiaobo, reportedly has been confined to her home under 24-hour surveillance since October 2010, without cell phone or Internet access.\textsuperscript{106} In June 2013, Chinese authorities sentenced Liu Xia’s brother, Liu Hui, to 11 years in prison for fraud, but Liu Xia and others assert that Liu Hui’s sentence is retribution against Liu Xiaobo and Liu Xia.\textsuperscript{107} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
Abuse of Family Members of Rights Defenders and Political Activists—Continued

- **Rebiya Kadeer**, Family members of Uyghur human rights activist Rebiya Kadeer have faced official persecution, including home eviction, loss of livelihood, and extralegal detention. One of her sons, Ablikim Abdureyim, is serving a nine-year prison term on the charge of “instigating and engaging in secessionist activities.”

Other family members of rights defenders and political activists who have been harassed and are mentioned in this report include Zhang Anni, the daughter of Zhang Lin; Liu Ying, the ex-wife of Liu Benqi; and some relatives of Zhu Yufu. [For further information, see Section III—Institutions of Democratic Governance.]
IV. Xinjiang

Human rights conditions in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) remained poor during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year. Central and regional Chinese Communist Party and government authorities carried out campaigns focused on security and stability to enforce harsh security controls and limit the freedoms of movement and expression throughout the XUAR. Deadly clashes that took place in the spring and summer raised concerns about the failure of ethnic policy in the XUAR to address the root causes of regional instability. Overseas media and rights groups reported instances during which security forces shot into crowds of Uyghurs, resulting in deaths and injuries. In some cases, Uyghur residents of the XUAR reportedly committed deadly attacks on members of security forces, community workers, and others. Pervasive house searches throughout the region, as well as surveillance of individual religious believers, reportedly targeted peaceful expressions of religious belief among the Uyghur population, heightening tensions in the region. Intensified regional development projects raised concerns over disproportionate economic, social, and cultural opportunities for Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities in the region, as well as concerns over the effect such projects have had on the cultures and languages of these groups.

Security Measures and Conflict

XUAR officials strengthened security measures in a bid to “maintain stability” and “fight terrorism” in the region, using methods some observers criticized as repressive and counterproductive. In November 2012, on the sidelines of the 18th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party in Beijing, XUAR government chairperson Nur Bekri warned of the “three evil forces” (terrorism, separatism, and religious extremism) in the region, saying the fight against separatism in the region would be “long-term, complicated and fierce.” According to official statistics released in January 2013, regional authorities allocated 9.34 billion yuan (US$1.5 billion) to the public security sector in 2012, a 23-percent increase over 2011.

Instances of violence throughout the spring and summer reportedly resulted in numerous deaths, both Han Chinese and Uyghur, with reported death tolls ranging from dozens to 100 or possibly more. An April 23, 2013, clash between local residents, community workers, and police in Siriqbuya (Selibuya) township, Maralbeshi (Bachu) county, Kashgar prefecture, reportedly resulted in the deaths of 21 people. Official media accounts of the incident described it as a terrorist attack during which the attackers killed 15 community workers and police. Some reports from overseas media and human rights groups questioned authorities’ portrayal of events as terrorist in nature. A Uyghur rights advocate reportedly asserted that a search of residents’ homes had sparked the violence. Similar searches are routinely conducted throughout the XUAR to “maintain stability.” On August 12, 2013, the Kashgar Prefecture Intermediate People’s Court sentenced two Uyghur men to death and three others to terms ranging from nine years to life for taking part in the violence.
Xinhua reported that on June 26, 2013, in Lukchun (Lukeqin) township, Pichan (Shanshan) county, Turpan prefecture, “knife-wielding rioters” attacked police stations and other government buildings before police fired on them. Official media reported on June 28 that 35 people had died, including 24 killed by assailants and 11 shot and killed by police, and 21 people had been injured in the incident. Regional officials reported that on August 15, attackers killed Turpan Islamic Association Vice Chairman Abdurehim Damolla in front of his home. According to Radio Free Asia (RFA), attackers targeted Damolla for supporting a government crackdown in the wake of the June 26 violence.

Some overseas media reports and human rights advocates questioned the official narrative regarding the incident on June 26 in Turpan prefecture, including the death toll and details of what took place, and raised concerns about the role that repressive policies had played in contributing to deadly clashes in the region. Media reports and human rights advocates cited religious repression, house searches, and housing redevelopment policies among the factors exacerbating regional tension.

House searches were reportedly also related to two separate deadly incidents in May and June. On May 9, a Uyghur farmer, whom authorities believed had been involved in an earlier deadly clash, reportedly stabbed two village officials to death in Uchar (Wuqia) township, Yengisar (Yingjisha) county, Kashgar prefecture, while they were conducting house searches, and authorities subsequently beat the farmer to death. On June 30, authorities reportedly shot and killed a Uyghur man in Artush (Atushi) city, Qizilsu Kyrgyz (Kezilesu Kirghiz) Autonomous Prefecture, after he fatally stabbed a police officer and injured two others during a house search. Additionally, on June 28, security forces reportedly shot and killed a Uyghur man in Uchturpan (Wushi) county, Aksu prefecture, after he stabbed and injured two people, including at least one police officer, when they pressed him to shave off his beard.

On June 28, 2013, President Xi Jinping reportedly convened a meeting of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee (Politburo) to discuss the clashes in the XUAR, and two Politburo members, Meng Jianzhu and Yu Zhengsheng, subsequently traveled to the region. In June and July, in the lead-up to the anniversary of demonstrations and riots that took place on July 5, 2009, in Urumqi city, officials carried out displays of military and paramilitary force in Urumqi and other areas of the XUAR, and instituted 24-hour security patrols in some locations.

Some human rights advocates and international observers expressed concern about the security buildup, together with what they viewed as authorities’ failure to address the root causes of violence.

In June and August, several incidents reportedly occurred involving security forces’ deadly use of force against crowds of Uyghurs. According to official media, on June 28, security forces detained people involved in a “group disturbance” in Hanerik (Hanairike) township, Hotan county. Overseas media and rights groups reported that security forces fired on a crowd of Uyghurs in Hanerik, resulting in a number of deaths and injuries, with reported death tolls ranging from up to 15 people to more than 100. RFA re-
ported that on August 8, a clash between police and local residents in Aykol township, Aksu city, Aksu prefecture, over religious restrictions led to the deaths of at least three Uyghurs when security forces fired on a crowd of protestors. Overseas media reported that on August 20 in Yilikqi township, Kargilik (Yecheng) county, Kashgar prefecture, Chinese police shot and killed 22 Uyghurs they suspected of terrorism, while the Uyghurs were performing prayers. Official media confirmed the raid, providing information about a Chinese police officer killed in the incident, but did not confirm or deny the 22 Uyghur casualties.

On August 23, in Kuybagh (Kuiyibage) township, Poskam (Zepu) county, Kashgar prefecture, security forces reportedly shot and killed 12 Uyghurs and injured 20 authorities said were engaging in building and testing explosives at a “terrorist” facility.

Official media reported in March that courts in Kashgar prefecture and the Bayangol Mongol Autonomous Prefecture had sentenced 20 Uyghurs to prison terms ranging from five years to life for their involvement in “terrorist” and “separatist” activities. Chinese authorities stated that the 20 men had used the Internet and cell phones to commit “terrorist” and “separatist” crimes, in addition to organizing religious activities, buying weapons, and planning to attack police officers. Some overseas media and human rights groups criticized the sentences given to the 20 men, questioning official accusations of terrorism and expressing doubts over authorities’ use of criminal charges to prosecute Internet and cell phone use.

Criminal Law and Access to Justice

Chinese government and official media reports in 2013 underscored the XUAR criminal justice system’s frequent use of charges of “endangering state security” (ESS). An article published by the Dui Hua Foundation, a human rights advocacy organization, in March 2013 stressed that, while ESS trials had declined in the XUAR, the number of these trials in the XUAR continued to represent a highly disproportionate ratio of the total number of ESS trials throughout China. According to Dui Hua estimates, based on official statistics, the XUAR accounted for half of first-instance ESS trials throughout China between 2008 and 2010, although less than 2 percent of China’s population lives in the XUAR. According to the second annual work report of the XUAR High People’s Court, issued in January 2013, 314 criminal trials involving ESS crimes were conducted in 2012, a 24 percent decline from 2011 figures.

Authorities reportedly detained 12 students in early May 2013 at Tarim University, located in Ala’er city, Aksu prefecture. On May 27, authorities reportedly released all 12 students. Ablimit, Dilshat, Alimjan, Ekber, and Abdureshit were released on bail. The conditions of their bail, which will remain in place until May 27, 2014, include restrictions on their movement. Alimjan was reportedly detained again by Ala’er public security officials for about a day beginning on June 21, and was beaten during both periods of detention.
During the 2013 reporting year, XUAR officials accelerated large-scale development plans throughout the region, including in the areas of infrastructure, transportation, energy exploitation, urban and rural construction, education, and employment. XUAR authorities oversaw billions of yuan in investment in state-led development projects and sought to attract private domestic and foreign investment in the region, touting it as an economic hub for central, western, and southern Asia. Regional officials reiterated development goals first announced at the Xinjiang Work Forum in 2010 and reiterated strategies for economic and political development that prioritize state economic and political goals over respecting the rights of XUAR residents, including those outlined in the PRC Regional Ethnic Autonomy Law. International observers have expressed concerns over the expropriation and destruction of ethnic minority residents’ property and a lack of protections for cultural heritage related to urban development initiatives in the region.

In 2013, regional officials oversaw the growth of “counterpart support” programs that bring funding and personnel assistance to the XUAR for development initiatives from provinces and cities outside of the region, stressing the patriotic nature of promoting regional economic development. Counterpart provinces and cities reportedly provided 149.3 billion yuan (US$24.3 billion) in aid to the XUAR in 2012, a 37.3-percent increase over the previous year.

Increased migration to the XUAR in recent years has reportedly heightened ethnic tensions in some areas and sparked concerns among Uyghur residents regarding land rights and employment opportunities. Regional development initiatives brought increased Han Chinese migration to the XUAR during the past year, often into southern areas of the XUAR traditionally inhabited by Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities, and state-led programs provided assistance to migrants and workers from other provinces. This past year, reports cited Uyghurs’ concerns over government authorities’ expropriation of their land, inadequate government compensation for expropriated land then sold at a higher price to Chinese buyers, and government subsidies given only to new Han Chinese migrants that allowed them to save money to purchase more land. The growth of the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps (XPCC) in southern areas of the XUAR, billed by Chinese leaders as a conduit for regional development in the aftermath of the July 2009 demonstrations and riots, has brought thousands of Han Chinese migrants into areas near the majority-Uyghur city of Hotan.

During the reporting period, authorities intensified housing construction and demolition projects in rural and urban areas of the XUAR, in areas inhabited by Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities. “Counterpart support” projects provided hundreds of millions of yuan for construction and resettlement efforts. In 2013, regional authorities continued work to relocate and resettle farmers and herders away from grasslands, as part of programs that XUAR authorities publicize as improving farmers’ and herders’ living con-
These policies have impacted affected groups with livelihoods based on traditional nomadic herding practices. According to official statistics released in May 2013, authorities resettled 136,800 herders in the XUAR between 2010 and 2012, comprising 49.2 percent of the total population of herders in the XUAR.

**Demolitions in Kashgar’s Old City**

Authorities continued to demolish and redevelop the Old City section of Kashgar city, raising concerns over the corresponding loss of unique cultural heritage and the resettlement of 220,000 Uyghur residents. The Old City demolitions, along with demolitions in other areas of the XUAR, have been carried out in line with broader development initiatives and a five-year demolition project launched in 2009. Since demolitions began in 2009, authorities have reportedly disregarded Uyghur residents’ concerns over demolition efforts, in spite of official pledges to consult residents for their opinions. Groups promoting the protection of cultural heritage have outlined concerns over a lack of transparency in the process of planning and implementing the demolitions, and have expressed concern over officials’ failure to consider alternatives to the wholesale demolition of Old City buildings.

**Labor**

**DISCRIMINATION**

Some government and private employers in the XUAR continued to discriminate against non-Han job candidates. As in past years, some job announcements reserved positions exclusively for Han Chinese in civil servant posts and private-sector jobs, in contravention of provisions in Chinese law that forbid ethnic discrimination. Private and public employers also continued to reserve more positions for men, leaving non-Han women to face both ethnic and gender discrimination in the employment process. A study conducted by the University of Melbourne, Australia, and published in November 2012, found that Han Chinese residents of the XUAR are much more likely than Uyghur residents to secure employment in high-paying, high-status occupations, a trend that has exacerbated ethnic tensions in the region.

**LABOR TRANSFERS AND FORCED LABOR**

Regional officials continued to carry out programs that send young non-Han men and women outside of the XUAR for employment, under the slogan of “transferring the excess rural labor force.” According to a January 2013 official news report, more than 2.7 million people had been transferred to jobs outside of their home area or outside of the XUAR in 2012, an increase from 2.58 million people in 2011. As documented by the Commission in recent years, some participants and their family members have reported coercion to participate in the programs, the use of underaged workers, and exploitative working conditions. XUAR authorities also reportedly forced some Uyghur farmers to perform road-building and agricultural work without pay, although such “free labor” programs officially had been abolished.
Freedom of Expression

Local governments in the XUAR continued to implement censorship campaigns focused on religious and political publications during the reporting period. The campaigns have targeted pirated and pornographic items in addition to publications deemed “illegal” solely because of their religious or political content. For instance, in March 2013, the XUAR Transportation Department published a statement indicating that, in 2012, regional transportation officials had uncovered 4,469 copies of “illegal religious publications,” as part of a campaign to “sweep away pornography.”

Uyghurs continued to serve prison sentences as a result of exercising their right to free speech. In February 2013, Uyghur Online, a website focused on Uyghur issues, reported that, in April 2009, the Kashgar Municipality Intermediate People’s Court sentenced Uyghur translator Mirhemitjan Muzepper to 11 years in prison for “inciting splittism of the state,” information that authorities had not publicized. The court had connected Muzepper’s sentence to his work as a temporary translator for a Hong Kong media organization reporting on the demolitions taking place in Kashgar’s Old City.

Passport and Exit Restrictions

During the reporting year, Chinese officials implemented restrictions on passports and international and domestic travel for Uyghurs, highlighting official restrictions on Uyghurs’ freedom of movement. In February 2013, Chinese authorities reportedly detained Beijing-based Uyghur scholar Ilham Tohti, who founded the website Uyghur Online, at the Beijing Capital International Airport, preventing him from boarding a flight to the United States. Tohti reportedly held a valid passport and had been issued a visa for educational exchange to the United States, where he planned to take up a visiting scholar position at Indiana University. Authorities also held and interrogated Uyghur university student Atikem Rozi in February 2013, after she attempted to apply for a passport for the second time in order to study abroad. The Toqsu (Xinhe) County Foreign Affairs Office in Aksu prefecture reportedly informed Rozi that the passport denial was due to the fact that she was “politically unqualified.” In July 2013, Rozi reported her belief that police had detained her friend Mutellip Imin—a Uyghur studying abroad in Turkey who had performed volunteer work for Uyghur Online—on July 15 at the Beijing Capital International Airport as he prepared to fly back to Turkey from Beijing. As of September 23, 2013, the Commission had not observed any news regarding Mutellip’s release from detention. [See Section II—Freedom of Residence and Movement for additional information on freedom of movement in China.]

Forced Return of Uyghur Asylum Seekers and Migrants

The deportation and reports of the sentencing of Uyghur asylum seekers this past year highlighted the dangers facing Uyghur refugees and asylum seekers in neighboring countries that are under the influence of Chinese economic and diplomatic power. In December 2012, Malaysian authorities deported six Uyghur asylum seek-
ers to China, although the UN High Commissioner for Refugees was still reviewing their asylum claims.\textsuperscript{97} Malaysian authorities reportedly had detained the six Uyghurs earlier in 2012 for allegedly attempting to leave Malaysia on forged passports.\textsuperscript{98} Two international human rights groups raised questions regarding the Chinese government’s role in the forced return, one of several documented cases of forced deportation of Uyghurs to China in recent years.\textsuperscript{99} In another case, Radio Free Asia (RFA) reported in December 2012 that, according to a Malaysian lawyer, 11 Uyghurs previously deported from Malaysia in August 2011 had been charged with terrorism and separatism; according to relatives and friends, the men had been sentenced to prison for terms of up to 15 years on charges of separatism.\textsuperscript{100}

\textit{Freedom of Religion}

XUAR authorities continued intensive controls over religion, especially Islam, posing a challenge for Uyghurs seeking to maintain their religious beliefs outside of state control.\textsuperscript{101} Authorities continued to enforce tight restrictions over peaceful religious practices among the Uyghur population, and carried out targeted surveillance of individual religious believers.\textsuperscript{102} A report issued by a Uyghur human rights organization in April 2013 outlined concerns over religious policies implemented by central and local authorities, which the group said “have progressively narrowed the definition of lawful [religious] activity” among Uyghurs.\textsuperscript{103} The report also highlighted concerns over a lack of transparency in religious regulations, official limitations on religious pilgrimages, and other issues related to official restrictions on Uyghurs’ religious practices.\textsuperscript{104}

On August 7, on the eve of the Eid holiday marking the end of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan, police in Aykol township, Aksu prefecture, reportedly sought to prevent residents from another village from engaging in cross-village worship,\textsuperscript{105} and detained several Uyghur men for engaging in “illegal religious activities.”\textsuperscript{106} In the early morning hours of August 8, after hundreds of people gathered in protest, throwing stones and bricks, security forces reportedly fired on the crowd, killing at least three Uyghurs and injuring at least a dozen.\textsuperscript{107} Around 10 to 12 police officers reportedly also sustained injuries in the clash.\textsuperscript{108} Police reportedly arrested more than 90 people after the incident.\textsuperscript{109} Central government propaganda authorities reportedly forbade Chinese media from reporting on the confrontation, which officials described as “rioting and looting.”\textsuperscript{110}

Together with widespread security checks, police raids, and house searches among the Uyghur population aimed partially at cracking down on “illegal religious activities,”\textsuperscript{111} authorities in the XUAR reportedly subjected Uyghurs practicing traditional Islamic customs to close scrutiny. Authorities in Bulaqsu township, Shufu county, Kashgar prefecture, reportedly kept registers related to “stability maintenance” efforts that detailed the personal information of local religious believers and their family members.\textsuperscript{112} The registers included information such as whether or not female Muslims wore a veil and when they started wearing it, as well as what time a student of the Quran received Quranic instruction.\textsuperscript{113} A
Uyghur resident of Keriya (Yutian) county, Hotan prefecture, told RFA in May 2013 that local officials in his township maintained registration books documenting religious believers, and a resident of Urumqi city reportedly told RFA that officials maintained such documents throughout the XUAR.

Regional authorities carried out training sessions for religious clergy throughout the XUAR, placing an emphasis on reinforcing patriotism and opposing “illegal religious activities.” At a training session for “patriotic religious figures” in Urumqi in March 2013, XUAR government chairperson Nur Bekri expressed hopes that attendees would become “politically reliable” “patriotic religious figures” who would “guide religion to adapt to socialist society.” Chinese government- and Communist Party-led ideological campaigns encouraging students and youth in the XUAR to refrain from engaging in “illegal religious activities” were frequent and widespread throughout this reporting period.

Local governments in 2013 also continued to train women religious specialists, known as buwi, using legal restrictions that place them under strict state control. According to an official media report, in December 2012, the Kashgar Women’s Federation sent 19 buwi and other female religious figures to trainings in six eastern Chinese cities, stressing that the women should, upon their return, transmit the Party’s policies on ethnic minorities and religion, and propagate ethnic unity.

Authorities in Kashgar city reportedly detained 23-year-old Uyghur Nurmemet Ismail without charge for 63 days beginning on March 1, 2013, for selling the Quran and Quranic study aids. Authorities’ exact reasons for detaining Ismail are unclear, but regional religious regulations stipulate that government approval is required for the sale and distribution of religious material, and these regulations may have been a factor in Ismail’s detention.

Some Uyghur Muslims and Christians continued to serve prison sentences as a result of exercising their faith. According to a January 2013 RFA report, authorities reduced family visits to jailed Uyghur pastor Alimjan Yimit from once a month to once every three months.

As in 2012, local government officials throughout the XUAR reportedly maintained restrictions over Uyghurs’ observance of Ramadan, prohibiting minors from entering mosques, and forbidding government officials, students, and teachers from fasting. According to Uyghur Online, in July 2013, county officials fired Abdullel Ablimit, a staff member at a county government office in Shule county, Kashgar prefecture, for fasting. Local officials also placed restrictions on cross-village worship during the Ramadan period. [See Section II—Freedom of Religion for additional information on religion in China, including cases of religious repression in the XUAR.]

Language Policy and “Bilingual Education”

In the past year, the XUAR government broadened the scope of Mandarin-focused “bilingual education” in the region, a policy some Uyghur students in the XUAR fear is aimed at assimilating young Uyghurs into Chinese society at the expense of their Uyghur identity. The expansion of the policy was carried out in line with tar-
gets set in 2010 to universalize and develop “bilingual education” in preschool through secondary school instruction throughout the region.\textsuperscript{133} Under “bilingual education,” class instruction takes place primarily in Mandarin Chinese, largely replacing instruction in languages spoken by ethnic minority groups.\textsuperscript{134} In recent years, some Uyghur students and teachers have expressed concern over the compulsory nature of the region’s “bilingual” curriculum and the corresponding loss of young Uyghurs’ ability to speak the Uyghur language.\textsuperscript{135}

The number of students enrolled in “bilingual education” has increased rapidly in the past several years. According to the People’s Daily, at the end of 2012, 1.41 million students were enrolled in “bilingual education” from the preschool through the secondary school level in the XUAR, making up 55 percent of the XUAR ethnic minority student population.\textsuperscript{136} This represents a 41.6-percent increase in the “bilingual” student population over 2009.\textsuperscript{137} According to China News Service, from 2008 to 2012, central and regional authorities invested 5 billion yuan (US$816 million) on preschool “bilingual education” initiatives, establishing 2,237 “bilingual” nursery schools throughout the region.\textsuperscript{138}

\textbf{Population Planning Policies}

Government authorities throughout the XUAR promoted family planning campaigns targeting Muslim ethnic minorities, and compelling Islamic religious figures to promote state family planning policies. Authorities continued to issue monetary rewards to ethnic minority households that have fewer children than allowed under XUAR population and family planning regulations.\textsuperscript{139} The rewards are issued according to a “special rewards system” for non-Han households that includes a “fewer births, faster wealth” (shaosheng kuaifu) program.\textsuperscript{140} The system is one of the reward mechanisms present throughout China’s population planning system, though with special focus on ethnic minority households.\textsuperscript{141}

In 2013, authorities in the XUAR and some other regions of China with Muslim populations continued to report on the implementation of a program entitled “Muslim Reproductive Health Project” (musilin shengzhi jiankang xiangmu).\textsuperscript{142} Official reports have described the project’s aims as providing reproductive health information and health checks for Muslim women of reproductive age while “creating a harmonious happy family.”\textsuperscript{143} Official media reports this past year emphasized the need to improve the effectiveness of project efforts, including through Islamic religious leaders’ promotion of the project among local Muslims.\textsuperscript{144}
V. Tibet

Status of Negotiations Between the Chinese Government and the Dalai Lama or His Representatives

Formal dialogue between the Dalai Lama’s representatives and Chinese Communist Party and government officials has been stalled since the January 2010 ninth round,1 the longest interval since such contacts resumed in 2002.2 The Commission observed no indication during the 2013 reporting year of official Chinese interest in resuming a dialogue that takes into account Tibetan concerns in the Tibetan autonomous areas of China.3 In December 2012, then-U.S. Department of State Special Coordinator for Tibetan Issues Maria Otero called on the Chinese government to “engage in dialogue with the Dalai Lama or his representatives without preconditions.”4

In June 2013, Professor Jin Wei, with the Central Party School, stated in an interview that, if the Party “can use creative ideas to break the impasse” in dialogue, it would “promote social stability and prevent the creation of long-lasting nationality wounds.”5 Jin noted that the Party “cannot simply treat [the Dalai Lama] as an enemy,” recommended “restarting the talks,” and suggested discussing that the Dalai Lama visit Hong Kong “in his capacity as a religious leader.”6

Tibetan Self-Immolation

The frequency of Tibetan self-immolation reportedly focusing on political and religious issues increased during the Commission’s 2013 reporting year, peaking in October–November 2012 with 38 self-immolations7 preceding and during the Communist Party Central Committee’s 18th Congress.8 Reports of self-immolators’ calls for Tibetan freedom and the Dalai Lama’s return continued9 and remained concurrent with government use of regulatory measures to control and repress principal elements of Tibetan culture, including Tibetan Buddhist monastic institutions,10 and with the apparent collapse of the China-Dalai Lama dialogue.11 Tibetans have self-immolated in 10 of 17 prefectural-level areas of Tibetan autonomy and 1 ordinary prefecture.12
For a list of Commission summaries on Tibetan self-immolations that contain maps such as this one, please visit http://www.cecc.gov/tibetan-self-immolations-0.
The Party and government failed this past year to respond to Tibetan grievances in a constructive manner or accept any accountability for Tibetan rejection of Chinese policies. Officials characterized the crisis as the result of an external conspiracy to undermine China’s internal security and social stability. In response, officials maintained policies and practices that exacerbate tension. In December 2012, then-Special Coordinator for Tibetan Issues Maria Otero cited examples:

- “Severe government controls on Tibetan Buddhist religious practice and monastic institutions”;
- “Education practices that undermine the preservation of Tibetan language”;
- “Intensive surveillance, arbitrary detentions and disappearances of Tibetans, including youth and Tibetan intellectual and cultural leaders”;
- “Escalating restrictions on news, media and communications”; and
- “The use of force against Tibetans seeking peacefully to exercise their universal human rights.”

A Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson in December 2012 denied that issues regarding Tibetan culture, language, and religion had a role in what a reporter called “the current tense situation.” The spokesperson blamed “the Dalai clique”—the Dalai Lama and organizations and individuals the Party associates with him—asserting that “Tibet-related issues are not issues of ethnicity, religion, or human rights” but of “China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity.” Officials continued to use state-run media to discredit self-immolators, depicting them in a pejorative manner (e.g., as a weak, flawed, or distressed individual, “copy-cat,” or terrorist).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date of Self-Immolation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex / Approx. Age</th>
<th>Occupation Affiliation</th>
<th>Self-Immolation Location (Prov. / Pref. / County)</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>September 29</td>
<td>Yungdrung</td>
<td>M/27</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Yushu TAP / Zaduo county</td>
<td>Deceased 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>October 4</td>
<td>Gudrub</td>
<td>M/43</td>
<td>Layperson (writer)</td>
<td>TAR / Naqu pref. / Naqu county</td>
<td>Deceased 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>October 6</td>
<td>Sanggye Gyatso</td>
<td>M/27</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan TAP / Hezuo city</td>
<td>Deceased 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>October 13</td>
<td>Tamdrin Dorje</td>
<td>M/early 50s</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Hezuo</td>
<td>Deceased 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>October 20</td>
<td>Lhamo Kyab</td>
<td>M/27</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe county</td>
<td>Deceased 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date of Self-Immolation</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Sex / Approx. Age</td>
<td>Occupation Affiliation</td>
<td>Self-Immolation Location (Prov. / Pref. / County)</td>
<td>Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>October 22</td>
<td>Dondrub</td>
<td>M/about 65</td>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>October 23</td>
<td>Dorje Rinchen</td>
<td>M/58</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>October 25</td>
<td>Tsopo, M/20</td>
<td>Tenzin, M/25</td>
<td>Layperson (cousins)</td>
<td>TAR / Naqu / Biru county</td>
<td>Deceased 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unlisted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>October 26</td>
<td>Lhamo Tseten</td>
<td>M/24</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>October 26</td>
<td>Thubwang Kyab</td>
<td>M/23</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>November 4</td>
<td>Dorje Lhundrub</td>
<td>M/25</td>
<td>Husband, father, artist</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan TAP / Tongren county</td>
<td>Deceased 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>November 7</td>
<td>Dorje, M/15</td>
<td>Sandrub, M/16</td>
<td>Monks Ngoshul Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / ABA T&amp;QAP / ABA county</td>
<td>Deceased 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dorje Kyab, M/16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unlisted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>November 7</td>
<td>Tamdrin Tso</td>
<td>F/23</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>November 7</td>
<td>Tsegyal</td>
<td>M/27</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>TAR / Naqu / Biru</td>
<td>Deceased 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>November 8</td>
<td>Kalsang Jinpa</td>
<td>M/18</td>
<td>Former monk Rongbo Monastery</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>November 10</td>
<td>Gonpo Tsering</td>
<td>M/19</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Hezuo</td>
<td>Deceased 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>November 12</td>
<td>Nyingkar Tashi</td>
<td>M/24</td>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>November 12</td>
<td>Nyingchag Bum</td>
<td>M/16</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>November 15</td>
<td>Tenzin Drolma</td>
<td>F/23</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>November 15</td>
<td>Khabum Gyal</td>
<td>M/18</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>November 17</td>
<td>Chagmo Kyi</td>
<td>F/26</td>
<td>Mother</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tibetan Self-Immolations Reported or Believed to Focus on Political and Religious Issues (September 2012–July 2013)—Continued

See CECC 2012 Annual Report for Self-Immolations 1–50 (February 2009–August 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date of Self-Immolation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex / Approx. Age</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Self-Immolation Location (Prov. / Pref. / County)</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>November 17</td>
<td>Sangdrag Tsering</td>
<td>M/24</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>November 19</td>
<td>Wangchen Norbu</td>
<td>M/25</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Haidong pref. / Xunhua SAC</td>
<td>Deceased 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>November 20</td>
<td>Tsering Dondrub</td>
<td>M/35</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>November 22</td>
<td>Lubum Gyal</td>
<td>M/18</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Tongren</td>
<td>Deceased 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>November 22</td>
<td>Tamdrin Kyab</td>
<td>M/23</td>
<td>Former monk Shitsang Monastery</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Luqu county</td>
<td>Deceased 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>November 23</td>
<td>Tamdrin Dorje</td>
<td>M/29</td>
<td>Head of household</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Zeku county</td>
<td>Deceased 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>November 25</td>
<td>Sanggye Drolma</td>
<td>F/17</td>
<td>Nun Mindrol Dargying Nunnery</td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Zeku</td>
<td>Deceased 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>November 26</td>
<td>Wanggyal</td>
<td>M/about 20</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Sichuan / Gansu TAP / Seda county</td>
<td>Unknown 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>November 26</td>
<td>Konchog Tsering</td>
<td>M/18</td>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>November 26</td>
<td>Gonpo Tsering</td>
<td>M/24</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Luqu</td>
<td>Deceased 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>November 27</td>
<td>Kalsang Kyab</td>
<td>M/24</td>
<td>Nomad</td>
<td>Sichuan / ABA / Ruo’ergai county</td>
<td>Deceased 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>November 27</td>
<td>Sanggye Tashi</td>
<td>M/18</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>November 28</td>
<td>Bande Khar (Wangden Khar)</td>
<td>M/21</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Hezuo</td>
<td>Deceased 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>November 29</td>
<td>Tsering Namgyal (Tsering Tashi)</td>
<td>M/31</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Luqu</td>
<td>Deceased 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>November 30</td>
<td>Konchog Kyab</td>
<td>M/29</td>
<td>Father</td>
<td>Sichuan / ABA / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Deceased 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>December 2</td>
<td>Sungdu Kyab</td>
<td>M/17</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Hospitalized 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tibetan Self-Immolations Reported or Believed to Focus on Political and Religious Issues (September 2012–July 2013)—Continued

See CECC 2012 Annual Report for Self-Immolations 1–50 (February 2009–August 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date of Self-Immolation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex / Approx. Age</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Self-Immolation Location (Prov. / Pref. / County)</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>December 3</td>
<td>Lobsang Gedun (Lobsang Geleg)</td>
<td>M/29</td>
<td>Monk</td>
<td>Penag Monastery</td>
<td>Qinghai / Guoluo TAP / Banma county</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>December 8</td>
<td>Pema Dorje</td>
<td>M/23</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Luqu</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>December 8</td>
<td>Konchog Phelgyal (Konchog Phelgye)</td>
<td>M/24</td>
<td>Monk</td>
<td>Sumdo Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>December 9</td>
<td>Wangchen Kyi (Rinchen Kyi)</td>
<td>F/17</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td></td>
<td>Qinghai / Huangnan / Zeku</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>January 12</td>
<td>Tsering Tashi (Tsebe)</td>
<td>M/22</td>
<td>Husband</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>January 18</td>
<td>Tsering Phuntsog (Drubchog)</td>
<td>M/28</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Hongyuan county</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>January 22</td>
<td>Konchog Kyab</td>
<td>M/23</td>
<td>Husband, father, farmer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>February 3</td>
<td>Lobsang Namgyal</td>
<td>M/37</td>
<td>Monk</td>
<td>Kirti Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>February 13</td>
<td>Drugpa Khar</td>
<td>M/26</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>February 17</td>
<td>Namla Tsering</td>
<td>M/49</td>
<td>Husband and father</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>February 19</td>
<td>Rinchen, M/17 Sonam Dargye, M/18</td>
<td>Laypersons</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Both deceased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>February 24</td>
<td>Phagmo Dondrub</td>
<td>M/early 20s</td>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Qinghai / Haidong / Hualong HAC</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>February 25</td>
<td>Tsezung Kyab</td>
<td>M/27</td>
<td>Farmer and nomad</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Luqu</td>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>February 25</td>
<td>Sangdrag</td>
<td>M/unknown</td>
<td>Monk</td>
<td>Diphu Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Aba</td>
<td>Hospitalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Date of Self-Immolation</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Sex / Approx. Age</td>
<td>Occupation Affiliation</td>
<td>Self-Immolation Location (Prov. / Pref. / County)</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>March 13</td>
<td>Konchog Wangmo</td>
<td>F/28–31</td>
<td>Wife and mother</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Deceased 73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>March 16</td>
<td>Lobsang Thogme</td>
<td>M/28</td>
<td>Monk Kirti Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Aba</td>
<td>Deceased 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>March 24</td>
<td>Kalkyi</td>
<td>F/30</td>
<td>Wife and mother</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Rangtang county</td>
<td>Deceased 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>March 25</td>
<td>Lhamo Kyab</td>
<td>M/43</td>
<td>Forest ranger</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Xiahe</td>
<td>Deceased 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>March 26</td>
<td>Konchog Tenzin</td>
<td>M/28</td>
<td>Monk Mogri Monastery</td>
<td>Gansu / Gannan / Luqu</td>
<td>Deceased 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>April 16</td>
<td>Chugtso</td>
<td>F/20</td>
<td>Wife and mother</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Rangtang</td>
<td>Deceased 78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>April 24</td>
<td>Lobsang Dawa, M/20, Konchog Oezer, M/23</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monks Tagtsang Lhamo Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Both deceased 79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tenzin Sherab</td>
<td>M/31</td>
<td>Layperson</td>
<td>Qinghai / Yushu / Qumalai county</td>
<td>Deceased 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>June 11</td>
<td>Wangchen Drolma</td>
<td>F/31</td>
<td>Nun Dragkar Nunery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Ganzi / Daofu county</td>
<td>Deceased 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>July 20</td>
<td>Konchog Sonam</td>
<td>M/17</td>
<td>Monk Sogtsang Monastery</td>
<td>Sichuan / Aba / Ruo’ergai</td>
<td>Deceased 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE "OPINION"

Information in this report and the Commission’s 2012 Annual Report demonstrates a shift from an initial pattern of less frequent self-immolations mainly in Sichuan with a majority of current or former monastics, to a pattern of more frequent self-immolations mostly outside of Sichuan with a majority of laypersons. The shift was pronounced during the October–November surge: of 38 self-immolations reported, 32 were outside Sichuan, and 29 of the 32 were laypersons.
Coinciding with that shift, on or about December 3, 2012, the Supreme People's Procuratorate, the Supreme People's Court, and the Ministry of Public Security jointly issued the “Opinion on Handling Self-Immolation Cases in Tibetan Areas in Accordance With the Law” (the Opinion). The Opinion called for persons officials characterize as “principal culprits” linked to self-immolation to face prosecution for “intentional homicide,” as well as for criminal prosecution for activities including gathering at self-immolation sites to mourn, or offering donations to self-immolators’ relatives. The relative sizes of the Tibetan monastic and secular communities suggest one basis for official concern over the spread of self-immolation from one community to the other. The lay Tibetan population is about 44 times greater than the monastic population—approximately 140,000 monks and nuns among a total Tibetan population of approximately 6.28 million.

By early February 2013, official media reported nearly 90 formal arrests linked to self-immolation cases since October–November 2012 in Gansu and Qinghai provinces. Indicative examples of Tibetans detained (some imprisoned) for alleged links to a self-immolator or self-immolation, or for sharing self-immolation information, with timelines at least in part after the Opinion’s issue, follow.

- **October 23, 2012.** Officials detained six Tibetans at the site of Dorje Rinchen’s self-immolation in Xiahe (Sangchu) county, Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP). On January 31, 2013, the Gannan Intermediate People’s Court sentenced four of them to up to 12 years’ imprisonment for “intentional homicide” and two to up to 4 years for “picking quarrels and provoking troubles.”

- **After November 19.** Following his detention, on February 8, 2013, the Huangnan Intermediate People’s Court in Huangnan (Malho) TAP sentenced a monk to 13 years’ imprisonment for “inciting” homicide and separatism in a case where someone decided not to self-immolate.

- **Likely December.** Officials detained at least nine Tibetans in connection with Tsering Namgyal’s November 29 self-immolation in Luqu (Luchu) county, Gannan. On February 28, 2013, the Gannan Intermediate People’s Court sentenced three of them to up to 15 years’ imprisonment for “intentional homicide.”

- **Possibly December.** Officials detained three Tibetans in Haidong prefecture, Qinghai. On March 18, 2013, the Haidong Intermediate People’s Court sentenced them to up to six years’ imprisonment for using “self-immolation incidents” to disseminate pro-independence information.

- **December 3.** After the December 2 self-immolation of Sangdu Kyab in Xiahe on December 3, security officials reportedly detained five Bora Monastery monks for interrogation.

- **After December 9.** After the December 9 self-immolation of Wangchen Kyi in Zeku (Tsekhog) county, Huangnan, officials detained five Tibetans described as friends or family of self-immolators.

- **Around December 24.** Following the November 29 self-immolation of Tsering Namgyal in Luqu county, security offi-
• Possibly early 2013. Following the detention of four Tibetans in Huangnan, on April 13, 2013, the Huangnan Intermediate People’s Court sentenced the Tibetans to up to six years’ imprisonment for “inciting separatism” by sharing self-immolation information with domestic and overseas groups.

• January. Officials detained seven Tibetans in connection with Sanggye Gyatso’s October 6, 2012, self-immolation in Hezuo (Tsoe) city, Gannan. Police characterized the case as “organized and premeditated homicide” because three detainees allegedly discussed self-immolation, contacted a Tibetan organization in India, and sent self-immolation information out of China.

• July. In a Sichuan province case, officials reportedly detained six Tibetans, including five monks, after monk Konchog Sonam self-immolated on July 20 in Ruo’ergai (Dzoege) county, Aba (Ngaba) Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture.

The examples above are among 112 cases in the Commission’s Political Prisoner Database as of September 1, 2013, of detention or imprisonment linked to self-immolation or the issue of self-immolation since August 2012.

THE CRACKDOWN

As self-immolation frequency increased, authorities strengthened a security crackdown based on the premise of “stability maintenance” that infringed on Tibetans’ freedoms of expression, association, and movement, and curtailed their ability to communicate or share information. Examples follow.

• Expression. The Opinion established a legal pretext for punishing Tibetans who expressed views sympathetic to self-immolators or self-immolation by providing a broad basis for characterizing such expression as “inciting” self-immolation.

• Association, movement. Authorities interfered with Tibetans’ right to associate with other Tibetans within local communities, within wider Tibetan areas, and with persons living abroad. Human Rights Watch reported establishment of neighborhood security “grids” in the TAR and a program to classify Tibetan villagers individually based on religious and political factors.

• Communication, information. Authorities interfered with communication, preventing Tibetans from sharing or receiving information on self-immolations and other topics deemed harmful to “social stability,” as well as accessing international news.

Religious Freedom for Tibetan Buddhists

Tibetan self-immolators this past year continued to call for the Dalai Lama’s return—a demand that when voiced during a suicidal protest may signify intense resentment toward Chinese government and Communist Party intrusion into Tibetan Buddhist affairs. The trend of creating new and unprecedented control over...
the religion continued along with maintaining established repressive policies. Officials characterize the result of such policies as the “normal order” of Tibetan Buddhism.

Unofficial reports in June 2013, if accurate, indicated a potentially positive development. Beginning in August 2013, officials in Hainan (Tsoho) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP), Qinghai province, said they would “experiment” with allowing monks and nuns to “revere, respect, and follow” the Dalai Lama in his capacity as a religious leader. The reports emerged the same month as remarks by a Central Party School professor calling for engagement with the Dalai Lama in his capacity as “a religious leader” and ceasing to treat him “as an enemy.”

By early 2013, official reports discounted prospects for a less hostile policy toward the Dalai Lama. A July 11 notice reportedly issued by the Guoluo (Golog) TAP United Front Work Department warned Tibetans not to believe “rumors” of a “new policy” permitting “freedom to venerate the Dalai Lama’s portraits, and so on.” The notice cited Yu Zhengsheng, a member of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party Central Committee and Head of the Central Committee Coordinating Group for Tibet Affairs, stating that the Dalai Lama is “always engaged in secessionist activities.” The notice instructed Tibetan Buddhists to “separate themselves politically” from the Dalai Lama, but did not address the Dalai Lama’s status as a religious figure.

On July 6, 2013, the Dalai Lama’s birthday, People’s Armed Police (PAP) in Daofu (Tawu) county, Ganzi (Kardze) TAP, Sichuan province, reportedly “opened fire” on “hundreds” of Tibetans returning from a hillside location where they conducted religious observances. PAP reportedly wounded 10–16 Tibetans with what may have been anti-riot projectiles and beat or tortured other Tibetans.

Developments consistent with established policies this past year include the following examples.

- **Reassessment, reappointment of Tibetan Buddhist teachers.** Effective December 2012, national measures required Tibetan Buddhist monastic teachers to submit, every five years, to a reassessment conducted by Party- and government-controlled Buddhist associations. Criteria include patriotism toward China, supporting Party leadership, and accepting guidance from government- and Party-run offices. Reappointed teachers must sign an agreement acknowledging such obligations. Teachers who “forfeit” appointment credentials are deemed unqualified to teach.

- **More “harmonious model monastery” awards.** Following the May 2012 initial round of such awards, officials recognized 100 TAR monasteries and nunneries and over 7,500 “patriotic, law-abiding, and advanced monks and nuns” in December. An abbot speaking at the ceremony described patriotism toward China as “an unshirkable responsibility” of Tibetan Buddhists and likened “safeguarding the unification of the motherland” to a duty of “disciples of Buddha.”

- **Aggressive “legal education” campaigns.** Officials continued to enforce “education” focusing on government legal
measures to pressure Tibetans into complying with policies that obstruct their freedom of religion. Authorities reportedly “detained” or “disappeared” 14 senior monastic officials from four of Lhasa’s premier Tibetan Buddhist institutions after summoning them to a local meeting. Authorities removed them to a monastery in Naqu (Nagchu) prefecture for “political education.”

Status of Tibetan Culture

This past year, some Tibetan self-immolators reportedly called for greater use of the Tibetan language as they burned—an apparent indication of the significant threat some Tibetans believe Party and government policies pose to Tibetan culture’s vibrancy and viability. The Commission’s 2012 Annual Report noted that a senior Party official advocated in February 2012 for ethnic “amalgamation,” ending minority-language education programs to achieve “desegregation,” and “popularizing” the use of Mandarin Chinese “without fail.” In December 2012, then-Special Coordinator for Tibetan Issues Maria Otero observed that “official rhetoric that denigrates the Tibetan language” is a factor that “has further exacerbated tensions.”

Indicative developments this past year include the following examples.

• More language protests in Qinghai Province. On November 26, 28, 2012, thousands of Tibetan tertiary students protested against issues including government language policy. Authorities had required students to study an official booklet that some regarded as “derogatory” toward Tibetan language and that promoted using Mandarin. According to the booklet, bilingual education would help “ethnic minorities to promote their culture and reach its pinnacle.” A November 9 protest involving thousands of Tibetan middle school students at another Qinghai location also involved language rights, among other things.

• Qinghai student protesters imprisoned. On April 10, 2013, the Gonghe (Chabcha) County People’s Court sentenced eight Hainan Professional Training School students to imprisonment for “illegal assembly” during the November 26 protest. One report described them as “school prefects or class monitors” and noted that students resented the booklet’s use in “political education” classes. An unidentified Qinghai court reportedly sentenced a middle school student accused of “organizing” the November 9 protests to four years’ imprisonment.

• Citizens promote Tibetan language. Reports of unofficial Tibetan initiatives to promote Tibetan language emerged in Qinghai, where organizers of the Mother Tongue Protection Association observed UN-recognized International Mother Language Day; in Gansu, where posters described the language as “the golden cup that holds the essence of Tibetan culture” and urged Tibetans to “give up impure mixed speech forever”; and in Sichuan, where township authorities banned informal classes on Tibetan language and culture.
Economic Development Policy and Implementation

Officials continued to emphasize economic development as the key to achieving “social stability”\(^{172}\) even though some initiatives resulted in protests\(^{173}\) or alleged harm to local communities\(^ {174}\)—including a reported self-immolator’s call for protection of Tibet’s “fragile environment.”\(^ {175}\) The Party and government maintained the development strategy announced at the January 2010 Fifth Tibet Work Forum\(^ {176}\)—adherence to a model based on “Chinese characteristics” and retaining “Tibetan traits.”\(^ {177}\) Government “investment” in China’s western areas—a program launched in 2000 as “Great Western Development”\( (xibu da kaifa) \(^ {178}\)—almost tripled in 2012 compared with 2011, state-run media reported.\(^ {179}\)

Indicative developments this past year include the following examples.

- **Railroad construction.** A Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) official said the Lhasa-Shigatse railway will begin operation by the end of 2014.\(^ {180}\) Previous estimates ranged from 2010\(^ {181}\) to 2015.\(^ {182}\) TAR officials expressed concern that a National People’s Congress decision to dismantle the Ministry of Railroads\(^ {183}\) could hinder railroad construction on the Tibetan plateau by making unprofitable services harder to finance.\(^ {184}\)

- **Forced settlement.**\(^ {185}\) Official media reported that the TAR government would settle 460,000 farmers and herders in 2013, and that “nearly 2.1 million” had been settled (or resettled) during 2006–2012.\(^ {186}\) Party Secretary Chen Quanguo said in September 2012 that “all farmers and herders” in the TAR would be settled by the end of 2013.\(^ {187}\) A 2011 government opinion called for nationwide settlement of herders to be “basically” accomplished by 2015.\(^ {188}\)

- **Mining.** International media organizations reported on a March 2013 landslide disaster at a TAR gold mine in Lhasa municipality,\(^ {189}\) and on environmental pollution that interfered with Tibetans’ ability to farm and maintain livestock.\(^ {190}\) In a May 2013 protest, 3,500 Tibetans in Biru (Driru) county, Naqu (Nagchu) prefecture, reportedly confronted arriving workers they suspected to be miners and asked them to “leave our resources where they are.”\(^ {191}\) Such reports are concurrent with TAR policy to increase the mining share of TAR GDP from about 3 percent in 2010 to between 30 and 50 percent by 2020.\(^ {192}\)

- **Hydropower.** Government plans for construction of hydroelectric projects along major Tibetan rivers attracted the interest of news media and analysts.\(^ {193}\) A blog maintained by a Canada-based Tibetan published detailed information in March 2013 on each project’s location, capacity, and status.\(^ {194}\)

Summary: Tibetan Political Detention and Imprisonment

As of September 1, 2013, the Commission’s Political Prisoner Database (PPD) contained 1,531 records—a figure certain to be far from complete—of Tibetan political prisoners detained on or after March 10, 2008, the beginning of a period of mostly peaceful political protests that swept across the Tibetan plateau.
Among the 1,531 PPD records of Tibetan political detentions reported since March 2008 are 28 Tibetans ordered to serve reeducation through labor (23 are believed released upon completing their terms) and 328 Tibetans whom courts sentenced to imprisonment ranging from six months to life (142 are believed released upon sentence completion). Of the 328 Tibetan political prisoners sentenced to imprisonment since March 2008, sentencing information is available for 315 prisoners, including 309 with fixed-term sentences averaging 4 years and 8 months, based on PPD data as of September 1, 2013.

CURRENT TIBETAN POLITICAL DETENTION AND IMPRISONMENT

As of September 1, 2013, the PPD contained records of 642 Tibetan political prisoners believed or presumed currently detained or imprisoned. Of those, 622 are records of Tibetans detained on or after March 10, 2008; 20 are records of Tibetans detained prior to March 10, 2008. PPD information for the period since March 10, 2008, is certain to be far from complete.

Of the 622 Tibetan political prisoners who were detained on or after March 10, 2008, and who were believed or presumed to remain detained or imprisoned as of September 1, 2013, PPD data indicated that:

- 314 (51 percent) are Tibetan Buddhist monks, nuns, teachers, or trulkus.
- 550 (88 percent) are male, 46 (7 percent) are female, and 26 are of unknown gender.
- 288 (46 percent) are believed or presumed detained or imprisoned in Sichuan province; the rest are believed or presumed detained or imprisoned in the Tibet Autonomous Region (143), Qinghai province (122), Gansu province (68), and the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (1).
- Sentencing information is available for 182 prisoners: 176 reportedly were sentenced to fixed terms ranging from 1 year and 6 months to 20 years, and 6 were sentenced to life imprisonment or death with a 2-year reprieve. The average fixed-term sentence is 6 years and 3 months. Seventy-nine (43 percent) of the prisoners with known sentences are Tibetan Buddhist monks, nuns, teachers, or trulkus.

Sentencing information is available for 16 of the 20 Tibetan political prisoners detained prior to March 10, 2008, and believed imprisoned as of September 1, 2013. Their sentences range from 8 years to life imprisonment; the average fixed-term sentence is 13 years and 1 month.
VI. Developments in Hong Kong and Macau

Hong Kong

While in practice Hong Kong residents enjoy greater freedom than citizens of mainland China, the Commission continued to observe developments that raise concerns about the commitment of the central and Hong Kong governments to Hong Kong’s autonomy and freedoms. Hong Kong’s Basic Law guarantees the freedoms of speech, religion, and assembly, promises Hong Kong a “high degree of autonomy,” and confirms the applicability of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) to Hong Kong.1 The Basic Law also states that the “ultimate aim” is the election by universal suffrage of Hong Kong’s top official—the Chief Executive (CE)—and Hong Kong’s Legislative Council (LegCo).2 In March 2013, the UN Human Rights Committee reviewed Hong Kong for compliance with the ICCPR and expressed “concern about the lack of a clear plan to institute universal suffrage and to ensure the right of all persons to vote and stand for election without unreasonable limitations.”3 The committee urged the Hong Kong government to “outline clear and detailed plans on how universal and equal suffrage might be instituted.”4

UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE AND AUTONOMY

The Basic Law states that the CE is to be elected by universal suffrage “upon nomination by a broadly representative nominating committee in accordance with democratic procedures.”5 A 2007 National People’s Congress Standing Committee (NPCSC) decision further specified that the CE “may” be elected through universal suffrage in 2017, after which LegCo member elections may follow suit.6 In its submission to the UN Human Rights Committee regarding Hong Kong’s compliance with the ICCPR, the Hong Kong government confirmed the 2017 time frame for implementation of universal suffrage for electing the CE and indicated that universal suffrage for elections of all LegCo members would be implemented in 2020.7 Currently 35 of the 70 LegCo members are elected through Functional Constituencies, most with fewer than 1,500 voters that can include companies with multiple votes; a similarly disproportionate system is used to select the 1,200 members of the election committee that chooses the CE.8

Large numbers of Hong Kong residents continued advocating for universal suffrage as local officials deferred discussion of electoral reform. Public support grew9 for the Occupy Central movement, which plans to mobilize 10,000 protesters to occupy Hong Kong’s financial district in July 2014 if the government has not issued a universal suffrage plan meeting international standards by that time.10 Other mass demonstrations have recently compelled government action. In October 2012, for example, the Hong Kong government formally shelved a patriotic education curriculum11 that had been criticized by tens of thousands of protestors as political indoctrination.12 In July 2013, Chief Executive CY Leung dismissed calls for early public consultation on electoral reform while maintaining that he did not need the central government’s permis-
sion to launch such consultations. Pro-democracy advocates fear that delays will leave insufficient time for public consultation.

Statements by central government officials this past year raised concerns over central government interference in the nomination of CE candidates to run in elections by universal suffrage. During the most recent CE election in March 2012, the central government reportedly wielded heavy influence in the selection of its favored candidate CY Leung, after dropping support for Henry Tang, who had become the subject of controversies. In August 2013, the director of the central government's liaison office in Hong Kong rejected a pro-democracy party legislator's proposal to allow candidates who receive a certain number of voters' nominations to run for CE, instead saying that the election committee that currently selects the CE should form the basis of the committee that selects the CE candidates in an election by universal suffrage. A pro-democracy legislator criticized the current election committee as "based on a very narrow electorate" and "not a broadly representative committee." In March, the chairman of the Law Committee under the National People's Congress Standing Committee listed a set of requirements for CE candidates to meet, one of which is that they must be trusted by the central government. The chairman said such candidates could criticize the central government, but they could not, for example, consider the central government an opponent, citing a pro-democracy legislator as an example.

Two incidents this year highlighted ongoing challenges to Hong Kong's judicial and law enforcement independence. In a case involving the rights of domestic helpers to seek permanent residency, the Hong Kong government took the unusual step of requesting that Hong Kong's highest court refer a key issue for interpretation to the National People's Congress Standing Committee, which was expected to side with the Hong Kong government's position. The court sided with the Hong Kong government by ruling in March 2013 against permanent residency for domestic helpers while saying it did not need to seek the central government's interpretation in this particular instance. In another case, local authorities delayed action on a U.S. request for the provisional arrest of former U.S. National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, which allowed him to leave Hong Kong. Unnamed sources cited in a New York Times article claimed the Chinese government directed local authorities to allow Snowden's departure. Local officials maintained that their law enforcement process remained independent.

PRESS FREEDOM

Despite enjoying greater press freedom than mainland China, Hong Kong journalists and media organizations continued to report pressure and harassment. Assaults or instances of harassment against Hong Kong journalists reportedly rose to 18 (7 occurring in mainland China), an increase over the 1 to 2 assaults reported on average in recent years. Among the most heavily targeted media outlets was the Next Media group, which reported four incidents in June 2013. The Hong Kong Journalists Association claims that Hong Kong and central government authorities have been largely unresponsive to inquiries regarding the attacks.
2012 survey, more than one-third of Hong Kong journalists reportedly admitted to self-censorship, which they attribute in part to editorial pressure from media owners with significant political and economic interests in mainland China. Over half the owners of Hong Kong’s 30 major media outlets have been appointed as representatives to either the central government’s top legislative or political advisory body. Several major newspapers have reportedly set up special committees of largely mainland Chinese membership to vet articles before publication, which bears similarities to editorial practices in media outlets in mainland China.

**TRANSPARENCY**

During the last year, the Hong Kong government made uneven progress toward maintaining transparency. Access to government records was hampered by the loss or destruction of public documents by government offices. Local activists say that civil servants may dispose of files because there is no existing legislation to regulate recordkeeping. In June 2013, a Hong Kong Law Reform Commission sub-committee began work to review the current state of management of government records, study relevant laws in other jurisdictions, and make recommendations for possible regulatory reforms. In addition, the Ombudsman of Hong Kong opened an investigation into the “access to information regime and Government’s records management system” in January 2013.

The government postponed implementation of a measure in March 2013 that would have redacted from public corporate filings important identifying information about company directors—the type of information that was used by Bloomberg and the New York Times to uncover the alleged vast wealth of China’s top political families. Proponents of the measure cited the privacy rights of directors while opponents warned that it would harm the reputation of Hong Kong’s financial markets for transparency and “risk turning Hong Kong into an opaque offshore tax shelter for China’s plutocrats.”

**Macau**

Macau’s Basic Law differs from Hong Kong in several aspects, including the absence of any language regarding “universal suffrage,” although it does include a provision making the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) applicable to Macau. The Commission observed that while Macau residents continued to enjoy greater freedom than citizens of mainland China, the lack of democratic elections in line with the ICCPR and threats to the freedoms of press and assembly in Macau remain ongoing challenges. In its Concluding Observations on Macau’s compliance with the ICCPR issued earlier this year, the UN Human Rights Committee urged Macau to “outline a clear and comprehensive plan of action and set timelines for the transition to an electoral system based on universal and equal suffrage . . . .”

**POLITICAL AND PRESS FREEDOMS**

Mainland experts and officials have dissuaded Macau from pursuing universal suffrage. In March 2013, Political Bureau Stand-
The chairperson of the UN Human Rights Committee expressed concern in March 2013 that despite public consultation, the government had made no further efforts toward universal suffrage. Self-censorship and heavy local government funding of Macau media persist, and journalists report that articles with dissenting views are sometimes altered or deleted. In September 2012, the Macau government withdrew parts of a bill that would have established a “press accountability board.” Macau residents continued to organize protests on a range of social and political issues, but in some cases faced police retaliation, including confiscation of news materials and detention.

CORRUPTION

The gambling industry in Macau is reportedly tied to widespread corruption and the laundering of large amounts of money out of mainland China. This movement of money through Macau is fueled by a “junket” system, which reportedly aids mainland VIP patrons in bypassing China’s limits on how much money can be taken out of China. Casinos and junkets account for a large portion of Macau’s annual revenue, and one Macau academic estimates that US$202 billion in ill-gotten funds are channeled through Macau each year.

During the reporting year, the Chinese government and Macau officials reportedly stepped up efforts to regulate Macau’s gambling industry as part of a larger campaign by the central government against corruption. In November 2012, authorities issued updated guidelines to junket operators intended to increase reporting on the transactions of gaming clients and, in a high-profile incident, detained more than half a dozen people in the junket business. In July 2013, a U.S. official told the U.S.-China Security and Economic Review Commission that Macau had taken some steps to address money laundering deficiencies noted in a 2007 evaluation by a regional anti-money laundering group, including performing regular risk assessments of gaming operators and junkets and enhancing the oversight of junkets operators. The official noted, however, that Macau still needed to incorporate a “freezing mechanism” into its anti-money laundering framework, lower its reporting threshold for large transactions, and implement an “effective cross-border cash declaration system.” In June 2013, Macau’s Financial Intelligence Office announced that it was considering a “cross-border cash declaration system.”
VII. Endnotes

†Voted to adopt: Senators Brown, Baucus, Levin, Feinstein, and Merkley; Representatives Smith, Wolf, Meadows, Pittenger, Walz, Kaptur, and Honda; Under Secretary Sánchez and Assistant Administrator Biswal.
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Notes to Section I—Political Prisoner Database

†The Commission treats as a political prisoner an individual detained or imprisoned for exercising his or her human rights under international law, such as peaceful assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of association, free expression, including the freedom to advocate peaceful social or political change, and to criticize government policy or government officials. (This list is illustrative, not exhaustive.) In most cases, prisoners in the PPD were detained or imprisoned for attempting to exercise rights guaranteed to them by China's Constitution and law, or by international law, or both. Chinese security, prosecution, and judicial officials sometimes seek to distract attention from the political or religious nature of imprisonment by convicting a de facto political or religious prisoner under the pretext of having committed a generic crime. In such cases, defendants typically deny guilt but officials may attempt to coerce confessions using torture and other forms of abuse, and standards of evidence are poor. If authorities permit a defendant to entrust someone to provide him or her legal counsel and defense, as China's Criminal Procedure Law guarantees in Article 32, officials may deny the counsel adequate access to the defendant, restrict or deny the counsel's access to evidence, and not provide the counsel adequate time to prepare a defense.
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10 For Commission analysis of Chinese government regulatory intrusion upon Tibetan Buddhist monasteries and specified effect on religious practices, see, e.g., State Administration for Religious Affairs, Management Measures for the Recognition of the Credentials of and Appointing Monastic Teachers in Tibetan Buddhism (Zangchuan fojiao simiao guanli banfa), passed 29 September 10, effective 1 November 10; State Administration for Religious Affairs, Measures for the Management of the Reincarnation of Living Buddhas in Tibetan Buddhism (Zangchuan fojiao hu wo zhang siaofu banza banfa), passed 13 July 07, issued 18 July 07, effective 1 September 07.

11 During the 2013 reporting year, the Commission did not observe indications that dialogue between the Chinese government and the Dalai Lama's representatives might soon resume.

12 For summary information on Tibetan self-immolation, periodic updates are available on the Commission's Web site (www.cecc.gov). As of July 20, 2013, the following numbers of Tibetan self-immolations reported or believed to focus on political and religious issues took place in the following 10 prefectural-level areas of Tibetan autonomy (arranged in descending order by number of self-immolations): Aha (Ngaba) Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture, Sichuan province, 51 self-immolations; Gannan (Kaniho) Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (TAP), Gansu province, 26 self-immolations; Huangnan (Malho) TAP, Qinghai province, 16 self-immolations; Gansu (Kashi) TAP, self-immolations; Yushu (Yulshul) TAP, Qinghai, 5 self-immolations; Nuq (Nagchu) TAP, Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR), 3 self-immolations; Lhasa municipality, TAR, 2 self-immolations; Gansu (Kashi) TAP, 2 self-immolations; Changdu (Chamdo) prefecture, TAR, 1 self-immolation; Hain (Tseom) Mongol and Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Qinghai, 1 self-immolation. In addition, 2 Tibetans self-immolated in Haidong prefecture, Qinghai, which is not an area of Tibetan autonomy. The preceding information does not include Yushu TAP self-immolation property protests by females Dekyi Chezom and Pasang Lhamo on June 27 and September 13, 2012, respectively, and an unidentified woman in March 2013, and the April 6, 2012, deaths of a Tibetan Buddhist abbot, Atuh, and a nun, Atae, in a Ganzi TAP house fire initially reported as accidental and later as self-immolation. The Commission continues to monitor reports on their deaths.)

13 Commentary: Let Not the Burning Desires of Tibetan Independence Consum the Good and Kind People" [Pinglun: wu rang zangdu de yuhuo fenshao liangshan de renmin], China News Service, 20 December 12 (translated in Open Source Center, 11 December 12). The editorial refers to "the Dalai and the new leader of the government-in-exile" and states that self-immolation is a "political conspiracy" to split China.

14 The following three sources provide examples of official positions that continue to exacerbate tensions with Tibetans in the context of significant current issues. Chen Feiyu, "Five Continued Focuses," Realize Greater Development (Under Guidance of Scientific Development Concept) in the Connection With Tibet, CPC Secretary Chen Quanguo, "Wu ge jiu shu zhe zhong mei da fazhan (zai kexue fazhan guan zhiyin xia)—feng xizang zhihui dangwei shuji chen quanguo), People's Daily, 4 September 12 (translated in Open Source Center, 21 September 12). According to the TAR Party Secretary Chen Quanguo listed accomplishments including: (regarding religion) "improved and upgraded the work to ensure that all monasteries and temples have a management organization, a party organization, a leading group, a contingent, duties and functions, and a mechanism," (regarding security) "established 696 police stations for providing service to the people, with a coverage area of 300-500 meters for each station. In this way, we can ensure that police officers will arrive at the scene in three to five minutes when an unexpected incident occurs," (regarding compulsory settlement and resettlement) "carried out in a march ten earth way the comfortable housing project for farmers and herdsmen. We will ensure that all farmers and herdsmen can live in safe and comfortable houses by the end of 2013." Wu Bin, "Qiang Wei Conducts Field Investigation on Safeguarding Stability in Huang County: Emphasizes Need To Consolidate Achievements in Ad Hoc Struggle Against Self-Immolation, Create a Good Social Environment for Promoting Construction and Development" [Qiang wei zai huangxian xian diaoyan weihu wending gongzuo shi qiangdiao gonggu fan zifen zhuanxiang douzheng], Qiangwei Daily, 2
March 13 (translated in Open Source Center, 7 March 13). According to the article, Qinghai Party Secretary Qiang Wei issued guidance regarding: [the political environment] “thoroughly combing out problems in the political system, legal system, and organization, and develop a sense of an atmosphere of ardently loving the party and the state, the nationality, and the homeland”; and [handling the self-immolation crisis] “give prominence to ‘strictness,’ dealing harsh blows at the promiscuous atmosphere of ardently loving the party and the state, the nationality, and the homeland”; and “conduct the education on patriotism, legal system, and gratitude, and develop a dense social atmosphere.”


Foreign Ministry Spokesman: China Expresses Strong Dissatisfaction, Resolute Opposition Over Statement Issued by the United States on Tibet-Related Issues” [Waijiaobu fayanren: dui Zhongguo jujiao meifang jiu she zang wenti fabiao de shengming biaoshi qianglie buman, jianjue fandui], Xinhua, 7 December 12 (translated in Open Source Center, 7 December 12).

Gansu Police Crack Homicide Case of Self-Immolation Organized and Masterminded by Members of the ‘Tibetan Youth Congress’ of the Dalai Clique” [Gansu jingfang zhenpo dalai jitian (Zhongguo jujiao) huoyan beihou de huangyan yu zhenxiang: gannan zang qu zifen jituan ''zangqing hui'' chengyuan zuzhi cehua zifen sharenan], Xinhua, 15 January 13 (translated in Open Source Center, 15 January 13; available in Chinese on China News Service). The article describes October 6, 2012, self-immolator Sanggye Gyatso as having committed “repeated acts of theft,” having been “without a job for a long time,” and having had “improper relations with several women.” Li Huizi et al., “Families Suffer Amid Tibetan Flames of Deceit,” China Daily, 5 February 13. The article refers to the November 29, 2012, self-immolator Tsering Namgyal (or Tsering Tashi) as “Tsekho” and notes that he “did not get along well with his wife,” attempted to borrow money from his father to start a business but was instead denied the loan and “scolded” by his father, who “was worried his alcoholic son would squander the money on excessive gambling and drinking.” Li Huizi and Jiang Weichao, “(China Focus) Lies and Facts Behind the Flames: An Investigation of Self-Immolation Incidents in the Tibetan Area of Southern Gansu” [Zhongguo jujiao] huoyan beihou de huangyan yu zhenxiang: gannan zang qu zifen dadianoacha], Xinhua, 31 January 13 (translated in Open Source Center, 12 February 13). The report refers to the August 7, 2012, self-immolator Drolkar Tso as “Zhang Kecao” and notes that her “husband was a former monk who was de-hipped, she was ‘at odds with her husband and her husband’s family’; had ‘often blamed and bullied by her mother-in-law.’” “Arrested in Qinghai Over Self-Immolations,” Xinhua, 8 February 13. The article refers to November 8, 2012, self-immolator Kalsang Jinpa, a former Rongbo Monastery monk, and notes that he “resumed secular life after falling in love with a woman, but later discovered she was a prostitute and parted with her.” “Prefecture, County Public Security Authorities Successfully Solve Case of Intentional Homicide, Burning Body,” Xinhua, 13 March 13. The article refers to March 13 (or March 12) self-immolator Konchog Wangmo as “Guanqiu Ema” and notes that her husband, “criminal suspect Drolma Kyab, ‘got into an intense fight with his wife’; ‘strangled the neck of [his wife] with his hands’; ‘brought the body of [his wife] to the west wall of [a nearby building]’; and ‘used gasoline to burn the body.’”


The article refers to December 2, 2012, self-immolator Namgyal (or Tsering Tashi) as “Tsekho” and observes, “Copycat self-immolations spread in the border area of Qinghai, Sichuan and Gansu provinces last year, . . . .” The article described Tsering Tashi as introduced, “someone who watched ‘Voice of America’ programs” and “believed in the Dalai Lama clique.”

Foreign Ministry Spokesman: China Expresses Strong Dissatisfaction, Resolute Opposition Over Statement Issued by the United States on Tibet-Related Issues” [Waijiaobu fayanren: dui Zhongguo jujiao meifang jiu she zang wenti fabiao de shengming biaoshi qianglie buman, jianjue fandui], Xinhua, 7 December 12 (translated in Open Source Center, 7 December 12).


Foreign Ministry Spokesman: China Expresses Strong Dissatisfaction, Resolute Opposition Over Statement Issued by the United States on Tibet-Related Issues” [Waijiaobu fayanren: dui Zhongguo jujiao meifang jiu she zang wenti fabiao de shengming biaoshi qianglie buman, jianjue fandui], Xinhua, 7 December 12 (translated in Open Source Center, 7 December 12).
Immolation in Tibet, Number Escalates to 52," Tibet Express, 29 September 12 (provides the name "Yongdrung"); "Plea To Stop Burnings Ignored," Radio Free Asia, 29 September 12.


See, e.g., Free Tibet, "Fourth Tibetan This Week Sets Himself on Fire," 26 October 12; "Fourth Burning in a Week," Radio Free Asia, 26 October 12.

See, e.g., "Thousands Attend Tibetan Self-Immolator's Funeral," Phayul, 1 November 12 (provides the name "Thubwang Kyab"); International Campaign for Tibet, "Second Tibetan Self-Immolates Today in Sangchu," 26 October 12 (provides the name "Dewang Kyab"); "2nd Self-Immolation From Sangchu Country Today," Voice of America, 26 October 12 (provides the name "Tsepak Kyab").


See, e.g., "Five Tibetans Self-Immolates," Radio Free Asia, 7 November 12 (does not provide a name for the self-immolator); Tibetan Centre for Human Rights and Democracy, "Tibetan Dies Of Untreated Burns In Police Custody In Nagchu," 28 November 12; "Kunchok Kyab Passes Away, Self-Immolation Death Toll Reaches 76," Phayul, 3 December 12.


See, e.g., "Tibetan Villager Dies in Self-Immolations in NW China," Xinhua, 10 November 12, reprinted in China Internet Information Center, 11 November 12; "Tibetan Burnings Rise to 70," Radio Free Asia, 10 November 12; "Breaking: Tibet Continues To Burn Again," Voice of America, 10 November 12 (provides the name "Nyinagkar Tashi"); "More Tibetan Burning Protests," Radio Free Asia, 12 November 12 (provides the name "Nyinagkar Tashi"); International Campaign for Tibet, "Thousands of Tibetans Mobilize in Reaction to Self-Immolations Despite Security Build Up," 14 November 12 (provides the name "Nyinagkar Tashi").


See, e.g., "Self-Immolations Continue in Rebkong; Two Die in Protest," Voice of America, 15 November 12 (provides the name "Dangzin Dolma"); "Two More Burn in Rebkong," Radio Free Asia, 15 November 12; "Breaking: Tibetan Woman Self-Immolates, Two Fiery Deaths in a Day," Phayul, 15 November 12 (provides the name "Tangzin Dolma").


See, e.g., "Another Tibetan Self-Immolates In Rebkong," Voice of America, 17 November 12; International Campaign for Tibet, "Young Tibetan Father Self-Immolates in Tsekhog; Officials
Warn Tibetans Not To Gather at Cremations,” 19 November 12; “Breaking: Tibet Continues To Burn, Man Sets Self on Fire,” Phayul, 18 November 12.


See, e.g., “May the Sun of Happiness Shine on Tibet,” a Self-Immolator’s Last Words,” Phayul, 29 November 12 (letter reportedly sent to India); “Breaking: Tibet Continues To Burn, Tibetan Man Set Self on Fire,” Phayul, 27 November 12; “Tibetan Student Protesters Held,” Radio Free Asia, 27 November 12.
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73 See, e.g., Yeshe Choekang, “Two Self-Immolation Protests in Tibet, Pushed the Toll to 109,” Tibet Post International, 17 March 13 (“burned herself . . . around 11.00 pm in the night”); “staged the self-immolation protest at [a] Chinese official building”; International Campaign for Tibet, “Two Self-Immolation Protests in Tibet, Pushed the Toll to 109,” 18 March 13 (“age 31; ‘set fire to herself at her home and ran into the street’”); “Chinese Police Deny Self-Immolation of Tibetan Woman,” Voice of America, 19 March 13 (“police say ‘she was murdered by her husband who later set the body on fire’”); “Police Dismiss Reports of Tibetan Woman’s Self-Immolation,” Global Times, 19 March 13 (“age 28; ‘strangled to death by her husband, who later burned her body’”); “Prefecture, County Public Security Authorities Successfully Solve Case of Intentional Homicide, Burning Body,” Aha Daily, 19 March 13 (translated in Open Source Center, 21 March 13) (“criminal suspect . . . got into an intense fight with his wife’; ‘strangled the neck of [his wife] with his hands’, ‘brought the body of [his wife] to the west wall of [a nearby building]’, ‘used gasoline to burn the body’”).


85 The Commission has posted on its Web site (www.cecc.gov) a series of summaries of information on Tibetan self-immolations. The summaries include a breakdown by gender, location, and occupation type.

86 See the table in this section titled “Tibetan Self-Immolation Believed To Focus On Political Issues (September 2012–July 2013).” The 38 self-immolations numbered 52–89 took place in October–November 2012.


88 “Those Who Incite Self-Immolations Must Be Severely Punished Under the Law” [Shandong zifen zhe bijiang shoudao fa shicheng], Gansu Daily, 3 December 12 (translated in Dui Hua Human Rights Journal, 5 December 12); Dui Hua Foundation, “China Outlines Criminal Punishments for Tibetan Self-Immolations,” Dui Hua Human Rights Journal, 5 December 12; “Official Opinion Urges Criminal Prosecution of Persons Linked to Self-Immolations,” Congressional-Executive Commission on China, 18 January 13. According to the Dui Hua translation, the specific language in the Opinion warns that, “Anyone who summons a group to mourn or collect funds for a self-immolator shall be prevented from doing so in accordance with the law.” Based on Commission monitoring, since self-immolators generally are deceased, the collected donations are for self-immolators’ survivors. For an example of such a case, see the Commission’s Political Prisoner Database record 2013–00076 on Gyadehor. For more information on the case, see Cao Kai and Wang Daqian, “Sentence Announced at First Trial of Gyadehor of Huangnan in Qinghai Over Inciting Secession” (Qinghai huangnan jiede shandong fenile guojia an—shen xuanpan), Qinghai Daily, 8 February 13 (translated in Open Source Center, 11 February 13).

89 “Zhu Weiquan Talks About Dalai and Other Issues With EU Officials, Scholars, and Reporters” [Zhu weiquan yu oumeng guanyuan, xuezhe, jizhe tan dalai deng wenti], China Tibet Online, 29 December 11 (translated in Open Source Center, 12 January 12). According to the report, then United Front Work Department Executive Deputy Head Zhu Weiquan told a gathering in Brussels that included European Union officials, “The self-immolation incidents occurred at four monasteries; Tibet and other Tibetan-inhabited areas have a total of 3,542 temples and monasteries, with 140,000 clergy; therefore the Dalai clique’s claim that the entire Tibetan-inhabited areas were on fire was entirely groundless. . . .”


91 “Gansu’s Gannan Official: 18 Self-Immolation Cases Cracked” [Gansu gannan guanyuan: pohou 18 qi zifen anjian], China News Service, 23 January 13 (translated in Open Source Center, 26 January 13) (“Of . . . 21 cases, 18 have been cracked, five cases . . . transferred to the court . . . 15 people . . . arrested.”); “70 Arrested in Qinghai Over Self-Immolations,” Xinhua, 8 February 13, reprinted in China Daily (“Seventy suspects . . . arrested in Huangnan . . . in connection with . . . self-immolations . . . since November”)


94 The case is unusual because the person convicted of intentional homicide, Phagpa, allegedly discussed the subject of self-immolation twice (June and July 2012) with a person who, on November 19, 2012, decided to self-immolate. “First Instance Verdict in Qinghai Combined Case of Intentional Homicide and Incitement to Separatism” (Qinghai yiqi guyi sharen,


104 Ibid.

105 In addition to the six named Tibetans who officials retained in detention, the reports mentioned that three of Konchog Sonam’s relatives were detained briefly then released, and two unidentified monks had been detained. “Monk, 17, Sets Himself on Fire in Sichuan,” The New York Times, 30 July 13 (reports two unnamed monks detained and under police investigation); “Five Tibetans Detained in Connection With Self-Immolation,” Radio Free Asia, 26 July 13 (names five people detained after the self-immolations; three were monks); “Three Tibetans Sentenced to Two and Half Years’ Prison in Chamo,” Radio Free Asia, 2 August 13 (names one additional monk detained); “8 Tibetans Disappeared in Connection With Latest Tibetan Self-Sacrifice,” Tibet Express, 29 July 13 (names eight detained persons but does not state that three of them were detained prior to the self-immolation). For more information on
the detention of three monks that reportedly may have “triggered” monk Konchog Sonam’s self-immolation, see “Arbitrary Detention of Tibetans Triggered Latest Tibetan Self-Immolation,” Tibet Express, 23 July 13.
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